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PREFACE 

The lectures on the Bhakti Cult, now published in 

book-form, belong to the series of Public Lectures 

organised by the Calcutta University Post-Graduate 

Council. These lectures were delivered during the 

sessions of 1919-20 and 1920-21, 

I avail myself of this occasion of the publication 

of the lectures to express my debt of gratitude to 

Sir Asutosh Mukhopadhyaya, Saraswati, Kt, C. S. I. 

M. A. D.L., D. Sc. etc, etc, who encouraged this 

humble effort of mine. 

I am always fully conscious of my limitations for 

such a work, but if I still undertook it, it was because 

I felt that I had aduty to my illustrious ancestors, 

some of whom, beginning with Vansi, ‘ the incarnation 

of the Divine flute’ and Srichaitanya’s ‘ adopted’ 

son, were pioneers in the work of propagation of 

Prema-Bhakti in Bengal. 

Hoogly College, 

May, 1922. | BHAGABAT KUMAR GOSWAMI 
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INTRODUCTION, 

Hindu philosophy practically started with the 
search for the immortal element behind and beyond 

mortal life. Almost at tho start, Life itself was 

recognised as essentially «mmortal. Mortal life must 

be regarded as only a phase of immortal Life. This 
was the view of the early philosophers and it has 

held the ground ever since. Individually this prin- 

ciple of Life was conceived as behind every unit of 

mortal life, and universally it was conceived as 

behind the whole sphere of everchanging cosmic 
life. 

As there was every chance thatif the principle 

of Life was simply named Life, then there would 

be confusion between mortal life and immortal Life, 

the immortal aspect came to be designated in various 

ways, with the progress of philosophic speculations, 
All such names bear evidence of philosophic 

researches about the essential nature of Life. “‘ Life 

is everything that exists (astz).” “ Life is the principle 
of existence ( sat )” Cosmic amplification ( brinhan ) 

arises out of the power of Life, hence Life is Bra- 

hman” “Life enters (atatr) every phase of existence, 

hence Life is Atman” “Life is Parabrahman or 
Paramdtman, as you view Life not individually but 

Universally ”. ‘‘ Universally, Life is Law (Vidhz) unto 

the world, and dominates (ishte) and regulates 

| (vidhatte) all its activities, all phases of individual and 

universal karma. Life is thus. “idht or I’swara” 

“Externally this I’swara is behind the centre Pi 
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external cosmic life,—the great Sun-god. Immortal 
Life isin his life”. Such were some of the conceptions 
and designations of the immortal element of Life, 
associated with early philosophical thoughts in 

ancient India. 
That birth and death are the two inevitable 

phases of mortal life behind which looms large the 

element of absolute immortality is only a logical out- 

come of the doctrine of Life thus enunciated by the 

early sages. This logical outcome of their own 

doctrine could not escape the keen philosophic insight 

of the philosophers. It foreshadowed in fact the 

later Sdmkhya view of material Life as settled in 

itself ( sattwa ), through ‘to be’ or ‘not to be’ ( rajas 

and tamas), a view that has domivated philosophical 
thoughts in some form or other. In the language of 

the early thinkers, the mortal elements were sambhu‘ti 

and vindsa, or prdna (vital air taken in) and 
apdna ( vital air taken out ). * 

» A close study of the earlier views of the Post-Vedic 

thinkers fully establishes these points, In view of the great 
importance of the matter, some original texts may be quoted 

here which bear on the points likely to be raised in this 

connection. 

* “Haury waa: a faq: 2°”) “as yrwer gra’ | 
“aq aria a aifafa aa ure: arataa | 
aea om afefe Ad afecqarad n” (Kn, v. ) 

“ref qaaisaTe ae agar | 
MAM aaa amura: wetter w” 

amma farsegfeaqr: |” 
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Subsequent orthodox philosophical enquiries 
concerned themselves with examinations of the 

nature and scope of Life, “What is Lifes” “Is 

it anything more than pure existence” “Is 

reason inseparably associated with Life as its aspect 

oris it Life itself’? “Is blind existence possible 

without reason ?”? “What is emotion 2” “Is it an 

“se fadaame niiveae efea: | 
ferfeqerare fana ofefirer® 9—vag aq 0” 
“qa uN gay Haha ate are yee fafsara: | 
aca YR Aaa Aeatwa Fara u” 
“afaq atat: faa wa ag atarfa fag 0” 
“afed faia saquex’ ore usfa fasaaa |” (x. v. ) 
“grit sat fa ware alatafa wee wae 
MUS Jaa Aaigd aqua agai. 

a dnafag v” (K. BU.) 

“quad at aa fafed aq ufafeaq |” 

“saa UT att saa i—am wale afanaq 

fafage st Uy wala way saafafaea—sar- 

qaqa WU TATs UU VAR Bata dfaad |” 
“efe S15 ara |” 
“g ud faetq mdae—a ere vaTetad saaraafa | 
aay mta:—squfaarafd ena fayasa oqar 

saaaa wae fama wae —faaratazaaga wv” 
“‘afaqqmtaaraat aa vata, afer’ a mfas- 
aa war va wifagen, acim wfaa agatstagd- 

Mia Tal ua saa, orafas afaeaa aa 
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inseparable element of Life or is ib associated 

with reason only 9% “Should reason or emotion 

or both be regarded as inherent in existence 
or are they mere later accretions 9” “How this 
cosmos has been worked out of Life?” These are 

some of the fundamental problems of Life dealt 

vanfasedt uw weAaggata «a a ata: od 
gate” 

Rasa BIT Ww uA al AMAA aYTS 
ufaat —aeaaad Faq |” 
“sgeq’ aiuasar wgisfa afecfaar | 

auatea ate gare’ salfaar ofa: 0 
“qerafraneaan: ore & ast: |” 
“qeeuia: Taal AVA: ATATATAATG Gar: ” 

3 (P. v.) 

« waufd a fae aqageiua ae” ( Sararez ) 

“Se We Qararotd warTarfa | 

Wa aaa Aral fa Sar suraa w” 

“a gaa aud Adt staf waa | 

zat g safer afaaar qarfaqar vn” 

“eat a se naamfa Ga aw wataag | 

Aal T AT WaT Aral wafa Waa vn” 

“aifaaal nae niicara efea: | 

wuaaisqdata aaah garg w(x. v. ) 
Rian: the immortal element, appears materially as mortal 

pra’na, and farther on asserts itself through all elements and 

organs of mortal life-attivities,: which are therefore also 
called pra nas. 

” 
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with in the orthodox schools of Hindu philosophy, 

The old Yoga or Karmamimdnsd school voted for one 
pure existence, strictly in conformity with the Vedic 
view of one principle of sat, but contrary to Vedic 
implication *, they did not conceive that existence 
personal asa whole. This existence had the karmic 

impulse of the stir of life in itself, and developed 
into individual souls on one side, the potential jtvas, 

and material cells on the other side, the potential 

bhutas, merged at the initial stage in pure dkdsa, 

the one comprehensive material element, which could 

never then devolop reason, or emotion for the matter 

of that, and was thus dark and blind, or blank tamas, 

as the Vedas would characterise it, though swayed by 

the fundamental regulative karmic impulse, Later on, 

the souls developed as jivas, endowed gradually with 
fuller and fuller reason and emotion, and when 

brought up to a responsible stage as men, superimposed 

their quota of karmic impulse upon the fundamental 
karmic impulse of universal existence, and cosmic 

ereation developed under the sway of fully developed 
karma, the essential stages of material development 

apparently determind by fundamental regulative 

force of existence, and the distribution of appropriate 

* The later phases of Vedic speculations eulminated 

in the conception of One Sa¢ in Divine Form. who compre- 

hended every sphere of existence—a@ afaut Ten aefa— 

atta aq arateattate:. Every Vedic student of course 

knows how the latest of the Vedic conceptions of Vishnu 

really foreshadowed the all- -comprehensive nature of the 

first Princile made so much of in theSa ¢wata cult, 
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material forms among j7 vas determined by the karma 

of the responsible jzvas. Karmic laws, so far as cosmic 

phases of existence were concerned, must always 

be looked for in the essential laws of fundamental 

materal existence, which started in the pure fun- 

damental sabda elements of pure dkdsa. Construed 

in the terms of a huge saicrifice as the cosmos was, { 

the fundamental rules of sacrifice gave by implication 

the laws of cosmic creation, and of the regulative 

karma, of responsible jrvas. * TheNydya-Varseshoka 

+ Vide the Purusha sukta in R, V. 

* In the background of sacrificial axioms and postulates, 

rules and principles, one will clearly discern the constructive 

idea of the cosmos, if only one will care to read between 

the lines. ‘“‘ Nothing is beyond Existence” ( aay UAE AA 

& aa, utafaytta_), “ Action starts in fundamental sound 

elements” (aITtaiw weraaeaa_), “ What prompts action 

is what sustains * (qjearaeattaraar, ) “ What sustains is 
traceable to fundamental sound-elements” (saw wera: 
@u_), “ There must be One to whom must all action 
belong f? ( aaa: arfaqaraaa. et eres acts for indivi- 

- dual souls and all souls for acts” “! qatf qareti’ “met 
Taare” “gay; warez,” ), “One seeks to attain what gives 
self-satisfaction and all acts are dedicated to this end only 
(afeq vw, yeaa aay faqat- 7 , 4 Tay TYR - agqan wali ywutera ) 
“Existence is sacrificed to action, and in that sense, one 
fundamental peprihiee _Stands for fundamental regulative 
action 4G 2 ret: s qart atg TieAaA,” ) “Fundamental 
sound-elements are primarily caught in the regulative act ” 

( ‘qezeq. tataatiat), “ Everything comes out of sound- 
elements” ( w7eq wauraay ), ‘ Different soul-units of 
existence seek to achieve some definite oganised object, and 
then one cosmic act is called forth through one organised ‘ 
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thinkers practically followed the lines thus laid down 
with some modifications as to details, while the 

Smdrtas fundamentally built with these materials, 
though they mixed them with Veda‘ntic cement to 
consolidate their system, 

The Sdémkhyas declared for a fundamental duality 

of Life, rational souls on one side, and one compre- 

hensive Prakrita or material Nature on the other, 

and transferred the whole field of karmic work to 

the material side, which itself developed internal 
a 

elemental sound-activity ” (“gatsrarireatarerrg waR waa 

AU ANS HAHT Fauearfireatara’, ) “The sound-elements 

ever organise themselves conformably to the object in 

view” (weary stage), “Elements combine into 

a harmonious whole under the guiding force of the same 

regulative design” ( afaaaata aleara; SAAT RAAT’ ) 
“ Different qualities of elements and different times account 

for different products even when the design is the same, ” 

(quarafiartta aaaevarq), “Elements and things in 
their stir of organised action display qualities which are 

only modes of organised activity” ( “sayrat aren: 

quaatwatay, ).“ To organise is thus a quality of 

things and elements” ( @ataal qguuaa), “Qualities as 

aspects of organised life-stir are for the fulfilment of 

some objects of soul-units” ( gurai WUITaz ), “ When 

elements and things organise for a creative act, something 

new must bs looked for in the object of the organisation ” 

( atrararerata ),“ When transformation takes place, the new 

quality that appears is put in by all-comprehensive existence 

involved in the main material cause ” ( faaat Fala FAA 

ataataate, afaaratq), “ This main cause always moves 

along “with accessories ” ( yutteryaaay ), “© There can be. 

no life-motion without an object” ( SYM USHA ). 

B 
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individualities  on‘the one hand,’ alliin small and big 
worlds of their own, and grossexternal cosmic materia- 

lity on’thé other, though they avowed that somehow 
or other individualities were assigned to corresponding 

souls of pure reason. Material intellectuality was:a: 

phase of reflex individuality,‘and emotionality a phase 
ofintellectuality itself on the view, both thus merged: 

in existence, while pure consciousness: or rationality 

stood ‘on a different plane. The Sdmkhya Yogas 
practically endorsed ‘this view.’ There was thus no: 

room--in the system- for. one-comprehensive -form-of.- 

Divine -Life,. save -what...was implied. in. the cosmic. 

individuality» of Prakrits, though «perishable: .indivi-;- 
dualities of: gods high and: low were recognised,: 

) Nydya:-Voiseshika -and ( Stémbkhya)i Yoga, asa: 

matter of nominal departure from their ‘originals, only 

plaeed ‘a particular Soul ‘in charge of the Karmic 

Law. Then came the Veddntists who established 

One comprehensive unit of reason, which stood for 

intellectuality, emotionality, and.existence, all, but 

explained away» at the. same breath all phases of 

cosmic and individual existence, reason and -emotion,;. 

as mere: deceptive» developments « of fundamental 

The specimens given above will ‘shew that the ( Karma’) 

Yoga -System, though apparently concerned only with: 

rituals and ritualistic laws, does provide with all the elements 

ofa -complete subtle ‘metaphysical ‘system,: Ofi¢ourse:the. 

metaphysical interpretations of the texts‘are not generelly the 

ritiialistic ‘interpretations which have engaged the attention: 

of commentators from early times, but! that» doesimot take. 

away from the possibility of ‘metaphysical interpretations. 

and even their‘necessity. They are intended to'be zmplied, 

& 
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reason. They conceived of Life which was nowhere 
to. live, nothing to.know,.and nothing to feel.. Per- 
sonality was out of the question with regard to such 
One. .At. Jast came;the, Sdtwatas,. who.as the:name 
indicates, restored the personal form of real, existence + 
endowed,with all the elements. of life, only. in refined 
conditions, notin crude states, as the, Vedic texts 
would lead the unguarded mind to infer, One. Life 
is everywhere, individually the jivas, universally 

One great jiva, transcendentally One Pure, Life, 
-with pure. units of jiva life, as parts and. parcels. of 
Self. Conceive Him any way you like, construe, His 

Life just as, you please. Realism, dualism, theism, 
idealism, pantheism will all fit in alike in this.concep- 
tion. His, will, His 1é74, manifests.itself on the one 

hand.in, an imperishable. realm of pure; life, of infinite 

dimensions, and on the. other jin, infinite series of 

cosmic: creations, That, will manifests. alternatives,and 

creates alternatives, .and-chooses from,among them, - 

He:is,always through -'ta:be’,or ‘not, to be’, both; in a 

mortal, and an.immortal: sense, asa matter of leld.,He 

amuses: Himself with this. game, of; self-conceal ment. 

This is‘ His; Mdyd. and this is His Prakriti. A.jiva 
may freely choose, to participate in; this: mdyd li ld, 

butithen-he will have to go through the full course .of 

the..game of self-concealment and __ self-deception, 
‘The career of self-deception -has- its own impulses 
under the sway of perverted’ life or distorted life, 

+ waa ware ae: Teta” (3) | 

“gaa aay a. AT ANAS | 

aaa Tae wea. AAT Faas W? (.B 10.) 
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It is quite open to a unit of fully developed respon- 

sible rationality to see through the game and merge 

perishable life in imperishable life. % 
The principle of Eternal Life, as it wills to be 

or wills to do, necessarily asserts itself in a phase of 

active life. Pure Satéwa thus in its first phase of 

manifestation qualifies itself as a rdjasa power,—a 

dynamic force that leads to life’s motion on a mate- 
rial plain. Such was Aryan life in the Vedic age 
of active faith in and self-assertive reliance upon 
the higher ‘powers that be,’ ultimately conceived as 
different phases of the Great Kternal Power of Life. 
The Vedic Aryan ever engaged in his material pur- 

suits worshipped at the altar of a moving and guiding 

power. Contemplative inactivity was no concern 

of his. Life was to be lived and not to be sacrificed 
at the altar of no-life,—that was the underlying 
principle that guided the Vedic society. Life’s sat 
or active phase was now in the ascendant, 

The phase of assertion was in course of time 

displaced by the phase of negation, as ib was bound 

to be, Life to live must pass through a phase of no- 

life to reach fuller life, A change can not be brought 

about except through death in some shape or another. 

Life’s outlook of the Vedic society, so long confined 
to the material plane, must therefore, to spiritualise 

« “gigadtanty ga: eaaafa wares y” (8B) 
“a F WIS W wawareatan fants aa anatae 1” (CB) 
‘wer ATTAIN: Ha Ta aay,” (B) 
“gata arafireta a®iataraaraat |” (¢) 

"ardrat area araarear faafataafaa ase 1” (2) 
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itself, face the possibility of a wrong or false life in 
purely material or worldly activities, The ration- 
alistic period in the history of Aryan life exhibited 
such a phase of the working of the Eternal Principle 
of Life. Life in self-contemplation withdraws itself 
from outer activities, and thus in a sense annihilates 

itself so far as the world of action is concerned, In 

such a condition of things, no-life reigns supreme. 

Life’s aims and ideals are turned within. The external 
is reduced to a cypher, a non-entity, an everchang- 
ing plane where Death holds its sway. Pursuits of 
the world serve no really useful purpose of life ; 
they hinder the evolution of true life; they are 

matters of wrong life or no life. Regulate them, 

organise them, only to clear them out of the path 

of life. This was the idea that dominated: the mind 
of the rationalistic Hindu. The chit or contemplative 
principle of life worked itself now to the destruc- 
tion of outer life and active life. It brought out 
the tdmasa or disruptive phase of man’s worldly life, 
the life that concerns society at large. Man must 

try to think of himself, think within himself, to the 

exclusion of his outer relationship with the external 

world, He might act, so long and so far, as he 
could not help acting, but he must try always to 

look within for the realisation of his true life, Such 
was the change effected in life’s ideal in the course 
of the progress of Aryan life from the first to the 
second stage of cultural evolution,—a movement from 

assertive to negative life, The massive mind of the 

rationalistic Hindu society, in its pursuit of the ideal 

of self-retirement, thus subjected the national outlook 
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to: the ‘dominating inftuence of no-life or death, 

expressed in material inactivity or material, stupor. 

But: life can notidie, . It can not: sleep.an eternal 
sleep. ‘Death is ever followed by a. renewal of | life, 

a refreshed life. The national life of the Hindu, 

-which in his case has been essentially, religious all 

through the ages, accordingly awoke in course -of 

time from its state of philosophic stupor, «A. fresh, 

a joyous, philosophic and religious: ideal presented 
itself .before. the newborn national consciousness, 

The principle of sattwa asserted itself in the .form of 

reborn religious life, The:phase. of dnanda.or joy 

‘dominated this newborn life. 

It was rejuvenation all round, ‘The ideal: was 

‘man’s inalienable birth-right: to participate:in ever 

fresh, ever youthful, ever joyous;. all loving, all, com- 

prehensive ’ Universal Life; that enjoys life, . loves 
life, “in . perpetual life-activities, without fear.of 
death or decay. © Life’s joyous attraction towards 
such | Life, love for such. Life, esgerness: to. take 

conscious part in the joys and glories. of suchi Life, 

were the natural outcome ..of the national, compre- 

hension of ‘the’ blessed ideal, The ideal of sat,or 

dominant existence, and active life. in. the higher 

sphere had:placed Vedic society. on the: active basis 

of life; the ideal of chit or . self-reflective . existence 
in the Source of permanent ‘life: had. made | the 

rationalistic society’ inactive and’ contemplative jin 

its leading phase,. but-the ideal of. pritt,; love. and. 
joy, love:for every unit ofilife.and, joy ower the 

conscious enjoyment: of that love; so comprehensively 

~expressed in’ the great’.embodiment of, all » life 
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held up.a prospect of eternal joy: td human life,: 
The Divine principle of sattwa when it thus operated 

upon ‘national ‘life disolosed on one side the view of 
eternal ‘happiness, eternal joy, eternal love, eternal 

life; and universal happiness, universal joy, universal 

love, universal life, while on the other that of the legiti- 

mate and natural rights of man to participate in that 

life by joyous love of life all round. Karma, jndna and 

bhakte' or more correctly srddha, bhdvand and prite 

thus naturally dominated the successive stages of 

Hindu: national religious-evolution. The Sat, Chit 

Ananda aspects of Eternal Life expressed them- 

selvesin succession ‘under the guiding principle of 

rajas, tamas, and sattwa, life, no-life and rejuvented 

life. Projected:on the chart of time, the co-extensive 
phases of Embodied Kternity were bound to appear 

in ‘this:natural order, one ‘after the other: 

, Toa casual reader of Hindu philosophical 
literature, the. foregoing analysis of the Hindu reli- 

gious evolution may prove somewhat of a puzzle. 

How~ can, it may fairly be asked, be the sat or pure 
aspect of the Divinity brought ander the operation 

of the rdjasa principle, the principle of impurity 9 
How can again the chit or enlightened ' aspect 

_ uwder that of the témasa principle, the principle of 

annihilation and darkness ? Last of all; how can the 

dnanda or: love -and joy aspect under that of the 

principle of sattwa or unalloyed life ? Would it 

not be more natural, more reasonable, to place sat 

under the care of sattwa, chit under the care of 

rajas, and dnanda under the care of: tamas? A 

carefal’ student’ of ‘Hindu religious literature will 
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find no difficulty in solving these apparent 

difficulties. 
The creative force represented by rajas is essen- 

tially the force that leads to the organisation of 

mixed life of the cosmos. Life though of pristine unity 
and purity diversifies itself, in unholy combinations 

and alliances, when it enters upon its cosmic career, 

in all its stages and phases, It is Brahman the 

Creator, the embodiment of the active rajas princi- 

ple, who elaborates life on a vast scale in the shape 
of the cosmos, by various groupings of its products 

and byproducts. Pure existence under the operation 
of the torce of unalloyed life can not achieve this. 

Reason must reflect upon the unsubstantiality 
of the cosmos, look upon it as an organised nonentity 

and no-life, to realise itself as an aspect of Divine 

Life. It is thus the destructive force, represented 

by tamas, which is needed to work upon chit or 

reason to make it realise cosmic emptiness. My- 

thologically it is Samkara or Rudra, the Maha‘yogin 
who holds the key to Divine knowledge on the one 

hand and on the other embodies the disruptive force 

or tamas, and is inseparably associated with the 

embodiment of the principle of no-life or Mahdmdyd. 

He alone is competent for true knowledge who can 
destroy the cosmos. 

Life’s representative emotional principle, the 

sentiment of love of Jife which is the highest 

joy of life, can realise itself only when ib associates 

with life, and nothing but life, lives, moves, and 

has its being, in unalloyed life. Mythologically it 

is Vishnu, the Rasardja, who reigns in love and 
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joy in His eternal home of pure life, and holds in 
His hands the threads of cosmic existence amidst all 
the vicissitudes of cosmic life through all eternity. 

Hindu religious movement naturally passed 
through the Brahmic, the Sankaric, and the Vaish- 
navic phases in the natural order of succession 
under the law of life, no-life, and fuller life. 

Successive as the phases were in their dominant 

features, each of them exhibited, as it was bound 

to do, the characteristics of the other two in subordi- 

nation to itself. No phase of life can be wholly 

separated from the other phases; for life is an 

indivisible unity in whatever fashion it moulds 
and reveals itself, Accordingly the Vedic age of 

Hindu religious life dominated by the elements of 

self-preservation, self-defence, self-assertion, and 

self-aggrandisement, and all characteristics of the first 
stage of life’s struggles for existence, did nob fail to 
disclose simultaneously, though subordinately, a 

hankering after the knowledge of the superior 

powers or Power that helped the Vedic Aryans in 

their life’s struggles, and a distincb and marked 

attachment towards the God or Gods that stood by 

them in their dangers and difficulties. 
The rationalistic age, when the Aryans had 

settled down after long struggles in peace and 

comforts, and had had enough of the endeavours to 

adjust their external conditions of life, made them 

mainly turn their vital energy in the direction of 

exploring the domain of Reason working out the 

problems of inner life. At the same time, however, 

even in this mood of self-abstraction wherein nothing 

c 
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but a great Soul vitally concerned human life, the 
representative thinkers of the age scrupulously laid 

down the duties of external life strictly in conformity 

with the new conceptions of true life and false life, 

that life might live in a way which would make it 

possible for it to successfully withdraw to its true- 

self in the end. Nor did they abate their love for 
Him who was the Soul of souls and in whom they 

sought their ultimate solace of life in eternal pure 

joy, purged as it was of elements of mortal sense- 

pleasure. They would cling to Him in everlasting 

joy and love in a state of complete self-eflacement. 

The third age, the age of glorious love, when 
Divinity emerged as a Vital and tremendous Reality, 

the all-comprehensive Life, surrounded by real 

units of life evolved out of Himself, settled in His 

eternal home of life built up by elements supplied 

by Himself, saw human mind irresistibly induced to 

aspire to participating in that Exalted Life, in 

undying, living, love and joy. Knowledge of Him 

would not have to be sought for separately when 

such glorious participation was realised, but would 
flash inevitably asa minor affair across the mental 

vision of the lover of Him, only to enable the 

worshipper to learn to love Him more and cling to 

Him more passionately than ever, Knowledge, to 

the philosophers of higher love, was a necessity 

realised in the very process of, love-culture, The 

duties of life ordained under this love-impulse were 

expressed in the simple dictum ‘act ever in such 

a way as to show your love for Him and for every- 

thing that is. His’. Even no-life revealed itself 
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to be a phase of real life not divorced from His 
jurisdiction of Universal life and Universal reality, 
Every unit of essential life in this domain of no-life 

was therefore part ‘of His life, and man must live 

and act to shew his love for such a life. 

We may now pause to consider how the great 

problems of life stood when the first cycle of Hindu 

Religious evolution was completed with the promul- 

gation of the doctrine of bhaktt or all-round 

‘participation in the great embodiment of all 

life. 

One. of the fundamental problems of religious 

philosophy concerns itself with the question‘ Is 

life worth living?’ So far as orthodox Hindu 

religious philosophy is concerned, this question 

however hardly arises at all. Life is to be lived 

through all eternity, for life can not die, All shades 

of orthodox opinion are agreed on that point, Ib 

may have its cycles of births and rebirths, till it is 

freed from the grasp of no-life, but it will persist in 

its own entity. its mortal coils will ‘vary in shapes, 
but it will know no change in itself, No good 

therefore raising the question, whether it is worth 
living at all, when live it one must, Even to 

Chatrvaka, who recognises no life beyond the 

living body, the question is meaningless. If life 

must end with the dissolution of the body, one can 

not but think of making the most of it, so longas 

it lasts. Sorrow and misery, when they are 

“inevitable, must be faced with cheerfulness, ‘There 

can be no thought of putting an end to life, for 

nothing is to be gained there-by beyond life, On 
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all hands therefore the opinion is emphatic that 

life must be lived. 

Orthodox opinion however makes a distinction 

between fettered life and liberated life,—life subjected 

to the Karmic Law of births and rebirths, and life 

released from the operation of this Law. That man 

should ever aspire to ultimate liberation is of course 

at once conceded by all, Therein you realise your 

highest life, best life, and fullest life. When such 
is the ultimate goal of life, can not then the question 

be fairly asked,—is karmic life, the life in , bondage, 

at all worth living ?. On this view, the question may 

seem plausible, but is still inadmissible in the form 

itis put. You can not get out of the meshes of 

Karmic life if you apparently cease to live, Death 

brings you no relief, but only shifts the sphere of 

your action. The question is therefore not whether 

there is any use in living Karmic life, butis rather 

how to put to the best use a particular span of 

Karmic life, so that one may finally find his Karmic 

fetters dropping off of themselves, Man must 
always choose the right path of life, so that, in the 

end, life can recover itself and realise itself in its, 

full glory. Karmic life is to be lived as a matter of 

necessity, so long as your Karma does not cease to 

be Karma, is not released from the charms of no-life, 

and is not exalted to the sphere of all-life. Life must 

learn to live for life and nothing but life, and then 

Karmic life will cease to be Karmic life with its 

terrors of death,—of births and rebirths. Karmic 
or not, it must however be lived, 

The admitted unsubstantiality of the jurisdiction 
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of Ma‘ya’ or no-life in the cosmic field may tempt 
one to think of the insignificance and unworthiness 
of Karmic life, but on closer examination, this 

apparent unreality of the cosmos is found to be 

an inevitable aspect of reality itself, for no-life is 
an important phase of life, and is not essentially 

divorced from life. Karmic life in the cosmos 

therefore is real in its apparent unreality, and is 

required to be lived nobly in conformity with the ideal 

of underlying reality of true iife. You can make it 
worthy if you choose, you can make it unworthy if 

you choose. There is no question of its fundamen- 

tal unworthiness’ 

The charge is generally but erroneously levelled 

against Hindu religious philosophy, that it has no 
room for an optimistic view of life but is tainted 

with. pessimism through and through. True, the 

Karmic law does not recognise that everything that 

happens happens for the good of man. Ib does not at 

the same time admit that man’s lot is essentially and 

eternally miserable. Nothing happens in the world 

which the world does not deserve. The karma of 

man accounts for the happenings of life, good or bad, 

A calamity or a visitation which affects a particular 

set of men is richly deserved by them as punishment 

for their karma. The time it takes place is the one 

when the karma of each individual of the community 

is ripe for such fruition. Similarly a benevolent 

act of nature, say a good harvest or a timely shower, 

is a karmic reward. Serve universal life and uni- 

versal life will serve you; harm universal life and 

universal life will harm you, That is the golden 
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rule that regulates events in nature. It follows 
therefore that the weals and woes of life.are essentially 

in your gift. You can hope for the best, if you 

act to the best interests of universal life ; you must 

expect the worst, if you worst serve the interests of 

universal life, A bright outlook or a gloomy outlook 
entirely depends upon your choice of the mode of 

life, Life is miserable if you make it so by your 

karma ; it is happy when your karma makes it so. 

The so-called miseries of no-life again entirely 

disappear when it is submerged in an all-pervading 

reality of Life. ‘True knowledge divests it of its 
terrors. No-life is truly miserable, but when it 

ceases to be so, with the birth of its true conception 

as an inseparable aspect of True Life, it ceases to 

trouble. Shall we then be right in saying that the 

Hindu philosophic view of life is essentially pessi- 

mistic ? Obviously not. On the other hand, there 

is better justification for the opinion, that if anything, 

the Hindu view of life is essentially optimistic. 

Life essentially lives in all its phases, through all 

vicissitudes .and changes, through all eternity, Joy 

or dnanda is as much an essential ingredient of life 

as existence and consciousness, sat and chit, To 

live, it ever lives therefore in joy. Through all its | 

apparent miseries there is an undercurrent of the 
feeling uf joy in its possession of immortal existence, 

which no blows of mis-fortune can ever pull down. 

Not only that. It ever strives as an embodiment of 
the principle of activity to realise itself, to live a fuller 

life, no matter whether it chooses rightly or wrongly, 

and moves and inevitably feels happy in this 
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movement of self, for life in action is life in joy. The 
pangs of work are only superficial. They are the 
outward perishable features of underlying joy asso- 
ciated with the love of the work. No phase of life 
indeed is divorced from love of life and joy of life. All 
other feelings feed that one predominant sentiment. 

Can such a view of life be called pessimistic at all 9 

If man must live, will he or nill he, is it permis- 

sible for him to freely choose his course of action 9 

Is he not a plaything of circumstances and his liberty 

of choice a» mere myth? Can he in any way 

rise superior to the conditions of life? Do not 

conditions compel him to act and act in a particular 

way ? This nature of questions crops up almost at 

every turn of life. How should I act? How should 

I proceed? Have I again the right to put such 

questions to my-self? To put the whole thing in a 

nutshell,—is my life free or not ? 

It is one of the elementary principles of orthodox 

philosophy that freedom is the birth-right of life, 

Life left to itself is essentially free. Brought under 

the spell of no-life, it apparentiy loses its freedom, 

which it completely recovers as soon as it realises 

itself, Itis in bondage, so long as it is chained by 

the fetters of Ma‘ya. In other words it is the 

Karmic life which can not get rid of the limitations 

of karma. When Karma ceases to be karma,—when 

life lives fully in contormity with the inspiration of 

itself, its freedom is restored. It then returns from 

the baddha to the mukta state, 

Let usput the matter more clearly, Man born 

under the jurisdiction of the Karmic Law _ has his 
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whole inner and outer life, nay even the external 
conditions in which he is placed, all determind by 

his Karma. His cosmic likes and dislikes are shaped 

by what he has done not only in this life, but in 

all phases of his pre-existence. His body, the 

vehicle of his external activitives, is what it ought to 

be, to give full play to his inner tendencies, brought 

about by his Karma, His field of action, in all 

its varying phases, is determind according to his 

Karma; he moves where he deserves to move. 

These limitations are limitations of Karmic life: 

The whole range of man’s Karmic life is an attempt 

to adapt his essential freedom to this sort of Karmic 
limitations. His freedom ever seeks to assert 

itself, makes him think himself free, when in fact 

he is deluded by No-life. He acts apparently under 

arigid necessity, can not move a step beyond his 

Karmic restrictions, but fondly indulges in the belief 

that he acts as he freely likes to act Alas! even 

the ‘likes’ are not his free ‘likes’, not to speak of the 

external conditions of their fulfilment, His absolute 

freedom is more an illusion, as everything that 

pertains to No-life. Still however the feeling is a 

reality, for it proceeds from the underlying feeling of 

free life in the movements of no-life. 

How are schemes of virtues and vices, merits 

and demerits, possible in worldly life, when man has 

no freedom of his own under karmic limitations 9 

Such a question naturally arises at once as soon as 

Karmic necessity is philosophically conceded, The 

problem is not difficult to solve, Karmic necessity 

implies of course restricted freedom,—freedom of 
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choice among alternatives fixed by Karmic conditions. 
Man is not therefore absolutely denied free choice== 

only he has no control over the conditions of his free 
choice. His intrinsically . free life asserts itself under 

pre-determined restrictions, And the Hand that 

puts the restrictions upon the free agent only 

exercises the benevolent control of Eternal Reason, 

Man is called upon to exercise his choice in a field 
where conditions of fuller life and better life and 

higher life are not wanting under the providence of 
Divine care, the ever watchful goodwill of the 

Embodiment of absolute reason and absolute freedom. 

If man’s choice does not lead to fuller life, ib is his 

own fault, for he has chosen wrongly when the right 
thing was there to be chosen, His Karmic destiny 

may have shaped his alternatives but the alternatives 
must not be held as all hopeless for the prospect of 

better life. It is here, in the choice of a wrong alter- 
native, that the question of a man’s guilt comes in. 

His error of judgment is his guilt- His culpability 

amounts to that and nothing else in Karmic life. He 

is ‘morally ’ virtuous when he chooses to act under 
conditions that lead to fuller development of his 
social life—-when he acts in conformity with the 

best. interests of the massive life of the people 

among whom he lives and moves. He is vicious when 

he offends against the best interests of soical life at 

large. He earns merit by an act when he chooses to 

act under conditions of life that lead to the growth 
of life abt large, to the welfare of the whole sphere 
of life. He sins against the mightly embodiment 

of all life when his choice of the mode of life injures 

Dd 
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the best interests of Universal life. His moral and 
religious obligations are restricted by conditions, but 
they are still there. His voice of true life within 
takes intuitive cognisance of conditions of true life 

without, for the inner reason of an individual is essenti- 

ally associated with Universal Reason, and can 

not but inwardly note the dispensations of that 

Higher Reason. To pay no heed to such voice is 

to commit a guilty act. 
The sufferings of men in all the worldly phases 

are entirely due to the lapses of individuals, The accu- 

malated Karma of a particular man, as well as of a 

particular community, always accounts for individual 

and general miseries and calamities, When a visitation 

overtakes a people, it is positively certain that the 
Karma of each individual of the group is then ripe for 

the imftiction of such a dire penalty, Universal life 

to fulfil its mission of the evolution of better life 

thus gives a rude awakening to the group of indivi- 

dual lives all of whom have grievously erred, nob 

necessarily in the present life. It is only a sequel of 
the process of the readjustment of the higher life 

and the lower lives under the dispensation of All-life, 

The path of fuller life is the path of happiness. 
Man to attain supreme happiness must strive to 

reach the goal of the fullest and the freest life. As 
he is intrinsically so, he has only to realise himself 

to reach his goal. The process of his self-realisation 

is the process of his life-evolution. How then can 

he realise himself ? To answer this is to chalk out 

the whole scheme of correct life. 

The Satwata cult in which orthodox philosophy 
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culminated answered the question with its doctrine 
of all-life. To live ina way, whatever may be the 
conditions of life, so as to serve the best interests 
of life in all its phases and all its stages is the only 
way to lead a genuine course of life. All acts, all 
thoughts, all feelings, must be subservient to this one 

end, All-comprehensive love of life must be the ruling 
passion of a man’s life. That sums up all his hopes 

and aspirations, his mode of living, his goal of life. 
He is to live in love for everything that lives, and 
essentially there is nothing that does not live, 
Ultimately he is to realise himself in fullest love of 
and in glorious partnership with Him who alone 

lives and stands for Universal love,—for life is love 
and love is life. There is life all around, there is 

love all around, To respond to this life, to love is the 

only way tolive, The Universal Life loves you and 
lives for you, and you are to reciprocate the love, He 
loves you and lives for you, and you are to show by 

your thoughts deeds and feelings that you really love, 

and live in love of, True Life. Not todo this is to 
court No-life and Death, Cosmic life and heavenly life 
are all alike to the man who knows how to live in love 

of all life in fullest reciprocity, To him No-life has no 

illusions. He grasps life and love everywhere. He 

is free wherever he moves; and he moves wherever 

he likes, His Karma is no Karma. In God he realises 

his life, be he some plant, animal, man, god, or His 

close comrade in the highest heaven, 

Such a religious ideal of Universal life and Uni- 

versal love naturally gave an impetus. to and shaped 

national life’s. activities in conformity. with the 
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great doctrine. The religious literature of the 
Hindus which appeared.after the enunciation of this 
creed was for a long time to come full of details as 

to the modes of life to be lived by man to gain 
ultimate self-realisation in all-life. The Pura‘nas and 
the Tantras which explained this view of true life 
were themselves enlarged and multiplied to work 
out the fullest and minutest details of human asti- 
vities appropriate to life’s changed angle of vision. 

The birth of a new religious life was followed by all- 

round vigorous expression of that life. A state of 

active life was the sequel of a new birth. 

The period of active religious life, based upon 
bhaktivdda, was in its turn succeeded by a period of 
contemplative inactivity or no-life, when national 

religious life was called upon to look more closely 

within, to the exclusion of the external world, 

whereof the aspect of No-life was revised and painted 
the darkest by the subtlest contemplative geni- 

ous of Sankara‘chaya and his disciples and followers. 
Bhakti was merged in jndéna under the pressure of 

the Ma‘yic view of the Karmic machine. 
For a time—a considerable time—the Sa ‘nkaric 

view held the field, but a philosophic reaction 
began to seb in ab the end, The Sri, Rudra, 

Brahma and Sanaka schools of the Bhakti Cult 
sought to rescue all-life from the clutches of 

no-life, The spells of Ma‘ya” were soon dispelled. 
Jnana itself was proved to be full comprehension 

of every unit of life in the all-comprehensive life. 

Rational love of Him, the embodiment of Reason 

and Love, emerged as the ‘religious ideal — for 
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humanity to follow. The ideal of active devotional 
life, obscured for a time by the rational conception of 
no-life in the Cosmos, was born anew in Reason 

and Love, in Full-life and All-life, 

The Mediaeval period of Hindu _ religious 

history thus exhibited the three epochs of life, no- 
life, and renewed life, all based upon the great 

Bhakti-cult. The Modern period displayed similar 

stages with regard to Rational Bhakte when ulti- 
mately it closed under the auspices of Gaurangism 
with the enunciation of glorious Emotional Bhakti 

or Prema. <A detailed examination of these phases 

and stages must now stand over for future treatment. 



TIME-SCHEME, 

Ip is customary to trace every phase of Hindu 
Culture to the Vedic period, and it is perfectly reaso- 
nable to do so, for Hindu culture is essentially Vedic 

Culture. The cultural history of the Aryans of 

Hindustan must start with the Vedie era. Bub 

what is the age of the Vedas? “The Srutis, the 

Sabdas, the Vedas, stand for fundamental sounds, 

fundamental language, fundamental Mantras, out of 

which has evolved the world of thought and exis- 

tence’—so affirm the orthodox Vedic philosophers, 

“In their original character the Sabdas are co-eternal 
with permanent existence embodied in the World- 

God” If the Vedas as we have them thoroughly 
answer to this characterisation, then the question 

of the determination of the Vedic era can not arise 

at all. But whatever may be said of the theore- 

tically elemental sounds as the permanent and eternal 

Mantras are claimed to be, the Mantras are mutilated 

distorted and fragmentary as available in this world 

of imperfections of ours (Vide D, A.), for pure know- 

ledge and pure existence can never materialise in a 

world held in the tightest grip of perpetual change 

and perpetual death, and hence the Mantras are 
admitted as utterances, of course inspired, of 

ancient seers who had access to the Eternal 

Vedas when they raised their life and reason 
to the plane of Universal Life and Reason in 
course of spiritual self-elevation as implied in 

tapasyd, yoga, or samddh. All Vedic Mantras 
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though they theoretically converged into Universal 

Laws or Rules of Karmic Life, called Vidhis, neces- 
sarily got mixed up with mundane affairs, uttered as 

they were in contact with and through the channels 
of worldly life. Here is then a loop-hole for history. 

The age of the utterances is the age of the Vedas. 
History is concerned with nothing moro. 

Unfortunately we have no adequate historic data 
for fixing the age of even these Vedic seers or Rishis. 

One historic fact however has been universally 

admitted and accepted from time immemorial in 

connection with these Vedas, All ancient chronicles 

agree that at the end of the Third Cycle, just on the 

eve of the Kali Era, there rose one Krishna 

Dwaipdiyana Vydsa, who with the masterly aid of his 

distinguished pupils compiled the Vedas and divided 
them into four dfferent Samhitds or compilations 

in conformity with the dfferent general features of 

the Mantras, This is the general orthodox view, 
and it is not necessary here to examine the western 

theory that Vydsa was responsible for three compila- 

tions and not four. We are concerned here only with 

the age of this Vydsa, and we have it unanimously 

and authoritatively fixed towards the end of the 

Third Cycle. This gives us an era about 3000 B. C, 

The Mantra texts must have been in currency from 

a time even long before that period The mundane 

affairs,—events, thoughts; and beliefs—with which 

the utterances of the texts had avowedly got mixed up 

must of necessity be referred to still earlier ages. 
All this can be broadly said with regard to the times 

of the Vedas. Though the definite age of Krishna 
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Dwaipdyana Vydsa, or Veda-Vydsa is thus the 
anchor sheet of pre-historic Hindu history, it has 
been at the same time a source of ‘immense confusion 

to historians of Hindu Culture of Post-Vedie periods. 

This has been due to the association of the name of 

Vya‘sa with almost every phase of the growth of the 

essentially 7edic Hindu Culture. Whenever a new 

system of thought arose in  Hindustap, it was not 

only sought to to be based upon some teachings of 

the Vedas, but the name of Vydsa was generally 

sought to be connected with that department of 

thought some way or other, while the names of the 

Vedic seers themselves were utilised for similar 
purposes wherever necessary and possible, This 

was specially the case after the Buddhistic on- 

slaught on Vedicism. Vydsa then figured as a writer 

of a Philosophical commentary ( Yogabhdshya ), an 

author of a Philosophical system ( Brahma Sutra ) 
an author of a Smritt system ( Vydsa Smriti), a 

writer on polity ( Vide M.), a writer on Astrology, 

( Vide Bhattotpala’s commentary on Vrihajja‘taka ) 

He was again claimed as the author of all the 

Purdénas, and to crown all, the author of the whole 

of the greatest Epic Mahdbhdrata, When not the 

original author, he was often traditionally claimed 

as connected some way or other with the authors of 

the other systems, who themselves in most cases 

bore the sacred names of or claimed some affinities 

with the old Vedic seers. To seek therefore to fix a 

historic age from some alleged connection of the name 

of Vyasa, or of a Vedic seer, is to court disaster, 

We must leaye Veda Vydsa at about 3100 B,C, 
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and allow other Vydsas to take care of themselves. 
The religious system of the Mantras dates from 
a period earlier than 3100 B. C.,—that is the only 
historic conclusion from the. traditional age of Vydsa. . 

That the religious system implied in the Mantras. 
was subjected toa vigorous attack even ata very 
early period, before the rise of the Supplementary 

Vedie systems, will appear from the fact that. this 

attack was primarily directed against ‘the doctrine 

of unprofitable expenditure of food and of foolish 

charities’, as implied in the Vedas, and not against, 

the philosophical doctrine of permanent existence, 

and permanent souls as explained by the Supplemen- 

tary Vedic systems, Later heretic schools indeed 

grappled with the philosophic problems raised in the 

Supplementary Vedas, but the earlier creed of 

the Pdshandins was simply pointblank straight 
opposition to the Vedic rites and ceremonies. That 
the Vedic creed and the Pakhandi creed directly 

opposed each other was indeed accepted as an estab- 

lished: fact, ( Vide—B,—— 

“qrfweat wate acatat: weal a |” also 

“qqt alga a1aast afe der: wetget 1” ) 

The advent of the Kali era undoubtedly saw 

the rise of this Pdshanda creed, and it is nob impro- 

bable that the new epoch was itself given the name 

Kali to signalise the first stage of disagreement and 

quarrel among the Aryans of India, 

That the heretic attack was almost immediately 

followed by the promulgation of the Brdhmana, 

Avranyaka-and . Upanishad systems is to be inferred 

E 
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from the fact that they are pre-eminently known 

as Veddntas or supplements to the Vedas 

proper otherwise known as Mantras. Ib is also 

evident that this Supplementary Vedic literature 

kept abreast of the times for a long subsequent 

period by progressive emendations of the earlier 

works on the one hand and the additions of newer 

and newer works on the other. Earlier, philosophical 

views and later philosophical views got thus mixed 

up in this literature. The early rigid enunciation 

of the orthodox doctrine that the Srutis alone 

were the repository of truths was certainly respon- 

sible for this state of things. Every orthodox 

system that rose in ancient Hindustan invariably 
sought, as we have observed, to trace the germ of 
the system to Srutis, and interpretations of old 
Srutis were then not only twisted and strained, bub 

even Srutis were manufactured or reconstructed, as 

necessities arose, for the convenient theory was always 

there, that Srutis were immeasurable and incon- 

ceivable in their extensiveness (achintya and 
aprameya, as Manu putit), and there were always 

lost Srutis to be discovered, fragmentary Srutis 
to be reconstructed, and disorganised Srutzs to be 

reorganised. ( Vide—D. A, ). Philosophy of ritualism 

not only sanctioned but positively enjoined the 

manfacture af Srutis in case of the discovery of an ac- 

cepted truth or an established custom (ef. #raqrattaqta). 

The earliest Vedic Mimdnsd as adopted in the Supple- 
mentary Vedas apparently built its doctrine of Soul, 

Nature, and God, upon the Vedic principle of One 
Existence (ua afant agar aefer), which was 
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therefore simultaneously Pluralism, Realism, Theism 
and Immanent and Transcendental Monism. Karma, 
as the regulative principle of existence, linked the 
three. This naturally gave an opportunity to the 

heretics to declare for an out and out materialistic 

system, for after all material existence alone counted 

as the foundation of everything, This explains the 

efforts of the materialists to demolish the triple en- 

tities. The Karmayoga or Yoga system, as Vedic 

Mimansa now styled itself, now appeared on the 
scene, and argued the possibility of material ( ya) 

and nonmaterial (gay) types and units of existence 
organised in one whole under the regulative impulse 
of karma, as inherent in pure existence. The 

Sdémkhyas naturally seized this opportunity to 

preach the doctrine of rationality and materiality, 

for non-material units of existence of the Yogas were 

implicitly rational souls, and material existence alone 

was concerned with existence as generally under- 

stood. These Yoga and Samkhya systems unques- 

tionably dominated philosophic thought in ancient 

India for a long long time, for all orthodox philoso- 

phical systems were sought to he grouped under 

these two, and orthodox Sanskrit literature knew 
of no other. (Vide K, G, B, M, etc). When 

Non-Vedic Jainism and Buddhism rose in the 6th 

century B. C, they had only to fight the Vedicism of 

the orthodox philosophical systems, for Sémkhya and 

Yoga had already done away with the theory of God, 

and left the Vedic religion in a crippled and maimed 

condition. The Jainas, as their literature shews, 

were contented when they demonstrated the 

inadmissibility of Vedic rites in a scheme of true 
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religion, “but the Buddhists made short work of the 
whole system of orthodoxy, philosophic and religious, 

by their doctrine of no soul, no substantiality. ‘This 

happened, as said before, in the sixth century B. C., 

as the age of Mahavira and Buddha is historically 

known. That the tenets of Jainism began to be pre- 

ached at an earlier period is claimed by the Jainas 

themselves, for they recognise earlier Tirthankaras or 

preachers, while Buddha, the Buddhists aver, was 

himself a ‘Jina’, though Buddha’s doctrine obtained 

wider publicity and greater popularity almost from 

the start, undoubtedly owing to the more thorough- 

going nature of its opposition to orthodoxy. 

The advent of Buddhism marks an important 

epoch in the history of Hindu Philosophic and 

Religious thoughts, not so much on its own account, 

as on account of the impetus it gave to orthodox 

speculations, thanks to the thorough-going nature 

of its assault upon orthodoxy. We thus find that 

between the rise of Buddhism and the re-establish- 

ment of Bra hminical supremacy in Hindustan under 

the influence of Cha‘nakya, the mighty minister of 

Chandra Gupta Maurya in the fourth century B. C., 
a number of orthodox . systems arose, one after 

another, avowedly to fight Buddhism and restore 

the ascendency of Vedicism The most important 

of these systems were of course the Vaiseshika and 

Nydya systems on the one hand, and the Pdtanjala- 

Yoga or Samddhiyoga system on the other, the 

first two choosing to fight under the banner of old 

( Karma)-Yoga philosophy, and the latter under 

the banner of old Sa mkhya philosophy. 

Up to the time of Chanakya indeed, orthodox 
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A nvikshiki systems were divided mainly into two 
schools, ( Karma )-Yogs and Sémkhya, as Kautilya 
in his Arthasdstra and Vatsydyana in his Nydyabha- 
shya observe. %* All these systems recognised and 
restored One Supreme God above the cosmos as 
its Regulator and Law-giver, though they conceived 
His nature in different ways. Nydya and Pdtanjala 

establshed the direct authority of the Vedas, as 

direct communications from seers, who had realised 

the eternal truths and eternal laws as embodied in 

the ultimate realities, by self-concentration on the 

plane of those,realities, for self was clearly recog- 

nised to be in that plane, no matter whether souls 

were to be regarded as explicitly rational or impli- 

citly so. Vaiseshika also recognised the authority, but 

sought to make it out asa matter of inference on 

the ground of the unimpeachable veracity of the ins- 

pired seers, siddhas, and did not lay any stress upon 
the nature of the communications as directly 
inspired utterances, 

These pro-Vedic systems were soon followed by 
Veddntism, that made One Entity all in all, and 

explained away at the same time everything other 

than that Entity. This was done by the author of 

the Brahmasu‘tras, who was also a Vydsa, unques- 
tionably because he was the most thoroughgoing 
champion of Vedicism after the compiler of the Vedas 

themselves in the remotest antiquity. Traditions speak 

* Kautilya is of course another name for Cha‘nakya, and 

old Sanskrit writers also identify Va ‘tsya’ yana with Cha “nakya, 

and call him besides as Pafshila Swami and Mallana‘; ga, as 

Nya ‘yabha ‘syaka ra 
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of his connection with the author of the Nydya Sutras, 
as one of the latter’s pupils, who revolted against his 

master’s philosophic doctrines, and he is also credited 

with a scholium on Pétanjdlabhdshya, though he 

made short work of the philosophic doctrines of that 

system in the Brahmasutras, just as he did with 

the Vaiseshika system adopted or advocated by his 

alleged teacher. Whether the Brahmasutras were in 

existence when Cha nakya wrote is however a matter 

of some doubt, for the Arthasdstra does not mention 

the Veddnta System, and though there is an inci- 
dental reference in the Vdisydyana-bhdshya to the One 

Soul theory (vide 1-1-22), it can not be affirmed 
with certainty, that it wasa reference to the Brahma- 

sutras. In any case, the age of the Brahma-sutras 

must be placed in this period of Vedic revival, approx- 

imately about the third century B. C. Vedicism, 

thus thoroughly revived, soon made its influence felt 

through a mass of sacred literature. The Smritis 

‘‘remembered” afresh the Vedic laws, the Purdnas 

once again ‘supplemented’ the Vedic truths, the 

Tantras ‘propagated’ anew the essential Vedic 

doctrines, Their respective doctrines should be looked 

for in the proper places. 

The new Smritrs as close allies of Veddntism 

were almost the first in the field, though the 

Veddntic portions of the new Purdnas and the 

new Tantras developed side by side with the 

new Smritis, as the cross references in the 

literature clearly prove. Even the old Itihdsas 

now began to incorporate the tenets of revived 

Vedicism, and gradually gained more and more 
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in size, as they sought to do justice to rival 
claims of the different schools of revived Vedicism. 

There are cogent reasons even to suppose that the 

new Smritis, Purdnas, and Tantras, were themselves 
also gradually amplified forms of earlier works, and 

now more or less changed their original characters, 

for almost everywhere are discernible traces and 

influences of older theories and older beliefs, older 
materials and older modes of treatment. t+ Vedicism 
now returned with an impetuous rush, and it carried 

everything before it. The rush began to make itself 
felt first in the third century B,C,, contempora- 
neously with the establishment of Brahminic re- 
ascendency as observed above, 

{ Originally any communication of a post-Vedic Rishi who of 

course did nothing}; more than recall the Vedic truths was 

honoured with the name of Smritt. Kapila’s doctrine was thus 

Kapila Smriti, so also”Gotama’s Smriti, Kana‘da’s Smriti etc, 

Original Dharmasa‘stras of various seers were also Smritis. 

Tantra was aname associated with every recognised post-Vedic 

school of thought, philosophic or ritualistic, orthodox or 

heretic, It was another name for Sa ‘stra, and not Dharmasa’stra 

only. That is the sense in which it is used for instance by Go/- 

ama, Kautilya and Va‘tsya’yana. The Vedic doctrines of Karma 

and Jna*na in post-Vedic literature were frequently illustrated 

and elucidated by allusions to certain alleged earlier ‘history ’, 

and such portions of the literature were therefore brought under 
re 

the names of Pura na and Itiha sa. 
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Religion of the Mantras. 

Harliest phase of the cult of Devotion. 

SRADDHA’-BHAKTI 

Every student of the Vedas knows that the main 
religion of the Mantras + consisted in holy rites and 

sacrifices required to be performed to gain the favour 

of particular gods. Generally speaking, these gods 

presided over the several departments of nature. All 

mundane affairs were conceived as entrusted to their 

care, People desirious of health wealth and pros- 
perity must please these powers of nature. ‘To 

their devoted worshippers, the deities were ever 

ready to grant the desired boons, Only they must 

be approached in the proper way. The process was 
simple in its general outlines. The sacrifice was to 

go through certain prescribed rituals, generally with 

the help of the priests. Hymns were chanted in the 

course of the performance of the rites invoking 

the presence of the god, whose favours were sought 

for, Oblations were poured into the sacred fire and 

prayers were offered, The god soon put in his 

appearance, of course, in his spiritual glory, His 

presence was felt, first by the priest and then by 

the worshipper. The prayers, it was understood, 

were granted, 
In such a system, naturally, the rituals were 

apparently all in all. Indeed earliest writers on the 

{ The texts of the four Vedas go by the name of Mantras. 
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essential doctrine of the Vedas emphasised only this 

side of the Vedic religion, This view was subse- 

quently elaborated by Jaimini and his school, who 

even wenb so far as to hold, that if there were any 

‘portions in the Vedas, which had nothing to do with 

rituals, they might be looked upon as quite useless. 

To avert such a calamity, even texts, apparently 

concerned with non-ritual matters, must be inter- 

preted as parts of some ritualistic injunctions. Such 

was the dictum of the oldest Karmamimdnsakas. * 

This view of the Vedic religion, though argued 

with great skill and ability, could not however com- 

mand universal assent. Apart from the palpable 

injustice it did to a considerable portion of Vedic 

poetry, the authors of which in their flights of 

imagination, dealt with the ultimate problems of 

life, the view was too narrow even in its own sphere 

of application. The great importance of the rituals 

themselves in a scheme of Vedic religion was 

universally conceded, Could it however be regarded 

as the essence of the religion? Had the head and 

the heart of the worshipper no say in the matter ? 

Was the insincerity of the sacrificer, who knew not 

what he did and said, to be condoned, so long as 

he scrupulously observed the prescribed routine 9 

Surely it would be poor compliments to the gods if 

they were pleased with mere shams. Thus ‘a closer 

examination of the questions brought to light a grave 

+ sre frarrat emuaaacera = ( gnaiat ) 
It must be understood that Mima‘nsa as a system existed from 

very early times, though reduced to its present form at a much 
later period - namely the Su'tra period of philosophy. 
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defect in the earlier view of the Vedic religion even 
on its ritualistic side,. 

What then should be regarded as the true essence 
of the religion which would take full cognizance of 
the rational and emotional sides of human nature? 
It lay in updsand or bhajana, expressed in namas- 
kdra, vandand, serd, archand and the like, all 

performed in course of or along with stwits or lauda- 
tory hymns. Fundamentally it was sraddhd which 

disclosed a genuine spirit of worship in the sacrificer { 

When the votary prostrated himself before the god, 

sang his greatness and glories, censecrated himself to 

his service, or adored the god with all the marks of 

respect due to him, he certainly breathed an air of 

religious purity {| When, as the basis of all this, he 

| Opasana’ or Bhajan—-devotional worship 

Namaska ra—bowing down in reverence 

Vandana’—acknowledging the greatness of some one 

Seva— serving 

Archana’—worshipping 

Sraddha’— devotion or genuine regard 

Vide Sj Sat amATAT +: JaTHA (Rv. x15) WT THE a- 

ufaa( RV. x-60) aa famt qufa’ wara® (R.v. 1-156), 

BATT Te / WRIGA = J, H, Ixx-52 ) Feed A Aa 

ee; (Rv. I-12) Bat fea waart (S.V. vI- 9,9, ) tara 

wlaq (8. v. vi-34) Kata aa CR. v, PI-10 ) Hey ATTRI AET 

( A. v. V-2-16 ) 

ft Vide—aat afaret weary ATE (Kv. x-66 ) 

aa uta vata (Rk, v. LIT) 

ante ATA (S. v. FI-5 ) 

zara arta (Ss. v, 12-5 ) 

at a atasisa fa gufaa( sv, gy, 111) 

¢ 
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put implicit faith in him and threw himself on his 

mercy, he could not but be on a high plane of spiri- 
tuality, Of course, in the Vedic religion,this sraddhd- 
bhaktét was in connection with the prescribed rituals, 

All the same, they referred to the discharge of the 
worshipper’s duties with a clear head and a clean 

heart. He placed his reliance upon his god, and 

submissively prayed to him to come to his help in 

_his difficulties. 

The importance of this spirit of sraddhd-bhakts 

or respectful dependence upon God, which is un- 

doubtedly the first step in a scheme of bhakt« cult or 

the ‘doctrine of devotion’, was not lost upon the 

great sages of old. In the Vedic texts themselves, 

sraddhé is given a high place ina religious scheme. 

It is sraddhd or faith which brings on realisation of 

the True—agaqr aaa” (3RIgy: Y, A, XIX ). 
It is sraddha or faith which is a most vital part of 

the rituals “aq qraw aquisata: wer” ( saad xv-2- 
16). She is the mother of the whole world of rites 

as mantra is the father—“ayt atal aa: faa” ( aa 

1-1-9). “Sraddhd lits the fire, sraddhd pours out 

the oblation. Ib is sraddid that the god takes 

cognizance of in our prayers, Is she not then the 

Divine spirit of the rites 9 Yes, she is the embodied 

spirit or goddess at whom the whole course of 

devotion is aimed. She is worshipped morning, 

evening and noon, She is to give the reward of 
piety. She is to grant prosperity. Lat her inspire 

zaisfa aia: (y. Ve Y, w, x-28 ) 

amanda aaa; ( waays Y, BW, xvi ) 
~ is) 

fara arra (RK. vs 155 ) 
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the worshippar with the spirit of faith, * Manw who 
was universally acclaimed as the greatest authority 

on the Vedas among the ancients recognised nothing 
but the spirib of sxaddhd in Vedic rites and accord- 

ingly characterised them as srdéddha—aqe Alene 

aU Ware ( wala waa ) 
This view of sraddhd is nowhere argued with 

such great force as in the course of a valuable disser- 

tation in the Makdbhdrata—fdntiparva, In view of 
the great importance of the subject we reproduce 

the whole of the argument here. 

“How is it,” arises the enquiry,“that the Brahmin, 
alone among all the castes, is qualified to perform 

the sacrificial rites, nob only on his own behalf, buat 
also in the interests of, and as an agent of, the other 

three castes? If he alone is competent to do the 

holy rites, he alone can reap the fruits; for it is a 

universally accepted principle of religious philosophy 

that the reward always comes to the worker and 

none else—“arqaaaaia wafa”. The question is 

thus straightly put, and straightways comes the 

answer of sacerdotal philosopdy. “Yes, it is perfectly 

true that he must reap the fruits who sows the seeds. 

But what does eesentially constitute a sacrifice? If 

one examines closely, one will find that the kernel of 

a sacrifice is in the sraddhd that leads to its perfor- 

mance and pervades it in all its stages and phases, 

* Agatha, afraa, Agar yaa wets 1. 

Agi ung wets saat acarata | 

fag’ ag ceas, fya’ WE feeraa: 
for aay asfee a vfea afte y 
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A sacrifice loses its meaning if the spirit of sraddha 

is withdrawn, Sraddhd@ herself is the Yajna—it is 

the spirit that presides over all its attendant cere- 
monies, She is the goddess of the sacrifice. And 
who is in possession of this sraddhé ? Surely, not 

the priest who is merely deputed by another, It is he 

who engages the priest. Let the Brahmin as the priest 

go through all the externals of the work, It is the 

formal or material side of the bnsiness that is entrust- 

ed to the Brahmin’s care. He can not therefore 

hope to gain the religious reward It is not love’s 

labour for him. For his formal work he is sufficiently 

remunerated by the yajamdna or the employer. The 

question of his participation in the reward might 

have arisen if there had been no remuneration. 

Indeed it is universally recognised that the yajamdna 

loses the reward when he does not remunerate 

the priest for the labours in connection with a 

sacrifice—“gquwaefauRq” But so long as the priest’s- 
formal work is paid for, and the yajamdna has 

sraddi.d@ in him, the reward, the whole of the reward, 

must go to him, When the priest performs the 

rites, he is permeated by the spirit of the yajamdna 

with the latter's hopes and desires. But the spirit 

is of the yajamdna and not of the priest. How can 

it be said then that the yajyamdna does not do the act, 

when it is his spirit that moves the priest ? He is 

the prime mover in the sacrifice and it stands to 

Bet Sal AHATAT ATAMTT Vuraa | 

Agi CraarHen Agar fa ea az | 
Hat yraeaae Agi wa fea ufc 
agi were fra fe ag Agway a wi (RV. x-151) 
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reason that he must reap the fruits. Thus in short 
it is the sraddhé of the yajamdna that constitutes 
the soul of a sacrifice, and entitles him to the full 

reward of the rites, * 

It must not be inferred from the above that this 

view of sraddhd as the life of all religious sacrifices 

was strongly advocated only by later writers like the 

author of the Mahdbhdrata. The author of the 

Mahdbhérata himself traces his view to older 

Gdathd:, That such a view indeed commended itself 

to a respectable class of older thinkers will appear 

from the glorification of sraddhd in the Vedic texts 

referred to above, This view, it must be borne in 

mind, was in veiled opposition to the doctrine of the 

Karmamimdnsaka, The latter, indeed, when con- 

fronted with the question that how the yajamdna 

could derive any spiritual or material benefit from the 

ide * Vide Maha bha rata Sa‘ntiparva Ch 59. 

ay wag ang Bsa fetae | 
zaa fe aew st ufaa aaate ag i 
zaa fe ue fol: @a aa UT | 
qantas waa A, ATA: Bathe | 

o SG 

aH Hata Ala BaIaIMy Aza | 

aa, way aay asta faeaa”’ 
wa mrat sama, Atrater gatae: | 

aaa was gaat aetaseare i 
sfeacatea arta Beural trates: 1 

. ne x . 
afe qulfa waa Bera alta ATT Ii 

‘ate age fataafay aay faaa | 

awIZACAAATS: TARMAC | 
Seiyiaqaaaag sath FAsSIT | 
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sacrifice on which he did not bestow his best care 

and labour, had but a halting answer to return which 

could hardly satisfy a philosophic conscience. He 

pleaded that the real doer was the employer,+ but 
if the sacrifice was essentially in the formal act, the 
merit accrued from and lay in the rigid performance 

of the rites. The priest then must be the main actor 

and not the employer. The former should profit by 

the sacrifice and not the latter. Ib would not do to 

plead Vedic sanction for the performance of accom- 

panying duties by the employee, Ifthe employer 

really remained unconcerned throughout the course 

of the rituals, no analogy of popular concerns would 

suffice to convince unsophisticated reason, that in the 

sacred sphere of religion, the toiler who saw the work 

through, in all its phases, was to earn only his wages, 

and the capitalist to appropriate practically the 

whole of the earnings. Such a view might commend 

itself to a materialistic world dominated by capitalists, 
but surely religion must be allowed to stand ona 

higher plane. It completely ignored the spiritual side, 

by far the most important side, of a sacrifice. It 
laid undue emphasis upon the conventional side of 

the matter. It was to the eternal credit of orthodox 

philosophy that such a view, with its dangerous 
potentialities, was early combated, though circums. 

tances at the time did not warrant its complete 

repudiation or wholesale denunciation, On a subse- 
quent occasion we shall show how this saved the 
religion in a crisis—when heresy gathered its forces 

wart at wig uleaarararfeyfarata cantata <a | Leas. 
( YeqqraTat ) 
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to lead a furious onslaught on the foundations of 
the Vedic religion. For the present it will suffice’ to 
say, that the emphasis laid upon sraddhdé-bhakts 
even in the earliset times, paved the way for a grander 

religion to raise its head, after ritualistic Vedicism 

was submerged under a flood of widespread 

heterodoxy and heresy. 
Even in the Vedic age sraddhd-bhakti made its in- 

fluence felt in many directions. Under its wholesome 

impetus, the Vedic religion progressed from poly- 

theism to monotheism, for bhakte essentially stands 

for a broad comprehensive faith in One who is adored. 
It necessarily enlarges the spiritnal outlook and 

levels all spurious distinctions. It-was authoritatively 

proclaimed, therefore, thanks to the gradual insistence 

of worshippers upon the possession of general powers 

on the part of their respective gods to grant all sorts 

of boons to the faithful, that One Supreme God was 

inanifested in many and He it was who was known 
by different names. 

a= fad aauafaare 

wah fear: a qaut aTary | 

um afent agar acter 

afeq aa arafoaraany: i 
( R, V. 1-164, 

reproduced in A. V. 1X 5 10) 

“Him the sages call Indra, Mitra, Vas‘una, 
Agni ; He is the Divine Eagle with His outstretched 
wings. One Existent, those versed in the Vedas, 
call by various names: Fire, Death, and Vital 

Air,—the Energy that brings forth the Universe, 
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the Principle that brings on change and dissolution 

and the Force that sustains the Universe,” 

The last line of this oft-quoted and famous verse 
unmistakably points to the threefold aspects of One 
Divine Principle of Existence or Life and foreshadows 

in substance the great Sdtwata cult of which we shall 

speak at length on future occasions, That the 

speculations of the Vedic bards culminated in the 

doctrine of ‘All-life’, made it indeed possible for the 

cult of all-round life-devotion or bhakt« proper to 
rise as the finest religious structure on the broad 

basis of Vedicism 

The above decision about the fundamental unity of | 

the Divine Principle at once hushed all controversy 
about the hierarchy of gods. It put the claims urged 

on behalf of particular gods in a totally new light. 

They were all the same god, the One Godin many 

forms, Particular manifestations for particular ends. 

Surely, under such a doctrine, the worshipper was 

never in doubt about the proper object of his faith. 

His bhaktt rested on a solid foundation. Not only this. 
The conception made it possible for a devoted 

worshipper of a particular Divine form to transfer 

to the Divine personality, the object of his adoration, 

the epithets and attributes of greatness associated 

with other manifestations, sothat in all his difficulties 

he might stand before Him for help and deliverance, 

By this process of gradual devolution and evolution, 
at a later stage of the Vedic religionit was found that 
Vishnu had appropriated the substantial part of the 

greatness and glories of Indra, once the king of gods, 
and Rudra or Pasupati, of the Firegod, the god of 
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Universal energy.* The bhakti cult of the later age, 
therefore, had far more to do with these Divine forms 
than any others represented by the earlier Vedic 
deities ; for faith naturally turns to the Highest God 
or the God of life-energy, and both of them in their 
new roles conformed to this essential need of bhvkti. 

While the conception of Divine power underwent 
this sort of transformation, devotion itself gained in 

significance, depth, majesty and splendour. From 
one among many powerful personalities, all personi- 
fied aspects of the forces of nature, it passed on 

steadily and surely to the One Person: who combined 
in Himself all powers, rights and privileges, neces- 

sary to dominate the Cosmos in every conceivable. 
way. 

Throughout the foregoing, we have taken yajna _ 
or sacrifice as the main constituent of the Vedic 

religion. On abroad view this is correct. The 
religious duties which an ordinary man of the world 
was required to perform in the Vedic society were 
incorporated in the all comprehensive yajna. His 

charities (ddnas ), his vows (vratas){ when he 

consecrated himself to the s2rvice of a god, his acts 

of self-purification, both of mind and body, ( yamas ), 

were all held as subsidiary parts of a sacrifice. 

Viewed even independently, in these spheres of 

e Vide the Pees of arztam zeta in the FETT (xgt) 

reproduced in the ayatqz ( 1xx-I-6 ), and the famous EAA 

of aye (Y, w, XVI ) 

{ The hymns speak of ‘arttzam 7aq’ ‘ats a ada’ 

quay aad etc,, etc, 
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religious activities, sraddhé apparently played rather 
a more important part, as they called forth the most 

sincere efforts of will on the part of the yajamdna, 

Sraddha permeated and elevated yajna, ddna, vrat, 

and yama, all. 
There was yet another which was rather the 

culminating phase of the Vedic religion %, - We refer 
to tapasyd, the rigours and austerities of the ascetics, 

munis and rishis ¢, In their whole hearted devotion 

to their god, the ascetics relied more upon a purely 

spiritual course of religious activities. At this stage, 

they exclusively thought of the god and his glories, - 

It was sraddhd out and out, pure and sublime. True, 
in the earlier stages of tapasyd, an ascetic did go 

through certain rites and ceremonies. But the 

sacrifice as the central part of religion was absent 

from tapasyd, though it was open to an ascetic to 

perform a sacrifice if he cared. Higher asceticism 

© “qaay atataat,” (RV. x~136 ), also “gaafareq aWRT 

waa’ | (A. Vv, 1Vv-8 39) 
{ Alife devoted to the service of God and self, as implied 

in yajnas and vratas, led, as the ultimate phase of the religion, to 

a life of rigorous  self-renunciation exclusively devoted to the 

thought of God, and His greatness. 

T ya‘ga is indeed the basis of the higher religion of the Hindus 

on which were built Karmayoga and Jna nayoga or Sannya’sa, 

Cf, Fzaaimt q aatta, wnat aaraty | 

gaat aalata, etait BATaAT I 
( M. B, Sa‘nti—222 ch. ) 

Even Premabhakti is nothing but the culmination of tya‘ga, as 

it implies sacrifice of self ( life ) for All-life . 
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indeed was the triumph of the spirit of faith and 
devotion. 

It must not be supposed however that the 
ascetics themselves preached anything but a sacri- 
ficial .religion for the masses. The message that 
these seers brought to the people inculcated steady 
loyalty to rites and ceremonies, though they them- 
selves as the ‘cultured’ mainly leaned to faith and 

devotion in their courses of action, 
We have now indicated briefly the paramount 

importance of sraddhd-bhakti in the Vedic scheme 

of religion in all its phases. We have of course 

confined ourselves to the hymns of the scriptural por. 

tions of the Vedic literature. At this stage of religious 
development, yajna and tupasyéd may be regarded 

as the two main channels of religious activities, 
Society itself was organised upon the basis tacitly ac- 

cepted in this religion. The sacrificial fires originally 

lit by the Bhrigus and Angirasas to bind together 

Manu’s people in one common tie of faith, hopes and 

aspirations, kept up. for a long time a sense of 

solidarity among the Aryan peope of Aryubhwmi. 
This state of things however could not continue tor 

all time. Disintegrating forces gradually set to work. 
The honesty and integrity of the preachers of the 

religion began to be questioned. ‘The religion itself 

was subjected to a searching examination, Constibu- 

ted in the way,as it was,its outward aspect made itself 

peculiarly liable to hostile criticism. At last when the 
attack was delivered in earnest, it came with consi- 

derable shock and violence, It shook the very founda- 

tions of the Vedic society and the Vedic religion. 



CHAPTER II. 

HERESY AT WORK. 
Every scheme of religion for the masses, that has 

ever been devised, has always been presented with 

two sides, one the formal and the other the spi- 

ritual.. The’ formal, material, or ceremonial side 

has ever represented the unreal outer life, while 

the spiritual or essential side, the true inner life 

of a religion, The religion of the Vedas was no 

exception to this general rule. Its external side was 

represented by a network of rituals‘to be completed 

under the guidance of an initiated priesthood. The 

inducements held out to the people to follow these 
religious practices were in the boons to be expected 

from the gods worshipped through the rites. These 

boons however were not always forthcoming. A 

Kariri ishtt or rain-sacrifice was as often followed 

by rain as not. The orthodox plea, in cases of 

failure, was that there must have been some’ 

shortcomings in the doers, The routine must not 

have been scrupulously observed. There must have 

been some fault somewhere, The priest might have’ 

erred, The sacrifice might have gone wrong, A 

material might have-been defective. Some way 
or other the. sacrifice musp not have been what ib 

should have been. Such-an excuse, though ever 
ready, could not, by its nature, always carry con- 

viction. The ruinous cost of a sacrifice, without any 
tangible material results, was too much for a man of 

the world. The money spent in the purchase of 
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materials for a sacrifice, the sums of money given 
away in free gifts in the course of a sacrifice, the remu- 
nerations paid to the priests, were all found to go for 
nothing. Such unproductive expenditure, not to 
speak of the unproductive labour involved, could 
hardly be tolerated for all time. As for asceticism, 

' society might not have been economically hit thereby, 

_ But did it always or ever achieve what was claimed 
for it? That ascetics by their asceticism became 

strong favourites of gods was a view which scarcely 

commended itself to the sceptics, Such pretensions 

only deepened their suspicion. To all outward 

appearances, not only did the ascetics flitter away 

their valuable energies which might have been better 

utilised, to their own benefit, as well as in the interests 

of society at large, but they clearly sought to impose 

upon society, an unpardonable sin of commission— 

_ that was the notion entertained by many a thoughtful 

man of society. To this class of thinkers,the ascetics 

were the worst enemies of mavkind ; for by a parade — 

of superior wisdom claimed to have been gained in 
communion with gods, they easily deceived the masses 

who were induced to contiune to believe in the 

efficacy of a religious system palpably rotten. 

When once this sort of scepticism seized people’s 

minds, and with the growth of the social sense in 
its different aspects such scepticism was bound to 

appear, it did not long lack vigorous expression in 

outspoken quarters, As the Vedic religion had so 

long thriven only upon the prospects of material 

gains of its votaries, it found itself in a tight corner 

in the face of heretic onslaughts, It was soon 
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compelled to put its own house in order. But before 

we proceed to deal with the reformed religion, 

leb us pause for a moment to consider the full force 

of the heretic revolution which affected so powerfully 

the whole course of ancient Aryan religion in this 

land of the Aryans. | 

Although referenecs to unbelievers, dissenters — 
and heretics are not wanting in the Vedas, we have 

no detailed account in the Vedic literature itself of 

the original teachings of the earlier pdékhandins or 
heretics. The sum and substance of what they 

taught, however, can be gleaned from the specious 

arguments attributed to Jdévdlz, who is said to have 

sought to dissude Faéma from fulfilling the promise. 

made to his father, that he would renounce all claims 

to the throne in the interests of his stepbrother, and 

would himself go into exile for a long time and 

wander in the wildernesses of the Deccan. These 

arguments were avowedly based upon the original 

heretic doctrines. * They are thus set forth in the 
Rdmdyana story. 

“Prince, unlike ordinary people, you are endowed 
with an acute intellect anda high power of reasoning. 

Why should you wantonly abandon your fortune 7 
What is a father? Don’t you know that earthly 

relations are pure nothings? Nothing is gained 
by an undue regard for such relationships, Only a 
man devoid of reason indulges in this sort of idle 

* Cf. M. B. Santi, Ch, 220, That seems however to be 
a later and more developed form of atheism, known as thé 

Lokayata Na‘stika view. 
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hypocrisy. There is no father, no mother, no con- 
sideration for them. Man comes into the world 
alone and leaves the world alone. Father, mother, 
home, all worldly connexions, all worldly possessions 
are absolutely temporary. We hold to them fora 
short time, and no longer. They are ours so long as | 

we are with them, Do not therefore rule yourself out 

of your father’s throne and choose a path of misery 

and troubles. King Dasaratha was really none to 

you, nor you really anybody to him. Itis by ptre 

accident that the father begets the son or the mothet 

bears the child. Why do you forego the advantages 

of this accidental temporary connection? Your 

father, the king, is dead and gone, and that is the 

ultimate lot of every thing that lives, Itis now 
your chance to enjoy the royal fortune. Why not 

seize it ?@ Don’t follow a suicidal course. It will 

be to no purpose. Do you think that the cause of 

virtue will be served ? I pity you, if you seriously 

think so, We really know of nothing else but earthly 
gains, They are realised by earthly means Those 

who follow a course of religious piety really deceive 

themselves. They unnecessarily and unreasonably 

pass through a course of self-inflicted misery in their 

lifetime, even though in possession of valued 
materials for happiness, When the time—the end— 

comes, they leave the world and all their resources 

behind. Do not believe that any thing ever reaches 

the dead man from this world 9 The claims that the 

departed fathers partake of the meals offered in 

obsequial sacrifices held for the purpose are mere 

humbugs. When people offer these things in 

3 
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srddh they indulge in a sheer waste of valuable. 
articles of food. Cana dead man eat? To ask an- 

other, a representative of the dead, to partake of the 

obsequial dinner is another piece of gross hypocrisy. 

If the food taken by one can goto another, then 
such ceremonies can also be performed in the 

interests of absent friends and relatives. Is it done ? 

No, because the belief is not sincere, as it cannot be. 

The truth is that such religious injunctions have 

been framed by clever people simply to bolster up 
the doctrine of indiscriminate and extensive charity 

under a religious cover. Analyze all religious duties 

connected with sacrifices and vows and penances, 

you will find that at every stage they enjoin the 

fortunate possessor of wealth to spend for the benefit 

of others and give away as much 4s possible in gifts 

to the needy. But know it for certain, that after 

this life, beyoud this world,man does not live, Trust 
only what your ‘direct knowledge’ tells you and act 

up to it, Dismiss as unworthy of consideration any- 

thing based upon inferential knowledge or mere 

guess, Truth does not lie that way. I therefore 
exhort you to believe that your father has lefo you 

all for ever. Reasonably you are bound to him by 

ho consideration, Your chance has come, and make 

the best and fullest use of it ” * 

* The original text of the Ramayana runs thus :-— 

| “alg traa aaa gfeza factear 
Waa Wwers Beas wutaq | 
R, RI VAA gay; feator ae Rataa i 

wartatar foot The Ta aT a ay AT | 

VqaT WF a ATA ata afate vata 1 
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Any one who will carefully go through this piece 
of reasoning will find that ib was wholly directed 
against the explicit and implicit religious doctrines 
of the Vedas. It acknowledged only one type 
of admissible evidence, namely the direct one, 
the result of sense-perception. Taking its stand 
— 

TU AAA WaEq AG: atastes aa | 
wey Tana’ vfagamiseta 1 
Uaaa Beeai frat Atat We 3g | 

TAA RAHAT Ba A ATA: |i 

“ya usa aqIsy B Arete aaa | 

Tag Awe sve fava seaaena 1” | 
“4 9 ataenty WY Ae a AAT | 

AT WH AAAI TAT RX ATA |i 

Rerna’ frat watt, wa Wha aa | 
HIG SAHARA VAIS S AAA TT | 

Ta, & Tatas Teas aa aa F | 

yafatat yarat ag fae fee | 
aay FaUt a & ahaa Wrarta Aare | 
afe gatas ior fart Ta AEH 
seat faa Zam faat geal a: | 
sauna Ww zal tz faa fasta ? 

ate ya fasta a ee aay agit 

zag Yauat are A ag WMA Haq A 
eaaaaare a wart aartata, Bar: 

ane af dae wade Fas | 

@ alfa uttaa aq ae afe ASTAA | 
i yaa q aertas Wiley Ea! FTN” 

( R, Ayodhya, ch. 193 ) 
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upon this, it simply ignored gods or Divine Powers 
and demolished the vague notion of some sort of 

life after death. It then easily made short work 

of all religious duties which were imposed upon 
society by the cupidity of a priesthood. The idea 
of moral obligation, on this view, was pure delusion ; 

for there was nothing to give a permanent character 

to the obviously temporary connexions of the world. 

“Live for the present, for the present alone lives,” 
that was the kernel of the heretic creed. 

This heretic criticism makes it quite clear that— 
the earliest Vedic teachers, though they loosely spoke 
ofa sort of permanent life, had no occasion to clearly 

distinguish between the permanent and the perishable 

sides of man, or for the matter of that, of anything 

that lived. So long as the conception of the immortal 

element was vague, the claims of the religious sense, 

which is to take cognizance only of immortal life in 
its various aspects, were necessarily weak, If there 

is nothing distinctly immortal in man, if there is 

nothing distinctly immortal above man, religious 

notions must be adjudged as aberrations of the 

reason. Nothing but the doctrine of a soul. and 

a higher soul above perishable nature, nothing but 

the doctrine of one eternal life underlying and 

regulating all phases of life and death, can sustain 

the creeds about moral obligation and religious 

duties, So long as this was not clearly forthcoming, 

the heretics had ‘practically the fiell all to them- 
selves. 

When straight-talking like the above began to be 
first indulged in in the Vedic society, we can well 
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imagine the stir it made among Vedic teachers. If the 
super-structure of the Vedic religion was to be 
preserved, its foundation must be closely examined 
and solidly strengthened that it might successfully 
withstand the -heavy pressure of unscrupulous and 
remorseless attacks such as were directed by the 
heretics. The efforts of the best minds of the 
orthodox school were soon directed to this end. The 

result. of their combined efforts, sustained labours, | 

and prolonged deliberations, was a vast literature 
of religious philosophy which has been the source of 

inspirations to all the leading religious systems that 

have since sprung up in Hindusthan. 
The hostile criticisms of the earliest heretic school 

were thus a blessing in disguise, But for them, Aryan 
mind would never have soared to the heights of those 

philosophical speculations which have been the 
wonder and admiration of the whole world. Out of 

evil cometh good, and in the present case it was 

the highest good. Life can never shew to advantage 

_ unless it meets with a-clash and emerges triumphant 

out of it, and the religious life of the Aryans shone 

all the more brilliantly when the champions on its 

side had completely smashed the opposition of heresy 

with newly forged weapors of philosophy, True 

Aryan philosophy indeed may be said to have risen 

to crush heresy and rebuild orthodoxy on the sound 

and firm basis of permanent life, To this we sjall 

now turn. We shall soon see how the bhetts evit 

was really pushed a step forward by ‘9 ‘oretic 

controversy, though of course in an indirect way ; for 

bhakts in its highest and mosb oompre .cusive sense 
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stands for feligiotis devotion to true and sfecial life, 

and it was precisely towards a vigorous search after 

the principle of eternal life for religious devotion that 

heresy drove orthodoxy in the end, 

CHAPTER III 

Speculations in the Supplementary Vedas. 

Enquiries into the spiritual nature of man, 

4 4 

JNA NA-KARMAVA DAS 

The religious doctrine of abstr act devotion, 

It has been clearly shewn that the Vedic teachers 

had only themselves to thank for the violent attack 

led against them .and their cult by the heretics. 
Although unmistakably expressed in the hymns, 

these Vedic teachers or Mimdnsakas in their eager- 
ness to emphasise the practical side of the religion, 

had almost completely ignored the spiritual side. 

They had also dwelt too much upon the dubious 

material boons in the gift of the gods, but had 

scarcely touched upon soul-culture and moral eleva- 

tion, associated with the religion, and inestimable 

boons in themselves. A religious creed that taught 

the people to live for others, to give for others, had 

the highest justification for itself, Bub the point had 

so long received scant notice. To lay oneself pros- 
trate in all humility and in full faith before a Power 

thap guides the destinies of man is the life and soul 
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of all true religion, and the hymns, as we have seen, 
were instincb with this spirit. But it had been 
searcely recognised in popular discourses. 

The shortcomings of the Vedic teachers were 
_thus great and many. But they did not fail to rise 
to the height of the occasion when the existence of 
the religion was threatened and along with it the 

whole social fabric, The lines they chose for their 
action to counteract the evil were excellent and did 

great credit to the many qualities of their head and 

heart. They wanted to carry the people with them 

and undertook to unravel the inner mysteries of 

the religion. 

To devise ways and means to fight heresy 
the Vedic teachers met in long and frequent con- 

ferences. Every Vedic student of course knows that 

the Vedic teachers had early recognised the value 
of such meetings *. In these rishiparishads, 
rishisamghas or rishisamsads, as these conferences 

were variously called, the sages now warmly debated 

the ultimate problems of life, Their deliberations 

were duly recorded. All subsequent parishads fully 

availed themselves of the decisions of their pre- 

decessors. For a long time, this sort of sages’ con- 

ference became a regular feature of Aryan religious 

life and an institution to dispose of religious doubts 

and to keep the religious system abreast of times. 

+ “aIeEy way 3 a aaife aaa 
( R. V, conclusion ) 

“emraat a Uteae a aH Utena | 

aqatr atta saat a oer a faermaiq yy (M5. ) 
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By this way, the foundations of the religion were 

periodically re-examined, re-constructed. and re ex- 
plained to meet the exigencies of changing times ; 
for it is impossible to imagine that heresy could be 

silenced once for all, and the people impressed 

absolutely, by the expositions, and interpretations of — 

a single conference, 

From the nature of the things disclosed above, 

we must expect different views on the problems of 

life, sometimes no more than different shades of 

opinion, authoritatively adopted at some of thess 

numerous conferences. But inspite of this natural 

diversity of opinions or modes of expression- among 

the several exponents, a sort of agreement about the 

fundamentals was reached almost at the very start, 

We shall now turn to these elementary principles of 

Vedic religious philosophy. 
It is necessary however to point out at the outset 

that the Vedse teachers naturally ransacked the whole 

range of Vedic poetry to discover the traces of the 

essential philosophical principles in which the Vedic 

system would fit in. They were not disappointed in 

their labours, Highest poetry always contains the 
germs of sublime philosophy and the utterances of 

the inspired bards of the Vedas were no exception 
to the rule. 

The theories of life and religion which the tea- 

chers found adumberated in the Vedic hymns were © 

set forth by them in clear terms in what are known as 

the supplementary Vedas—the Brdhmanas, Avranya- 
kas and Upanishads. The Braéhmanas mainly dealt 

with the traditional ritualistic instructions, and 
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incidentally bub deliberately, touched upon and 
revealed, the metaphysical views suitable for the 
rites. The Avanyakas also dealt with religious rites, 
but in their higher aspect of spiritual culture.; and: 
consequenty gave more pointed expression to tran-” 
scendental ideas. In the Upanishads the philosophical 
views were practically all in all, embellished though 
here and there with suitable stories, with rites in 

the background. All these types of compositions, 
or rather expositions, were adapted to the needs of 
the times and to the tastes and capacities of those 
for whom they were intended. 

Probably the most important of the theories 
promulgated by the sages, one that has exercised 

the most potent influence ever since it was launched, 

is what is known as the doctrine of Karma. Hardly 

any considerable body of philosophic opinion in 

Hindusthan has ever serionsly disputed its claims 
and questioned its validity. Even heterodox Bud 
dhism swallowed ib without a careful examination 

of its contents. 
The doctrine of Karma teaches, as every student 

of Hinduism knows, that man reaps the fruits of 

his own karma or doings in life, both before and after 

death. His mental propensities are shaped in accor. 

dance with his karma, and when he leaves the stage, 

he is guided, his mundane form and nature are 

regulated, in his transmigration or rebirth, by the ag- 

gregate tendencies or resultant of his doings in life, 

He is born again in that form of the worldly being 

which provides the fullest scope for the realisation of 

his accumulated tendencies-samskdra,vdsand or asaya: 

4 
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This is logical. An abrupt end of an unrealised force 
is unimaginable, S» there is a sequel to apparent 
death, A new life is bound to come in the track of 

the old. Man’s destiny will choose for him, from the 

most inactive, the darkest, or the most unenlightened 

form of life, témasa yoni, in plants and trees, to the 

most active and enlightened phases of existence, rdja- 

sa and sdtwika yonts, in man, or gods and demigods. % 

Nay more. His position in the social grades of man, 

Bréhmana,Kshattriya, Vaisya or Sudra, is determin- 

ed by kurmtc predestination. + So also the case 
with the gods and demigods in their respective 

hierarchies. Man of course is the creature for 
action—whose activities primarily count. { For 

the realisation of the aggregate tendencies, there is 

in store a series of rebirths. Some of these, in the 

forms of man, seriously complicate the agregate. 
Births and rebirths thus go on merrily, and appar- 
ently interminably, to the eternal agonies of the 

- sufferer, To terminate the karmic troubles was 

the end of all true religion. But how ? This required 

aclear conception of the foundations of life in its 

inner and outer aspects. In other words, one must 

know clearly what was it that was affected by k.irmiz 

law and wherein did the karmic law work, to get 
rid of its tyrany. If man was essentially bound by 

© alan quad wittate efeat | 
mTtaaqaater aera Gera ( K. Vv.) 

+ warasat waa aay a wT aaatoaa atfaufesst (0. a) 

G—alqaay Fat ee Yaa 
{ Gamrgaaita agals | 
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karma, there was no escape from its clutches, But 
wasit so? Orthodox philosophy or the supplementary 
Vedas answered in the negative. How? Let us 
explain. ae 

That man has an inner side, dtman, persistent 
amidst all outer changes, had been early recognised, 
though somewhat vaguely. The soul, jivdtman 
or antardiman,* as the permanent substance to which 
all phases of consciousness must ultimately be refer- 
red, was now clearly recongnised. When the indivi- 

dual dies, it is his soul that persists, and, somehow or 

other, carries the karmic records and karmic impe- 
tus, andis again encased in a mortal body, vdahydt- 
man t, through which the inner impulses get full 
scope for action. Generally this process of births and 
deaths is to go on indefinitely, 3 

Closely connected with the conception of indivi- 

dual souls was that of Nature, Pradhdina, Avyakta 
or Prakriti, recognised as distinctly material, a vast 

field for the activities of the multitudes of individual 

souls, and perfectly organised for the dispensation of 

suitable joys and griefs as the rewards and penalties 

for the actions of man. 
The conception of individual souls and Nature 

inevitavely led to another conception. Whose is the 
hand that organises Nature, guides individual souls, 
each to his proper place and makes an evenhanded 

distribution of joys and griefs among them? It is 

© SATA AA Mat Frat Tataat Hear ata at faararqat 

yar; ( A. U, ) 

+. oad feaag 8805 area ata ( ibid. ) 
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that of. One who keeps contact with them but Him- 

self stands above them, watches them vigilently and 

rules them justly, He is thus an I‘swara who keeps 
the karmic machinery agoing as the Lord of Nature 
on the one hand and individual souls on the other *. 

In His essence He is of course pre-eminently the 

highest soul, Paramdtman. §. 
These three metaphysical conceptions indissolubly 

bound up with the karmic doctrine, and ultimately 
with the doctrine of immortal life, completely domi- 
nated the speculations of the Vedic teachers, engaged 

in quest of the basic principles of their religion. 

Firmly held together by the cement of karmic 
theory and immortal life, they have stood unshakable 

in their solidarity and have proved the safest found- 

ation for Hindu religion in all its phases. 
When the essential features of this philosophy 

were explained before the people, they immediately 

grasped its significance. ‘Man’ it was realised ‘is some- 

thing e]se than the body, Death is only an occasional 

phase in his eternal life. For each one of his acts in 
the course of human life he is responsible toa Higher 

Power, He can never escape the consequences of 

his doings. Any thing he does is either virtuous 
or vicious, Religion shews him the path of virtue, 

* waradaqufa, (s. v.) 

gaayy ateat g MR—AAe' aaa aaTRA (ibid ) 
saratayfae waa (1. UL) 

§ fy atta, wet frcsaatat fae, eal fener 
facaat frefrata, + BTA --. S77 URATAT VRaT aT 

(4. U. ) 
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For his eternal welfare he must therefore choose 

that. To pursue one’s purely selfish vicious ends is 
to court disaster and ruin’ 

When the greatness and glory of religion was 

thus established, all irreligious criticism was hushed, 
and the Vedic religion,which was the only religion in 

the field, once again commanded enthusiastic popular 

adherence. In confcrmity, however, with the doc- 

trines enunciated above, the salient features of the 

religion underwent radical modifications, To these 

we now turn our attention. 

A scheme of eternal life naturally opens up the 
dreadful prospect of prolonged misery on earth. To 

obviate this, it was asserte1, that the individual soul 

once purged of worldly impulses, would be restored to 

its pristine purity and would not be liable to further 
imprisonment in bodily cells, This ideal was given 
the name of moksha or deliverance from worldly 

sufferings once for all. 
The ideal thus set up was not however easy 

of realisation, So long as man is swayed by his 

propensions and passions, so long as he has his 

hopes and desires for earthly things, he is in the 

clutches of karma, If he can rise above them, 

he can then shake oft the chains, Else the shackles 

will never fall off, But how to rise superior 

to world’s inducements? Well to train the mind 

gradually upon the super-sensuous is the only 

possible way. To gain this object, the Vedic 

teachers promulgated an updsand course of religion, 

thoroughly introspective and meditatives. When 

* gotayt a aalsaatsaat ala (J, Ue) ; 
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the mind becomes sufficiently purified, it can be 
concentrated upon the conception of Paramdtman 

or God in His supersensous glory. Mind at this 

stage cannot think of anything mundane. © The indi- 

vidual soul then may be regarded as in the same 

element with the Divine Soul, and in direct con- 

tact and communion with Him. Thisis updsana 

or ‘close contact’ proper and this was the course 
recommended for moksha. <A regular course of upd- 
sand in this sense gradually frees the individual 

soul by the very nature of the act, 

It is easy to see in this' form of updsand only 

another phase of the cult of devotion, In the com- 
munion between soul and Soul, now clearly set forth 
as its main factor, it has emerged from its old 

cruder stage to a more refined one, It is still however 

bhajana or devotion in essence with sradhhé or higher 

faith in the background. + If it reveals the inner 

nature of the Higher Soul, that knowledge is rathor 
a by-product or only the culminating phase of the 

devotion of the pure soul. Updsand, indeed, at the 
top of its higher course, leads to pure knowledge 

or soul comprehension —vidyd or jrndna—and becomes 

identified with it, It is not without reason therefore 

that later-day philosophers considered the terms as 

interchangeable to a great extent, From its very 

nature, the highest impersonal form of ugdsand is 

Ucalal Ma aaTat Futata;, (A. v. ) 

Several types of ua’sana’ are set forth in Aitsreya’ranyka, 

Compare also Chha‘ndogya and A’ranyaka Upanishads. 

+ wert wraatateate ( K, vu. ) 
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not for ordinary people, Ib is suited only to particu- 
lar modes of life. When the Vedic society had become 
sufficiently organised with its four or five castes * 
and their distinct functions and duties, and when 
the higher castes had had well ordered stages of life, 
dsramas, this path of salvation through the highest 
form of updsand was ordained naturally for those who 

embraced life-long studentship and celibacy, brahma- 
charya, or who were yatis at the last stage of life, or 
who by voluntary retirement from and renunciation 
of the pleasures of the world, sannydsa, at an earlier 

stage, adopted the vow of asceticism (tapas). In other 

words salvation only for the absolutely dispassionate 
self-controlled people, who must be of course few 
and far between t+. To men with ordinary distractions 

_ of life, who were debarred from this highest prize, 
the new philosophy held out also excellent prospects. 
Let all life be a preparatory stage for the highest 
life indicated above, and at each step the pious 

man will have nothing but encouragement. He 

must observe, without question, without any hope 

of earthly rewards, the obligatory duties laid down 

in the holy books and expiate his sins of commission 

* maqataenat, with fauret, as the fifth. 

+ wang alata ufeaes ea ueatafa, (2 v,) 
are,t atatg wajata (Sn, U. ) 

ama aeaae Beat aerartatqattecatisan (Pr. U. ) 
aya Fa WT Agtaaatal ateatraguata ( Pr. U.) 

aUaTe Vala BIAAIat Aaa w faa ( M. v. ) 

waaatate aaa, Ysa: + ulegefer aay ( M. U,) 
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or omission, voluntary or involuntary, by ac's of 

atonement ( prdyaschittas ), and he is then sure to 

be purged gradually of the impurities of life that 

wrap up his soul. He may in addition do particular 
rites and sacrifices for the fulfilment of his particular 

desires. If done to perfection, which is however 
rarely possible, these selfish acts will answer his 

wishes. But in any case, his unfailing discharge of 

obligatory duties, nityakarma, and expiatory rites, 

prdyaschitta karma, will carry him higher and higher 

in the scale of humanity. To be more explicit, the 

greater is his aggregate cleanliness in life, the better 

is his prospect for a higher form of human life, culmi- 

nating in the life of the purest Rrdhmin, the fittest 
person to imbibe and practise the lessons of updshand 

or dhydna. Henceforword his acts of duty, combined 

with his true appreciation of the Higher Soul 
that regulates all, will place him on the path that 
leads through intermediate stages of life to the highest 

life itself, This is the right Divine Road (devaydna). 

So long, however, as all acts of life are not reduced 

to acts of duty and duty alone, even the best of pious 

deeds and religious rites will not entitle a man toa 

journey along the Divine Road. He may by certain 
religions acts and vows ascend toa higher form of 

life in heayen, nay even ascend higher and higher 

till he reaches the threshhold of the highest 

heaven where He, the Most High, reigns supreme, 

but his heavenly sojourn, unlike that of the man of 

duty and knowledge, is bound to terminate. | 
The man of selfish desires at the end of his 

sojourn returns to the earth. His path even in heaven 
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leads only to mortality and not immortality. It is 
pitriyina or the road to death, It is the desires of 
the mortal world that prove fatal to him. In the case 
of the man of true knowledge and true duty, such 
mortal desires are conspicuous by their absence. 
Even acts of apparently selfish mortal desires are 

transformed in his case into immortal acts of absolute- 
ly unselfish desires. By such acts of the world he 

gradually gets rid of the mortal afflictions of the soul 

and then with his inner reason aud inner light 

unclouded by mortal obscurity, he plants his foot 

firm on the road that leads to absolute immortality.* 
From the foregoing it will be clear that the old 

Velic system of religous rites enjoined mainly for 
the realisation of worldly desires was in the new 

order of things given an avowedly back seat. For 

the preparatory stage of spiritual culture, religi- 

ous work must be severely unselfish and free from 

mortal distractions to bring the worshipper nearer 

and nearer to the Paramdtman, the embodiment of 

eternal and imperishable life.t Thus the quest of 
earthly gains of the earlier age was now supplanted 
by the quest of life eternal and immortal. And life 
itself was recognised as eternal and immortal in 

its essence. The question of religious culture reduc- 

ed itself to the question of life’s self-realisation or 

self-comprehension. Bhaktiyoga in the form of true 

updsand points this way. Life here draws to life and 
grasps it in its own rational element. That is the 
soul of updsand proper, better known as dhydnayoga. 

* sfaga Zqr atat faaat eaawga i (Vv. UL) 

+ a (orm aa) sar~ vutatafat ( Ai A. ) 

5 



CHAPTER IV. 

MATERIALISM RAISES ITS HEAD. 

The theories of soul, nature, and God, based upon 

the Neo Vedic speculations about a permanent basis 

of life, placed on plausible grounds the injunctions 

about the expenditure of food and money for the satis- 

faction of the gods and manes, which was the essense 

of ordinary Vedic sacrifices, and against which had 

been directed the concentrated fire of the first heretic 

attacks. The offerings of the earthly worshippers 

were outward tokens of love and gratitude for and 

devotion and loyalty to the beings above, the wor- 

shippers and the worshipped all bound together by 

ties of mutual good will in one great chain of imperi- 

shable life. In view of the system of complete 

universal co-ordination under the directing power 

of the Supreme Embodiment of Life, the vibrations 

of the hearts below cannot but reverberate in the 

hearts above. The response is bound to follow. 

Absolute callousness is unthinkable anywhere ina 

creation pervaded inplicitly or explicitly by rational - 

sensibility. There can be no disputing this view 

once the premises of Hindu theistic philosophy are 

accepted. Heresy, therefore, must challenge the 

fundamental principles of re-organised orthodoxy if 
it must live and flourish among the masses. 

The heretic school of Vrihaspati and Chdrvdka 
accordingly joined issue with the orthodox thinkers 
on these very points. Adheréing, as usual, to the 
evidence of the senses, they rejected an undying 
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permanent principle of consciousness in man, “Such 
a substance as soul, had it existed, would have 
been touched, tasted, smelt, heard or seen, No body 
ever even pretends to have done so. To induce 
people to believe in the existence of a thing impossi- 
ble on the face of it is nothing but a fraud upon 
human reason. Consciousness itself, of course, is a 

phenomenal fact which cannot be ignored. But where- 
in does it inhere ?_ In the tangible body, say some- 

where in the cerebral region, and nowhere else, It 
rises in the body as a by-product of the activities of 

the bodily organism itself, like so many other pheno- 
mena in nature, and falls away, when the mechanism 
that brings it into existence is disrupted. There is 

nothing strange in this. So if there is an dtman, 
it is nothing but a part of the body, as the seat 

of phenomenal consciousness.” 
This demolition of the orthodox theory of the 

soul makes unnecessary any separate refutation of the 

other parts of orthodox philosophy, That philosophy 

is built up solely for the benefit of the permanent 
man. Once his permanancy is withdrawn, the wheel 
of karma breaks down hopelessly, No God is needed 
to turn the wheel. No life history of manis to be 
searched for in inanimate nature. The whole course 

of nature is as if, must be, 

With such a view of life, the ultimate object 

of man’s life, his purushirtha, is nothing but material 

happiness or sensual pleasure. For every thing ends 

with death and death is absolute. All the talk of the 

- orthodox school about the existence of a heaven ora 

system of heavens is rank hypocrisy. To justify the 
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inhuman. cruelty of the slaughter of animals in sacri- 

fices by the belief that these animals are to gain 
access to heavens is therefore to indulge in pure non- 

sense. One might as well kill one’s old father in the 

same sacred cause. Moksha is nothing but the disso- 

lution of the body which is equivalent to death. 
‘Every body sees it, and a quest of the unseen is 

unreasonable. All duties prescribed for the purifica- 
tion of the soul, for the attainment of heaven, or for — 

ultimate salvation, are wholly useless. * The tradi- 
tional denunciations of Vedicism by the Lokdyata 

school proceeded on such lines. + 

* “quaataa ge aa arf at waaz 1” 

“a eat quail aT Tate UTR 
a autsarctat fiat at weetfrat y” (Vrihaspati) 
“yada, at =aifaaa afar | 
tua astaita aa aware fea? (ibid ) 

{| They were out and out materialists and were socalled for 
the popularity of their creed 

Cf, Also—ewara frais vad aTaarfast 1 srrerg uate 

aaaty wuts, 9st areal faa aneqrataaa | 

Ta AIA VSTUHT UT ANAM Bwaazofs as 
Twa | sasaAears ieral wa aut afer arena 
wToadteaata aaa, faatysra aca aretaaifafisar | 

ro ~ Qe A n~ 
Tad @galadt wardtawai yaqurma faa: zat 
Ta Rat Baaagquastea aaursaahsfaa! artista: 

may afeatt AA wan = tat aeaatarai yautanfa 
Tat! sifiwiataaarn, earaifaaMy | | Tayatas- 
za ~ q =~ 

Ba Saas | aq aa faafas garataiataas, | 
M, Sa‘nti 220; 



CHAPTER V. 

Rise of distinct philosophical systems to support 

orthodoxy—Devotion to religious duty 

and abstract self. 

YOGA & SA MKHYA. 

From the nature of the onslaught of the mate- 

rialists, it was evident, that orthodoxy to defend itself 

must first of all make serious attempts to attack the 
fundamental conception of valid evidence as enter- 

tained by the Lokdyata school. So long as sense- 

perception alone was allowed to bein undisputed 

possession of the field, there was no hope for the 

yndanakarmavdda of the Vedie teachers, The ortho- 

dox systems of dnvi kshiki* or Mental and Religious 

Philosophy therefore set about in right earnest to 
examine the modes and sources of correct knowledge 

in man along with the problems of life and religion. 
The systems that arose for this great purpose 

were conveniently divided under two heads by later 

writers. The one type of dissertations that chiefly 

concerned itself with jndéna was known as Jndnayoga 

or Sémkhya system, while the other that dealt with 

karma was called Karmayoga or simply Yoga 

system. f 

© TARA AAT AL, TAT ana zarattaat 

(Vv. B.) 

+ ate atat ataraay (« ) 
The A, V, by implication gives Mi‘ma‘nsa’ as the system 

of first philosophical thoughts, ( 3-6-449 ) 

Karmami‘ma‘nsa and A‘tmamimansa~ must have been older 
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In this way Sdmkhya and Yoga were the two 
leading orthodox systems of Hindu philosophy in 

ancient India. * 

Excepting the few aphorisms known as Kdpilasu- 
tra on jndna which are however of doubtful origin, we 

have no elaborate old philosophical treatises bearing 
on karma and jndna, The teachings on these distinct 

heads must have been confined within traditional 

circles or sampraddyas, We have ample evidence 

from later day lit@rature that in these traditional 

schools, cults of yndna and karma had reached a high 

stage of development, The Purdnas, the Tantrus, the 

Mahabharata are full of the teachings of these two 

schools. Upanishads like Swetdswatara,which may be 
of posterior origin, refer to them in unmistakable 

terms. The doctrines taught in these systems are 
——= 

names of Yoga and Sa‘mkhya. The Maha‘bha’rata, the Puranas and 

the later Upanishads frequently speak of such Sa*mkhya and Yoga 

systems. Even the Vedas speak of Yoga in this sense, of course 

by suggestion The laterday Yoga system of philosophy was the 

result of the attempt to adapt the view of true karma as medita- 

tion to Sa mkhya and was thus an appendage to it. 

Ch “aq stay, saa wrt aati wey” 
“qraaiia aierat aaa attra” etc. etc. ( G. 7 
“Fit At TAL aa UASIAAS W” (RV, 1-30. ) 

* «a Quota at at aaie wa waa!” (2B) 
“t atrata at atal a aie’ wa VET | 

aararaty fastat Sq: ufaee oa | 

ae ane alee way awafeara t” (ibid, ) 

“fafaaral qTaatal ~artaattae ag | | 

aatatiafaemal qnataeg aferaray (ibid, ) 
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indeed scattered throughout the post-Vedic sacred 
books of the Hindus, 

From a perusal of the ‘six philosophical systems’ 
of orthodox Hinduism one can easily conclude that 
these systems incorporated much of the earlier philo- 
sophical views represented by old Simkhyaand Yoga, — 
They were indeed subsequent adaptations and im- 

provements suited to the needs of the times.in which 

they flourished. Meanwhile it is only meet to remark 
that the Sdmkhya school and the Karmamimdnsd 
school of these ‘six systems, though they profess to 
deal with Sémkhyayoga and Karmayoga respectively, 
are not to be taken as fully and exactly representing 
the older views under these two heads. There should 

not be any mistake again about the Pdtanjala Yoga- 

darsana being the exponent of the earlier Karmayoga 
or Yocoa system, The names Sdmkhya and Yoga 

underwent considerable changes in meaning by process 

of time. 

Whatever may have been the full contents of the 
earlier Sdémkhya and Yoga systems, we may take it 
that they rejected pratyaksha as the sole means of 

true knowledge, and fully demonstrated the admissi- 

bility of inferential knowledge and revealed know- 
ledge. They had no difficulty in shewing that 
without inferential knowledge the amenities of life or 

lokaydtré would completely cease all round. Invari- 

able association of things is an indisputable fact based 

upon the widest and most valid experience or pra- 
tyaksha,and whenever one comes across a thing invari- 

ably associated with another thing, he quickly infers 

the existence of the other thing along with ib, As for 
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knowledge revealed, Rishis or sages, free from passion 

and not at all liable to mistakes, have, voluntarily and 

out of sheer kindness for men, vouched for the 

impersonal Vedic pronouncements and that must 

carry conviction, In the highest stage of spiritual 

culture, highest truths, unknown and unknowable 

otherwise, flash upon the saintly mind—for the true 

inmost life of man participates in One Great All-life, 

the source of all truths and realities,—and that 

knowledge out of itself finds expression in suitable 

utterances in the mouths of the sages, and who will 

doubt the veracity of such testimony ? Vedze utter- 

ances are of such character and hence their evidence 

is unimpeachable, 

This is the sum and substance of the views on 

valid testimony or Pramdnavdda as we gather from 

the whole orthodox philosophical literature of the 

Hindus. * It may be noted in this connection that 

the Nydya system of the later group of ‘six’ schools 

extensively deals with this question of pramdnardda, 

although all the systems have some thing to say on 

the point, and are not always in agreement with one 

another, and even among different sections of them- 

selves, as to the number, details and theories of 

* Semi fisrmefiae: ea, ata (CS. S.) 
“42a ararqaat aloe! «aa qutearqarta araeut 

aea! wate wattaa 1” “ommluaa: wex:” “sre, wy 
AARC, TE ETAT aT weg: Tea, 
saMatamArea, fefa wat agar |” “ear Tawa gered 
waza quem, Ww eA yar uf ft erawnfyaaa- 
atuntaater sayaarataaw: i” (Vv. B. ) 
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valid evidence. + ‘The view indicated above however. 
is open to least criticism from the orthodox stand- 
point. 

We may now turn to the original philosophical 
views proper of the Sdémkhyas and Yogas. On this 
we have some thing on the authority of Vdtsydyana, 
one of the oldest and most authoritative commentators 
of Nyiyadarsana, 

It is pointed out by Vatsyéyana that both the 

Saémkhya and Yoga schools agree in insisting upon 

examining truths by all means of valid testimony 

@rinter yeuq ). There is however a remarkable 

divergence of opinions between them regarding their 

decisions on some of the most fundamental philoso: 

phical problems. 

“alga SIaeaa:, A aa Magia, facfanar aa, 

2efeaaayg faaty ananiyg a fang sfa vienay’* 

“qayaufafam! waa, wasaal eto: vata 
agufafaer sam, swagquaa, waua faq, xfa 
aaa” 

The Sémkhyas hold—a thing can not come into 

existence which did not potentially exist before ; 

that which exists can never be completely wiped out 

of existence ; units of pure general abstract conscious- 

ness exist by themselves, behind and beyond all 

phases of concrete consciousness, as the ultimate 

+ Yad, wrAta, Wz, BATA, Batata, sata, Bara, Tlorw 

—perception, inference, revealed utterance, analogy, implication, 

negative knowledge, probability and historic tradition, are the 

several prama nas dealt with in the Schools and the Pura‘nas. 

* Cf G—ar sat faaa arat aarat free aay’ 
6 
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conscious substrata or souls; specialisation of con- 

sciousness takes place in connexion with things 

through the media of which it finds outward material 

expressions, namely, the mind, the sense-organs, the 

body, the material qualities, and the very causes 

that call them forth, 
The Yogas hold—material beings come into exis- 

tence on account of the karma of individuals ; karma 

alone is responsible for the evils ( passions ) of love 

and hatred, as well as for the impulses that arise out 

of love and hatred, and long for self-realisation ; 

consciousness does nob exist in the abstract but 

is always referred to its qualities or modes of 

material expression ; that which did not exist comes 

into existence; that which exists drops out of 

existence. 

It is quite possible to build up two distinct 

philosophical systems in all their completeness out 

of the materials thus set forth, Evidently on the 

most fundamental points the views of the two schools 

are in sharp conflict. If the Sémkhyas are emphatic 

on the principle of the existence of ‘souls’ as ultimate 

centres of pure consciousness, without any reference 

to material existence, the Yogas are no less emphatic 

on the principle of the existence of soul substances 

as units of pure existence without consciousness, in 
their ultimate or initial state,where they are absolutely 

pure, and unaffected by external impressions. 

The activities of individual souls bring in all the 

miseries of births and rebirths according to the Yoga 

system. According to the Sdmkhya system all the 

activities are transferred to the domain of Prakriti 
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and the ‘soul’ is unaffected thereby in any way what- 
soever. The Sémkhyas indeed are forced to the doctrine 
ofa migratory individuality, lingasariva, subject to 
the karmic law. 1 is material in its constitution 
and is liable to disruption in Prakriti when karma 
leaves it and stops its activity. The linga deha may 
be called a false soul, or lower soul, in as much as ib 
controls all the elements—manas, ahamkdra,buddhi-— 
of materially reflected consciousness or reason, There. 

is, ib may be noted, in the essence of matter, a 

principle called sattwa which enables it to reflect the 
light of reason,and this principle is most prominently 

represented in the internal senses—manas, ahamkdra 

and buddhi—which constitute the lower soul, 

although the other principles of materiality, foree— 

rajas—and inertia—tamas—also claim shares in its 

formation. 

A creation entirely new in the material world is 
unthinkable according to the Sdémkhyas, but quite 

possible, rather the only thing possible, according 
to the Yogas In a like manner, absolute death is out 

of the question so far as Sdmkhya is concerned, but 

Yoga is not inclined that way. 
Consistently with their philosophical theories, the 

Sdmkhyas set up the ideal of complete emancipation 

from the bondage of material creation as the highest 

aim of religion. And that ideal is realised by nothing 

else but by regular concentration on the knowledge 

of the absolutely pure nature of the soul, to the 

complete exclusion of material pursuits,which are the 

sources of all pain, attendant on births and rebirths, 

Thus the path of salvation, on this view, must lie in 
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dhyana or abstract contemplation or stoppage of 
functional activities of external organs with the 
mental gaze fixed upon the soul. In other words 

consciousness turned to itself is salvation, * 

The Sdmkhyas apparently discovered a_ shorter 

cut to salvation than the exponents of the old system 

of updsand as directed to the Higher Soul—Paramdt- 
ma or I'swara, It was however still the wpdsand of 
the soul itself, and as such, the element of devotion 

was still the predominant feature of the religion 

adapted to the Sdédmkhya system. Ib is of course 

superfluous to point out that Vedic rituals the 

Sdmkhyas completely excluded from the scheme of 

their sublime religion. Such a religion therefore 
could not be for the ordinary people of the world. 

And the Sdémkhyas were quite outspoken on the 
point. “Jndnayoga is for those who have been 

disgusted with and have discarded all karma—all 

materialistic or worldly desires.” ~ They of course 

allowed Vedic karma as a lower form of religion ; 

but ib was simultaneously denounced as impure on 

account of the prescribed slaughter of animals ; its 

rewards were cried down as transient, and unfair since 

unevenly distributed, invariably . leading. to jea-’ 
lousies, for it was well known that even heavenly 

* atta 4 a tefaaufitnaa—afarsaieug Raa qauda 
WTA (5. K ) 

This theory of exclusive conciousness or reason is responsible 
oy A 

for the name Sa'mkhya, 

‘qamgvatiant aagara” “araaata,” “ata fafaua’ 
? atafaaternafatay 3 aa, ‘atatateraafatg,’ ‘savararara’ 1 (ss. S. ) 

+ fa@enai aera arfaenfas aq (2,) 
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existences were terminable and there was a hierarchy _ 
in heaven itself. t 

We have so far assumed the old Sdémkhya system 
as dualistic and realistic—a doctrine of a multitude 
of souls and one Prakrit: with her manifestations 
as organised Nature. But from the various accounts 

in the Bhdgawata and the Gita we are led to infer 

that even in early times there was something like 

a@ monistic and idealistic construction of the 

Sdmkhya philosophy. “One principle of Reason 
bifurcates itself in Prakrita and Purusha. The mul- 

titude of souls are emanations from Purusha, as the 

various phases of creation are from Prakriti.” This 
in effect is what the Bhagawata holds up as the old 
Samkhya doctrine.* Such a system would of course 
make dhydnaw or updsana of the idividual soul 

turn on its universal aspect. Salvation on this view 

would not only be emancipation from material 

bondage on the part of an individual soul and 

eventual settelement upon itself, but a full com- 

prehension of the illusory nature of the fetters of 

| “watanteaattamage”’ CS.Ke) 
“qag = asulaaaaa” etc, etc. 

‘ qeataal stn, ataa”’-( Chh, ) 

“aay Ua” “Sexy TST” “ARMY TAT” 

* (oy } avaania aie yattatear! afeara gare 

aa amis atan waa saa BAe THA afeaT | 

qqmamacaa faa faffaferaq) sea aa feat 

aAuAzseal| «aay taadara, Tata, ateattaar! ATA 

a qatar, gaa, aysfastag 1” CE IF } 
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’ Prakriti and of the essentially all-comprehensive 

character of the soul itself. ; 

We may mention here in passing that this latter 

construction of the Sdémkhya philosophy found far. 

wider favour among old philosophical thinkers than 

is generally recognised. The whole Sdmkhya 

doctrine of Kapila which is implied to have been 

followed in the Svetdswataropanishad is based on 

this view.* I¢ is however really the Veddnta 

doctrine in another garb, The Higher Soul is the 

ultimate substance of rationality and materiality 
combined, according to this view. Only the element 

of joy is nob yet recognised in this Sdmkkya concep- 

tion of the soul, 

In any case, the religion of the Sdémkhyas is 

simplicity in itself. A’ cultivation of the true 
knowledge of the essential nature of man is the 

keynote of the creed. The claims put forward on 

its behalf in the Gita are not at all exaggerated. 
“The real man is never born, he never lives in 

the worldy sense, he never dies. Nothing of the 

* Slat Raa Baa faanqasay, | 

wana wer Tat | 
uy aietata, tm, anatase | 

qaqa wigan Hal WMaaqeaa Bau: 
aati yen afra aeat—aafsate sate We | 

aq au oqafa Ribst celts aaa ufsmaaeg: 

aaqaateaatatasa Ta | 

VAT SA, HANIA Y WH, AAA SATA | 
RIT, HATTA — Are Far, Fae Fry ws | 
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world affects him. In his universality he compre- 
hends everything. A. religion based purely upon 

this view is the permanent religion of man—it knows 

no beginning, no end, Sins of commission or omission 

are out of place here unlike in a religion based on 

rituals. The moment it is cultivated, the very mo- 

ment man feels free in salvation from all the terrors 

of worldly misery, It can give quietus to any 

chance of rebirth even though embraced at the 

moment of death” § 3 

But, as we have said, this naked beauty of the 

Samkhya religion cannot appeal to the imagination 

of a worldly man engaged in the pursuit of material 

objects It has no gorgeous prospect to offer to him, 

For him therefore the Karmayoga is ready with its 

brilliant pictures of blissful existence in heaven. This 

attractive scheme is thus unfolded :— 
Every one knows that each act of life leaves-an 

impression on the soul, You feel pleasure when you 

hear a sweet song, ‘That immediately creates a 

desire, ichchhd, in you to have more of it in future, 

immediate or distant. You come across an unseemly 

sight. You are at once repelled. You dislike it, want 
never to have it again. You are filled with abhorence 
or repugnance—dvesha, Thus man’s likes or dislikes 

are formed in the whole course of his life. They 

remain imprinted on the soul as impulses for future 

: § “ast faca, Wrarasa Teta)” “alaTanteay ale "q 

widtgecva:,” “aa awa fae aan” “Aetfmaaife 

Weaarat aq faq ema wea aad HEAT” “rT Ula 

fagata’ “‘faatenanarasty aatrareseta” 
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actions. Man’s state of existence after death is 

necessarily determined by his accumulated tastes and 

distastes, There is no immunity from it. Adaptability 

of inner and outer nature is natural. The material 

soul, so long as ib retains consciousness, can never 

shake off acquired cravings, What then religion 

should attempt? Obviously it must guide the 
activities of man in undertakings which will open up 

aroad to permanent unalloyed blissfulness, Such 

happiness is attainable in heaven—swarga. The 

Srutis, the infallible guides, clearly indicate this path. 

It lies through the performance of sacrifices. * 
All duties, it must be clearly recognised, even 

those that are apparently non-ritual, are really parts 

and parcels of a great life-scheme of sacrifice which 
covers all legitimate activities. Notwithstanding all 

that is said to the contrary, they are in a sense :all 

kémyas, acts prompted by cravings for a higher 

and better life, the obligatory and expiatory duties 

not excepted. Life is sacrificed or devoted to these 

duties for its own sake, 

From the Sémkhya point of view this doctrine of 

an ever joyful soul in heaven is of course impossible , 

for as nothing can emerge which did not exist 

before, happiness as a permanent and _ essential 

element of the soul can not be realised. In its pure 

state, the soul, in their opinion, can only be in a 

condition of abstract unspecialised consciousness and 
nothing better. Joys and sorrows in this world are 

* “Gaza afaa qq ae 
MAA UAY aT BS STETUA N” | 

pees “9 : QUA TAA ( af quoted in argaatat ware ) 
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simply phenomenal acts of knowledge, due to favour- 
able and unfavourable circumstances, in which the 
lower soul is placed. x : 

To the Karmayoga school, or more briefly the 
Yoga school,as Karmayoga was called in olden times, 

this problem, however, presents no difficulty what- 

soever. They hold, as we have seen, that a new 

element can arise—sagqaed—and the soul, which is 

originally a blank substance, takes on specialised 

forms of consciousness—ayufafaeaat:—in contact 

with external creation. In heaven it is in joyous 

consciousness. + 
To the Karmayogins the rites and the mantras 

are the essence of religion. The universal karmic 

law of life is Devnity in the abstract. And 

embodied as it is in its entirety in the impersonal 

and eternal sound forms—Nityasatda—of Vedic 

mantras, there can be no other manifestation of 

Divinity—gods or devatas,—than these mantras 

themselves. Wholehearted devotion to them accord- 

ingly is the only thing to be insisted upon. 

The Yogas, consistently with their theory of the 

accession of joy, introduced, by implication, an 

important element into the conception of religion. It 
was all round priti—priti in conception, initiation, 
execution and completion of sacrifices. Dharma was - 

to be’ prompted by the prospect of eternal and 

uninterrupted joy as the highest reward, This 

view exercised a tremendous influence on the smbse- 

« “qqqnacia gaq—otagaaetia’ gaa!” 
{ This theory of accretions possibly accounts for the name 

Yoga, — 
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quent course of religious evolution in Hinduism, as 

_we shall see later on.* | 

From the elements of philosophy of this Karma- 

yoga system, as referred to before, it is quite easy 

to see, that liberation of the soul, somewhat in 

the Sdmkhya sense, will not be entirely out of place 

in the philosophy of Karmayoga. Such moksha 

indeed is thus described in Prakaranapanchiké— 

Tattwdlokaé prakarana : - 

“srafaag eeraper fa:waquaraaafcaafaaarar 
ara sfa fasq | aaiadamaa ata arg are afag 
datfa; antardipesnaqaes eae: waawta— 

fafaauinftae:gaarnl qa sqTaa 1 «wa gate: 
aalaaafida: oa amemiiaal aafendcaafa- 
afqaat Waraad ddlaarwai = aAAmaMAaaai 

QaaNas) saTa—a wg sian gmasfea 
weqaynastag «yas aaqe Warafassa, 

eo aaeaeqan fafase: vaamsquaesyieaaraaarg 

farina: aq sqqaqal vataal Wiia aarafy aq’ 
aaq Waeaamafeapioa fda saa a a 

yauada wayatada deta fatoaama’ amaq 
qara’ : 

“When the whole stock of destiny due to karma 
is completely exhausted, the individual soul refuses 
to be connected again with a body. It is well 

« qadsfra aq ad aaeaTqe | Fae Afaegarmed 
sft ama (BLP. ) | 
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known, that the soul is born and reborn, so to say, 
in worldly bodies, only so long as ib carries the - 

destiny resulting from karma,’ When this is gone 

for ever, bodily connexions stop; all senses of 

worldly pleasure and pain are rooted out, In such 

a state the soul may be called mukéa or liberated. A 
question may arise—how to make short work of all 

dharma and adharma, the whole of the. destiny 

accumulated ? By realisation in the world 9. That 

is impossible, They have accumulated for a long, 
long time, in the course of innumerable bodily exis- 

tences, They are accumulated even when in course 

of bodily realisation. They are infinite in mumber 

and extent. To get rid of them by satiety is unthink- 

able. There is however a way out. If any one is 

really disgusted with the world by its afflictions, and 
has genuinely left off all cravings:for mixed worldly 

pleasures, and wants to be rid of them once for all, ‘he 
must turn away not only from proscribed acts, sinful 

in their nature, but also from prescribed religious 

acts, leading to gradual advancement in the scale of 

existence, culminating in heavenly life, as both such 

acts cause his imprisonment in bodily calle He will 

then get rid of that part of his accumulated dharma 

and adharma by realisation in the world which has 

led to the particular birth for the very object. And 

the whole of the remainder of his accumulated 
destiny will be destroyed by the cultivation of pure 

self-knowledge, and by those acts of self-abnegation 
which uphold self knowledge, such as the well known 
practices. connected with the control of the mind, 

sense organs, and bodily cravings, This will of course 
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be in pursuance of the Vedic prescription which enjoins 
self-knowledge for those who want that their soul may 

not return to the world, Then the soul becomes free 

absolutely and wholly.” 
A pure soul on this view, it is needless to repeat, 

will be. nothing but a unit of pure existence, as the 

school, unlike Sémkhya, cannot even think of absolute. 

unspecialised abstract conscionsness, without any re- 

ference to concrete things of knowledge. The Nydya 

Varseshika doctrine of liberation really represents this 

old Karma yoga or Karmamimdnsa view,consistently 

with their asadutpttivdda, apparently taken from 

Yoga, Nydya emphasising pure moksha and Vaiseshi- 
kd new accretions. 

From what has been said about the characteristics 

_of this Yoga religion, we gather, that in its worldly 

aspect, pravritts marga, it essentially teaches nothing 

but earnest and joyous devotion to duties as gods 

in expectation of happiness in a better state of 

existence, and in its higher aspect, that of re- 

nunciation or nivritts mdrga, it emphasises ascetic 

devotion tothe soul itselfin its highest state of 
abstraction. 

In their broader aspects the Sémkhya and the Yoya 

cults may be said to be supplementary to each other. 

The Sdmkhyas pleaded for a peaceful life of retire- 

ment, while the Yogas for a noble and pious worldly 

life of genuine sacrifices, This estimate of course 

leaves out of consideration the peculiar moksha cult 

of the Yogas explained above. It was however in all 

probability only a later development. In any case 

it was never emphasised. Else the’ schuvol would 
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nob have come in for such severe castigation abt the 
hands of the author of the Gitd. t 

The Gita really found the system literally irra- 
tronal at the top. But it professed to champion 
Vedicism, and made Vedicism popularly attractive. 
That was a valuable asset, 

Hence the Gitdé school of thought adapted the 
Yoga views to their own creed,and then passed off the 

reformed doctrine under the name of genuine Yoga, 

much in the same way, it is to be feared, that they 

remodelled the old rational Sdmkha ya philosophy on 

pantheistic lines favoured by them. JBut of this 
development we shall not speak now. 

The remarkable features of the devotion cult 

unfolded in the two doctrines have already been 

clearly indicated. For god, the one, Sémkhya,.subs- 
tituted the human soul itself in its characteristic 

purity of Reason, and the other Yoga, nothing 
a) 

+ arfaat gfe are yaeetaufaa: | 
Fearetar, ure aTaeeitfaartes: 
AUAGHTA, SHUT ATTA FAT STA | 

~ ° Ac 
teattatuaget aerate uta 

VWyRAA TTS TTA | 
aaararieal ste: ware a faite 

“They give utterance to tempting words, Fools they are, 

They insist on Vedicism. They acknowledge nothing else, hey 

are full of worldly cravings. They hold np only a prospect of 

splendours and pleasures. Their creed is a crowded mass of rituals, 

These lead to nothing but births and renewed karma, Heaven is 

their highest goal. To these people immersed in pleasures and 

splendours, completely attracted by them, the ideal of a settled 

mind fixed in highest contemplation can never commend itself” 
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more than Vedic Duties or religious Karma. Indeed 
Atman or Karman according to one or the other, 
is the Iswara that commands all devotion. No 
need of an extraneous principle in such simplified 

creeds. + Nor should there be any difficulty about 
the updsand of karma. If a unit of abstract conscious- 

ness ( faq) can be an object of updsand, there is no 

reason why a unit of active existence (aq) can nob 

be so with reference to its activities, The latter is 

indeed more comprehensible, while updsand of pure 

Existence as such is only on a par with updsand of 

Reason, * 

2 nr ~ site 

+ Ch aywat, aquraa faa sfa aa fa ceria: | 

Het 78 sia Warmues, aa fa atatean | (ates Wray) 
Fa at Haraataataal AMSA? | 
famaa SuTATM ST AAT HETHAS | 
aal a4 ureutiacer fused arfxa: | 

eat wrerta frais amit aa am: ae 
“qa Ul FUL TEA aarfrata BRITT THAI 
faaarn ufeatzarea § ima araroearsater u(S. U,) 

Also ger WAT surat fagaz at (S.s ) 

Squatate: fear ( ibid ) 

‘aqarctiaa ara aay WAT wag’ ( sfragAy on the Sutra) 
* Karma is life. Abstract life is pure existence. Contemplate 

it behind individuals and the Universal. Active life follows life’s 

innate principles, the Karmic Law, individually and Universally, 

and starts in finer Azasa, which is the ultimate cause of all active 

material existence and is composed of eternal sound elements, ~ 

The mantras represent the sound elements. Hence the worship of 

mantras as devatas along with Karmic Law as Jswara. In Karma 

life sacrifices itself materially. J/aniric sacrifices point that way, 

Hence the worship of Karma as Yajna. This is Yoga in brief, 



CHAPTER VI 

Sa‘mkhya and Yoga subjected to fierce criticism, 
Heresy and orthodoxy meet on the common 

platform of self-contemplation. 

JAINISM, BUDDHISM, THEISM & PAN-THEISM. 

The pro-Vedic but fundamentally godless specu- 
lations of the Sémkhyas and the Yogas satisfied no 
party. To the heretics, they did not go far enongh in 

_ their boldness of philosophical dogmas. From _ the 

standpoint of orthodoxy, they had gone too far. No 
wonder that the systems were soon subjected to a> 

heavy crossfire from both sides. 

The Jainas were the first to open the attack 

upon orthodoxy.t They concentrated their fire upon 

its most vulnerable side. It was the unquestioned 

accaptance of the infallibility of the Vedas and the 

Vedic cult. What was the most prominent feature 

of the Vedic religion ? ‘Sacrifices’ undoubtedly. What 

was the essence of a great sacrifice? The sacrifice of 

an animal, not self-sacrifice. ‘Even the orthodox 

Sdamkhyas had admitted so much. But they had not 

taken courage in both hands They had spoken 

apparontly with two voices. What they had dis- 

approved in true religion, they had approved in 
popular religion. Why? What is objectionable on 

the part of the wise does not cease to be objection- 

able when accepted by the unwise, A sin is always 

{ Jainism flourished long before the advent of Mahavira 

Even king Rishava, of remote antiquity, who became a sannya’si’, 

is claimed as a Jaina ( yide B 1-3 and y-4, 5, 6. ) 
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a sin committed by whomsoever, Deliberate murder 

can not but adversely affect the murderer’s inner life. 

Else the whole doctrine of karma falls to pieces, It 

will not suffice to say that the slaughtered animal 

revives ina glorious form in heaven or anywhere 
else, That does not exempt the murderer’s soul. It 
is religiously murdered thereby. The obnoxious. 

impulse sticks to it * 
~The spirit of hinsd’ is indeed atthe root of all 

worldly evils. Once it is let loose, it manifests itself 

in innumerable forms. The religion of the Vedas is 

unmistakably based upon itin all its phases, The 

very first requisites to be provided for on the occasion 

of a sacrifice contribute to hinsd, Wine, flesh, honey 

- and the figs are all murderous items in a scheme of 
religious murder. Forcibly taken out of sentient 

beings, full of sentient beings or sources of origin 
for sentient beings, not to speak of the specially 

pernicious effects of wine and honey, these articles 

of a sacrificial meal only serve to emphasise the all- 

round murderous aspect of a sacrifice. There can 

be no compromise, no temporising, with such a 

scheme of religion. The integrity of the prophets 

of this religion must be considered as open to 

challenge, Their testimony on the face of it is 

inadmissible, when they barefacedly advocate a cult 

“fyaat shat a, a, wet ya fear’ 
“AMT SHAT, AA SAITAT TIARA” 
“faramtauteamfaamaty vata fear” 

( saarett in genre fag mT ) 
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of murder, * Tradition and hearsay will not save 
them. They must be judged by what they preach, 
and the value of their views to be estimated by the 
Service they render to humanity and the whole 
sphere of beings by their teachings. Weighed in 

- this balance they have been found wanting. No 

false sense of respect for the past should therefore 

aq ate ais’ udiencaatta aaa | 
_fearqnucfaata dient yaad 1 
aq dleafa aay alfeatang faerie A 
feath famtasarate | 
wsartig start Awe wa 

aa waat aut fat warsasaaa | 

Satay ae reaelan RATATAT; | 

fe sat; waar; wasta a areaafateat: | 
4 faa siataara miawtquta ferdt seats | 

aia wad wana vatataartiat fe aT | 
ety faa vata ate qaaa Za AfeasaAte: | 
aarta vata feat aetatanataa aate | 
TWaraty vataty fausaraty aiaatag | 

alae aMaweasratat faArare i 

arat at wat at wrefa a; futmannt | 

a fagta aaatatad fae agcitsaletar i 

ayaraaty ylor agate arcHant vata ats | 

uatangapatal a: 3 wate feaalsare | 
wana fanfwa atartaret waa ayatand | 
aartu vata fe at aeraaterat Arata 0 

macaw saaaatooaTarte 
auctata aut wt aga fe at | (qanrafag jut) 

8 
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stand in the way of the rejection of their guidance, 

For infallible guides in religion, whose utterances can 

really be regarded as inspired, we must therefore look 

elsewhere than in the Vedic seers, 

Such a guide, the Jamas found in Mahavira, 
the first organiser, and in this sense the founder 

of their sect, a blameless and dispassionate saint 

versed in the lore of univer:al wisdom, and, to a 

modified extent, in his renowned followers and 

successors in the apostolic line of succession, the 

great Tirthankaras, The doctrines taught by them 

fully satisfy the Jaina conscience. Lhe dgama or 
religious creed communicated by them can bear the 

gauntlet of the fiercest rational criticism, so aver the 

Jaina school. It can therefore be accepted without 

reservation or any hesitation No claim is made 

that it is impersonal and self-authorised in its origin. 

Such a claim, as made by the orthodox school for 
their Vedic dyama, is indeed preposterous, A system 

that is not sanctioned by the authority of direct or | 

indirect evidence can hardly ever carry conviction % 
The metaphysical doctrine adopted by. the Jawas, 

whereupon is built the whole structure of their no- 

murder cult of religion, can be thus stated briefly :— 
The soul jzva or chit is a centre of consciousness. 

That consciousness in its pure condition is one of 

abstract happiness. In course of migrations through 

_ the universe, the so-called organised achit, through 

beings, stationary or moving, sthdvara or trasa, 

* ara Fara’ —aq ( gara ) Pan, yertartery 

( uttataama of atfaagates ) 
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ranging from the least sentient elemental and vege- 
table bodies to highly rational creatures like men and 
gods, this consciousness passes through an infinite 

variety of experiences, pleasant and painful. Karma 

takes the j2ba through these experiences in the 

domain of nature, Religious work, so long as it is 

prompted by cravings for happier life, only takes the 

jvva up in the scale of existence, Broadly speaking, 

this course of religion is for the worldly people or 

srdvakas, and is pre-eminently based on.a cult of 

ahinsé or no-murder. When religious work is 

prompted by a genuine desire to have nothing to do 

with worldly joys and griefs, karma becomes ascetic 

in character. Such asceties are sramanas. By a 

course of asceticism an inspired state is reached, when 

the liberated soul of the saint, the seddhapurusha,has 
easy access to the highest truths and highest powers, 

the essential characteristics of the pure soul, The culti- 
vation of such a life is in complete samddha or soul- 

concentration and soul. devotion, whereby the soul 

recovers its state of pure reason of unsurpassed 
brilliancy and inherent joy. Moksha consists in the 

implied cessation of all karma and the consequent 
dropping of the bonds of the world and the cravings 

for worldly things * 

Close upon the heels of the Jamas came the 

Buddhists to’join issue with orthodoxy on the spiri- 

tual usefulness of the Vedic religion. They aimed 

their blows at the same vital point of Vedicrsm, e. g. 

* Jaina Comes from jina, a self-controlled ascetic 

suraizaaegat fasrcrara at waa | 
~ ~n . nw a 

faituaa trata, & ara aaa fat ( saab ) 
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the sacrificial part of it, as the Jatas had done. 
The arguments ran practically on the same lines, 
The complaint was the same—the Vedic religion fell 

short. of the great religious standard of good will 
for all, the highest and the lowest in the scale of 

sentient creation. 

In philosophical dogmas the Buddhists went one 

better than the Jaimas who had accepted the per- 

manent principles of one Nature and a multitude of 

individual souls. ‘Knowledge, direct or indirect’, 

the Buddhists claimed, ‘can never establish the exis- 
tence of such permanent principles’. ‘We are cogni- 

sant of nothing but particular groups of sensations. 

Internality and externality, the knower and the 
known, are only two aspects of these sensations, A 

chain of causes and effects, supported by the univer- 

sal law of karma, individual and cosmic, explains 

the succession of experiences and events. Nothing 

exists absolutely and permanently.« To attempt to 

prove such existence is futile. Inference can never 

take you from the domain of the known to the un- 

known. You infer the existence of fire when you 

come across a volume of smoke Why? Because 

smoke -has always been found by experience to be 

associated with fire Both the items in this process 

of cognition are within the range of your experience. 

Has the permanent, the noumenal, been ever similarly 

noticed to be in company with the temporary, the 

phenomenal. You can never pretend to any such 

direct knowledge about the permanent, How then 

* Cf. aq aa aq aqtaaa” “aay TTR” 
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can you reasonably argue its possibility ? Better 
stick to the ultimate evidence of direct knowledge. 
To carry on the affairs of the world, inference is no 
doubt relied on at every step, but what is inferred 
is also experienced almost as often, So much can 

never be claimed on behalf of a permanent substance. 
Permanency therefore is a pure delusion of the mind. 

It will be better to argue, on the soundest basis of 
logical inference, that anything that exists will cease - 

to exist the next moment, That is always verified 

by us. To pub it down in the form of a philosophical 
formula —nothing exists in the absolute sense. Kivery- 
thing only seems to exist, The whole cosmos is 

thus enveloped in a thick cloud of universal illusion. 

That is the legitimate deduction from the doctrine 
thus enunciated. It is practically universal empti- 

ness and unsubstantiality, The highest religion of 

Buddhism therefore consists in sincere attempts to 

get rid of the cosmic illusion, Dhydnayoga alone 

helps that way. But it is dhydna of a peculiar 
nature. Attention is to be concentrated not upon a 

- particular object of a permanent nature,—for such a 

thing does not exist,—but upon pure nothingness. 

This samddhi is therefore more in the nature of a 

wholly undefined abstraction than is what is gener- 

ally understood by absolute concentration. The 

liberation that is ultimately attained by the process 

is itself nothing better than total annihilation, where 

blank nothingness alone reigns supreme, not even 

existence, conscious or unconscious. It is purely 

negative, From ordinary death, it is clearly disting- 

uishable by the absence of any after life whatsoever. 
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The Buddhists, indeed, as has been said above, 

tenaciously cling to the karmic doctrine notwith- 

standing their wholesale denunciation of older creeds. 

They hold with the Sdmkhyas, that individualities, 

composed of those special groups of sensibilities 

which roughly correspond to the lingasarvra of the 

Samkhya school, or what is generally understood as 

the internal organs of consciousness with their cosmic 

-records, pass through their several stages of cosmic 

existence, always subject to the dispensations or the 

determining forces of their own karma. Births and 

deaths go on so long as the axe of true knowledge 

is not laid at the root of karmic records and karmic 

impulses, When the nothingness of the world is 
fully realised and mind steadily recoils from its | 

illusory snares in dhydna or samddhi, the enlightened 

and awakened mind, the buddha purusha, becomes a 

liberated mind, mukta purusha, and ultimately gets 

complete rest in norvéna or extinction of the -fire 
of life, once for all. 

While thus holding the ideal of blank updsand or 
dhydna as the highest form of religion for the bhikshus 

or Buddhist monks, recluses and ascetics, the 

Buddhist Tirthakaras aiso devised a suitable prepara- 
tory course for the m-sses based upon a creed of 
no-murder or universal benevolence,” and leading by 

well directed steps to su nya updsand. 

It may be pointed out in this connection that 
both the Buddhists and the Jainas introduced the 
worship of human saints Siddhapurushas and Tirtha- 
karas, as embodiments of pure life, as a culmination 
of their creed of respect for life, ~ 
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These heretic schools thus laid the foundation of 
a cult of personal devotion which was to play ata 
subsequent period such an important part in the 

Pdsupata and the Vaishnava creeds as we shall see 
_ very soon. The scrupulous and pious reverence for 

all life, the essential creed of the heretic Buddhists 

and Jamas, considerably helped indeed the evolution 

of the Sdtwata philosophy of ‘all life’ in later times, 
It was a curious irony of philosophical destiny. All 

round nothingness led to all round life and reality, 

It was the first religious impulse of the two heretic 

sects that ultimately triumphed. 

Jainism and Buddhism naturally at once captured 

the imagination of the masses when they began to 

preach ‘no-murder’ as their religious ideal, It was 

the strongest plank in their platform. Apart from 

the creed of sacrificial murder, the cumbrous and 

infructuose Vedic rites and ceremonies had long lost 

their hold upon popular affections The Sémkhyas 
and the Yogas, though avowedly orthodox, had not 

much improved the orthudox case. The latter indeed 

had protested too much, while the former had practi- 

cally killed it with faint praise. Then the Jamas 

and the Buddhas thoroughly exposed the claims of 

Vedicism to an inspired Divine origin, by their 
remorseless logic. No wonder that for a time it. 

tottered in its place, 

New schools of orthodox philosophy soon rose 

to counteract the widespread evil. ‘Lhey quickly 

perceived that nothing but the complete restoration 

of God to His proper place in the religion would 

save it, A godless religion based upon orthodoxy 
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indeed stultified itself. No God,—nothing to bind, no 

duty, no religion, no karmzc system, no inspiration, 

The Nydya and Vaiseshika schools of philosophy, 

and a new Yoga or Dhydéna Yoga school accordingly 

began earnestly to plead for one Real God, The 

philosophers of the new schools argued His existence 

from kdranavida “Every act has its author, 

That is valid experience. Who is the author of this 
creation ? Certainly not any one bound hand and 

foot in the cosmic chain of existence. Such a one can 

not turn the wheel of karma. One cannot simul- 

taneously be subject to a force and be its regulator. 
We must look for the mover of the wheel, the author 

of the universe which is eternally subject to the 

karmic law, elsewhere in some one above and be- 

yond it, And that One is “God,” « What is the 

essential nature of sucha God? “He is entirely 

outside the domain of karma, a sublime soul superior 

to all individual souls, absolutely untouched by the 

cravings and passions resulting from karma and 

leading to karma. He has no cosmic desires to be 

fulfilled, no worldly instincts to be realised.” ~ How 

then can He intervene in the affairs of the universe ? 

“He is the Ruler and itis His eternal Laws that 

do the needful. He holds the threads in His hands 
wholly unconcerned as to how they spin.” § 

— ee, 

{areata aremrra;—( asthe ) : 
+ yt, arta yasaatwaredag ( aaa ) 

} aantwaueres; yeutaiy faz; ( ata ) 

§ aqatftaaeza, (atm ) 
Cf. Also way wet warreasl fryat frea: | ( suftaz ) 
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All these schools thus sought to re-establish the 
claims of one God above and apart from individual 
souls and the cosmos. They restored to Him Eternal 
Regulative Power. Vedic satdas were naturally 
traced to Him, the source of all Laws. Sucha reli- 
gious code, it was argued, was undoubtedly better 

than a fallible human system. As the Soul of souls, 
as the greatest of souls, exclusive concentration on 

Him constituted the highest religious ideal. 
We do not dwell upon this Updsand cult as we 

have already treated of it. Itis only necessary to 

observe here that the Nydya and the Vatseshika 
schools concerned themselves more with a philoso- 

phical examination of the essential problems of 

orthodoxy, while the Yoga gave a clear exposition 

of the whole procedure of dhydna, samddhi or 
nididhydsana, There was also a difference of views 

about the conception of the true nature of the indi- 
vidual soul between the Yoga on the one hand, and 

the Nydya-Vaiseshika on the other. The former 
in this respect adopted the Sdmkhya doctrine of 

conscious existence, while the latter inclined to the 

earlier Yoga orKarmayoga doctrine of pure existence, 

This naturally gave rise to a corresponding diver- 

gence of views about the theory of liberation. % 

* It may be worth while to note here how far the new schools, 

the Nya‘ya-Vaiseshika on the one hand and the Yoga on the other, 

which built and improved upon the Yoga and the Sa‘mkhya 

systems respectively, altered the philosophic complexions of 

the systems they drew upon, 
Following the lead of the ( Karma ) Yoga system, the Nya‘ya- 

Vaiseshika schools recognised a multitude of individual souls 

9 
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The trifurcation of the machinery of creation with 
the three distinct principles of Soul,Nature and God, 
which was in fact a reversion to the doctrine of 

the Supplementary Vedas, proved too much fora 
school of thinkers who now appropriated to them- 

selves the name of Veddntists, though the name could 

appropriately be used by all the orthodox schools, 

for none of them had ventured to question the 

authority of the Upanishads strictly called Veddnta, 

They considered the difficulties involved in such a 

system as insuperable. 

as units of pure exisience, but made One Soul, God, supreme 

over all others in order that He might from His place of splendid 

isolation turn the wheel of the Zavmic machine, which was 

to grind all others, unless and until any of them qualified for 

moksha which would restore the liberated souls to their pristine 

purity of abstract existence. The liberated souls, on this Vya‘ya- 

Vaiseshika view, would of course enjoy all the glories of pure life 

as pure existence, in the same element (Salokya) with God, 

in possession of the same splendours ( Sa‘rshtz ), in His inspiring 

presence ( Sami pya ), in the same Divine form ( Sa’ru’p ya ), and 

in close contact ( ekatwa ) with Him, (Vide Muktivada). The 

( Karma )-Yoga system, godless as it was, had failed to hold 

out such prospects for life. The distinction between the Supreme 

Soul and the other individual souls was however absolute 

( dwaitava‘da ). Devotion to Him would not therefore be out of 

place in the Nya‘ya-Vaiseshtka scheme of upa sana. It would 

however be nothing but pure life to life devotion to the element 

of abstract existence, without consciousness, without joy, in 

the highest state, though in lower states of upa‘sana , such life to 

life devotion (a¢masamarpana ) might be or rather must be 

accompanied by elements of knowledge and joy, as these 

accretions were allowed in mundane existence. 

Cosmie creation and the activities of the universe according to 

Nya‘ ya-Vaiseshika must start in a’2a’sa,one of the fundamental ele- 

ments, with the other fundamental material elements as accessories, 
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“How can God create out of something foreign to 
Himself and yet have complete command over it ? 
How can He remain unconcerned when He is the 
main actor in the cosmic drama ? Such an inference 
is unwarranted by experience. Why does He not, of 
His own accord, extricate individual souls from the 

terrors and miseries of karmic births and deaths ? 

If the Karmic Law is supreme, what is the use of an 

impotent God ? Who first dragged into miserable 
cosmic existence the orginally blessed souls 9 Why 

there is an essential difference between the Great 

Soul and the individual souls 9 Can there be diversi- 

ty in a single principle? The same fate ought to 
overtake all of the same class.” These and other 

cognate problems press for urgent solution in a. 

scheme of triple entities, 

The Veddéntists sought to explain away all such 
difficulties by a single stroke of the pen, 

under the guidance and inspiration of God,the mover of the kavmic 

machine of the cosmos. But whose arma would lead to cosmic 

activities ? It might be the aggregate of the multitude of individual 

- ji'vas. It might be the arma of the World-man, Brahma’, to whom 

the world belonged as his huge body. Indeed the corporate life of 

the universe was fully recognised, The jz ‘va that would by his har. 

ma attain to the position of the World-man or the Universal soul, 

would have the particular cosmic creation in accord with his 

karma, as a suitable field for realisation of karmic impulses, The 

karmic impulses of all other 72 “vas would work out in co-ordination 

with the. all-comprehensive karmic scheme. Similarly every ji ‘Va 

was recognised to be a universe unto himself, with regard to the 

innumerable lower and lower orders of jt ‘vas, constituting his 

body. 

To the older Yoga school the laws of concrete existence suf- 

ficed by themselves for the regulation of the forces of creation, 
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“One single principle of Knowledge is enough for 
all purposes, It is Knowledge that by virtue of an 

inherent necessity chooses to comprehend itself in 

three aspects. To know we must think of the 

knower and the known and a relation of co-ordination 

between the two. These limitations are automatically 

imposed on our knowledge in its concrete external 

realisation. That is self-evident. It is also equally 

clear that absolute knowledge, knowledge in the 

abstract,can have nothing to do with such limitations. 

Knowledge in the abstract, the fact ‘I know,’ is at the 

bottom of all cosmic experiences, but is not the 
sum total of those experiences. We move and live and 

have our being in concrete knowledge or specialised 

consciousness, but beyond our movements, beyond 

our lives, beyond the facts of our separate existence, 

lies the great principle of Consciousness, pure, wide- 

awake, self-contained and self-contented, undefined 

and unrealised. Cosmic knowledge with all its con- 
tents is nothing but mere illusion, quite foreign to 

including disruption and preservation, and arma would be 

nothing but concrete existence. But Mya ya-Vaiseshika looked for a 

law-giver behind the laws, The everchanging cosmos being a 

ka’rya, as such, must look for a ka‘vana, an ultimate ka’rana. It 

did not matter if there were unchanging elements in it. 

The whole as a whole could not but be looked upon as ever- 

changing in its innumerable aspects. Creation on this view was 

nothing but an organisation ( samavaya ) of elements in all its 

spheres, and the organised life of the world in all its stages 
was remarkable only for its evershifting organisations or 

corporate forms, 

To the Wya‘ya-Vaiseshika thinkers, a law-giver without the 

elements of reason did not strike as anything strange, A supreme 
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the nature of pure consciousness. So long as this 
illusion sticks to us,—and none knows whence it 
came, why it came, and when it came,—we must 

think in triple entities and express ourselves in 

triple entities. So long as we cannot jump out 

of the shadow of this principle of illusion, our 

thoughts and activities are bound to be regulatd 

by the whole system built by it out of itself. 
The Vedédntists call this principle of illusion by 

the name of Mdyd, It pervades the conceptions of 

God, Nature and individual souls, In other words, 

absolute knowledge as soon as it seeks to realise itself 

in concrete ideas, perforce is driven to three separate 

systems of idealised entities, which thenceforward 

hold the field in undisputed sway. But limited only 

to cosmic experiences they are, and not beyond. 

Behind and beyond ever asserts itself the one great 
principle of pure abstract Knowledge. 

unit of life as abstract existence naturally endowed with the 

supreme virtue of life-inspiration was enough for them He 

would be the inspirator of all life-movements, Let joy and 

grief, knowledge and ignorance, accrete to cosmic life in its course 

of mundane movements ; the ultimate inspiration of pure existence 

would come from the highest unit of existence as such. 

The new Yoga school, which was based upon the Sa‘mkhya 

view of life, could not accept this view of an inspirator without 

knowledge. As the movements of life were intelligent on the 

face of them, there must be a rational force behind. The inspira- 

tor of cosmic movements must be endowed with the force’ of 

reason along with the force of life. As a force, and nothing 

more, it would be just reason, pure reason and no more, in 

the same way as it would be existence and pure existence for 

the matter of that. Pure existence might as well be conceived as 

merged fn pure reason in its absolute unity 
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“This doctrine,” the Veddntists confidently 
averred, “satistfies all the requirements of orthodox 

conscience.” “Veda, representing the standing types 

of emanations of eternal ideas from Absolute Know- 

ledge, must hold its sway, unrestricted and unham- 

pered, in the domain of Méyd, in the matter of the 

regulation of human activities. On its ritualistic 

side, it must regulate the religious duties of man. 

On its spiritual or contemplative side, ib must regu- 

late the steps for ultimate self-realisation. The two 
principal sides of man, action and thought, are both 

completely covered by Vedic revelations. The one 
is as necessary as the other. Man in the clutches 

of Mdyd must devote himself assiduously, under 

the sole guidance of Veda, to activities of both, 

body and mind. Step by step, he will then extricate 

himself from the cosmic entanglements,” 

This exposition put the teachings of the Supple- 

mentary Vedas, the Brdhmanas, the A‘ranyakas, and 
the Upanishads, in a pure and clear light, Indeed 
it was pre-eminently based upon the final general 

Rational in its inspiration, creation was primarily a grade 

by grade development ( parina'ma ) in all its aspects, One 

undeveloped matter for cosmic creation would therefore do. 

It developed grade by grade, rationally to all appearances, 

till the so-called material elements themselves envolved at the 

last stage, and organised themselves for cosmic life in all its 

departments, Such was the zeo-Yoga view of creation. Upa‘sana” 

of God on this view, would be rational communion between soul 

and Soul, The Highest Soul was bound to command intelligent 

appreciation of His implicit omniscience, and the lower soul was 

bound to render rational homage to such One. Moksha would 

be not only the restoration of the soul to its state of pure reason, 

but participation in the glory ol Highest Reason, 
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trends of those teachings, and hence its excluslve 
appropriation of the name of Ved intadarsana. 

From what has been said above, it will appear 
that the Veddntists infinitely raised the highest ideal 
of religion. The Principle of Absolute Knowledge 
they called Turtya Brahma or the Fourth Principle. 

The samava yava’da and the farina ‘mava‘da supply the-key note 
to the fundamental difference between the two different systems. As 

for samava‘ya, all round organisation of life (samava ‘ya) implies all 
round differentiation ( visesha ) on the one hand, and all round 

assimilation (sa‘ma‘nya ) on the other. Differentiation implies 

self-affrmation of existence through negation or exclusion 

(abha‘va.) Self-settled existence under the impetus of differentiation 

resolves itself subjectively into component units and objectively 

into aspects. Units are things as they are, aspects are things 

as they strike. The units are the fundamental types of existence, 

and the aspects are the categories of existence, Types of existence 

differentiate themselves into matter and non-matter, each again 

into different types. The categories are differentiated at a later stage 

into things as they appear concretely (dvavya), functions (arma) 

that underlie their life-organisations, and qualities ( guna ) 

that stand out for their differentzation, though primarily organi- 

sation itself and its phases of differentiation, exclusion, and 

assimilation are associated with existence as its fundamental 

aspects. Assimilation in one sense is the soul of organisation 

and pervades every phase of existence, Each material unit 

differentiates or resolves itself into finer and finer elements 

(anu ) till the last stage of elemental differentiation is reached 

( parama‘nu ), while each aspect differentiates itself into finer 

and finer varieties. 

The older Yoga view had undoubtedly laid the foundation 

of this amplified viseshava‘da when the school had allowed the 

process of differentiation in connection with fundamental types of 

existence, Purushas and dhutas, and of this samav ‘ayav ada when 

they had allowed co-ordinated and aggregate karma of a en’ 

tude ofsouls to Organise cosmic existence—Qauaia fay Wa ai; 
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The individual souls,.J7 vabrahmans,though apparently 
unconscious of the fact, are yet in supremely conscious 

touch with Him as the great underlying principle of 

knowledge, and have therefore some realisation of 

Him, the Transcendental One, in all stages of 

direct and indirect religious devotion to Him and His 
powers as implied by and involved in jndna and 

karma. At last in complete self-abstraction or nirv- 

kalpa samddhi it finds relief from all the troubles of 
Mdayd. The individual is then merged in the One and 
becomes the One,for the great Principle is indivisible. 

He now knows by himself. He is absolute knowledge. 

No trace of cosmic discontent follows him here. He 

is pure absolute contentment. He exists alone by 

himself, for he is absolute existence,complete in itself. 

He is then the One Sachehiddénanda purusha, above 
man, above Nature, above God. 

ee es 

To the parina mists or ratioual evo/utionists,as the Sa‘mkhya-yoga 

school may be rightly designated, cosmic existence at every stage 

is settled in itself (sattwa) through the mutually contradictory prin- 

ciples of ‘to be’ or ‘not to be’ ( rajas & tamas ), That is how the 

dialectic of reason must view every phase of existence. Purusha- 

karma, either inthe aggregate or inthe universal sense, that 

regulates cosmic existence, either owing to its own impetus. as the 

pure Samkhyas aver, or under the guidance of J’swara, the source 

of all Reason, as the Sa mkhya-yogas aver, necessarily reflects the 

light of reason upon cosmic life, individually and universally, 

Hence the principle in which cosmic life is settled, that is the 

sattwa element of material life, is naturally illuminated with 
this light and enables cosmic life at every stage to feel its 
way, through ‘how just to find it’ ( vajas) and ‘how just to 

lose it’ (¢amas).  Life’s  self-adjustments through ‘to be’ 
and ‘ not to be’ explain all grades and all phases of creation. 
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We have now seb forth all the different systems 
of religious philosophy generally known as the promi- 

nent orthodox schools, One word of caution on 

this point. It must not be presumed that the 
systems when originally promulgated contained all 

the elements now found in their current forms. 
They are obviously later embodiments of the pro- 
gressive views of the different schools. This explains 
their mutual criticisms by names at times. 

Io 
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sae Upa’sana’ carries a new inport. ~~ 

_ BHAVANA-BHAKTI 
~~" The second phase of the cult of Devotion. 

For a time after the promulgation of the Veddnta, 

doctrine it was practically the undisputed master 
of the situation, so far as the philosophic basis of 

religion was concerned. The inpetus it gave to 

religious activities led to the rise of a voluminous 

Smriti literature. As with the Veddnta, this litera- 

ture was avowedly based upon the doctrines of the 

Supplementary Vedas,the Brahmanis,the Aranyakas, 

and the Upanishads. Traditions were followed 

where direct canonical texts were not available ; for 

much of those texts had already been lost. * 

The Smrita literature, the Srauta, Grihya and 
Dharma Sutras, as weil as the later Swmiitds, now 

obtained apparently in mutilated forms, unmista- 

kably preach karma and jndna side by side. True, in 

by far the greater portions, they give prominence to 

the karmakdnda and the karmic doctrine, but that is 

owing to the complex and bulky nature of the duties 

connected with karma. That jndna is as much or 

rather more to be valued is never lost sight of by 

the authors of those sacred works. For instance, 

A’pastamba in the course of his long disquisitions 

* areata fara Gal qqaatl, viet, Jalntequlard (D. A. ) 
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on dharma does nob forget to inculcate the duty of) 

spiritual culture—aqrafaary ata aqfasq ata-> 
afgatq—‘“Practise the duties of soul-contempla- 
tion and follow the rules for such”’—sraq qaq 
a qeifaaaa aifa:— “The thoughtful wise-man 

should contemplate the Soul in all - beings, 
and he would not then be confounded”, Similarly: 

says Manu —aanqag waa’ wayafa aaa | aa’ 
wea astafafasfa v” — “He who directs 
all his sacrificial devotion towards the Soul and 

contemplates the Sow! in all beings, and all beings 
in the Sowl, ascends to the immortal kingdom of 

eternal unmixed joy.” | 

Throughout indeed all this Smzvtv literature the 

doctrine of karma and jndna going hand in hand is 

emphasised. It is admitted of course that some Vedic 

karmas are prompted ‘by desires for better material 

life. It does not matter even if all Vedic karma 

is regarded as kdmya or pravritta,that is materialistic. 

Let such karma fulfil the desires, when so prompted. 
But there is a way to render all rites, all karma, 

absolutely non-materialistic, ‘That will lead to liber- 

ation, Which way lies this nivritte mdrga or path 
of renunciation in karma ? ‘The answer is thus supp- 

lied by the Smértas :— 
There is always a higher purpose in all religious 

rites. It covers in its benevolence the whole of 

creation. As such it has no selfish taint in it, Is it 

nob a fact that the volumes of sacrificial smokes 

bring clouds into existence? Is not rain due to 

e Usd aa aag aaa afa areata 

fia aaarte yataarta we wy ( M.S.) 
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clouds 9 Does not rain-water contribute to the growth 
of crops? Do not crops supply food for man—nay 

for all creation ? Once this is comprehended, karma 
certainly ceases to tease the soul with selfish crav- 

ings—the cause of births and rebirths.* Look at 

the thing again from another point of view. Who 

enjoins the duties? Veda, Whose word is Veda ? 

God's. And God is pure, transcending everything 
material. To obey His orders as a matter of sacred 

obligation can certainly lead to no mischief. Where 
is the element of sordid craving in this sacred moral 
obligation ? Hence sacrificial karma, viewed properly 
can lead to salvation. One has only to drop the 

sordid, selfish, material reward out of calculation, 

lt is then all right. Indeed the man who does 

not discharge this moral obligation and does not 
help in keeping the whole machinery of creation 

agoing is a real sinner and selfish creature. { Take 

+ afl oteargia, wemfeagatasa | 
atcarettad Ses STA Aa, WaT, (M.S, ) 
aatzated warts warenaara: | 
THAI UIA, TT, RUAART: | 
ae awigua fate weraceqeaa | 
aerqeana vw fia ag ufatsay (<4. ) 

+ 8g weaTaTal WepaATNRay” ( M.S. ) 

aay Bes BATA, THETA aT | 
walticnaater ag, ufwa ga: 1 
“aad TU Aalsa RAT” (C,) 

| wa vafta' am arartadte a 

waratetrarert ara ure a stata y (G. ) 
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another view of Vedic sacrifices, To whom are they 
offered ? To Gods? From whom are they? The 
Supreme God, the Soul of souls. In reality it is our 
own True Soul, Devote your thoughts to this Soul 
within while doing your duties without. Know that 
for Him or this Soul is all the karma. If such 

conviction goes deep into your heart, there can be 

no question of material hankerings. Salvation is then 
within your grasp. * — 

Thus a nwvrittemdrga is not only possible, but 

even necessary in connection with Vedic karma. It 

should always carry with it thoughts for the Sublime 

Soul, Itis inded this that confers upon the wise 

karmin exemption from the miseries of births, To 

sum up,—all duties are to be discharged, regardless 

of rewards, and in a spirit of exclusive devotion to 

the soul, This simultaneous course of training in 
duties and devotion qualifies a man for ultimate 

absolute concentration upon the Supreme Soul which 
leads directly to eternal self-realisation or liberation. 

Devotion to unselfish universal duties purifies the 

heart, and the pure heart’s devotion to Him strikes 

at the root of material and mortal conditions, + 

This creed of co-operation between jndna and 

karma for salvation was distinctly insisted upon in 

the Smritis, In spite of strong criticism of the later 

Veddnttsts—and Sankardchérya tried his best to 

demolish the co-operation creed—it has commended 

saad @aat; eat; aaarerrateae | 
acatts aaa at Hain TV 

+ aur fatqa ef fraaweraea | (M.S. ) 
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itself to the widest circle of orthodox thinkers. The 
reasons for this are not far to seek, It is not disputed 
that a pure course of dhydna yoga is imaginable 
as leading directly to self knowledge and salvation. 

The Smdrta school never denied it.{ But the distrac- 
tions of the world are over-whelmingly strong even 

for the wisest among men. Few, if any, are fortunate 

enough to be. born. with instincts at the highest stage 

of refinement. A Sukadeva is not an everyday 

phenomenon. It is highly necessary that a code of 

religion should regulate the activities of life in all 

its phases and stages. Such a code is to be found in 

the Vedic religion, To have the full benefit .of it, 

it must be viewed in its proper light. The light is 

given in ‘Srutis’ and ‘Smritis’. All life is to be guided 

by this light. It is always to act in the highest self- 

interest or the interest of real self, Such a practice 

finally leads to wholesale concentration on that self, 

Can any thing else do that better? If not it is 
useless to argue that karma is to be discarded and 

a course of self-knowledge is to be substituted. Ib 

is no good reason to urge that salvation arises 

from self-knowledge, and hence a course of self- 

knowledge is the only course. There is a clear con- 

fusion of issues here. When self-knowlege is said 

to be the sole path leading to salvation, itis under- 

stood, on the face of it, to mean nothing more than 

the practical identity of self-knowledge and salvation, 
That is a philosophical truism. A course of self- 

knowledge however means quite a different thing. 

aaaraity aatta uftera festa; | 
MART LA TUM Seas Waqaqy = (M. 8.) 
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It may be any course of practices that gradually 
tends to withdraw thoughts from cosmic associations 

and keep it fixed upon the real self. In ag much 

as the Vedic karmayoga, properly understood, fulfils 

the condition, it can safely be adopted as a practical 

course of self-culture. It anybody is fit, let a direct 

course of self-culture be recommended for him, It 

must however be borne in mind that’ such a man has 

also been so qualified by practical trainings in. karma-, 
yoga in previous births, It is not therefore reason- 

able to denounce the co-operation creed—the jndna | 

karma-samuchchyayavdda of the Smritis, The 

Smdrtas indeed are on the safest ground when they 

recommend the joint activities, 

It may be noted in this connection that the. 

Bhagavadgité really explained the jndnakarma- 

samuchchayavdda under the name of karmayoga 

proper. This is due to the fact that the old karma- 

yoga of the Mimdnsd school was distinctly unsatis- 

factory from the stand point of the Gitd. We have 

elsewhere referred to the strictures of the Gita 
passed on that old creed, Throughout the greater 

portion of the earlier chapters, the Gita indeed. 

interprets this doctrine of harmony between jndna 

and karma. Its karmayoga is not at all distin- 

guishable from the Smdrta doctrine. 
That salvation is attainable under such a system, 

the Gitd does not doubt at all. It declares emphati- 

cally—“qwa fe dfafe afen aaarea:”—Janaka 
and others did obtain salvation through this karma- 

yoga, That this is a mixed sort of karmayoga appears 

from—aast afegal fe aa wat aatfaa: | aaaar 
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fafagq an: uénaparataaa u—“Men with clear know- 

ledge, giving up hankerings after sordid gains, get 
rid of the bonds of rebirths, and attain to the 

blessed stage.” 

The only condition of this Karmayoga or 

yndnakarma samuchchayayoga is that mind’s gaze 

should ever be firmly fixed upon Him as the great 

Embodiment of Reason, who creates the duties and 
demands their preformance, who takes them unto 

Himself when they are done, and thus renders them 

incapable of mischief. 

But how does the Highest One or the Absolute 

One thus dominate the whole cosmic condition ? 

To grasp this, we should first of all try to realise the 

mode and method of creation as expounded by 

‘Vedanta’ whereon was mainly based the Smdrta 

system. 

Let us imagine, as per force we have to do, that 

there was nothing but chaos in the beginning of a 
eosmic cycle. To express it in language, vivid and . 

intelligible, but still figurative, it was absolute 

darkness, in which nothing was revealed, The germ 

of acosmos, and haman reason must conceive of 

some form of an ultimate material cause in this 

connexion, was of course there, but entirely in a dor- 

mant state. To give ita philosophic name, it was 

the negative principle of Mdydé which conjured up an 

existence out of nothing. The Spirit of Absolute 

Reason now came in to inspire it, This must be 

postulated to explain the knowable character of the 

cosmos that was to be evolved. Coming in contact 

with and presiding over and guiding the destiny 
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of the germ of the cosmos, otherwise viewed as 
nebulous matter or Prakriti, this Spirit, hencefor- 
ward to be comprehended as J¢éwara, proceeded to 
give it ‘name and form,’ Immediately, thanks to 
the forces of ‘ definite knowledge’ being set in motion, 
there emerged definite individual centres of conscious- 
ness, in other words, the knowers, to grasp what 
was to be made known. The knower and the 
known were indeed two aspects of the principle of 

Mayda or Prakriti, both under the sway of I’swara * 
The subsequent stages it is unnecessary to unfold 

here. A principle of rational materiality,—for matter 

is permeated by the spirit of consciousness,—builds 
up the world of ‘ji va’ and ‘aj?va’—the sentient and. 
the insentient,—by well defined stages, easily dedu- 

cible from the nature of the reason that is in us, and 

hence, of necessity, in the whole material creation. 
From the foregoing, it will be clear, that I’swara 

as the presiding spirit of Mdyd, is the connecting 

link between gross creation and the Principle that 

stands above it. He it is that seems to bridge 

the gulf that separates the two—the Mdyd and the 

Mayati ta or the Transcendent. Floating, so to say, 

in this water, He receives the creative impulse and 

the creative idea and gives it concrete expression, 

Keeping up the metaphor, and we are bound to speak 

in metaphorical language to express things essentially 

inexpressible, He is thus then Narayana or the 

- Great Water-dweller—also Brahma or the Amplifier, 

7 - 

aaitee aataa’  cweutaa aaa, do, STH ATA 

saat asatae ogee wage; | (MS) 
rae 
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the first definite embodiment of the Great Soul’s 

—Brahmés, will-to-be. He has the whole universe, 

with its jivas and ajivas, entirely at His command, 

because in Him everything lives and moves. + 7 
The Veddnta doctrine of philosophy, adopted ne 

the Smdrtas, made it possible for the worshipper 

to think for the first time, that what was done 

in the real interests of self, was done also for God 

and the whole of creation. The one was three 

and the three were one, This undoubtedly ennobled 

the moral side ofall religious activities. For the 

first time it began to be felt, that man, nature 

and God made up one huge entity, one part of which 

could not be hurt without hurting the whole. What 
was again good for a part was really good for the 

whole, for the part was the whole and the whole the 

part. Such a grand conception could not but supply 

the loftiest inspiration to the national mind. 

The charms of the theory were so irresistible 

that it was soon adapted to the realistic modes 

of philosophical speculation. The effect was complete 

revolution in religious ideas. All honour to the 

Smdrtas that they popularised such a doctrine. Devo- 

tion to One was henceforward to be regarded as 
devotion to all, for the One must be contemplated in 
all. It was all-comprehensive rational devotion— 
bhiltand-bhakti—which now came to dominate all 
religious ideas. 

+ “orrat arat ef yet Tut F acess: 
at area YA 8a aeraa, wat i” 

“afrey, a yert at wa fa ara” (Ms. ) 



CHAPTER VIII 
A“ 

Rise of the Satwata or Bhayavata schools 
a 

PASUPATA AND VAISHNAVA YOGAS, 

Bhakti as personal devotion revived in a grander form. 

Itiha sa, Purana and A, gama, proclaimthe;doctrine 

of comprehensive devotion. 

SUDDHA-BHAKTI 

The third phase of devotion. 

The advantages of a purely idealistic theory of 

creation are manifest and manifold, and wo have 

briefly touched upon them, Man however does not 

live entirely upon ideas. However much it may 

be impressed upon him, even the subtlest arguments 

of philosophy will fail to make him seriously and 

permanently believe that he has been dreaming all 

his life. It is impossible to carry firm conviction 

to one’s mind, by all canons of sound knowledge, 

that what we know to be in existence does not 

really exist. Somehow or other the inner nature 

of man revolts against sucha doctrine, His faith 

will never allow him to accept the view in its 

complete nakedness. Does faith deceive him ?. Who 
implanted that faith in him How was it implanted 9 

Analyse its nature and you will find that it is 

as much at the bottom of knowledge as the principle 

of knowledge or consciousness itself. Consciousness 

indeed carries its own truthfulness. View it in 

another way. Who is the embodiment of absolute 

knowledge ? Is He not the great Reality or Truth, 
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the sole principle of Existence? How can He be 
the source of unreality or untruthfulness? To speak 
so will be rank blasphemy. Let it therefore be de- 

clared without reserve,without hesitation, that every- 

thing that emanates from Him is truth or reality. 

His thoughts are realities, His activities are 

realities, He is the Reality of realities, Existence of 

existences, % 

Pursuing this argument with regard to the whole 

scheme of creation,we svon come to the position that 

it can not but bea living reality, If the Veddnta 

has proved it by arguments unassailable to be a 

creation of the ‘Universal Idea” the first manifest 

form of absolute knowledge, that does not take away 

from its essential reality. The views are not hope- 

lessly irreconciliable. In fact, they both express the 

truth, It is, if you please, an idealistic reality and 

realistic ideality. The whole cosmic scheme may be 

said to exist in ideas as different modes in the ex- 

pression of the embodied principle of thought. But 

at the same time, the Great Principle of Will-to- 

be is realised in creation. Every stage of that 

creation therefore represents a reality. There is no 

difficulty in conceiving ideas as aspects of realities. 

The whole problem indeed rests upon the concep- 

tion of the Supreme Principle of Consciousness. 
Is it personal or not ? Impersonal knowledge is in- 

waaa waut fawa wow air fafeae aa 
aay va ZaeaAa SaHA si WIT yun” (a) 

The epithets wayara and aayageq are frequently applied 

to God in the sacred books 
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conceivable, undemonstrable. We can never prove 
it by any process of valid inference. In actual 

experience, it is a person, a rational being, who 

is credited with knowledge. How can then: perso- 

nality be denied in the case of the Ultimate Principle ? 

Moreover His essence is existence—sat. An unbodi- 

ed existence isa pure delusion, Once this is conce- 

ded it will be impossible to deny realistic existence 
to His ideas. A personal God can never think of 

nothings. Man’s ideas are never pure unrealities. 
They are always based upon experience of reals. 

When he dreams, he dreams of actualities, Ideals 

and realities ever correspond, ever go hand in hand. 

No reals, no ideals ; no ideals, no reals, 

This was the line of argument adopted by the 

Sdtwata school against a purely idealistic construction 

of the universe.* Indeed the difficulties of idealistic 
Vedanta had been amply demonstrated in its attempts 

to express its doctrine in suitable idealistic language, 
The same Sruéz that denied Him a personal form 

had to concede it in the same breath. The Smriti 

that insisted upon ‘Soul’ as the sole principle, 

had to speak of His body to supply the first material 

of creation. The Sdtwatas therefore boldly declared 

for a realistic idealism. Knowledge, they insisted, 

could never be divorced from a person endowed 

with knowledge, i . 

* ataad is derived aq— tayo De eaie ihe term meaning 

*endowed with reality” or that which constitutes existence” 

Those who have faith in such a one are Satwatas ( waq+ um ) 

aq saan, Taner aata aay (iB) 
r Q 

+ qurtaard| waa metal WAATAE: 8 ataTAT, | ( Sut ) 
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The immediate effect of the enunciation of such 
a doctrine was the impetus it gave to unrestricted 

religious activities. No orthodox school was hampered 

by the decision. Jndnayoga or Dhydnayoga was left 

at liberty to preach an exclusive doctrine of abstract 

devotion, and salvation in self-contained and self- 

contented consciousness. It left the road open to old 

_ Karmayoga to work its way to supreme joy in the 

highest heaven, 

Its greatest influence however was felb in the 

very heart of religion. The spirit of devotion which 
underlies and permeates all religious acts, be it in 

the form of Updsand or Sraddhd, at once assumed 

a glorious form at the call of the Sdtwatas. All 

religious rites prompted by motives interested or dis- 

interested, all acts of self-concentration inspired by 

the idea of complete emancipation from cosmic exis- 

tence, were now sincerely directed to One Supreme 

Being, an undispated reality. Whomsoever we 

may worship, for whatever purpose, we really render 

our homage to Him. Our services are always 

for Him and no body else. They can always be 

counted upon to reach him. Our prayers are always 

sure to catch His hearing. He will help us in 

our difficulties if we sincerely call Him to our assis- 

tance. This conviction is bound to inspire faith in 

Him, and sincere regard for Him and to attract 

us towards Him. It fosters a feeling of delight that 

ashram wt aq fee fF frat, get: | 
ay wa Baal aTeY stat Haw (M.S. ) 

“ataae aa sett staan,” (G.s.) 
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we are ever assured of One’s friendship when all 

else fail, An impersonal god ora false god can 
never evoke such sentiments. At the bottom of 

all these sentiments is the great feeling of oneness or 

_ solidarity with Him—we are His and He is ours, we 
know none but Him, we have none else to fall 

back upon,we must cling to Him and Him alone, He 

is to lead us to happiness and glory, He alone does 

command our cheerful devotion, Thisis Bhakt: in 

its truest sense. It implies true partnership, true 

comradeship, with Him. * 
Thus with the restoration of a supreme personal 

god the spirit of the Vedic religion was not only 

revived but rejuvinated and raised to a higher 

level of glory. It was no longer devotion prompted 
by a blind faith, wrung from an _ unconvinced 

soul. It was now the worshipper’s rational, loving, 

joyous, voluntary homage.{ The feeling of joy, 

which the Karmamimdnsdka had intuitively grasped,$ 

but never truly realised, for he had nothing better 

* wfa comes from wa_to divide, to share 

HR, HARTA TT AAR Geet, | (-B. ) 

aia a utara asia Tea UT | 

Fan a yuaead at aya waRIsa_| 
Wa qatar Fe, We Bea Ny” 
ale, anal fafg aaa te Saat: | 

aaee Saar, yrs asa,” 
asfuataa alata aay faye (c. ) 

| at warqztattaz ( atfeay in his uta ) 

§ flare ada ( Haar ) 
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to fall back upon than the call of duty inspired 
by an established law, was now inevitably called 

forth in the minute details of a religious act. 

It was clearly recognised that there could be ‘no 

act of religious piety not intended for Him in the 
long run, for even popular gods were but His popular | 

forms, and it followed as a natural sequel that every 

such act was an act of hearty dovotion to Him, 

The position is thus neatly summed up :— 

algeaatl Fei: AlPSaaT Ak: | 

argeaart ata argeaau: fen: 
algqeaat sla alqeaquz’ au: | 

algeaaa aut argeaaa afa: 1 
( araaa ) 

The Vedas aim at Him ; the sacrifices aim at Him, 

The yogas aim at Him; the practices aim at Him. 

Knowledge aims at Him; asceticism aims at Him. 

Religion aims at Him ; the goal of life aims at Him. 

The conception of the highest principle as a 

personal god necessarily led to the selection of some 

one of the older deities for the new place of honour. 

Vishnu, as the all- pervading God, as the very name 

implies ?, was naturally the best choice. Even in 

later Vedic mantras, he had been given unquestion- 

able prominence, Carefully read the Vishnu suktas, 

you will find that he had gradually appropriated 

to himslf the glories or attributes of Indra, the 

earlier king, and ultimately installed himself on 

the latter’s throne, The Purusha sukta of Narayana, 

himself conceived asthe V edic seer, _ had apparently 

* faa comes from fein —— 
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been designed to give him practically the supreme 
position. Some of the later Upanishads, such as 
the Ndrdyandtharvasiras and the Narayana had 
fixed their seal of approval on the idea. We shall 
soon have an occasion to dwell upon the theme 
at greater length. Suffice it to say at the present 
stage that this choice of Vishnu as the Highest 
God, as the Fourth Principle, dominated by far the 

most important portion of the literature that gather- 
ed round the Bhakti Culp proper when it arose, 
Vaishnavism indeed ultimately became the centre 
of the pure Bhakti cult of the Sdiwatas. And 
henceforward our expositions will be mainly guided 
by this point of view, Originally however Vaishnav- 
ism had not every thing to itself, The cult of 

Siva was at first a formidable rival, There were 

also good reasons for it, There was one aspect 
of the Vedic religion which completely favoured the 
growth of the Siva cult or the Rudra cult. Ib was 
the importance of the Fire-God in the Vedic sacrifices, 
He undoubtedly was the presiding spirit in that 

connection. With the growth of the idea of the 
sacrificial fire as the protector of cattle preeminently 
called pasu, of the Vedie Aryans, Pasupati as the 

Fire god rose into prominence and became ultimately 

the Highest God on this view. The Yajurveda, 

preeminently the Veda for sacrifices, drew pointed 

attention to this aspect. And the well known Rudra 

swkta of the Yajurveda, completely established 

the claims of Rudra—Pasupatt, essentially the Fire- 

god as the God, Even the earlier hymns devoted 

to the glorification of Rudra,known as Rudra su ktas, 

12 
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had foreshadowed what was to come. As the origi- 

nal sacred fire was for the uninterrupted good and 

safety of humanity, this Rudra gradually came to 

be regarded as peaceful Siva,. When the Upa- 

mshads later on taught the doctrine of a peaceful 

soul in its purity, they unhesitatingly identified 

it with this Siva. What was then in its universality 

Great Vishnu, was inits calm spirituality peaceful 

Siva. Not that the other aspect was entirely 
denied Him. He was I’sdna or Maheswara as 

well as Siva. As Maheswara again He was Pasu- 

pate in a quite -different sense, In the sacrifice 

of self-concentration or samddhiyajna, the indivi- 

dual was to be sacrificed to the Great Soul.* Jira 

was thus the pasu, and He was Pasupati, The 
snares of mdydé which tied up the j2va constituted 
the noose in His hands—the pasupdsa, The Sava 

cult had attained to this high stage of development 

when the Shakticult of the Sdtwatas began 
to be preached. It was immediately caught in 

the tide, And the Bhakticult did not fail to do 

full justice to Saivism. Indeed some of the contem- 

porary Upanishads themselves proclaimed the bhakti 

of Siva, 

Attempts were made from time to time to recon- 
cile the rival claims of Siva and Vishnu. Such 

attempts are noticeable even in some of the later 

Upanishads. + In the Bhakti literature proper, 

* Vide = avqat and aratatutar | 
“Sat, Ua Sati, Baar fat; wUta:” (ararqafaye) 

Vide semraraiutaag, waraararatutare 
+ aeraureettare sutaag : 
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the Purdnas and the Tantras, they crop up every 
now and then, 

Besides Siva, the Bhakti literature had to reckon 
with the claims, very prominently urged of another 
deity. And she was a female, the goddess Sakti 
or Mahdmdyaw. If there is anything in the nature 

of the supreme God that completely dominates 
universal life, it is His power or Sakti * That 

Sakto manifests itself in various ways; it brings 

forth the universe, sustains it, and @stroys it at 

pleasure. To be consistent with their own doctrine, 
the Sdtwatas must personify this great Sakte. And 
so she emerges in Bhakti literature as the Divine 

Sakti, and as Mahdmdyd, that is the cause of 
Maya or Prakriti, the higher Mdayd herself, That 
this Sdéktt holds in her arms Vishnu or Siva is 

readily pictured in imagination, She may even be 

conceived as the mother of both, She may as easily 
be regarded as wedded to either as Maheswart’ or 
Nérdyanv, She may be, if you like, a slave girl 
to the one or the other. All such theories are 

to be met within abundance in the Bhakti works, 
Of course they all deify a mere figure of speech. 
There is thus no real conflict of views. 

Although these three deities prominently claimed 
the attention of the preachers of the Bhakts cult, 

ib must not be supposed, that they exhausted the 

whole field of selection. Local, traditional, and 

contemporary deities of importance were not neglect- 

ed. Whenever necessary, one such deity was raised 
ee 

4 

a mete when rt 9.98 1” ( auttHz ) 
= 
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to the highest place with all the glories attached 
to the rank, Somehow or other the origin of 

the deity was traced to the Vedic pantheon,* Skan- 

da, Ganapati, Surya, at one time or another, pushed 

themselves into prominence. And there was a host 

of others,—witness the Upwpurdnas and the Tantras, 

not to speak of the supplementary portions of the 

Purdnas. ; 

Whenever a god or goddess was exalted to the 
highest rank? it was usual to make the older and 

familiar ones as somehow or other related to him 

or subordinated to him. That was the inevitable 

outcome of the idea of personal gods, who must 
have their relations and retinue. This policy adopted 

in the cases cf Vishnu, Siva, and Sakti, by their 

respective adherents, gave rise to charming mytholo- 

gical legends. The followers of Vishnu made Him 

the Highest and others subordinate to Him, The 

Saivas and the Sdktas did not lack enterprise to 
reconstruct their own mythologies, We need not 
here pursue the subject further, We shall only 

make one observation. 

The Purdnas,that supplemented the divine truths 

* ‘aarat amauta ware’ (Vv. v.) 
‘guay ma yarmtareaa” 

| ( aataatareatatarg ) 
‘eu Slat Mast WA’ (RV, ) 
‘oman Garman fara suf,’ (qatar) 
‘aay fata aaa ( eatufaae ) 
"alseam, we aifatanate fay” ( wera ) 
(q wre LATTA A GE Kata” (Chh) 
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revealed in Veda, and the Tantras or the non-Vedic 
srutis held as the utterances of God, that gradually 
rose to propagate. the Bhakti cult, in the main, 
retained in the’ashnava works the highest spiritual 
ideal of personal devotion and worship. In the 
Sakta and Saiva works, such an ideal. was gradually 
lost sight of. Undoubtedly one of the reasons for 
this was the adoption of the fallic linga for worship 
by these creeds, Conceived as the visible emblem 

of creation, 1b might have a proper place in a scheme 

of symbolical worship, But symbolical as it was, 
ip gradually fell short of the standard of personal 
worship. Saktz again as visible Power more and 
more called forth the materialistic instincts in all the 

elements of her worship. Other minor deities now 

and then raised to eminence could not fulfil the 
expectations of highest personal devotion in their 

_ lesser glories. Vishnu alone as all-comprehensive 
Life continued to justify His eminence in the cult 
of highest and purest personal devotion. The 

history of the cult of devotion may therefore be 
properly regarded as the history of the cult of 
Vishnu worship since the advent of the Sdtwata 
school of thought, We shall accordingly explain 
the Vishnu cult at considerable length in order to 

present vividly and appropriately the various sides 

of the Bhakti-cult in its purity, Itis superfluous 

to observe that the key thus provided will fib in 

in all cases, Ib will not be difficult to build up systems 

of Saiva and Sdkta religious philosophy in their 

essential features from the materials supplied by 

Voishnava interpretation of the Bhakt cult, 
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While speaking of symbolical worship, we should 
recall the fact that the Bhakto-cult, although ib 
prominently preached the realistic doctrine, did not 

completely set aside as impossible and useless the 

idealistic interpretation of the Universe In some 

form of dhydnayoga indeed its importance was fully 

recognised, In the cultivation of that course, God 

was to be contemplated initially in some emblematic 
form, for that view would take no note of any 

possible real form of God. Such an emblem, the 

Saiwvas found in the linga and the Varshnavas in 

the Sdlagrédma sila or the sacred Divine stone. 

They were necessary as helpful to abstract contem- 

plation, From this point of view, even well known 

forms of God, such as Rdma, Nrisinha, Gopdla, 

were no better than symbols adopted to train the 

mind gradually on the abstract, as they were mytho- 

logically and popularly associated with the great 

Principle of Reason, In other words, they made 

it easy for the mind to rise from the visible and 

the concrete to the invisible and the abstract by 

the force of association, % 

We have already spoken of the great impetus 

given by the new thought to extensive and intensive 

religious activities, One such visible result was the 
rise of a great volume of sacred literature which 
fully testified to the trend of religious opinion of 
the day in this direction, There are good reasons 

(RO meer 

* epartat fara way wut’ 
Consult in this connection the views setforth in WutTwataat, 

ate garrett and trHaraat | 
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to suppose thst even the old Upanishads soon incor- 
porated the new cult more or less consistently with 
the trend of their general views. New Upanishads 
Sprang up tohelp in the propagation of the creed 

and to give it the sanctity of sacred antiquity. 
Dharmasdstras or the Smrite literature adopted 

the doctrine wherever possible. They themselves 
thus grew in importance and extent and managed 
to keep touch with popular religion, This practice 
indeed has been followed in the sacred literature 
of the Hindus from time immemorial, The reason 

is simple, Much of this literature, though originally 
based upon the views of some prominent teachers 
or others, only recorded the traditions of a school 
or the decision of some Rishiparishad or assembly 
of sages as we have said before. Thus though honour- 
ed with the names of particular sages or even of 

God Himself in some cases as authors or the author, 

they previded full liberty and ample scope for subse- 

quent transformations, additions or alterations, How- 

ever, the latitude thus given was necessarily limited 
to some extent by the essential views of the particular 
works in their original forms. When the Bhakti 

cult was at the height of its glory and came to 

enjoy the largest popular support, it found the fullest 

and freest scope, in the legends which had not yet 

been popularly utilised, for adaptation to itself. The 

Itihdsas and Purdnas emerged into prominence as the 

result of this process. The Rdmdyana and the 
Mahdbhérata, originally based apparently on the 
legends of Rdma and the race of Bharata, allowed 

themselves to be reconstructed on new lines to 
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suit the intensive and extensive propaganda on behalf 

of Bhakti as personal devotion, Nay, there were 

Radmdyanas and Bhdratas in the course of time. 

There were suplementary parts, witarakdndas and 

khilaparvas, So much about the “Historical” epics.* 
But it was the Purdnas that played the greatesb 
part in the amplification and the elucidation of 

the creed in its various aspects, Originally a compi- 

lation of some promiscuous legends, the number of 

Purdnas was swollen and swollen till it rose to eight- 

een or more. { There were in course of time supple- 

mentary parts, the witarakhandas, and the bhabishyd- 
dhydyas + Not only this. There were supplementary 
Purdnas or Upapurdnas. Even a particular Purdna 

underwent several courses of revision and amplifica- 
tion in the original parts. Take the case of the 

Bhdgavata, the most important one from the Bhakts 
cult point of view. Originally transmitted by a 

concourse of sages to Ndrada, by himto Vydsa, 

by Vydsa to Suka, his sov, by Suka to Parv‘kshit 
the great king, and his entourage, on the banks of 

* UT, AYA, Aiwatfwe for instance, in the case of 

Ra‘ma'yana works. sfafz aria for instance in the case of 

Bha vata works, Harivansa is a ee of the Maha bha ra- 

va, There is an uttaraka nda of the Ra‘ mayana 

Cf. Pura‘na is referred to in the singular number in grejyay 

SEIWIA, ATID, SUTRAS | 
The Bhagavata for instance distinctly speaks of this 

gradual increase in number of Puranas towards the end of 

the bock. 

t Eg. There are Brahma ndottara, Pa‘dmottara, and even 
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the sacred river, on the eve of the king’s death, there 
to the son of Romaharshana, the charioteer-chronicler 
Suwta, by him again to another concourse of sages, 
and bien the complete original work apparently 
composed by some one else. Even the complete 
original work underwent several modifications as_ will 
appear from internal evidence, from references in 

the work to Buddhism, Jainism, and even laterday 
Dravidian school of Vatshnavism. And there was 

again a Devi bhdgavata and possibly another Siva 
bhdgavata. What is true of the Bhdgavata is more 

or less true of the other Purdnas. * 
What has been said of the Purdnas is applicable 

also, to some extent, to the works called Yantras 

or A‘gamasdstras which were originally attributed to 

Siva Himself as the author, much in the same 
way as the Purdnas were traced to the teachings 

of God in one form or another, Presumably this 

part of the laterday literature had its origin in some 
short treatise or treatises primarily intended to preach 

the efficacy of the Eternal Divine Sound Root— 
Vijasabda—in conformity with the doctrine of devo- 

tion, much after the Upanishadic doctrine of dhyana 

and japa which required concentration on the form 

of Omkdra and muttering at the same time the 

magic syllable for the realisation of the Divinity, 

whereof the sacred syllable was at once the symbol 

a Bhviashyottara. “very important Purana has a bhabishya 

part to deal with so-called future events, 

* The Pura‘nas, it should be noted, incorporated the I tiha’sa 

or legendary literature when they assumed somewhat definite 

shapes. 

13 
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and the mentally realisible form, From its original 

trend, the Ayama allied itself easily with the 
doctrine of emblematic worship. It then took up 
the ritualistic amplification of that mode of worship, 

Essentially a compendium for suitable mantras, ib 
covered in later phases all that the Bhakti cult implied 

on its active side, To carry the light of a realistic 
religion to the darkest corner, the Tantras in some 

cases apparently debased themselves by the seeming 

adoption of a creed of sensual devotion. The better 

side however was always in the background, It 

was exhibited in clear lights in the pre-eminently 

Sdtwata Tantras which appealed to the better reli- 
gious mind of Hindustan. They are more widely 
known as Panchardtra literature, Originally a single 

treatise, necessity of successive elucidations, adapta- 
tions, and improvements made of it a huge volume 

of literature in itself. For a student of the Bhaktt 

cult this literature is invaluable, It is composed 

of various works, e.g. Bhdrudwdja Samhtd, Narada 

Samhitd, Brahma Samhitd, Achyata Samhita, Kapila 

Samhitéd and a host of others, Most of them claim 

to represent the Bhakti cult of the Sdtwatas in 
the purest form. 3 

As all the philosophical doctrines of the Hindus 

were reduced to sutra forms at one time or another, 

it is not to be wondered at that the Bhakti philoso- 

phy had its s‘éra works in course of time, The 
Bhaktisutras of Sdndilya and Narada are well-known 
and give in aphoristic forms all the salient. features 

of the cult. They are completely modelled on the 
other orthodox ‘ Darsanas’ or philosophical treatises. 



CHAPTER IX. 

Vedic origin of Vishnu and the gradual rise of Vishnu 

as the centre of the religion of Life. 

VISHNU EVERYWHERE. 

We have just touched upon the fact that when 
the Bhakti cult was seriously adopted as the dominant 
religion by the orthodox schools, Vishnu was acclaimed 
as the most important and central figure of this 
religion. We have also briefly stated the reason 
for this. It is necessary however at this stage to 

discuss the question more fully. For this purpose, 
we propose to trace and examine the claims of Vishnu 
on the devotional homage which the Sdtwatas so 

willingly rendered unto Him. 
Every Vedic student knows that at a most impor- 

tant stage of Vedic civilisation Indra was universally 
acclaimed as the king of gods. No other Vedic 
god can indeed claim so many hymns as have been 

dedicated to Indra, as the sovereign god, Some 

of the leading tenets of Indra worship may be thus 

summed up. * His aid was invoked in sacrifices for 

the protection of cattle, He was the great protector 

of cattle. The cowherds always looked to him for 

« ‘set wa waaqatrata aw (RV. ) 

‘gatas fra avast (Re V- ) 

cnaauaa sf (RV. ) 

‘at aga Taal am staeq (CR. Vv.) 

‘a gum waatafasttamfaca’ (ibid ) 
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safety and guidance when they led the cattle to the 

pasture land. When they missed a cow, they prayed 

to Jndra and he found it for them. Again, when 

there was no rain in the land, people anxiously sought 

his help, his intervention. He would come to the 

rescue. The evil spirits or the demons in the clouds 

who kept rain-water back from men were immediate- 

ly smitten, The cities of the demons in the cloudy 

region were completely devastated. Rain was deli- 

vered, the crops grew, and people got their food 

and fodder. 

In course of time, thanks to the search of the 
Vedie mind for an all pervading Divine Spirit, Vishnu 
or the all-pervading God came to be looked upon 

with greater favour in the matter of Divine kingship, 

The Vishnusu‘ktas bear ample testimony on this point. 

Vishnu did not however at once supplant Indra 
in his sovereignty. His spirit was declared to be 

associated with Jndra in all the latter’s exploits, 

They were viewed as paired with each other, * 
This satisfied Vedic scruples for a time, but only 

for a time, Ultimately Vishnu came to supersede 
Indra completely. He was then the Highest God. 
None could equal Him in greatness, Poor Indra — 
was thus remorselessly ousted from his place in the 

highest heaven where he had long held an undisputed 

sway.t Vishnu now reigned there in his stead. 
—eee, 

* “See gay, war’ ( Rv.) Ludra and Vishnu together 

smote the cities of demons. 

“ast 4 faa, afiad't snitaia” (8, v.) 
} “a & faa sraaray vaal-2a ates; uza wat)” (RB. Vv. ) 
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The hymns that were dedicated to Vishnu at this 

stage were modelled on the Indrasuktas,* All the 

greatness of Jndra was transferred to Vishnu. He 

sang of his own greatness as Indra had sung of His. 

No wonder, with the advent of the Paurdnic age, Vishnu 

had already established himself as Govinda or the 
finder of lost cattle, and Brajapate or the protector of 

the pasture land, and G'opesa or the leader of cow- 

herds; and suitable Paurdnic legends had gathered 

round such epithets. {t will indeed be an interesting 

line of investigation to find out how far the titles, 

epithets and attribrtes of the Vedic god Indra provid- 
ed the basis for a large number of Vishnu legends 

and Vishnu’s names by a gradual process of evolution, 

The names - Ham, Vaikuntha, Vrishana, Rishava, 
Vasudeva, Vrishnipati, Kesava, Vrihachchhravas, for 

instance, of “ashnu, are borrowed, some way or other, 

ib can be shewn, from Jndra’s names or some things 

associated with Indra.+ It is of course unnecessary 

* “quae ure tae, ayaa,” ( Sra —R. V. 1-52 ) 

“eq at uarta sey tara, werk” fru a (R, V- 7-100) 
Compare TeUgH feria Taz 

faite a sterfa qalaa CR. Vv.) 

Compare also the suktas of Indra Vatkuntha Rish¢ with 

that of Wa‘rayana Rishi or the Purusha su kta 

Cf Ete 10-47, 10-48, 10-49, 10-50 on the one hand and 

FEM 10-90, also reproduced in spqaq 19-1-6 

+ @fz frequently occurs in the hymns as /udra’s name. te 

aque is spoken of as the Divine seer as already noticed, Re- 

ferences for ayaa and afm Rigveda 1-10,a44 1-9,ageqara; 

C=  Enha Z ~ SCN 

nevisiv' 
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to point out, that once raised to the highest position, 
some of-the important titles and attributes of the other 
gods as well came to be transferred to Him, and 

in course of time these again contributed their quota 

to the Vishnu legends Take for instance the wheel 

of Vishnu and His title of Chakrapdm. It can 
easily be traced to the Sungod’s connection with 

the year cycle or varshachakra ( vide va e 1-104 ) * 
The same Sungod, Savitr2, by taking away his lumi- ~ 

nous orb, produces the darkness of night, and this 

gave the most important name, Krishna t 
Another fact may be pointed out in this 

connection, It is well known that some of the 

attributes of Vishnu inherent in the original Vedic 

conception about Him gave rise in course of time 

to suitable legends. For instance, the conception 

of Vishnu as Urukram+ or Trivikrama in the fa- 

mous Vishunsu‘kta, which figuratively spoke of His 
three strides across the three worlds, earth, air and 

heaven, or earth, and below and above, helped in time 

to build the story of the Dwarf incarnation. } 

If one carefully reads the Paurdnic legends, one 

will not fail to notice that these legends in some 

I-10, gyu—1-16, efefa, &fafa—r-16, weateeq—1-9 
qguta—t-9, sua—i-65, sew aAR—I-154, waatfi—4-19, 

ateet—4-19 
* Cf also sravaq Mata wy (2-11) 

+ “aula tre aaa,” “aura treat areayfa afaat 

aureattacart, (1-35 ) 
t Dwarf because though all pervading Life or Soul, He 

is in the inmost heart,— 
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instances hint at the original rivalry of Indra and 
Vishnu, Kivery reader of the sacred legends knows 
how on many an occaision Indra was saved by the 
friendly intervention of Vishnu. It is also on record 
how the king of gods, Indra, was worsted in an 
encounter with Vishnu as Krishna when the latter 
had forcibly taken away the famous Pérwdta tree of 

paradise. The reader of the Bhdgavata knows of 

course how Jndra was deprived by Krishna of the 

annual worship and festivities held in his honour in 

Vrinddvana. the sacred Vrajabhu'mi.+ All these 
are apparently Paurdnic versions of the gradual 
supersession of Indra by Vishnu in all spheres of 
glorious activities and the ascendency of the latter 

as the Highest God. 
We have not as yet told the most important 

thing in this story of Vishnw’s gradual rise in Divi- 
nity. Every one knows that in the Paurdnic legends 
Indra as the king of heaven was first allowed to be © 

in possession of Sri, the goddess of fortune. He 
however soon came to lose her by force of a curse 
of the wrathful Durvdsas, But what happened when 

she was ultimately recovered? Well, then Vishnu 

claimed her as His and His claims were readily 

allowed. Thenceforward Sri belonged exclusively to 

Vishnu as His spouse. * 
- ——$_$$—$___. 

wat aaaarata fea Sat sures (Kv. ) 
+ The Bha‘gavata Purana toth Skandha 

x Vide the story of the churning of the ocean in the 

Mahabharata. For the loss of Sre’ by Indra vide Vishnu- 

purana 
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It is not difficult to guess the Vedic foundation 
for this story. As has been said before, lndra as 

the raingod gave rainwater and food to his worship- 

pers, The single word ird@ or wd came therefore 

to mean both the things by the linguistic law 

of association. By a natural course of transition wd 

or t#lé came also to mean wealth or fortune, Sra 

or Lakshm« for foodand water were naturally regard- 
ed as the best treasures valued by men, Thus 

Sri was at firsp in Jndra’s possession and at his 

disposal, + When Vishnu claimed her, He had every 

reason to do so. For Sri had emerged ina new 

and glorious state, She had bathed in the nectar 

of absolute immortality or amrita. In plain langu- 

age the Sdtwatx cult or the cult of imperishable 
realities clothed her in the garb of eternal life which 

never had belonged to Indra. The great embodi- 
ment of Eternal Reality alone could now therefore 

take possession of her. And so she came to be 
Vishnn’s and adorned His eternal home. This process 

of ultimate personification was also responisible for 

another spouse of Vishnu e. g. Vani, the goddess of 
speech. She might have belonged to Indra or. any 

one else of the Vedic pantheon, for laudatory speeches 

were addressed to all,though of course prominently to 

Indra, * But eternal speech, Vdk or Saraswati 

in her transcendental reality must belong to Vishnu, 

the embodiment of that spirit, That was the natural 

outcome of the Sdtwata doctrine, 

+ @ faye faa’ (A. vv. o vi) Seat wert (A.V. 114) 
‘fya aay Uftewa fF (A. Vv. 1-6 ) 
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While tracing the origin of the two famous 
consorts Lakshmi and Saraswati’ of Vishnu, we are 
ab once reminded ef Radha or Sri- Radhika who played 
such an important part in the religion of devotion 
whereof Krishna, the most glorious incarnation of 
Vishnu, was the central figure, as His most beloved, 
His dearest and nearest one. What was her original 
position inthe hymns? It is the same story of 
Lakshm« or Saraswatt over again, 

In numerous hymns of the Argveda, Rddhds or 

Rddha@ is clearly synonymous with wd, wealth or 
plenty of food, Although worshippers approached 

almost every god for food, and food therefore might 

be supposed to belong to every one of the gods, 

it belonged, in truth and reality, to Indra. He is 
Satyarddhas and none else. ( #wze 4-29), Rddhas 
is His ( aa tra: atautata—seeq 1-51 ) and he gives 
it as the most prized treasure ( eTat tu: gaa araT 

ag). He is the lord of Rédhds ( ra’ waa’ wa 

facet ate ae a, faufa wy asatwia z 1-30 also ama 
2-7). Thus Rddhd was only another aspect of Srv, 

She was rather the fountain head of real splendour 

and fortune (q@at faazfa:). No wonder that she should 

ultimately come out as the most favourite partner 

of life of the Great One, when He manifested Himself 

as an embodiment of reality in all its glorious magni- 

ficence, for who else but Rddhd@ as the incarnation of 

the principle of highest splendour could legitimately 

claim to be by His side? The Sdtwata principle 

of personified reality truly worked a miracle in 

this transformation. * 

* We give here at random references to some hymns 

P 
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There was another aspect of this Rddhd cult 
which gave her naturally the place of predominant 

partnership of His life, She, of all, pre-eminently 

represented and personified the spirit of worship 

and devotion to the Highest and the Dearest One. * 

So far as the devotional aspect of the Sdtwata 

religion was concerned, Rddhé therefore fittingly occu- 

pied the place of love and honour by His side, as the 

sole embodiment of love for and devotion to Him, 

A question may arise very naturally—how is 

it that the Sdtwatas so unscrupulously made use 

of a mere epithet or expression in the Vedic hymns 

for manufacturing an important personality or an 

elaborate story? The reason is not far to seek. 

The Sdtwata school went the fullest length of a 

realistic creed. To them every leading idea in the 

Vedas was a reality. The Vedas themselves are 

tremendous realities, All of them have their real 

where Ra‘dhas in the sense of zra’ is to be met with,_— 

“Faaey tray” ( sew = (1122) “erat crsife’ (1122) a gerry; 
(1123) ‘ae eae tray (1157) wefta aa Teray’ (113) “ae Tee” 
( 181 ) ‘at a trait’ ( 1184) ‘germ’ (i110) ‘eazy,’ (1102) 

‘gars,’ (3133) aa Tas’ (4121), Sey BaTTAT (4124) “nara! 
warrant; ( 4129 ), weratrata, ( 4132 ) 

Also ‘sz wWaatsaat aa tral wa | frarater fitsay y’ (A. v. 
12) and arta tere az, ( A.V. 1-8 ) and several others 

+ rat or zrf¥at comes from the root <Ty_ meaning 

‘to worship’ 

Cf saan ufc qa wna efeteat: 
wat frgra wife, Tatar, ( B—r0 ) 
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forms in the highest region of ultimate realities, 
where ideas and bodied expressions merge into each 
other, * Thus the Srutis, Upanishads, in flesh 
and blood, made up of course of supernatural matter 
—aprdkrita murti—sing there songs of glory of the 

Great One and enjoy the pleasure of His company. 
All branches of learning,—the Kaldévidyd, the Gan- 

dharva Vidyd, the Nydyé Vidyé—and what not ¢ 
—are in transcendental material shapes in the living 
region of Vishnu and there render their homage 

to Him, + Wonder of all wonders, Mdyd herself, 

the Principle of illusion, is a Reality, a visible 

entity, before Him.+ With such a doctrine as 

this, the Sdtwatas had no hesitation in giving leading 

Vedic conceptions suitable bodily forms 

* Ger gat alan feqve ” wirad roth @~e Vide also 

mre teat. Students of the awmraq and the mia feat are of 

course aware how the Srutis turned themselves into maids 

in love with and devotion to Him, 

+ Vide mie teat, also ( B. 10) 

Ch. } “ommeg yaa Ya are aentara” 
and "faarsqatra te aiguramasgar” ( B) 



CHAPTER X. 

Essential attributes of Vishnu 

Bhakti alone explores them. 

FULL SCOPE OF BHAKTI 

In a scheme of personal philosophy, as adopted 

by the Sdtwatas, the ultimate criterion of knowledge | 

in all its aspects must be sought for in the inner 
personality of man, I[n order therefore to find out 

the attributes thab constitute the. very essence 

of the Highest God, we must first of all look 

within and explore our inner consciousness, * What 

do we find there? Three different functions of 

the soul stand out most prominently. All systems 

of human psychology are agreed on the point. The 

soul works—to know, works—to feel the pleasures 

of life, works—to express itself in actions of life, 

None of these phases, however, should be understood 

to stand by itself. To know is to exist and feel happy, 
to exist is to know and be happy, and to be happy 

is to possess knowledge and feel existence. Turning 

now to the different aspects, we find that it does not 

* The ( Karma ) Yoga and Nya‘ya- Vaiseshika schools had 

entertained the idea of a corporaiion of fundamental elements of 

existence at every stage of cosmic existence from start to finish. 

Aka‘sa naturally was conceived as the plain bedsheet of materi- 

ality upon which was employed the artistic skill of the Divine 

Workman to make of the sheet one thoroughly composite work of 

material art with the help of the other material elements. Finer 

aka’sa, that is pure aka%sa, before it was worked up to material 

cosmos, therefore, pervaded the whole of cosmic creation and 
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want to impose any limits on these functional 
activities. In its pursuit of knowledge it seeks to 
grasp Infinite Reason In its emotional activity, 
it strives to realise the Fullest Joy. In its will 
to be, its aspiration is to participate in the whole 
course of Universal existence and thus to secure 
fullness of existence. Why does it allow itself to be 
thus drawn towards the unbounded? Because it 
carries in itself the essence of the Unbounded. No 
other explanation will satisfy reason. We can 
now therefore safely assert that the essence of the 

Highest Soul or Purushottama is to be found in 

the almighty Xarmic Law that regulated creation under 

the inspiration of the great Ruler, the supreme Spirit of Exis- 

tence, was ina sense implanted inthis pure akasa, Even the 

Parina’‘mavadi ns, and the Vivartava ‘dins, could not demur fo this 

pure akasa as the repository of Karmic Law, Only they would 

make the Law itself rational existence. Aha’sa, every one 

of the schools conceived again as composed of elementary 

sound forms. The Law of cosmic’ existence therefore 

must he looked for as embedded in those primay sound-elements 

which constituted the pavama vyoman or finer aka‘sa, The 

Srutis, or the Vedas, as the rationalists would like to call the 

Srutis, stood for these fundamental sound elements, In a sense 

therefore this cosmos might be regarded as created out of Srutis 

or Vedas. That is what the Vedicists emphasised, Responsible 

human arma, so long as it was regulated in conformity with 

the laws embedded in the Srvutis was all right; that is, it 

fitted in with the smooth working of the cosmic system ; Else it 

‘was wrong, that is, it was destructive of the cosmic system. Hence 

rose the view of the Srutis as a system of Karmic Vidhis, though 

the rationalists would look for fundamental Reason behind those 

Vidhis. The Vedicists of course never bothered their heads over the 

question whether the Szufis preserved for them strictly satisfied 
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the three attributes internally indicated in man. He 
must be regarded as All-knowledge, All-joy, and All- 

existence. He knows Himself and the universe and 

has implanted the principle of knowledge in man 

that he also may know as He lives. He is in the 
fullest enjoyment of eternal ecstasy, through and 

above this creation, and itis open to man, for he 
has His gift in him, to participate therein full 

life’s joy. He acts for Himself and all that is 

His, and man has been given by Him the secrets 

of life whereby to act for himself and all that is 

His, In the language of the Sdtwatas, Vichnu is 

thus eternally endowed with three great and 

essential attributes— Sambid, Hlddini, and Sandhint 
Through Sambid or the principle of knowledge 

the fundamental requirements implied in the above view. They 

only satisfied themselves of the possibility of such Svuts and 

accepted the Svutzs preserved for them as such, The great Vedic 

seers, in their samadhi, when they managed to withdraw their 

souls to this pure region or faramavyoma, fell under the direct 

influence of the great waves and in their inspired state gave 

utterance to the eternal safdas as they were; and the Srudis 

preserved these utterances, Hence their unquestenable authority, 

so argued the Vediccsts, But could the claim he substantiated ? 

Hence arose a search after a more convincing form of proof. 

The implications of pure reason or consciousness were then 

explored for the purpose. Samvid was thus raised to the rank of 

highest pra‘ma na. Starting with the implication of samvid the 
Satwata school gradually worked up to the implications of the 

emotional phase and the creative phase—the hla‘dini‘and sandhini® 

aspects — of ultimate life. Thus to the Sa/wa¢as the implications 

of life itself in all its departments were proofs for the existence 
of the absolute truths of life. 

* “grit wit ofaq wala eta ae” Cv. P. ) 
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He knows and makes man know.% Through Hlddini“ 
or the principle of joy He Himself feels joys of 
Life and makes man feel joys of life + Through 
Sandhinv or the principle of creative life, He lives 
in His mundane and supermundane activities and 

makes man live too in and through his deeds. To 
adopt the language of the Upanisads, He is the One 

Sachchiddnanda Purusha—Sat, Chit and Ananda,— 
and man can realise Him because he is also sachchi- 

ddénanda himself. From the Sdtwata standpoint, it 

is not however in the idealistic Veddntic sense. The 

existence that is in Him is not abstract existence, 

but expresses itself all round. His consciousness or 

reason is not a mere ideal but stands for a knowledge 
of realities. The joy that is in Him is not self-con- 

tained contentment where there is nothing to contri- 

bute to joy, but joy in positively joyous conditions of 
life. A Personal God would have nothing to do 

with empty negations made to pose as realities, 
It is not to be inferred from what has been said 

above that the Sdtwata school rules entirely out of 

court any of the abstract conceptions of the Highest 

Divinity. If that view commends itself to anybody, 

he is welcome to it. One may, if one likes, concen- 

trate one’s attention exclusively upon the substratum 

of pure consciousness, pure contentment, pure exis- 

tence, and need not, in this pursuit of the abstract, 

look for their concrete expressions, 

To quote the language of a realist, ‘he will only 

* “gay ata acata a” t aa gee great i 

t ‘gen fe waafa a, aetta areata a” 
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confine his vision to the dazzling halo that surrounds 
the Glorious Personality, but will not allow it to 

penetrate beyond and grasp the Person Himself, 

in His fullest glory within.” Be that as it may, the 

conception of God without concrete. attributes— 

Nirguna Brahman-—-has its use in a form of updsand 
which seeks ultimately to merge individual 

consciousness in alstracb consciousness of pure exis- 

tence and self-contained contentment free from the 

taint of cosmic pain. 

The guestion now arises—what will enable man 

to fully comprehend the glories of Vishnu as involved 

in His eternal attributes ? From the nature of the 

attributes as explained above they can be realised 

to the fullest extent only by the combined functional 

activities of the human soul. To know Him, we 

must approach Him through that principle of pure 
knowledge which lies within us pre-eminently fitted for 
this use. Our sambid will take us through the mani- 

festations of His Sambid. The like grfasps the like 

specially when both are essentially the same. 

‘Similarly the principle of joy in us will disclose the 
contents of His pure joy. The way by which alone 

we can fully realise our own existence in relation to 

the whole universe—a mode of life devoted to the 

service of all life—will reveal the mysteries of His 

realised existence in its universal and transcendental 

harmony. The various sciences of man, the sciences 
of knowledge, the sciences of emotion, the sciences 

of life-emovements, all ever strive to grasp the 

eternal truth in its cosmic aspects. But the very 

infinity of the truth ever eludes the grasp of the 
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scientific mind, and the pursuit always demonstrates 
the futility of man’s limited resources in his unin- 
spired and unaided exertions. . 

How then can man turn to the best use his 

unquestionable powers to comprehend Him, both 
in His immanent and transcendental greatness ? 

Well, he must raise them to their highest eminence 
of glory. He must take them back to the plane of 

infinity. He must unreservedly place them—his 

hlddint, sandhini, and sumbid, at His disposal, 

and merge them in His personality. Let them be at 

His service, and he will surely participate in His 

glories. His sincerest loyalty and wholesouled 
devotion will be rewarded with the fullest realisation 

of himself in the company of God—as a partner of 

His highest life « That is the royal road and there 

is no other way. 

This path is known as the path of Bhakti. It: is 

Bhakti that literally stands for devoted service to 

Him and for glorious association as a partner with 

His life of infinite greatness. ¢ It leads the whole 

soul to Him for complete realisation through Him. 
It makes the soul. feel the Highest Soul, the Life of. 

lives, within { It is the whole doctrine of the Soul, 

not of the head alone, nor of the heart alone. It 

covers all phases of life. It gives the fullest play to. 

« ‘afeetire wate aa ytafeasae | 

HUT FRX TH AN AUT” 
+ The root ast means “to share” and “to serve” aatt 

Se Ce 1 lee 

t “yeat seta arfraran” “ate utara,” () o 

1§ 
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the best activities of man’s Alddint, sandhini’ and 

sambit saktis, In his pursuit of religious knowledge— 
jndnayoga—the bhakta devotes his thoughts exclu- 

sively towards Him and hopes,then,through His grace 
to unravel the secrets of all that He thinks of 

eternally, Himself and what is His, inside and out- 
side. * In his religious emotion—rdyamdrga—he 
seeks His love and comradeship, and secures through 

Him his due share in the eternal pleasures of the 

Life of Infinite Love and Joy, rasa, which constitutes 

the very essence ofall that Hestands for emotionally. 

In His religious activities—bidhimdrga—he will act 

for Him, live for Him and Him alone, the Embodi- 

ment of Eternal Life, and his life-activites will be 

direeted towards the wellbeing of all that comes from 

Him—the whole sphere of created life. t Such a 

course of life will reveal at once fully to him His 
infinite goodness, kindness, and love, throughout. all 

His dealings with everything that lives, for ib is 
His spirit that moves him benevolently. 

- The highest aim or goal of life,- which the bhakta 

places before him, differs, as will readily appear from 

the foregoing, materially from the goal of a mere 
jndnin or a mere karmin. Divine knowledge he 
cares for as much as the yogin or jndnin, but he will 

* “aan aatisnta ararq water aaa” (6) 
aaay ema aaa, (KV) 

wlareaia gartqarte te (3) 
t TT wafer 

t ‘fara Pare waa Was a SAA aratat «(B) 
‘macatiar aq Paar waraty (8) 
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shudder at a conception of salvation which puts an 
end once for all to all consciousness of individuality, 
that is videha mukti, That idea is wholly repugnant 
to him, He wants to live a glorious life in his Divine 
knowledge, to share with his God the joys of a full 
life in eternal and devoted service to Him. The real. 
happiness the bhakta enjoys-in his emancipation is 
not at all tainted with worldliness, for he has then 
shed off his material nature which is never to return 

to him in deference to karmic law, Mukti in the 

sense of absolute eternal relief from cosmic troubles 

has come to him spontaneously. That however does. 
not engage his attention and give him any ground 
for self-exultation, It is of no significance to him. 

It is nob improbable that he will even sometimes 
choose to put on a cosmic garb, of his own free_ will, 

if thereby he can render any service to his God. 

For this very reason, direct visible association with 

God, or even the glories of Divine spiritual forms of 

existence which come to him spontaneously, are not 

matters of much concern to him.* His sole concern 

is unfettered loyal devotion to God; any situation 

that helps it is welcome to him, If any apparent 

enjoyment comes along his way in the pursuit of this 

course, it does not ab all trouble him, as he is nob 

7 

* “get ata fre sat amen’ worn’ “gat afi fe 

garter ataaatad Ez,” ( quoted by TIA ) 

<artrenteatttrateat RGA, aera” a uxt ft 

aqeaa oT; (B) 
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affected thereby. He treats it as indifferently as his 
muktt which clings to him * 

To such a soul, it is needless to point out, the 
charms of a lower heavenly life, the goal ofa 
karmin, are quite unavailing. Once in possession 

of eternal joy who cares for a pleasure not unassoci- 

ated with pain of some sort or other, as a lower 
heavenly form necessarily implies? 1f however it suits 

the bhakta, in his pure exalted and glorious state of 

existence, to incarnate himself as a god in order to 

fulfil his mission of devotion, he will cheerfully 

do so and proceed on his errand like a Divine 

bhakta *, Be it however noted that his real in- 

dividuality in every such case ever lies in absolute 

Divine immateriality—suddhd Bhdgavatitanu, 
It will be seen that under the Sdtwata scheme of 

religious philosophy, even the great law of karma 

has been relegated to an obscure corner. Before the 
advent of the Sdtwata creed, karma was the bugbear 

« “fear 7 @ utd ugqua faster’ (G ) 
cod arreftarete: Aen wordt etree wecttears cath 
qaatag 4 waa” ( Ffreufeqat ) 

RAL F Urea TST 
aseiag Tes | 
auty are Tata wag 

, WAqUerAtlortra aaa 
+ Such were ate, BqH, Bae, Bara, WaqHFaTz, and 

a host of others all counted among the eternal comrades of 

Vishnu, 

Cf “agewart ata at wet anadt say’ (8) 
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of life, and all schemes of salvation sought only a 
way out of ib. A bkakta however cheerfully accepts 
a karmic life which is untrammelled by the fetters 

of worldly joys and griefs. Later on we shall speak 

more fully on this point. 



‘CHAPTER XI, 

PERSONAL ASPECTS OF VISHNU. 

Let us now turn to the essential personal aspects - 
of Vishnu, the Supreme God of Life, as revealed by 
reason in devotion to Him. On this head, we shall 

have nothing more to do than note down the funda- 

mental ideas or principles at the bottom of universal 

existence. What are these principles? To answer 

the question properly it will be necessary to state 

fully the position of the Veddntice interpreters of 

Sdmkhya philosophy on the point, for the Sdtwatas 

practically built upon that system and adapted 
it to their creed of glorious and exalted personi- 
fication. 

As explained before, the idealistic Sdmkhya view 
acknowledges one supreme principle of consciousness 

as the ultimate cause of all so-called cosmic creation 

which has, however, no real existence. It then 

proceeds to unfold the later stages of evolution 

with the help of the negative or illusory principle 

of Mayd, which belongs to the j7va, and induces him 

to interpret cosmic existence in a realistic sense, 
For this purpose, a material principle, which is of 

course nothing else but the deceptive idea of Mayd 

realised, is to be supposed as the firsb material cause 

under the guidance of Divine Reason,conceived as the 

Lord of Creation or I’swara, ‘The way in which I’swara 

works may be gathered from our own experience. 

When we proceed to do a thing, we first decide upon 

the act, them identify our interests with it, and 
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finally give it a definite material shape. The principle 
of =self-determination, adhyavasdya or buddhi, the 
principle of self-realisation, mamatd or abhimdna or 

ahamkdra, and the principle of self-expression — md- 

nasa samkalpa—thus come into play one by one on 

the material plane. To explain’ it further, Iswara 

inspires First Matter with those three principles for 
the successive stages of its self-evolution. These 
principles are therefore in matter and material in that 
sense, though on the face of it, they are only the 

material aspects of the reflected light of Reason 

identified with I’swara. It is necessary for Matter 

te be endowed with such principles, for otherwise 

ib will have to feel its way gag in the dark -for 
every step in cosmic creation.’ 

‘Thus the principles that are ore in-man as 
his material individualty,antahkarana or lingasartra, 

are internally in Nature for her conscious -rational 
evolution, This sort of correspondence, through.the 

possession of similar material principles. between man 
and Nature,must be conceded,as the like alone can get 
at the secrets of the like, and man with them and 

them alone can have access to the secrets of Nature. 

It of course goes without saying that as in Nature, 

so in man, the principles must be under the ag ie 

and supervision of One I’swara, 
Let us now pass on to the next stage in material 

creation. “Our reason compels: us to suppose five 
finer material elements for the gross material types 
cognisable to our five senses. With this final con- 
ception, we come to the last stage of cosmic evolu- 

tion, There it emerges as a.cosmos of apparently gross 
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materiality, The whole thing-may be conceived 

as a huge body through which the principle of self- 
expression of Some One has materialised,” _ 

Such is the scheme of Universal Life on which 

the Sétwatas worked with their personified realism. 
Beyond the domain of Mdyd, the supreme Vishnu is 

honoured with the name and form of Vasudeva, the 

highest and the purest type of personal existence t+ 

The principle of perverted existence—prdkrita 
sattwa—that enters into the constitution of the mate- 

rial cosmos, thanks to the intervention of the -princi- 
-ple of Méyd or illusion, has no place in this. Sublime 

-Form. Turning now to the Cosmos, the great princi- 

ple that draws the sublime into the universe, so to 

say, and is the first expression of Cosmic reason— 
buddhitattwa—is given the name-of.Samkarshana or 

Valadeva, for he personifies the first impulse of mate- 

rial life, Next in order. naturally comes Pradymna 
or Kama who personifies the principle of ahamkdra or 

self-interest. Last of all emerges the figure of Anz 

vuddha who. embodies the principle of unbounded 

and unbridled mental conception or Ménasasamkalpa 

or briefly manas. This group of four represent the 

four fundamental stages in the evolution of conscious- 

ness in Creation. 

When examined closely, Vdésudeva will he found 

to have two aspects in the scheme just described, 

He has been given a place above and beyond Maya, 

But He rules Mdyd and through it exercises Hig 
powers as J‘swara. Thus inside the cosmos He is 

tay faye sqeeetqa —aeea aa garraea;? 
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the first principle, and outside it He is the untainted 
Vasudeva in His element of animated Reason—Suddha 
or Urjitasattwa In this domain of transcendental 
spiritual matter—Suddhdé Prakriti, He can not but 
have a world of His own. Isolated existence of True 
Life is unthinkable. He accordingly creates there 
a universe of life, only it is not of gross elements. 

Unlike in the material world, He here manifests 
Himself in an infinite number of external forms, all 

of absolute purity. Pure spiritual energy and spiri- 
tual elements can have nothing to do with the finite, 

It is superfluous to observe that all cosmic ‘divinities’ 
here have their immortal prototypes, evolved not 

in successive stages, but all simultaneously, as time 

is out of place in the court of the Transcendental 
Power, and lodged here, there and everywhere, as 

spatial restrictions do not extend beyond the cosmos. 
We have not as yet exhausted the points of 

multiplication, Between the cosmos and the eternal 
region, there isa wide gulf, When the cosmos is 

dissolved it is lost in the great sea. Who is in charge 
of this watery region that separates the material from 

the transcendental ? Surely the omnipresent spirit 
of God. There He is with His scheme of potential 
creation, That scheme or idea requires again His 

four essential forms. Vésudeva, strictly speaking 
however, is Nérdyana in this aspect only, though 
the name Ndrdyana is indiscrminately applied to 
the first form in all spheres. The conception of the 
great sea, whichis neither matter nor spirit. but 
intermediary between the two, immediately leads to 

another conception. Is the cosmic idea to be realised 

16 
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in and through a single cosmos? Can the infinite 
energy be exhausted in the creation of a single 

universe ? No, it must be for an infinite variety of 

cosmic spheres, Its infinity requires that. We are 

thus once again driven to infinite multiplications 
of the four forms, each group associated with the 

embryonic state of existence of one single sphere 

to be realised, * 

Once again. Each realised cosmos is a vast 

organisation of life units. ¢ This organisation of 

the world of reals is divided into several regions 

suitable for subtler and subtler and grosser and 

grosser forms of existence. Vishnu as the embodi- 

ment of Life must occupy the subtlest and the most 

central —the most vital—one of all those regions or 

spheres of life, as the ideal home of full life and 

blessedness, Just to maintain itself in existence 

the world must not lose touch with Him. And necessity 

* gaa a faaatat eaatverta arte,” ( B. 11th skandha ) 
{ To Samkhya and Yoga, and the subsidiary schools of 

philosophic thought, there was admittedly a strictly material 

plane, a field of activities for purely materialatoms, ora field of 

elemental self-assertion of purely material elements, apart from 

the jivas. To the Sa’mkhya schools ji‘vas were initially endowed 

with rationality and active existence'and emotionality were only 

phases of rationality. To the Yoga schools both rationality and 

emotionality were gradual accretions to the cosmic existences of 

souls or jt ‘vas. The Veda’ntists made short work of the idea 

of an independent material plane with their theory of One 

Transcendental soul as the sole unit of existence and reason and 

emotionality, all phases comprehensible through reason and 

reason alone,while to the Sa twatas rational, emotional andfactive 

units of life were eveywhere, and there was nothing else, under 

the all-comprehensive sway of Life. 
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on this score impels Him to manifest Himself in 
the four forms. But for the four the world of 
realities would cease to be so and be extinct in no 
time. 

We now turn to the inner or the vital region of 
man, or for the matter of that, every organised unit 

of life, every organised soul or individual. We have 

already shown how the inner side of man, _ his 

antahkarana is made up of buddhi, ahamkdéra and 

manas andis under the personal supervision and 

direct inspiration of J’swara. 

It follows asa matter of course that while the 

antahkarana is inthe charge of Samkarshana, Pra- 

dyumna and Aniruddha, the three divine personalities 

whose spirits permeate buddhi, ahamkdra and manas, 

Vasudeva or Ndrdyana as the incarnation of the 

spirit of l’swara must reign supreme there in the 

pure region of the soul. * ‘Thence He guides the 
inward and the outward nature of the individual. 

This aspect of Vasudeva is strictly speaking Hrishi- 

kesa or the Lord of the senses. Now what is true of 

one individual is true of all, Thus throughout the 

Brahmanda or the cosmic sphere, nay through the 

infinity of Brahmdndas, the infinite varieties of souls 
individually carry Hrishi‘kesa in the sacred temple of 
the soul with the three Divine satelites ruling the 

lingasarira or the shell of the soul, in each case, 
Truly imagination is staggered by the immeasurable 

immensity of the conception. 

+ wea ge afatre,” “eau aaa was a 

fazfa” (G.) 
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But though we thus speak of Ndrdyana as 
Hrishi‘kesa residing in every individual soul, correctly 

speaking, ibis the one and the same form of Vishnu 
appearing in that capacity before one and all in the 

cosmos, All souls have their spiritual gaze fixed 

upon Him, much in the same way, as the eyes of 

all in the world are fiixed upon one sun, He is thus 

simultaneously inside and outside every being in His 

spiritual elements. The World-god is really the God 

for each, He is Virddjrvdntarydmin. * 
To sum up. Three different stages are noted in 

connection with creation. The last stage is that of 

actual material existerce, a vast organisation of world 

life or Vwrdt. The higher stage represents the 
potential state or the state of transition from the 

non-material to the material existence of each cosmos 

and this is dominated by the soul of embryonic life 

or Hiranyagarbha. The highest and the first stage 

is the preparatory one, the great Adrana, in which 

the idea of the evolution of spheres in their infinity 

takes shape in the conceiving mind of the Karandt- 

man + All these stages are in some way or other 

connected with Mdyd or the principle that represents 

the will-to be or sisrukshd. The necessary elements 

of creation must be looked for in each stage, There 

must be everywhere organisad ‘mind and matter’, 

implicit, explicit or in idea, And organised mind 
and matter must constitute a personified reality in 

ee 

* “sTeraT waar nari tecataae” (2B. ) 

+ “fue franmig arg gore: | 
sre aq fafa ett gia’ aq saa A 
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every case. This personified reality again reveals 
itself in its four fundamental forms everywhere, 

Above the region of Mdyd, Vishnu in His absolute 
eternal glory rules as a Personified Reality. Here 
there is no evolution, but a world of absolute eternal 
divine manifestations, of Himself, His powers, His 
glories, His joys, His splendours. Ib is not even 

one world but an infinite series of worlds or innumer- 

able places of residence of the Infinite, all in their 

supernatural grandeur, The Creative Force or 

impulse that creates itis nothing but pure Divine 

Nature-Suddhd Prakriti. The fundamental godforms 
of material creation have of course their ultimate 

inspiration here, but here they are not organised 

‘mind and matter’ in the worldly sense. They are 

absolute spiritualities, varied manifestations of One 
Supreme Narayana or Vasudeva. 

But these are not the only variations of the 

Highest. There are here eternal forms of Vishnu, 

each a specified type of ideal glory, the ultimate 

supernatural sources of inspiration, the immortal 

prototypes of the Avatdéras or worldly Divine Incar- 

nations, that go here by those very names given to 

them by seers versed in the religion of infinity, There 

are again the fundamental four in groups of modified 

types, assumed for the realisation of different ideals, 

which inspire the world or worlds by their timely 

incarnations, Some of the eternal Avatdra forms of 

Vishnu reveal only His partial majesty, while others 

His full, fuller or fullest majesty, and all have worlds 

of their own in the infinite region to ensure complete 

rehearsal of their worldly glories. The Avatdra of 

Avatdras, the Avatdra with the fullest possible 
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glories of Divine Majesty is Srikrishna—He who 
draws every thing else unto Himself—who occupies: 
the highest, most central, most vital region of all. 

That Avatdra is ‘full which reveals the fundamental 

group of four, which is a complete embodiment of 

the principle of joy in all its phases, and which 

discloses unrivalled powers. But the fullest is that 

in the majesty of which all other types of greatness 

disappear, much in the same way as the lesser lumi- 

naries are lost in the glory of the sun. * 
Need it be said that it is impossible to make any 

estimate of the eternal Avatdras in the supernatural 

Universe. This arises from the very nature of the 

Highest, the absolute energy of Life. Life ever 

tends to expand;there can be no limit to its realisation, 

A single life-seed in the material world contains 

within itself the germs of untold generations to come 

all possibly to be realised in time Such must be 
the case absolutely with the eternal principle of life 

above. He ever manifests and manifests Himself 

in forms, identical or varied, These manifestations 

again repeatp the process and so on. Some of the 

manifestations appear before our world as partial or 

full Avatdras or even the Fullest. The same thing 

happens in the other cosmic spheres and their num- 

« “Aqq rel vagaa ca a TAT ATI 
way uvy stearht wg Yar, Tere 1 
“ater aaa aaifa fiesta aaafe | 

a acta ut ara ufiqaaa earn” (maetear ) 
Krishva comes from @#¥ to draw. 

aq abe Ya, arg WATE we” (B. ) 
. 

ad 
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ber is limitless. Nor is this all, There are image 
incarnations, Archdvatdras, all sacred and eternal 
embodiments of absolute life. Toa particular holy 
soul or before a chosen people, a nation, a tribe or 

a community, the supreme Lord chooses at times 
to appear in suitable forms, forms that will appeal 

to the person or persons before whom they are 

revealed. Hven a single known Avatira type of 

manifestation may be infinitely varied for such pur- 
poses to suit an infinite number of cases. And all 

Avatdras undergo a similar process. There again 
can be no limit to the unknown, unfamiliar types 
revealing themselves for similar reasons, and each of 

them is amenable to innumerable modifications, 
These are all known as image incarnations because 

whenever such forms reveal themselves, the images 
are religiously set up for worship and devotion by 

the seers, for they are inspired with the spirit-of the 

eternal originals lodged in the infinite region of life, 

Thus though images in appearance, each of them is 

a live reality, in full Divine glory. They are never 
to be thought of as mere idols or material images, 
Spirit is their essence and they are all live emana- 
tions from Bternal Life. t 

Although the Vaishnava Purdnas and Tantras 

are agreed as to the position of Arishnaw as the 

f WAITS aA se: wa, fF far; | 
aurtaertat; HAT: ALA BIL ATA: Wo (B_) 

aa fran, Tas SST UAHA | 
erarmrertteat 78 vetast, afaa i 

(quoted by aaa ) 
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ultimate source of every thing, the highest personi- 

fication of Divine Glory, the source of all other 

incarnations, there is a good deal of difference in the 

conceptions of the positions of other well known 

incarnations. That is of course not to be wondered 

at. The ideal represented by a particular Avatdra 

may be rated differently from different standpoints. 
Again, One who is conceived in some quarters as 

manifested in four fundamental forms, modified 

according to circumstances, may- not be so conceived 

in other quarters, It is purely a matter of different 
constructions. 

While speaking of the Eternal Incarnations, we 

must make a reference to the ‘glorified personalities’ 

that have been regarded asin some way or other 

belonging to the category of incarnations, There 

are several classes of such minor ‘incarnations’. In 

their essence they are only inspired cosmic repres- 

entatives of god, or models of life, displaying by His 
grace specified powers or virtues. But they are 

never eternal forms of /ishnwu so far as their indivi- 

dualities‘are concerned, Thus the powers of creation 

and dissolution of a cosmos, called the forces of 

rajas and tamas, when referred to personalities, are 

known as Brahma and Rudra or Siva respectively. 

Together with Vishnu, embodying the great abiding 

principle of conservation of life or sattwa, which 

ever sustains the cosmos as a definite possibility, when 

not a material reality, they are given the name of 

Gundvatdras, Though Vishnu Himself appears as 

a Gundvatdra,still in as much as in that capacity also, 
He stands as the power of Eternal Life, He is really 
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above the category, inspite of His nominal inclu- 
sion therein. The other members of the Trinity 
stand on an entirely different footing, They are only 

ordinary ji vas raised by Him to the particular ranks, 
in reward of their karma or updsand, in dovotion 

to Him, for the discharge of the particular duties 

attached to their positions. At the end of the cosmic 
cycle, they may or may not be drawn to the eternal 

region to enjoy His company there. Even when so 

drawn, they are still separate entities and not in 

any way to be regarded as essential forms of His. 

It must not be inferred from this interpretation of 
their status that there are not original prototypes 

in the eternal region of Vishnu of a Brahma ora 

fudra, They are there evolved out of Himself to 

inspire the world when required, The cosmic 

Brahmans and Rudras are inspired by them and are 

merged in them when they are taken to His bosom, 

but never lose their own identities, 

What is true of the Gundvatdéras, Brahma sie 

Siva, are true of several other Avatdras. When a par- 

ticular ji‘va is allowed by the grace of God, thanks 
always to his karma, to execute a particularly high 

and noble mission, he is only an inspired being, a 

chosen instrument of God, He is as such an incarna- 

tion. The great seers, the gods, the Prajdpatis. 

the Manus, and such others, all are chosen to fill up 

particular offices in the scheme of cosmic adminstra- 

tion, and are in the same way no better than inspired 

Avatdras. It is impossible to compute the number 

of such Avatdras. * 

« “aeual Aaa Bat ATTA ASA! | 
17 
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Now to return to the eternal major Avatdras, 

We have said that they represent powers and glories 

which Vishnu alone can disclose, ‘Those are essen- 

tially supernatural. * In the government of the 

‘cosmos such powers sonietimes require to be revealed. 

The object may be to remove some impediment that 

stands in the way of the besb and the fullest realisa 

tion of cosmic life; Ib may be to make the world 

possible for good men to live in, It may be to destroy 

the sworn enemies of the world. It may be to give 

light and leading -to the pious. They all stand for 

the same ideal. ‘To attain such an ideal, God has 

to incarnate Himself in His full glory or partial 
glory, On such an occasion He assumes the veil 

of a material form drawn over His eternal form. The 

veil of course is not His, but when He comes into the 

world, He allows His Mdyd to throw it over Him 

as it were. It is withdrawn as He leaves the 

world and returns to His place, to the corresponding 

eternal form of His, for an essentially temporary form 

is unthinkable in Him who is the essence of all 

realities.. Every real incarnation indeed implies an 

eternal phase abcve and a temporary phase below. The 

question can not arise how what is nothing but con- 

tingent can be provided against beforehand ? Nothing 

HA Ha Etta ATTA Wary” (B.) 

* “aay ay aaifa ae uaa 1a; | 

afaammita wag IE: aTeATAA,” (2B. ) 
t “uftarara eryat frame a SAT rt 

ATUL SAAT | BR” (c ) 
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is contingent so far as the omniscient mind is 
concerned, for His eternal Laws shape everything. 

So the Eternal Avatdras are always ready in the 
realm of God. Or it may be viewed in another 
light The intervention of God is nothing but the 

assertion of the eternal law of harmony in Nature. 
Whenever worldly harmony, in any sphere of worldly 
activities, is threatened with a break, the force of 
re-adjustment automatically comes to work under 
the supreme law of conservation of life in a form 
suitable to the particular case, The law however is 
eternal and the phase is eternally provided for. 

Render this into the language of Personified 
Realities, you will understand how Vishnu, the Ulti- 
mate Principle of Life, has eternally provided in 

His various manifestations against what seem to be 

ouly occasional forces of disruption, 
We take it— Vishnu occasionally descends to the 

world. The question now arises who introduces an 
incarnation to the world? Who serves as the 

intermediary ‘between Vishnu and the world? Let 

us explain, 
The whole world in its fundamental unity, which 

presumes harmony among its various sections, 1s 

rightly conceived as a unit of life. It is dominated 

therefore by a soul. We thus come to a World-man, 

the great Vairdja Purusha of the Purdnas. The 

whole of this apparently gross nature is the body 

or samashtt sarira of this collossal being Virdt, 

made up of course of smaller bodies of beings or 

vyashti-jivas. As an incarnation is but the assertion 

of the law of harmony of life of this World-man, 
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he ibis that may be regarded as the source of all 

incarnations from the wordly point of view. He is 

indeed the first man descended from Him, the One 

Man who is the life of the world. It is for this 

reason that the Purdnas call him Purushdvatdéra: 

In his charge is the law of material life of the world 

and he asserts himself whenever necessary to maintain 

it intact. He thus brings an incarnation to the 

world and takes it away from the world as soon as 

harmony is established. The eternal Avatdras mate- 

rialise or reveal themselves through this great 

Worldman. * 

All the phases so far described of God are entirely 

associated, as will be superfluous to observe, with 

the conception of Vishnu as the Supreme Personal 
Reality, Viewed in this light Heis eternally in 

His glorious activities, for even appearance and dis- 

appearance of Mdyic forms are different phases of 
life. In other words, this conception makes Him All- 

life and All-glory. This is pre-eminently the Sdtwata 

view of Vishnu and on this view He‘is Known as 

Bhagavén or Sdtwatémpati—the Lord of realities, 
the Reality of realities f But the Sdtwatas, as we 

have observed on more than one occasion, do not 

entirely ignore the possibility of an idealistic cons- 

truction of the cosmos and the Infinite. The realis- 

tic manifestations of the eternal powers and glories 

may easily he set down as L)ivine permanent units of 
‘= 

« Saataaacat frase | 
awinina Sara safeaatrea: (2. ) 

+ wat refers to definite existence or reality 
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His ideas, while the cosmic phases are the outcomes 

of materialistic conceptions on the part of jivvs or 
worldly beings, While God thinks of pure existence 

in His eternal thoughts, a worldly soul per force 

construes worldly life within and without in perishable - 

moods and powers, thanks to the veil of Mdyd or the 

distorted vision of reason which ever enshrouds the 
worldly soul. That the worldly view is a distorted 

one is demonstrated by the fact that it contemplates 
a beginning and an end of life, while life-energy in 

truth for ever persists, All changes, indeed, which 

are reducable to the terms of formal appearance and 

disappearance are but an organised illusion of the 

mind with its perishable moods and powers. It is 
therefore the paramount duty of a rational soul to 
rise superior to this delusion. and think only of the 

greab permanent principle of knowledge and life, en- 
tirely unfettered by the negative principle of self- 

deception. Such a view is quite possible, though 
closely analysed, it is only a matter of different inter- 

pretation of life and knowledge. It is the same thing 

under a different name and viewed in a difterent pers- 
pective. <A flower does not lose its fragrance if a’ 
particular scientist reduces it to the terms of matter 

and force, or another expresses it in the language 

of mental abstractions. Any one therefore is wel- 

come to think only of the unchangeable priuciple 
of knowledge, behind and beyond the cosmic pheno- 

mena, and of himself as the rational looker on, He 

is apparently contented with two realities in such a 
case—he himself and a greater one without, And 

what is true of a particular individual is true of all, 
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Thus the real world of life and knowledge is made 

up of a group of an infinite number of individual souls, 

with a pure World-soul standing above all, This 
World-soul standing as the potential centre of cosmic 
life in all its phases is Hiranyagarbha or the pure 

self-illuminated embryo, and being the greater soul 

in relation to individual souls is Paramdétman * A 
Sdtwata worshipper, if so inclined, will cheerfully 

concentrate his thoughts on such one Paramdtman in 

his prayers and devotions,but when mdyd is dispelled, 
deliverance comes, and real life begins, he will view 
the glorious eternal ideas as those of his Purushot- 

tama, and will seek then partnership with His life. 

This duality of an infinite number of souls and 

a higher soul is discarded by another class of idealists 

who accept only one fundamental eternal principle 

of life and knowledge. If it is possible for an indivi- 

dual soul or centre of knowledge ever to participate 

in the life of the higher centre of knowledge, which 
is indeed conceded by the dualists, then surely in 

essence the individual is an inseparable part of the 

whole or the whole only viewed asa part. Accepting 

this interpretation of the thing, the absolutist holds 

that the One pervades all life and knowledge, 

Apparent differences touch only the external phases 

of the same entity and are due to mischievous self- 

deception, The One is eternal—that covers all phases 

of thought and existence and is appropriataly called 

Brahman or the essence of infinity. A Sdtwata 

worshipper, if his impulses carry him this way, may 

practise absolute self-concentration as his mode of 

$ SRR, Farean uct a ete” (G,) 
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religious devotion, but once in possession of the 

Great One as his integral part, he will shrink from 
the idea of absolute identity, but will choose to parti- 
cipate in His eternal glories asa favourite. It should 

never be forgotten that a Sdtwata would agree to 
monistic or dualistic idealism only as a preparation 

for the true and the glorious life under the personal 

supervision of the Highest. He would brook no 

abstract idealism once he is raised to the blessed 
eminence, 

There is yet another aspect of the Supreme God 
which must be considered specially in connection with 

the Sdtwata Tantras, It is the eternal Sound Form 

that stands for the Highest. Knowledge, as is 

well known, expresses itself not only in concrete 
things but also in language,* an eternal Divine phase, 

a blessed gift for man. When man thinks, he not 

only thinks of things but thinks of them in language 

wich expresses the things, There can be no process 

of thinking in the mind which has no corresponding 
expression in language. Assuming this eternal 

- connection between thoughts and things,true philoso- 
phy is as much concerned with the ultimate realities 

and apparent realities, as with the fundamental 

inteligible sounds out of which the whole world of 
language may be supposed to have evolved, The 

Vedas hit upon the sound O%m as the most funda: 
mental essence of language legitimately character- 

ised as the sound form of God Himself. The whole 

* We have elsewhere explained how finer aka sa, com- 

posed of sound elements, brings out cosmic existence »—how 

sabdas actually ereate. 
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system of Vakyas and Mahdvdkyas strive to realise 

the Om and the Eternal. The whole body of Mantras 

have nothing else in view. The Zantras when they 

arose adopted this doctrine in its essence and adapted 

it to changing circumstances. The modes of highest 

thoughts and eternal ideas had meanwhile undergone 

radical changes, Language must follow suit. And 

consequently when the Tantras tovk up the problem, 

a different set of Divine radical soundforms and 

mantras made their appearance. As with the Vedas 

so with the Yantras, the inspiration of the sacred 
sound roots was from above ; man had nothing to do 

with their invention. The whole A‘gamasdstra strove 

to realise this changed view of the Eternal, 

As the Vedas, more strictly the Upanishads, had 
inculcated the doctrine of concentration upon the 

sacred ultimate root form Om as the highest form 

of religious devotion, and had proclaimed Om as the 
representative of the Highest or the Highest Him- 

self in His linguistic aspect, so the Tantras revealed 

suitable roots for the same purpose. The Vedic 

Gdyattrt’ was the sound expression of His essential 

glory, and so were the various forms of Zéntric 

Gdyattris, The Tantric mantras stood on the same 

level with the Vedic martras. The Sdtwata T antras, 

like the rest, had their own fundamental roots and 
mantras, ee 

Now to return to our. point. God: revealed 
Himself in fundamental eternal sound-forms in 

His full reality as much as in pure eternal thought- 
forms, That is accepted by the Sdtwatas. Accord- 
ingly devotion to Divine Sound Forms is insisted 
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upon asa phase of the process of devotion. Mutter- - 
ing a sacred sound form and contemplating it whole- 
heartedly is nothing but a sublime mode of worship 
on this view,* 

It may be observed here in passing that this. 
transition was wrought chiefly by the levelling ten- 
dencies of the times gradually brought into existence, 
by generations of bold philosophic speculations. The 

Vedic mantras might be sealed books to the masses, 
but some such things must be forthcoming to bring 
the masses to the level of the privileged in the most, 
vital matter of life, The Tantras were the natural 

outcomes of this time-spirit. They did not however 
completely break with orthodoxy, For the privileged 

three. castes, specially the Brahmin, even Tantric. 

mantras had the Vedic Om prefixed to them. . 
The views of God disclosed in the foregoing sec- 

tions shew that the Sdtwatas tried to adapt their 

doctrine to all the older systems. In this respect the 

Sdtwata cult was an attempt at reconciliation among 

divergent views. But all considerations at the same 

time were subordinated to the central idea of the 

Sdtwata cult of absolute essential reality of life and 
knowledge. — | 

As observed before, all phases of orthodox specu- 

lations in Hindustan, religious as well as philosophic, 

have ever been sought to be based upon the Vedas, 

and the untainted inspired utterances of the Vedie 

bards have accommodated one and all. This univer- 

sal adaptability is indeed the characteristic of all 

« sf aantrarta aaate aatoae’ (8) 
18 
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inspired speech, for it stands for a pure, spontaneous, 

and natural outburst from the depths of the soul 

where knowledge lies hidden in all its potential 

glories, It must therefore be taken as a matter of 
course, when we find the Sdtwata conceptions of the 

different aspects of Vishnu as the Supreme God were 

successfully traced to leading Vedic ideas and Vedic 
texts, the Mantras, Brahmanas, Avanyakas and 
Upanishads. 

The only thing to be remembered in this 
connection is that in adopting their ideas from the 

Vedas, the Purdnas and the Tantras, the Sdtwatas 
adapted them to their own views of realities, A 

particular mantra or sacred text interpreted in 
connection with a sacrifice might mean and stand 

for one thing, but viewed as an expression of eternal 

truths and scanned for them would quite naturally 

disclose other things. Eternal truths can not but- 
present different aspects to different angles of 
vision. 

Keeping all this in view, ib is quite easy to 
discover the germs of all conceptions of Vishnu in 

the very hymns themselves, not to speak of the 
supplementary Vedas. The Prdjipatya Hatranya- 

garbha suktas, the famows Purusha su‘kta and the 

Vishnu-su ktas, all supply materials for this purpose ; 

but ina general survey we do not propose to go 
into details. 



CHAPTER XII. 

THE ETERNAL HOME OF VISHNU 

In the preceding chapters we have observed that 
the eternal home of Vishnuis entirely beyond the 
domain of Mdéyd, though His spirit dominates, in a 

sense, cosmic creation in all its stages and phases. 
Where is He to be located ? To explore this blessed 

spiritual region, let us turn again to our inner reason, 

the light of which has served to show us the essential 

spiritual powers and forms of Vishnu, As said before, 

His spirit is visible to the eye of the Individual soul, 

if it only cares to grasp His presence. Before the 
individual soul He appears as the Divine Life that 
inspires the internal self of man and enables it to 

comprepend life that lies outside in the cosmos. He 

therefore may be said to dwell where the world-life 

is centred. 
Let us now pursue the clue thus given. Where 

is the centre of the material world Unquestionably 
in the region of the Sun. * The life that animates 
the world is therefore the Life that lies behind the 
Sun. Bat as this world of ours has a sun of its own, 

so also have the other worlds. The great Principle 
of Life in its fundamental unity must therefore be 

supposed to be behind all the suns. Every sun has its 
life-centre there. When therefore the Purdnas speak. 
oF eee the solar region as the seat of the Eternal, they 

“see; wat aragetaerrer | 
eatwitedtded ater |: wera: (B) 
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musb be understood to refer to the sphere of Eternal 
Life behind the suns, * If His place is in the sun, 

it is to be distinctly understood to be the vital 

region of the sun, The Goloka, literally the region 
of the sun, t where Vishnu, the most High lives, 

is thus to be comprehended in and through the sun 
and the suns. The firmament where He actually lives 

is not the firmament of the cosmos, but the eternal 

firmament, the paravyoma, which aione can hold 

Eternal Life. Cosmic life touches only its fringes. 

It is only by accepting the interpretation thus 

given that we can grasp the true meaning of the 

texts speaking of the solar region as the abode of 

God. The sun has indead more aspects than one. 

In one, he is at the centre of the cosmos and divides 

heaven and earth, the upper and the lower, the right 

and the left, Here pavades the spirit of Veshnu, the 
Vairdja Purusha, the principle of life of a realised 

world.+ Looking deeper, he stands between the 
cosmos and the supernatural sphere. In this aspect 

he is the world in embryo, He is the spirit of 
Hiranyagarbha or Médrtanda, to bring the world 

into existence by giving life-form to the lifeless, 1] 

“aya, al atasnEaaadl WeaM, atfasnatetatae,” 
t “twa wa fraeafeermarta:” ( raetfear ) 

aya fe fan few ads fatet” (B) 

“sqae fauiten’ aq ware aa | 
were a Zara waararatate y ( B) 

{ fecunmd sfa ae feeaenges:” 
“Rae wags waaree;” (B) 

* 

++ 
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In the sphere of life, that stands beween the 
mortal snd the immortal,the Mdyic and the Mdydtita, 
the Sun-God is to be looked for in Ndrdyana, to 

whom all cosmic spheres and their suns turn for life- 
inspiration. Behind all is seated in the eternal life 

of the Suns, Vishnu with a personal glory all His 
own. That dazzling glory none of course can com- 

prehend, no eyes can penetrate, unless and until one 

is gracionsly taken into partnership of His life and 

is endowed with infinite reason in one’s full self- 

realisation and self-consciousness. 

This view of the true Sun-God as identified with 
Vishnu and his true region as the appropriate abode 
of the Most High is, as usual, easily traced to well 

known Vedic hymns. Every Vedie student of course 
knows how the sun is spoken of in the hymns as the 

soul of all beings, how the great Gdéyattri’ refers to 

the Sun-God as Savitr? or the source of all life, and 
as the animating centre of consciousness of the whole 

world of beings. He also knows how Vishnu shines 
in the true region of the sun with rays that shed 

the most brilliant, never fading, immortal light all 
around, * , 

Speaking of this identity of the true Sun-god and 
Vishnu, as disclosed above, we are ab once reminded 

of the very highest aspect cf Vishnu as Krishna, 

Although Govinda, literally One who is possessed 

» “gafaammagqerat ateqaenstea | 

Sarat CATSTATZMTA,” 
‘qeawa Zara wuararatate” = (B) 

Sa ST Sas VAL Ta” “aaa aOR sate,” 
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of the sun is the most appropriate name for Vishnu 

from this point of view, * still the highest concep- 

tion of the spirit, the ultimate source of life and 
knowledge, spoken of as Savitri with reference to 

creation, requires a more vivid and impressive name. 

Let us. see what it can be like, 
To the outward vision, he sheds light in every 

direction. But that light apparently emerges from 
the material orb It has a hue made up of all varie- 
ties of colours counted under seven heads, * and the 

conception of colours belongs to matter only, The 

essence of the ultimate solar spirit must be sought 

for in a form that is unaffected by material colours, 

that is colourless. So the hymns conceive of Him as 

dark in complexion in his uncoloured transcendental 

form. That is his genuine complexion. This is 
grasped by the world when the material orb drops 

out of sight at night and His spirit alone shines in 

its full glory. He views the whole world of beings in 

this colourless form and no other. Thatis the form 

that pervades the immortal region, | In the highest 

sphere of eternal life no other form of Him is admis- 
sible, He is Krishna, the principle of glorious dark- 
less and colourless purity. 

_ The Sdtwata Purdnas of the Vaishnavite stamp 

accepted this conception of the Highest Life and 
made the most of it. To them Shri-Krishna is every 
thing, all-life, all-reason, alljoy, He is of course 

* mt way free ana xfa aie: 
+ wywtfw is a name of the Sun-God, 

tS walt Treat stata, asa: fecal 
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Govinda, but represents the most exalted idea asso- 
ciated with the name, * that is the cause of causes, 
the preeminently fundamental life. 

Now to revert to His Goloka. In the light of 
what has just been said, the eternal lustre that belongs 
to Him and spreads over the region with a glory all 

its own, that is of dark brilliancy, is not the ordinary’ 
light of the sun, nor of any other luminary that 

shines with a borrowed lustre. It is colourless but is 
the source of all coloured lights which reveal things 
to mortal eyes, + 

The Purdnas speak of One supernatural firmament 
or Paravyoma as the place of all the eternal forms 
of Vishnu, But as explained just now, Krishna belongs 

exclusively to Goloka or the eternal region of sun- 

life, ¢ Although the two are often used as inter- 

changeable expressions, still the above distinction 
on the whole holds good, As there can be really no 

‘ part and whole ’” in connection with the supersensi- 

ble and the spiritual, the infinite and the omnipresent 

the two may be regardad after all as different phases 

of the one and the same, 

‘afar taa Vat alfa gaat wart ‘aaa Tre aati 
( RV, ) 

* Pat, owe, au, afacaetare: | 

sartetenitae, SAR LURTTTA | 

+ ‘qaaartaarra aelaeteare”’ (3) 
cat aafae fart ( gutta ) 

‘a aaaarta 7 SATTAL 

{ eta wa frasateermnt—ates wa freene 

aertr, (saeteat ) 
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In the region of Goloka, the great energy of 

Eternal Life is ever at work. To cease absolutely | 

to work is to die, and that idea is inadmissible in the 

case of the One above death. All work however is 
but play with Him, for the source of all energy can 

never feel the strain of work. He fully enjoys Life 

in His eternal [cla or play and the playground is. 
His blessed eternal Goloka home. All elements that 

contribute to life’s strainless and peaceful joys are. 

spread up, evolved out of Himself, in their essential 

purity, in this sweetest of sweet homes. The great- 

esb, the most coveted, pleasures of mortal life would 

sink into insignificance by the side of His immortal 

and eternal and unmixed joys, And all the partners 
of His joyous life are incarnations, immortal essen- 

tial emanations, of the spirit of Joy * or the Hladini™ 

Sakti. 

We have all along here tacitly assumed ies 
full life implies fullness of joy and Goloka as the 
region of the fullest life is necessarily the region of 
the fullest joy, Considering the importance of this 

fundamental assumption, we propose to explain the 
point in some details. 

It is generally admitted, and may be easily 
inferred from our everyday knowledge and experi- 

ence, that every being in the world, from the lowest 

in the scale of creation to the highest is ever striving 

to live a better life, .The whole struggle for existence 

centres upon a quest of joy, The requirements of 

« sirefaquarenfartarts afr $ oa frereuca 
wert, | ( aarettgar ). 
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human life, from the barest necessities to the mosb 

elaborate luxuries, suited to respective ranks and 
ideals, are but materials for the realisation of a happy 
life. A particular course of life may be wrongly 
chosen, against all the canons of sound reason, it 

may ultimately lead not to joy but to grief, nob to 

true life but to death in disguise of life, still the ideal 
is life and happiness, All the instincts, all the 
inducements, that prompt us to action, mask one 
single aim--how to live and grow and be happy. 
Life and joy must stand or fall together. Happiness 
is another aspect of life, and life is another aspect 

of happiness, When the smallest ant picks up the 

smallest particle of grain to satisfy its hunger and 

feels joy in the process, ib then really feels life against 
no-life or death, When it gets plenty to store up, 

it shews signs of greater happiness and greater life. 
What is true here is true everywhere, To live is to 

be happy, to grow is to be happier. But the happi- 
ness of a worldly creature is never untainted and 

permanent, So is worldly life A time comes when 
life and joy, so far asa particular worldly phase is 

concerned, are both cut short, and a new chapter is 

opened. Life in the world can never be fully realised. 

It has its ups and downs, hopes and fears, triumphs 
and disappointments. Complete realisation, unbounded 
and unchecked, of life, can take place only where it is 

eternal and infinite. Fullest happiness follows such 

a life as a matter ofcourse, The place of eternal 

life is the place of eternal joy. The everpresent 
ideal of a worldly unit of life unmistakably points 

to the goal to be realised. The whole world is ever 

19 
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working to attain it but never reaching it, for no- 

life or death has a tight hold upon it. The goal is 
beyond the world, beyond the domain of Mdyd or 

No-life, in Paravyoma and Goloka,where Life reigns 

supreme, and joys abound all round. 
As life implies joy and joy implies life, Hindu 

philosophy has very appropriately hit upon a single 

expression vasa to denote both the phases of the 
same thing, asa is the vital essence of everything 

that lives and grows. It is the principle of joy that 

stands for the life and expansion of the soul When 

the Upanishads speak of the Highest Principle as 
Rasa, they speak of the One embodiment of all-life 

and all-joy. Trace the essence of existence from the 
lowest to the highest, and you come to the fountain — 

head as Rasa. Trace the essence of joy from the 
grossest to the finest, you grasp the eternal source of. 

Rasa. %* 

To draw prominert attention to the joyous side of 

the homelife of the Supreme Lord, we have so far 

kept in the back ground another great phase of Life, 

the phase of knowledge, chit or sambit. We know of | 

course from our own experience that reason or know- 

ledge goes hand in hand with life and joy. To live is 

to be conscious and to know, To be conscious, to 

exercise the functions of reason, is to be happy. To 
be unconscious, to be unreasonable, is to be miserable. 
Growth of life implies growth of knowledge,establish- 
ment of better and better, wider and wider, relations 
between self and the world around. Increase of 

+ . “Tarai TaqH: ” ‘qa wq a “MTA waar apra’ “WTR”. 
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happiness goes with advanced knowledge or self- 
accommodation with regard to the world of life, 

‘ Complete self-accommodation is never to be looked 
for in the world. Evolution of complete knowledge, 
so of complete happiness, is therefore out of question 
here. The ideal points only one way—the HKternal 

Home of Vishnu, the centre of-all life, all joy and all 

reason, Knowledge is here realised to its fullest 

extent, life alone holds its sway, and joy is supreme. 

| Hiddinv, Sandhini’ and Sambid realise themselves 
completely in the abode of the Sachchiddénanda, If 

the partners of His joyous life are there, so also are 
the partners of His intellectual life as well as of His 

creative life. If His homelife is brightened by the 
presence of the Divine consorts and maids of honour 
and so forth, He is no less attended on by the 
Vidyds and Kalds headed by Vagdew, as the perma- 

nent incarnations of Divine rational life, or Sambzt 

Sakit, as well as by the ultimate embodiments of 
creative powers, so many gods and Prajdpatis, and 

the like, headed by His Yoga-mdyd, all manifestations 
of His Sandhini Saktt, 

Strictly speaking all these manifestations may be 
spoken of as His personal aspects in as much as they 

stand for His three great phases or powers, But 

generally, the Life-phase, the phase connected with 

the life-movements of the world and all that fs be- 

yond, is considered in relation to His personality and 
personal aspects, the joy-phase viewed in relation 

to His pure home-life and the reason-phase asso- 

ciated with His life of intellectual inspiration and 

intellectual partnership, 
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Broadly, all.of them reveal His personified life 
and homelife in one way. or the other. The fact is 

God is Himself His own phases, His own powers, 
His own home. He manifests Himself to accommo- 

date Himself and all that is His. What is His 

stands only for a manifestation of Himself. He 

exists on his own essence of existence. He knows 

what is in His own reason. He is His own source 

of joy. Life He is, and life is everywhere in its 

_ different phases, in the creative, rational and joyous 

activities of God. 



CHAPTER XII], 

MA’YA” AND HER JURISDICTION. 

It is one of the fundamental facts of life that it 
always reveals itself through a principle of contra- 

diction or direct negation. Take the case of con- 

sciousness or knowledge, In every definite case where 

ib expresses itself, it rises through ignorance, From 

no notion to a vague nation, from a vague notion to 

what appears to be a clear notion, from a clear notion 

to a full notion, which alas on closer examination 

leads to confusion and confusion again to a confession ~ 
of blank ignorance of the true nature of the thing 
just before claimed as known, Knowledge here thus 

begins in ignorance and ends in ignorance, but still it 

is knowledge or consciousness all through. We do 

not cease to claim knowledge ofa thing which we 

can not define with absolute precision, Nor are we 

really ignorant of a thing so far as what constitutes 

the thing is concerned. Life in reason grasps the 
life of the thing outside evolved in the process of 

‘Universal Reason. What is true of knowledge is 

true also of the existence phase of life. It builds 
itself upon death, That is said to come into exist- 

ence which had apparently no existence before. 
Non-existence is followed by existence, death by 
birth. Birth is then followed by growth, growth by 

decay and decay by death again. It is a matter of 
ordinary experience. All through, the great princi- 

ple of conservation of life holds, What seems to 

cease to live still lives in some form, What seems 
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to rise out of nothing really emerges from something 
or as the same thing with a different face. The same 

is the case with life’s joy. It comes through the 

pain of anxiety, I6 finds itself in the attainment of 

its object, It thrives on continued possession of the 

object. It declines through the cares of the reten- 
tion of the object. It expires on the loss of the 
object. But it is happiness all through. Pleasure 

in prospect is happiness, Pleasure in enjoyment 

is happiness, Pleasure in expansion is happiness. 

Pleasure in anxious efforts for retention is happiness. 

The keen sense of loss masks the pleasure of a happy 
life in retrospect. 

Once we grasp this important fact, it will not 
at all be difficult for us to understand why world- 

reason must emerge out of direct negation of know- 
ledge or avidyd, why worldlife must spring out of 

shapeless death, why world-joy must orginate in 

the anxious perturbations of the world soul. The 

negation of the principle of knowledge, the negation 

of the principle of existence, the negation of the 

principle of joy, all stand for the negation of the one 
principle of life, and it is the negative principle of 

life or no-life. Negative though ib is, it is a 
tremendous reality in its operation, a phase of the 

positive Universal Life. Ib bewilders by its con- 
tradictory character and is a huge machine for orga- 

nised illusion, and is thus appropriately called Mdyd. 

It reveals death where there is actually life. It feigns 
- ignorance where knowledge stands in the back ground, 

It simulates misery where happiness never ceases to 
make itself felt, 
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Seized apparently by this all-powerful principle, 
the World-man has to work out the world problems 
in all their phases A great force, he ever seeks 
to restore the world to true life, to true knowledge, 
to true happiness, in one word, to its state of true 
and pure self. He seems to succeed to some extent 
and for some time but fails in the end. Operations 
carried on under the potent influence of Mdyd must 

end this way. In the domain of Méyd life must 
originate in apparent death and end in apparent 
death, Reason must start with a confession of 
ignorance and end in ignorance, Joy must begin 
with misery and end in misery, Human mind can 
not think otherwise. The World-man can not have 
the world otherwise. But if the world can never 
be brotght to a permanent state of life, of knowledge 
and joy, the dominating principle of Life behind 

ensures an endless succession of renewed attempts. 

If life ends in death, death inevitably leads to life, 

a new and a better life. If knowledge ends in igno- 
rance, ignorance as surely spurs the intellect on to 

another mode of comprehension, If joy ends in 
misery, misery stimulates life without fail to explore 
new channels of pleasure. Creation and disruption 

are thus two inevitable phases of life, from every 

"point of view, individually as well as universally, 

Maya indeed ever plays with life, in every sphere, in 

these two distinct moods or modes, Now life is 

in process of evolution, next moment id ig in 

disruption, | 
Out of an apparently pure negative conception, | 

the cosmic aspect of Mdyd discloses three distinct 
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elements expressed in and through her,moods or 

modes of life. She creates and dissolves and lives 

through the process. In other words, she is the force 

of life, now expressed in creation, now in dissolution, 
Call the two aspects of change by two different names, 

and with the. phase of persistence, you get three 

distinct attributes of Mayd or Avidyd, It becomes 
then an unmistakably positive princiqle. Endowed 

thus with a tremendous cosmic reality, Mdyd repre- 

sents the conception of the ultimate material cause 
or Pradhdéna or the original mode of expression of 

Universal material life, that is Prakritt.. The posi- 

tive and the negative are inseparably blended thus 

in her nature, a direct negation of life or no-life, at 

the same time, the source of all life expressed in the 

Universe, Truly she is Illusion incarnate; she 

deceives all and herself in the end. ti 
What gives however Mdyd a positive character 

is some thing which in one sense does not belong 
to her conceived as No-life, It is underlying life 
that pertains to her element of persistence called 

sattwa. Life centres round her. Life realises itself 

through her, 

But absolutely true life does not belong to her, 
for ibis above the phases of change, The world is 

concerned only with what are called manifestations 

or phenomena of life. The whole material universe 

is an organissd scene of perpetual changes. No phase 

of anything is permanent, Every phase of nature 
is purely temporary, 1t is only fora moment, The 

next moment brings in a new phase. The whole 
course of nature represents cosmic life’s attempts 
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at self-realigation followed fe failures and new 
attempts. 

A neverending chain of creation and destruction 
is tied tightly round the neck of. cosmic life. It is 
this sorb of life that we have to reckon with and not 
absolute life, The principle that embodies this type 
of life, this phenomenal life, not pure, not absolute, 

this asuddha sattwa, is Prakriti, the apparently 

final cosmic cause, through which cosmic life again 
and again strives to realise itself. 

To whom does this Principle belong, this impulse 

of life bub not life-in-itself? | Unquestionably \ to 

the World-man or He who is endowed with the 

impulse to organise the world of life. He is the 

Hiranyagarbha or the great embryo sparkling with 

the first rays of life. He is on one side Brahmd, 

the principle that stands for life-expansion, creation 

or evolution, and on the other side, Hara or Rudra, 

the force that represents death, destruction or in- 

volution. He is behind and beyond them Médrtanda 

or Vishnu, the supreme Sun-god that imparts life 

to the lifeless cosmic sphere and makes it live through 

all changes. * 
If however this Mdyd belongs to Hiranyagarbha 

or I’swara, she equally belongs to jivas or the indivi- 

dual units of life that centre round the world-life. 

. The stages through which the world-life is revealed 

are on parallel lines with the stages through which 

individual lives realise themselves in the world and 

interpret the world. What belongs to the greater 
———$— 

* ease ware sta are,” ( B) 
29 
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one belongs necessarily to what are in one sense 

parts of that one. * 
Like Iswara, as a phase of l’swara, Mayd simul- 

taneously dominates individual life and world-life, 
She is inside and outside, with J‘swara, so far as the 
individual is concerned. + Her veil is round I’swara 
wherever He’rules, We proceed to explain it 

more fully. 

On a superficial view, it may truly appear 
incongruous that the same Mdyd which is avowedly 

material is simultaneously in more than one units 

and dominates more than one spheres. A closer 

examination of the problem however will remove the 

difficulty. The same principle of life that seeks to 

realise itself through the world proceeds in the same 

process to assert itself through the individual centres 
of life that cluster round world-life and in a sense 

constitute it, much in the same way as a multitude 

of subordinate life-cells combine harmoniously round 

the individual unit of life which inspire the minor 
ones and hold them together in a common bond, 

The simultaneous manifestations of Mdéyé in the 

individual life and the world-life are really parts or 
phases of one single operation of the principle, The 

same J‘swara who presides over her as the World-man 

or the embodiment of world-life also inspires the in- 

« Tata vatt fami eae’ (sufte ) 
‘ava wmaitrattaaat asitaaraivata feeadta” (8) 

t fat, wargarat ges a fasfa (Gc) and seq wal 

warns fetafaay aaa ARAN ATA’ (2 ) 
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dividual embodiments of life. Thus whether she is 

called Aisi’ Maya or Jaivi’ Mayd, she is at the service 
of I’swara alone. The same material processes that 

are responsible for the evolution of the World-man or 

Virdt also account for the constitution of the 
individual ji vg, both on the so-called physical and 
mental, outer and inner sides. The impulse of self- 

determination or the definite resolve for self-realisa- 

tion equally marks the first stage in the evolution of 
individual life and world-life under the magic spell 

of Mdyd, for it is she and she alone who deceives 

life, makes life feel no-life, and induces it to strive 

to realise itself under the delusion, The second stage 

in both spheres is characterised by a realisation of 

self-interest through life-activities and life-evolution, 

thanks to the same delusion that makes life lose 

sight of its eternal benefit in the pursuit of false 
and ephemeral benefits, for failure is writ large 
over all attempts at material self-realisation, The 

third stage of definite self-expression, the stage of 

attention or self-application,to definite objects, when 

_Mdydé has completely lured poor life into the land 

of regrets, where hopes are never fulfilled and wishes 

never materialise in their completeness, where ‘try 

again’ is the universal motto of life, is as true of the 
World-man as of the individual, Life under the 
spell of no-life leads inevitably to false life and in 

vain seeks to recover itself in its repeated attempts 

_in the material plane. The World-man passes 

through the same experience as the individual, Full 

» “aaeare ele atafie;” (c) 
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life is denied to both in the same process, The 

impulses of buddhi, ahamkdra and mdnas ever lead 

astray everywhere, And last of all, the grosser 

elements, the thickest veil that Mdayd throws round 

life, the mask that completely obscures the true 

view of life, that wraps it up in dead matter or 

material death, give world-life and individual life 
the last fatal stroke, the material body, the source 
of misery. The individual body or the universal body 

is never felt a boon by the person concerned. 
The world ever strives to change, so the individual. 

Thus the eight parts of Prakriti work havoc equally 

and simultaneously in the individual and the univer- 

sal embodiment of life by the deadly effects of 

organised illusion, * 

Prakriti, it will thus appear, belongs to the world. 
But whence does she come there? What is her | 

pre-cosmic condition ? No thing can come out of 

nothing, The question at once leads us to examine 

the whole problem of. cause and effect. When a 
potter wants to make a pot, the pot first of all 

remains in his idea, in the mental image of the pot, 

to be realised in amaterial shape, At the second 

stage, the potter takes up the material earth to give 

material shape to the mental image. The mental 

image of the pop has now been transferred to the 

material. At the third stage, the potter reconciles 

the’ mental image and the material shape. The‘ pot 
6 
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is made, The same rule of construction holds every- 
where. The world that is to be realised in a com- 
posite but definite material shape must first of all 

exist in an image form in the mind of the World-man 
as an idea. This image form of the world to come 

into existence is then the non-material super cosmic 

form which accounts for the design of the world, 

And there are innumerable designs in the world of 

ideas for innumerable cosmic spheres. It is impossi- 

ble for the human mind exactly to conceive of the 

form of the world of ideas, for ib must always 

think in terms of realised matter. A figure of speech 
is necessarily resorted to to convey an idea of this 

region of ideas, The designs, it is said, float in the 
Kérana véri or the nonmaterial fluid. The reason 
why this mode of expression is chosen is obvious, 
As we have explained before, the secret of life is in 

the keeping of the Sun-god in all its phases ; be if 

life that is apparently realised, be ib one that is about 

to be realised, or be it one that is in idea or contem- 
plated to be realised as a possibility, Hence life 

around the Sun-god must be undérstood always to be 

in a fluid state, in some form of liquid water, para- 

doxical though it may sound, Now to give three 

distincb names to the three phases of life-water. 

The life that is realised is appropriately located in 

the ocean of milk or the best essence of life, kshira 
véri or amrita véri. It is this that was churned by 
the gods and the demigods in quest of the elixir of 
life, as the legends relate, * The World-sun, the 

% Vide the Rama yana, 
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embodiment of realised world life rises here, There 
dwells, in the milk island, or the Swetadwi pa, by the 

shore of the milk ocean, the world Vishnu who sus- 

tains the materialised life of the world and inspires 

the World-man or Virdddtman.* It is in the upper: 
most or the subtlest region of the air called Parivaha. 
In this region, from the feet of the world- Vishnu, 

issues forth the celestial Gangd. {| In this solar 

region, the world replica of the eternal Goloka, flows 

the celestial Krishndé or Yamund, the favourite river 

of Krishna and His companions, As regards the 
life that is to be realised, ib is suitably conceived to 

be in the ocean of embryonic water or garbhavari, 

the resting place of Hiranyagarbha or Mdartanda, the 
spirit of embryonic water. In this element, on this all- 

pervading immaterial sheet of water, lies ab rest the 

Purusha in embryo in possession of the dormant 

powers of nature. Out of Him comes Brahmdé who 

turns toHim in his creative impulse for the scheme of 

actual creation. In His sleep, He isthe Bdla Mu- 
kunda or Boy-Vishnu, bub once the impulse of life 
reveals itself in Him, He is the biggest of the big 

in His all-conprehensive Universal form. { Now 
as regards the life in idea or image, it is .not 

strictly within the jurisdiction of the cosmic Mdyd. 

* Vide Brahma‘nda and Vishnu Pura‘nas, 

+ Vide Brahma ‘nda Purana 

‘ae Ue er wa avetefin—aara Tenant 
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It is concerned with the pre-world condition of life 
and necessarily of Mdyd or Prakriti. It is whera 
the numberless cosmic spheres get their life-inspira- 

tion, The name fittingly given to this region of life 

is Kérana viri proper, the transcendental fluid water. 
It is properly the jurisdiction of the Great Sam- 

karshana, who stands between material existence 

and supermaterial existence, no-life and all-life, the 

perishable and the imperishable. In His spiritual 

aspect, He is no other than Ndrdyana who shelters 

the lives of all the World-men or Hiranyagarbhas. 

The mass of water whereon He rests may be conceived 
as an ocean, Kdrana samudra, ora mighty river 

that flows between true life and false life, the Viraja 

nad% On the farther side of this water appears 

the region of eternal life or Paravyoma, * 

In both her potential and material forms of exis- 

tence, Prakriti is, as already explained, dominated 

by the spirit of Vishnu or Kternal Life, Eternal 

life, however, while realising itself through Prakriti 

is nob and can not be at all affected by changes of 

material life or no-life, The so called forces of dis- 

ruption and creation themselves are only phases, 

temporary phases, of life,and do not touch the 

embodiment of True Life, In short, Prakriti is alone 

concerned with the material aspect of life, the mortal 

aspect, while He, though seemingly inspiring her, 

keeps aloof from her, 

If God is thus beyond material nature,and has 

really nothing to do with any material form whatever, 

* “GUTa-utaayay Tare fate ASL” 
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how then does He manage to reveal Himself in His 

great personal aspects? How can His eternal glories, 

His eternal life, joy, and reason, are grasped by the. 

blessed seers? If He is endowed with a reality, 

how does this reality establish itself» In short. 

what is the element of which He and what is essen- 

tially His may be concieved to be made? The 
answer to this will reveal the secret of His Eternal 

Prakriti. or 
We have explained in a previous chapter, how 

He is not only His own element, but the element of 

every thing that really belongs to Him. His own 

world is His own life, There can be nothing but 

life there, And with life are its other phases, joy 

and reason. This absolute life, if you choose, you 

may call His Prakriti, but it is He Himself and 

nothing else. It is pure, it is untainted with 

materiality. * The buddhi ahamkdéra and manas 

when attributed to Him, the embodiment of absolute 

reason, lose their material imports, He is all in all. 

And where it is said that He has determined to do 

some thing, has interested Himself in it, and given 

it His wholehearted attention, we must understand 

that the One principle of reason is at work and 

nothing else, Not only this He is eternally at 

work. True life can not be associated with the idea 

{| “Safa erates aarta @araa” = (G) 

‘auiaze feean aaa faa arate” 
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of inactivity. Ibis subject to no change as well, 
no rise and fall of schemes of action, 

The question may arise at this stage that if His 
own work is eternal, how then is it not revealed to all 

and why? The explanation lies in the nature of 

His own Prakriti. It is absolutely self-centred. As 

pure life, ib only reveals itself to itself, to nothing 

but pure life. As pure reason, it is grasped by itself, 

and nothing but pure reason. As the purest emotion 
of joy,it is merged in itself, and nothing but pure joy. 

It shuts out completely what does not belong to it, 
In this way ib throws an impenetrable veil round 

itself, Masked by this veil of His Prakriti, God 

reveals Himself and his Life form to him only who 

is in Him and none else, You are probably aware 

of the powers displayed by a Yogin, who by absolute 

self-concentration,or concentration on true life, secures 

command over life in itself, and is thus enabled 

to simultaneously manifest himself in numerous 
forms, attend to numerous things at the same time, 

and enjoy all together several modes of joy. So 

the essential Majesty of Divine nature revealed in 

absolute life-concentration and command over Infinite 

Life, His Yogasakti or Yogaiswarya, prompts Him 

to appear in His concentrated infinite life-activities, 

numberless and eternal forms of true life, true reason, 

true joy. The veil that surrounds Him, appropri- 

ately called His Yoga-mdyd, screens all His Divine 

ate TAT, wate Aaararaatea:, (war) 
“ay Ata gag UNAg Wea TIA Haare | 

@ al we aT ata at neta faareaa Hise TTA 0” (8) 
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forms from mortal view, the peep of no-life. As the 

higher powers of Yoga or concentrated life are 

disclosed only within the initiated circle, so the 

revelations of the great powers of the Yogeswara, 

the revelations of Divine majesty, must be confined 

among those initiated into the secret of His self- 
centred life. 

Who constitute this inner circle of Divine Life ? 

Primarily of course His eternal manifestations them- 
selves. They are the incarnations of His life, reason, 

and joy. Secondarily, those blessed and favoured 
ones, who have earned the right to perticipate in His 

life, reason and joy. To any one else, His majesty 

is a sealed book, His Yogamdyd stands in the 

way. 

This Yoga mdyd of God is thus obviously a 

different principle from the cosmic principle of 
illusion which has nothing to do with the Eternal and 

the Absolute. In one sense and in one respect, 

however, it comes in contact with Mdayé Thisis 
where the Absolute Himself comes in contact with 

no-life or seems todo so. Itis when an incarnation 

of God takes place in the cosmic sphere. On such 

an occasion, attended with His Yogamdyd, as He 

ever is, He displays His eternal glories connected 

with the particular phase of His eternal life, but 
discloses His true majesty only to the privileged. 

The unprivileged see in Him only an _ ordinary 

mortal, and this view is presented before them by 

the principle of cosmic illusion or Mdyd. While 

Yogamdyda precludes the correct view of His majesty, 

Maya further deludes the world and induces it to 
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interpret Him in the terms of cosmic life, She then 
erects a real barrier between God and the world even 
when He is in the world. She throws, as ib were, 
a second veil of material texture round the person of 
God, although as a matter of fact the veil does not 

touch His person, Ib concerns only ji vas, 
Carefully analysed, the above conception of Yoga- 

mdyd, an eternal aspect of the Absolute and the 

Infinite All-life Himself, contains the germs of the 

finite and the mortal. She faces the Immortal 

on one side, and the mortal on the other, and 

stands as the great barrier, the principle of mutual 

exclusion, between the two, Herein then lies the 

germ of the idea of negation of life or no-life, The 

idea of eccsmic life, strictly speaking thorefore, 
orginates here. The domain of Samkarshana or 

Ndrdyana starts at this point, It is in reference 

to this view that there isthe legend in the Bhdgavatd 

about the connection of Yogamdyd and Samkarshana., 

Yogamdyé pulls Samkarshana, the child of True 

Life, Vasudeva, out of the region of His first birth, 
the womb of the Immortal Devaki’, aud takes Him 

to the womb of Rohini, * the spirit of material 
evolution, On this latter view, Yogamdyé may 

be said to be the higher phase of Mdyd, She 

merges in herself the principle of no-life, though she 

does not fully reveal her quite consistently with her 

Divine function as the confidential custodian of 

‘ Q ® 
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true life, No wonder, the two are often identified 

with each other. And why should it not be so ? 

After all no-life is a phase, an unmistakable phase, 

of life, and when Yogamdyd does not disclose that, 

she really conceals Mdydé in her own personality. 

When therefore in the realm of all-life Mdyd reveals 

herself as a Reality, she is then a partner of Divine 

Life through the life of Yogamdyd 

We now turn to the poetic, though none the less 

genuine, aspect of this Yogamdyd. She withholds, 

she protects, the Source of all life from mortal view, 

She is thus Gopi. * She is inherent in His nature 
or swaprakritt. She is thus an aspect of His saktis, 
In her joyous phase she is then the Hladini’ saktz. 

As such she is in joyous devotion, drddhand, t to 

the One Embodiment of Joy. In immortal modes 

of joy, rasa, she enjoys the partnership, And these 

modes, by the magic touch of True Life, are turned 

into so many comrades of joy of the Hlddini” Sakti, 
the immediate companion of devotion and love to 

One Who is all Love and Joy. The whole circle of 

life, the scene of immortal rdsa, is the eternal 
rdsamandala, 

What is the most attractive aspect of the Central 
Figure in this Eternal rdsa 2 Let the language of 

poetic philosophy answer. ‘‘ The Figure of all love, 

all attraction, all poetry is there eternally at play 

upon His Divine Flute. The poetic music of this 

« urate mergaiafata wt “sraar aA yerfay” 
( wane ) 
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Flute fills the air of all life. Ib reaches, fainter and 

fainter, as it travels farther and farther, even the 

farthest corners of life, only mortal ears do nob fully 

realise it.”% This musicis, of course, in the sandhini 

aspect of life, and nothing but the nityasabda or the 

eternal sound elements of finer dkdsa or paravyoma, 

the ultimate source of all existence. In the samvid 

aspect of life, it is ultimate knowledge or Veda. t 
What is Sabdamurti or Mantramurti on one. view, 
is Vedamurti on another view, and Kavyamu'ti, 
Rasamurti, Vansimurti or Gitamurti on the third 
view. { Sabda is existence, sabda is knowledge, 

sabda is joyous music. The music of the spheres is 

an unquestionable poetic reality, The entire aspect 

of the paravyoma is the Divine Musician’s mighty 
Flute, and the apertures, randhras, of the Flute, 

disclose only the apertures through which finest 
dkdsa reveals its existence, § 

Mortal life, ab very stage of life,catches a glimpse 

of immortality of itself and simultaneously just peers 

through the screen of Yogamdyd. In the highest 

stage of sudhabhakti, in full life to life devotion to 

All-love and All-joy, that life is lifted to the plane 

of paravyoma and rdsamandala and then views sll 

life in rdsa. 

x “getat carzay (8 ) 
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As we have pointed out more than once, every 

phase of the Sdtwata doctrine can be traced in its 
origin to the Vedic hymns, Every Vedic student 

is aware of the story—how Indra, the Supreme God, 

tore off the Mdyd of the demon Sambara * and thus 

first brought water into existence, or revealed it to 

the world. This was undoubtedly the basis of the 

philosophical doctrine of a life-fluid dominated by 

Maya. That the Highest God had His home in the 
region of the celestial waters is indeed one of the 

oldest of themes in the hymns, When Varuna was 

viewed as the sovereign God, He had his domain in 

such waters. This was responsible for the:later idea 

of Varuna as the sea-god, when he had fallen from 

his former eminence of celestial glory. Ruarefied 

water as the first phase of eternal life was a favourite 

theme with ancient philosophers. 

+ Sambara means water as well. 



CHAPTER XIV. 

The individual soul and its functions 

INDIVIDUAL SOULS AND UNIVERSAL SOUL. 

We have seen how world-life ever strives to express 
itself ina great scheme of organised life,every integral 
part of which is an important centre of this activity. 
It is in fact through the ever-working principle of 

co-ordination among the multitudinous parts that 

world-life works for its own worldly realisation. Bach 

of these parts is accordingly a world in miniature 

indissolubly bound up with:the greater world outside, 

Kach life unit lives in and through the world. It 

knows its relations with the world. It feels happy 
in co-ordination with the world. A great bond of 

unification binds one and all, but at the same time 

each has a sort of separate and substantial entity. 
The one united whole lives through each of the 
separate entities and each of the separate entities 
lives through the united whole. This interalliance 

or interdependence is the one indispensable condi- 

tion of world life in every phase, 

The great principle of illusory negation or Avw- 

dya, which is at the very bottom of this world-life, 

as we have explained in the preceding chapter, reveals 

its deadly activities ab every stage of cosmic life. 

Thanks to its intervention, life, though ib can have 

nothing to do with no-life, apparently builds itself 

upon the dead ; knowledge, which can hold connexi- 

ons only with what is knowledge and nothing but 
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knowledge, seems to come into existence and thrive 

upon no-knowledge, joy which must keep aloof from 

misery, appears to get hopelessly mixed up with 

misery in its rise and fall. Everyone thinks and feels 

every moment of his life, of course erroneously, that 

one’s life is sustained by lifeless matter, ones know- 

ledge reflects only senseless matter, and one’s joy is 

fostered by dry matter. Held in the clutches of Av- 

dyd, a centre of life, reason, and joy finds self-realisa- 

tion in something which excludes, life, reason and 

joy. 

The way in which no-life works its havoc is of 

course easily intelligible. The struggle of the prin- 

ciple of existence or sattwa, is inevitably bound up 

with the two great illusory principles of rajas and 

tamas, that account for apparent rises and falls, 

births and deaths, which surround and obscure life at 

every stage and phase of its attempted self-realisa- 

tion, Indeed life is maintained through a sort of 

birth and death at every step, A thing is not 

whab it was a moment ago, and will nob be as it 

is now the very next moment, Life ever carries 

on its face the marks of constant births and deaths. 

Life’s struggle for self-expression always stands for 

this evergoing process of change, fer change implies 

a break and a restart and nothing more. It is the 

final phase of a particular life-struggle that leads 

to a radical change of a life form,known as dehdntara, 

when the joys of a particular life are cut short and 

the stream of consciousness suddenly ceases to flow 
in a particular life channel. 

Throughout its varied careers, too numerous even 
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to be briefly indicated, life or sattwa strives to main- 
tain itself against the forces of disruption. Ib is 

liable to be easily overwhelmed in a particular career 

of life, while in another it shows greater powers of 

self-assertion, It is indeed the varying degrees of 
the power of self-assertion on the part of sattwa or 

life that determine the relative positions of the 

various beings in the order of creation. 

In the region of the so-called inanimate matter, 

this power is felt least, it rises a little in the motion- 

less units of life, say the trees and plants, in the 

reptiles a still higher stage is reached, in the winged 

section of the creation a still better life, the lower 

order of beasts shows a further stage in life-evolution, 

the higher animal kingdom a still further stage, 

man a distinct step in advance, and higher up there 

are the demigods and gods at the top. Of the gods, 

Indra, apparently identical with the World-Sun, 

- Prajdpati or Brahma, the lord of creative life, and 
Hiranyagarbha, the lord of embryonic life, stand in 

_ the order of high life, 
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But death or disruption, against which life strives 
to assert itself in so many stages and phases, is 
nothing but pure illusion, an outcome of ignorance, 

It is the inevitable condition of Mdyic knowledge 
that the knower must consider the known to be 

other than knowledge, But the known is as such a 
part and parcel of organised knowledge of the 

knower. The same is true of what seems lifeless 

or dead and what seems emotionless or dry. Life 

is lifeless in relation to a different centre of life. 
Joy is joyless in relation to another centre of 

joy. Everywhere there is organised life, organised 

knowledge, organised joy. That follows from the 

essence of the Great World-Being. But simulta- 

neously, in its interallied phases of internal self reali 
sation, everywhere outwardly there seems to be 

attached to a unit of life, reason, and joy, an aspect 

of inert, unconscious, joyless materiality all round. 
That is the peculiarity of world-life. There is 

nowhere any escape from this duplicity, 

Every minute definite part of the world is thus 

fundamentally a j2va or an integral centre of life, 

knowledge,and joy—three different phases of one and 

the same thing as we have explained before. A jiva 

is therefore a small individual unit that embcdies 

the essential world-power for realisation through 

itself, But throughout the world there are organisms 
within organisms, From the great Virdj to the 

apparently smallest type of life, this process goes 

down in an apparently unending series. Human 

fecaritty aa, ya, waaay” (Vv P 6th Part ) 
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knowledge can not grasp the limit of the operation 

of this principle of life-organisation. The phases of 

life, knowledge and joy permeate through all the 
stages of this interminable series of self-orgainsation 
on the part of world-life. Gods, men, lower animals, 
and the rest, all contribute their quota to the world- 

soul’s organised process of self expression. They are 

the World-Man’s sections and subsections of life— 

themselves strictly live realities. * Life surrounds 

itself with centres of life and each centre again repeats 

the process and the process is carried on ad infinitum. 

it dwindles and dwindles in glory as it goes down 

and shines better and better as ib goes up. But 

from the faintest to the brightest phase, it is 

the light of life, knowledge and joy,—that which 

constitutes the true principle of sattwa. Sattwa 

expresses itself in a fuller and fuller form as it reveals 
itself in higher and higher stages of worldly life and 

ultimately looks to Hiranyagarbha, the source of 

inspiration of world-life, the One that animates the 

great Prajdpati. Whatever may be the outward 
form of the jiva, from the embryonic bright Hiranya 

garbha to the smallest centre of clouded life in the 
lowest grade of creation, he is in his true character 

_ nothing but an embodiment of the true principle of 

life, knowledge and joy. Now arises the grave 

problem whether he is the whole principle of life. 

_ If not what constitutes the line of demarcation be- 

tween him and the Highest on the one hand and him 

and the resp ef creation on the other, The answer 

x ‘geting capa satan Ate,” (2B) 
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of the Sdtwata school to this great question has 

already been sufficiently foreshadowad, but the gravi- 

ty of the question will bear further examination and 

elucidation. 

Knowledge, as each stage of our experince shews, 

has two aspects as regards itself, On one side it is 

abstract consciousness. On the other, with reference 

to what is known, it has concrete ideas or mental 

images. The two, when we are awake at any rate, 

are clearly recognised as inseparably associated with 

each other. We see a thing and then form an idea of 

the thing, but at the same time it is referred to our 

self as the subject which receives the impression. The 

game is the case, when we touch, taste, smell or hear. 

The objects of the senses moulded by the organs of 

sense-perception, ultimately impressed with the seal 

of mind, yield impressions from the objective world 

which are carried to the subjective centre of know- 

ledge as the seat of pure consciousness. On the other 
hand, it is asserted, that in the most profound depth 

of a dreamless sleep, when the objective world is 

completely withdrawn from mental vision and when 
even memory is dormant, and does not work up a 
picture of. the outer world within, nothing but 

consciousness is left to itself or the subjective soul. 

The same condition is assured in a state of profound 

self-meditation or self-concentration, when conscious- 

ness is made to turn exclusively upon itself. This 

centre of pure consciousness is called tho individual 

soul. In the state of absolute abstraction, it is life 

with-drawn to itself, or pure life or suddhasattwa, for 

consciousness is only another aspect of life, It is 
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again in this condition pure joy or abstract content- 
ment which is ever associated with pure life and pure 
consciousness, Limited to this conception, and it is 
complete in itself as far as it goes, such an indivi- 
dual soul is identical with and merged in the abstract 

conception of Brahma, the one centre of pure 

knowledge, pure existence, and pure contentment, 

in its bright but more or less blank universality. 
Thus far the Sdétwata school is atone with and 

concedes the position of pantheistic Veddnta, that 

recognises but One Principle of Life, Reason and Joy. 
But the agreement begins and ends here. The 

Sdtwata creed does not stop where the Absolutist 

wants philosophy of life to stop once for all. Toa 

Sdtwata, life implies eternal activity, else it is nega- 

tion of life. In profound meditation or sleep it may 

choose to be materially stagnant or momentarily 

self-centred, but that state can not continue, It 

will always seek realisation and expression, that 
is fuller life in co-ordination with other lives. If and 

when taken out of the worldly sphere, it seeks com- 

munion with Eternal Life in a world of eternal life, 

It must participate in and be held firm in that life 
or it will fall off out of its inner vital force. Such 

fate is clearly recognised by the Sdtwatas as reserved 

for those who may secure deliverance from world- 

connections with their attendant troubles and misery, 
by absolute self-concentration and meditation, if 

they do not, in the attainment of the looked for 
release from worldly bonds, choose, in that fib and 

exalted condition, to approach the most High and 

seek partnership with Him and His Glories and 
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Joys, all pure, eternal and infinite, just when pure 

life draws to pure life. x 
Thus in the Sdtwata seheme of Steal realities, 

the individual soul,though under certain conditions ib 

may appear lost in the Highest soul, has always a 
distinct individuality ofits own. In true salvation, 

it can not rest. content with extinguished life—, 
which is an impossibility, bub wants to expand in 

its devotion to unbounded life. Its ultimate aim 
can not be undefined self satisfaction at the mere 

cessation of worldly troubles, but it must be true joy, 

eternal joy, in the joyous elements of eternal life, 

The omniscience it has in view does not consist in 

uncorrelated empty omniscience, but full knowledge 

co-ordinated with pure life all around. That is the 

highest stage of true absolute life-perfection in which 

the individual soul feels a separate entity in itself, 

aclose and intimate partner of the great embo 

diment of Highest Life. It is a part but with rights 

of full participation in the glories of the whole. Its 

complete self-realisation is not spiritual suicide or 

self-extinction. Thatis anthinkable and unrealisa- 

ble, Below in the cosmic sphere this individual soul 

ever clearly retains its own identity though invari- 

ably brought into co-ordination with life-activities 
of life-centres on every side, As the great compre- 

hensive world-life is the distorted manifestation of 

true life under the influence of Mdyd, so is the 

individual life for the same reason. Here, as above, 

+ ar thera anata qaamietaegEa | 
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the individual participates in the whole, but is ever 
an entity in itself, The life it lives is not the life of 
another, the knowledge it acquires is his and of 
nobody else, and the joy it realises belongs to him 
and him alone, It is of course all in and through 
the world of beings, but each unit still stands by 
itself. A co-ordinated or subordinated life never 
implies absolute no-life, but points to a real life, 
An individaal soul is ever a distinct centre of life 
for self-realisation, above or below, as part of an 

organisation of life, pure or tainted as the case 
may be. 

As disclosed above the Sdtwata conception of 

the individual soul, though allied at a particular — 

stage with the idealistic Veddnta view, is modelled 
on the whole in its distinct individuality on the 
Sdmkhya system of Kapila, It however improves 
upon the model with its picture of One Glorious 

Eternal Life, the centre of all other lives, in the 
highest heaven. The Sdmkhyxw ideal of pure life 
reveals again nothing but pure abstract consciousness 

without any trace of joy, while the Sdtwata ‘ideal 

insists upon the joy phase as much as upon the life- 

phase or the reason-phase. And life, reason aud joy, 

with a Sdtwata, really lives, knows and feels. 

It is now easy to see that the ji vdtman or the 

individual soul, so far as the Sdtwatas are concerned, 

is in every sphere a part of an all-comprehensive 

whole, a small unit of life, knowledge, and joy, in an 

organised colossal unit of life, knowledge, and joy, 

In its cosmic phase, with an apparently unending 
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succession of births and deaths, it is capable of the 

fullest expansion of cosmic life. A particular unit 

to-day may be nothing but a mere fly in its 

outward form, bub the principle of life it has in it 

may rise by degrees to the life of the World-man 

Brahmd or even Hiranyagarbha at the top of the 

‘world-organisation, What is therefore now an in- 

significant part contained in a scheme of comprehen- 

sive life may become in time the whole that contains 

the lower orders of life. Hach life indeed has the 

potentiality of the whole life. Potentially therefore 

each eternal unit of life, the individual soul, 

pervades the eternal whole.* At the same time, 

ib is an eternal part of the eternal whole, each 

from the highest to the lowest. The j2vdnu is 72va- 

brahma and the j2vabrahma is jvvdnuw viewed from 
different standpoints. What is true in the cosmos 

is true, from another point of view, in the region of 

true life and full life. There the individual shares 

the one or the other of the eternal forms of the em- 

bodiment of all-life aud full-life, according as he is 

taken into the one or the other, and can then be 

regarded ever as a whole in a scheme of all wholes, all 

eternal and all infinite. + The only difference is that 
the individual ever lives as the worshipper, and the 
Highest as the worshipped with all the implied 
majesty of the worshipped. Apart from Him, the 
units of life are everywhere all potentially wholes and 

* “atanta g afefe aa wa fae aay” (Gc) 
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parts, each with a distinct phase of universality, But 

to Him,the great Embodiment of true life and univer- 

sality, all else is an appendage, held in pomp and 
splendour of life evolved by Him out of Himsolf 

To Him all life looks for inspiration and must turn 
in eternal devotion for self-realisation. Individual . 

littleness and insignificance turn into glorious uni- 

versality by the touch of His Life, 
When so much is understood, the difficulty about 

the conception of the relation between jivdiman and 

Paramdtman, the individual life and the Great 

Embodiment of all life solves itself. Indeed the 

real difficulty arises from the employment of langu- 
age to express the inexpressible, true life relations 

in the terms of false life or no-life relations, * 

Human language from its nature is confined to the 
world of material expression and anything that 

transcends matter can be but ill expressed in material 

terms, When we speak of something as a part or 

a whole, we inevitably carry a material conception 

in our mind, which precludes the all-comprehensive 

co-existence of both as diffierent aspects of the same 

thing. So once we speak of a jiva asa part of all- 

comprehensive God, we are hard put to it to com- 

prehend an all-comprehensive aspect associated with 

the part idea itself. We seek to get rid of the 

difficulty by insistence on absolute identity of 

both, But the difficulty is of our own creation, 

It is not in tho thing. Life is infinite and every 

unib of it is capable. of infinite expansion. This 

« “THag wtaq ad defers waa” 
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however need not exclude the existence of other 
similar units of life, side by side, and a higher unit 

of life which comprehends all life leaves room for 

the infinite growth of each individual unit, This 

is of course beyond material comprehension, for a 

material unit is exclusive in its existence, but reason 

in its immateriality fully grasps the truth of compre- 

hensive littleness. 

Whatever may be the potentialities of the 

individual soul, and really there is no limit to its 

greatness, it is hampered by limitations as soon as 

it vainly seeks to realise its impulse of full life, full 

knowledge, and full joy, in this cosmic sphere of 

no-life. These limitations indeed are the outcomes 
of, or* more correctly, different phases of, the great 

principle of Negation which dominates worldly life 

from its very start, The Principle of Negation indeed 

doubly handicaps the individual soul. The indivi- 

dual life is to be realised, is to seek its fullest 

expansion, in a scheme of world-life. Both have to 

work under the potent spell of Negation or Mdyd, 

For each individual therefore the difficulties of self- 

realisation are two-fold. The inner secrets of the 

world, beyond and behind the veil of illusion, are 

first to be fathomed. ‘Then the veil of self-deception 

cast by the same principle of Mdyd, round the 

soul, is to be removed for the establishment of 

true relations between the self and the outer world, 

In plain language, true life within is to co-ordinate 

itself with true life without, in disregard of the 
machinations of False Life with regard to the indivi- 

dual and the world, 
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On the side of the individual, as we have pointed 
_oub before, we have three distinct principles internally 
‘organised as a corporate whole, called antahkarana, 
to guide the course of our life, knowledge, and joy 
with reference to the external world. They are, as we 

know, the principles of objective self-detemination or 

buddhi, self-indentification or ahamkdra, and self- 

application or manas. One chooses something, one 

identifies oneself, one’s self-interests, with it, one 

then bestows one’s best attention upon it. All this 
apparently presupposes prior ignorance, non-exisb 

ence, and non-enjoyment of the thing in question, in 

a particular aspect, so far as the agent is concerned. 

The exertion of his life-energy takes place for the 

establishment of some sort of life-relations with the 
‘mysterious’ thing. It is however a fond delusion, 

He really gets no true knowledge, he really lives no 

fuller life, he really feels none the happier, if he 
makes a true confession of his gain. Quite apart 

from the false life of the thing, wrongly determined, 

wrongly taken as good for self, wrongly attended to 

as such, by the Worldman, it is wrongly construed by 

the individual soul that seeks to establish relations 

with it, wrongly attended to, wrongly taken as good 

for self, and wrongly determined, under the bewitch- 

ing influence of no-life or Mdéyd, The whole sphere 

of the external world can never be rightly construed 

by a worldly individual, Interpretation of life is 

coloured by negation of life all through, The inter 

preter can never see things even in their genmine 

worldly colours. 
The same processes that try to bring individual 
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life into relations with the life of the outside world, 
are ab work, as we have observed, to bring external 

life into relations with individual life. The organisa- 

tion is reproduced here on a gigantic scale, but the 

elements are the same, World-life chooses a parti- 

cular type of organised manifestation, takes an 

intelligent interest in its evolution, and concentrates 

itself upon its realisation. At the root ‘of all this 

is negation of true knowledge, true life, and true joy. 

This play with no-life, no-knowledge, no-joy, is Life’s 

free will distorted into will to be, will to know, will to 

enjoy. The World-man gropes in the dark about the 

ideas, aboub the modes of life, about the joys to be 
realised, then takes a leap in the dark,impelled by life 

within, but confused in his vision by no-life withoub. 

He them proceeds to distort eternal life, eternal know- 
ledge, and eternal joy, and to divert true life energy 

into channels of wrong life of an ephemeral character, 

He has taken a false step in the direction of the 
unknown and ever then seeks to evolve a world shape 

which may satisty the condition of fullest life- 

realisation, In vain does he make the attempt, for 

perfection is never attained. World life then destroys 

itself and starts anew, An infinite process of creation 

and disruption brings world-life no nearer to its 

true end, A blind step taken at random, however 
infinitely varied it may be, never leads to the goal, 
It is doomed to disappointment every time, 

Thrown into unreal alliance with such a world 
of unrealities, with the channels of self-realisation 
and the field of self-realisation both condemned to 
eternal deformity, the individual soul, the centre of 
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true individnal life, finds itself hopelessly out of its 
proper elements. Its own identity is lost to itself. 
For the world it has to build up a new identity, a 
false centre of life, through which to hold commu- 

nion wita false world-life. ‘This new identity clings 

to it as long as it belongs to the world. It is his 
.antahkarana that masquerades as his self. 

This false soul receives the inpressions of the 
false world. The impulses of the so called individual 

man, his likes and dislikes, his love and hatred, that 

arise out of the world-impressions are imprinted 

really on this secondany centre of life. The so-called 

activities of life are the workings of these impulses, 

Impulses lead to actions or life-connections with 

the outer world, and those connexions again yield 

new inpressions and thence new impulses, 

Thus every moment of man’s life in the world 

the centre of secondary life changes its aspect. The 

process goes on for some time in connection with 

a particular life-phase, At length the bodily form 

through which seconday life realises itself becomes 

ill adapted to the inner nature. A newset of impulses 

has arisen which must seek another form of bodily 

life. The body is dissolved. The individual identity 
remains, A new body is then attached to it by the 
force of co-ordination of world life, Unbodied 

individuality is nob in the line of world-life. The 
intervention of the higher power is automatic, bub, 

as already explained, is guided by the karma of 
the worldly individual. 

It is necessary to point out heres that in common 

with the resb of the orthodox Hindu thinkers, the 
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Sdtwatas accept the doctrine that man alone in the 

whole field of creation is responsible for his karma. % 

The aggregated impulses that cling to his secondary 

life-centre, as the result, ib may be, of several worldly 

careers in human forms may sometimes find ib 

necessayy to seek their complete realisation through 

other than human forms. Some of these forms may” 

represent exalted states of existence, say in heaven, 

some may represent absolutely degraded ranks of 

life, say in the animal kingdom or in the realm of 

apparently inanimate creation. These are, however, 

all passive states of life, in which the individuals 

concerned have no responsibility, and have, properly 

speaking, no karma. They are intended as transi- 

tory stages, for human life is to come back to itself 

after the impulses that bring those stages into relations 

with the inner man are exhausted by realisation 

For the responible acts of one single life there 

may be a succession of such passive forms of life, In 

the exalted or degraded types of existence, there are 
of course automatic penalties and rewards for actions, 

but they do not carry any trace, any impulse, beyond 

the particular stages. A brute may have its likes 
and dislikes, but they are all instinctive, results of its 

previous states of life as man or ordained by the 

guiding rule of self-preservation. For these likes 

and dislikes it may suffer pain or feel pleasures. 
But the matter ends there. Similarly a god may have 

his propensionss, passions, aftiections and sentiments, 

may suffer or prosper therefrom and that automati- 
aa a 
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eally by the intervention of the Universal Divine 
Law of Life, but the inner man in him does not record 

the deeds and the results. When they are past, they 

are past beyond recall. Man is the true centre of 
world-life. It is he who persists through all phases 

and all forms of worldly beings. His is the 

identity that lasts tillthe end, It is always he who 
is in bondage in the world. All-life in His liJq, 
plays only with men as His playmates. They alone 
answer the call of Life. Their existence is inherent 

in His schemes of play, His manas samkalpas asso- 

ciated with His Life activity in every sphere. Hence 

they are mdnushas or men and assume different phases 

and rolls to meet the ends of Life’s games. 

Granting all this, it fellows that ib is man who 
must seek to work out his salvation. He must try 

to revert to his true identity, his essence of genuine 

eternal unchangeable life, reason, and joy, To acheive 

this end completely he must not lose sight of any 

aspect of his true nature. He must bear in mind 

that he is to have a full life, co-ordinated with the 

fullest life ; he must have essential eternal knowledge 

wlich will comprehend a truer, a fuller, a greater 

whole beyond himself ; he must come in for his fall 

share of eternal, genuine, and unbounded joy in 

uninterrupted comradeship with the fountain head 
of such joy. In other words he must ever seek to 

attach his true life to the Highest Life and secure 

true self-realisation as a constant partner of His 

Life-glories. Whatever course he may adopt in life 

should ever lead to that ideal and nothing else, If 

the proper goal is kept in view, nothing will 
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confound him. He will find that every mode of life, 

invented by religion, all creeds and systems, may be 
easily adapted to his view of true life. It may bea 

code of virtues, it may be a system of rituals, it may 

be a course of rigorous penances, it may be a life of 

severe asceticism, it may be a career of whole-hearted 

renunciation of worldly pursuits, it may be a mode 

of complete retirement and genuine self-meditation, 

it may be the phase of self-concentration turned upon 

the Highest Self, it may be the pursuit of complete 

self-immersion in the wider self, each and all may 

work for the glorious end, provided the end is really 

sought for, The one thing that is indispensable for 

the achievement of the true end is to keep the 

inner self ever fixed upon him in whatever is 

done. Ultimately to live truly in Him, we must 

ever live for Him in every phase of life, work, 

knowledge, and joy. It is the characteristic 

of our inner nature that it gets identified with the 

object with which it comes in contact. So long as 
you exclusively think of a state of stone, you identify 

yourself in the mind with the thing, your mind for 
the time being is nothing but the image of the stone, 

the reflected life of the stone, Think exclusively of 

true life, your mind will drop out of false life with 

the emergence of true life within, It will not che- 

rish then an image, for true life has no false image of 

its own, The result will be that so long as that 

thought is entertained, material miod, mind under 

the spell of no-life, dissolves itself, and life returns 

unto itself’ The path is simple and easily accessible 

to all. Moreover it will lead to no regrets, Worldly 
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joys sicken into pain at the end, Worldly glories 
ultimately fade into insignificance. They can capti- 
vate the mind only fora time. There is always a 
revulsion in prospect. ‘There is no such danger in 
the pursuit of a course of devotion to true life, Its 

glories never fade, its joys never dry up. Once the 

gaze is fixed upon it, it helps to keep it steady upon 

itself. It automatically turns away cravings for all 
false pleasures of a false world-life. * 

The path of devotion is the path which, therefore, 

must be chosen by man for the attainment of the 

highest goal. There is no restriction as to the time 

when itis to be chosen. No restrictions as to the 

place where it is to be practised. very one, in 

every rank of life, and at every stage of mental deve- 

lopment, is welcome to devote oneself to this true 

life-course, It will never fail. It will never falter. 
It will lead the worshipper steadily on to the true 

and the immortal. There is no element of danger 
lurking in the way, A degraded or elevated rank in 

the hierarchy of Jife will not matter for him much. For. 

the realisation of some accumulated impulses, or sets 

of impulses, he may come back to the world after 
death, it may be once, it may be for a series of new 

births, but the true worshipper, once he is on the 

road of devotion to the Highest, will never lose sight 

“ang aefla SUH wag ATS ASA IW” 
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of Him. * He may even secure the realisation of. 
the highest aim in the course of such a cosmic 
‘journey’ in the middle of the way, at the appro- 

priate time, in the appropriate life-form, if the 

sincerity and depth of his devotion warrants that. 

He need not wait till the exhaustion of his 

karmic impulses, While karma gathers no stréngth 

beyond the range of human life and is impo- 
tent for further results in non-human phases of 

existence, devotion may deepen in its intensity even 

in the so-called passive states of life, if appropriately 

brought into relations with true life, and may thus 
bring about the complete withdrawal of the veil of 

no-life, and the realisation of the Greatest, the Truest 

and the Most Glorious, the joyous essence of all life. 

It is needless to explain after this that a devoted 

worshipper of true life, even if one is born in a degra- 

ded station of life, with a clouded mind, asa man, 

say a su dra or a female, deprived of religious rights 

which exclusively belong to cultured births, such a 

one is not debarred from the boon of the highest life, 

simply for the birth. If the devotion of the ‘man’ 
has reached its culmination, no matter where ‘he’ 

is, he will pass into the glorious eternal form of life, 

thanks to the assertion of his suddhasattwa, as soon 

as the particular form he is in is dissolved in due 
course. f He will then be elevated to the glorious 

* ae Affeaca gy ay ay wo 
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Divine form, which is all-life, all-joy, all-reason. In 

support of all this, the sacred legends have recorded 

the glorious conversions of lower animals, demigods, 

sudras,females, nay even of inactive motionless types 

of life. Such is the triumph of devotion of the in- 

dividual soul to the Highest Soul. It takes no heed 
of birth, it takes no notice of sex, it has very little to 

do-with age, it recognises no standard of culture, it 

flouts the dictates of karma, it minds not even the 

passive phases of life; it waits solely for its own 

culmination, and true life-conversion follows as a 

matter of course, % 
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CHAPTER XV. 

Other religious cults adapted to ‘Bhakti’ 

BHAKTI FOR ALL. 

We have had occasions before to suggest that 

every cult of religion devised dy the intelligence of 
‘man may really serve his highest interest provided 

it is adapted to the true life ideal, This is the sole 
criterion whereby to judge the possibitity of success 

of each scheme, Every phase of religion, to be truly 

religious, must represent a step in the evolution of 

conscious self-devotion to the centre of true life, 

There is no other way for genuine religious develop- © 

ment. If true life must be realised, the whole energy 

of the soul must be concentrated upon it, whatever 

is to be done must be done asa definite outward 

expression of this process of selt-concentration, It 

need not be and ultimately cannot be absolute self 

abstraction, though at some stage, for a limited 

purpose, that is not allogether ruled out of court. 

Thoughts may be centred on the Highest Life with or 
temporarily without corresponding activities of the 

external senses. But when mind contemplates the 

Eternal, it does that contemplation no harm, rather 

immense good, if the external organs are made to 
act also forthe Eternal in theirown way. ‘There 

is no real element of distraction here. The one helps 

the other, ‘The law of correlation between mind and 

body is so strong that it is really a superhuman task 
to attempt to achieve mental concentration on the 
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majesty and glory of a thing without parallel efforts 
on the part of the body. The feat may not be 

temporarily impossible, but it is full of grave 
difficulties, If we do not act up to our thoughts, 

we shall then act otherwise, for the constitution 

of human nature requires us to act as well as to 

think, * 

It is therefore more natural and far easier to have 

the joint contributions of mind and body towards 

the achievement of the same end, Anda path of 

religion does not cease to be religious when it is 

simple and natural, All true religions indeed in 

their general and permanent aspect must represent 

the two sides of human nature, mind and body. 

Religious devotion ofthe mind is generally to be 

associated with appropriate religious devotion of the 
body. When mental vision is fixed upon the immor- 

tal deeds of God, the highest expressions of His 
highest life, the body may be suitably engaged in 
various directions, in various modes of external reli- 

gious expressions. The ears may profitably hear of 
His glories chanted in sacred hymns, the eyes may 

stedfastly gaze at the holy image of the Divine 

Incarnation where-to the glories belong, speech may 

give expression to the holy accounts and the holy 

legends, and so forth conformably to the functions of 

the different organs, Devotion thrives on such a 

double process. A premature attempt to dispense 

with the formal element often leads to disaster, In 

a a fe afeg auatt ong frsamareg | 
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the over- whelming majority of cases, it is foredoomed 

to failure. It is no good saying that over-zealous 

attention to form may degrade the religion to a 

mere cant. If the spirit is lost sight of, it is not for 

form, but in spite of the form. If the worshipper 

can not rise to the level of the spirit, he is lost any 

way, form or no form, If however the form persists, 

man, rational as he is by constitution, may one day 

be seized with a keen desire to solve the mystery of 

the form and he may then look for appropriate light 

in competent quarters, The form will ever urge 
him on to that, If the mind influences the body, 
the body also influences the mind, however faintly 

that influence may be felt at times, For the general 

run of mankind, devotion of mind and body must 

form the solid plank in a religious platform. All 
the orthodox schemes of religion revealed through 

the sages must therefore be construed in this light, 

The Sétwatas with their scheme of comprehensive 

life-devotion first drew prominent attention to this 

aspect of religion as a true, rational, and glorious 

aspect, and they construed in this light all older 
religions as different phases of the bhakt: culf or the 
cult of fulllife’s devotion to Life. Hach of the lead- 

ing religious creeds can on this view be shown to aim 

at shaping the highest activities of life in subservi- 

ence to the rules of true life dictated by the Fountain 

Head of all life, in all spheres of human activity, 

- Let us first take up the ritualistic religion of the 

‘mantras. The main feature of the religion, as we have 

said, was iusistence upon scrupulous observance of rites 

and ceremonies connected with particular sacrifices, 
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the great aim was the propitiation of particular 
deities who of course represented particular powers of 
nature, and the principle that was at the bottom of 
the practices was the conviction that the worship of 

world-powers would help the growth of man’s worldly 

life. There was nothing unreasonable in all this at 

the dawn of human culture and human civilization, 

It was based upon man’s experience of himself, and 

was scientific and rational to that extent. ‘I’o satisfy 

his needs, the primitive man had at every step to 

curry favours with his follow beings in society. The 

satisfaction of his wants depended upon the pleasure 

of those who had the power to grant them, What 

was true of man was reasonably held to be true 

every where, Philosophie speculations however 

advanced since then have not been able to kick that 

doctrine out. It has always re-appeared in some 

shape or other, With the progress of refinement of 

human conceptions, the doctrine has been more and 

more refined. It has ever changed its face with the 

changes in man’s angle of vision about himself and 

his true nature. 

The earliest sages of the hymns naturally took 

man as a whole and judged him asa whole. There was 

no differential notion of a true man inside and a false 

man outside. It was the whole man that thought 

and acted and no distinction was drawn between the 

man of thought and the man ef action in one and the 

same person, Man as man thought and acted in 

a particular way under particular circumstances, 

and nature must be assumed to reproduce the same 
process, Supplication for favours before nature, if | 
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properly done, could not go unanswered. Formali- 

ties adopted to please man were therefore confidently 

prescribed as right methods of self-fulfilment, so far 

as self was understood in those days. Respectful 

invocation, warm reception, salutation, words of 

praise, an attitude of pronounced humility, devoted 

service, offers of the choicest food and drink, were 

all reasonable items in a program of this Sapa 

worship of nature or natural powers. 

With the gradual evolution of society, with the 

rise and progress of the principle of division of 

functions, particular sections of the community were 

debarred from direct participation in the essential 

rites, but they musb still have the rites. performed 

for them for the great purpose of life. Women in 

general, non-Brahmins, and degenerate Brahmins 

must seek the help of qualified Brahmins to have 

their worldly interests safe-guarded in this way. 

Their needs for the fulfilment of their life required 

that. The duties of course differed, in many cases, 

as they were bound to do among the different sections 

of society. The needs for the realisation of life 

could not be the same for every class, Hence there 

was one set of ceremonies for one section and there 

was a different seb for a different section. The principle 

of sacrificial rites for all for life-realisation held good 

however in all cases. As with different sections of 

society, so with different stages of life. The general 

religious needs of one stage were sharply differentia- 

ted from those of another stage. For the duties of 
life, there were, as every student knows, four distinct- 
ly marked out stages, the stage of learning, the 
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stage of the householder, the stage of retirement, 
and the closing stage of complete religious devotion 
preparatory to leaving the world. Excepting the 
lowest caste, the Sudra, and the banned sex, women, 
there were these four chapters in the religious history 
of a man’s life, Somehow or other, the duties of all 

the different stages were connected with sacrificial 
schemes. 

There was nothing radically wrong in such a reli- 

gion as we have described above, Its main defect, if 

it can be called a defect, was in the cenception of the 

ideal of life-realisation. Did the ideal really represent 
a true type of life? The earliest thinkers had no 

hesitation in auswering the question in the affirmative, 

It was all right so far as they interpreted life and its 

needs. But in course of time, as we have shewn in 

the course of previous discussions, this view of life 

underwent profound modifications. ‘The last stage 

in this evolution of life-conception was the ideal of 

a unit of eternal life blessed in the enjoyment of 

absolutely full life, joyous life and rational life, in 

unrestricted partnership with the fountain head of life 
in all its aspects, ever complete in itself. 

Once this ideal is substituted for the old ideal in 
the ritualistic scheme of religion, no exception 

can be taken to it on any ground whatsoever. 

Let every part of the program be undertaken 

with aclear notion that itis for Him alone—it is 

really to please Him,—and through His pleasure it 

is also for my genttine pleasure * Hngaged in the 

* «aq, yf Sata wisafa—ag&ae we 
atafy efiataan” 

25 
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religious rites, think exclusively of Him, and through 

Him, of your pure self in His presence and company, 
for He has come to you and revealed Himself in the 

temple of your heart under the irresistible force of 

attraction in true self-invocation, Know that the life 

of sacrifice you live in the process is the perfect life 
He seeks to manifest in and through the world, for 

the whole world is but a vast altar of God’s sacrifice 
of Himself for the life of man, and He is the Spirit 

of the Great Sacrifice. * The self-satisfaction due to 

self-fulfilment derived from a performance of the 

rites in this spirit of self-sacrifice will then be merged 
in the self-fulfilment and satisfaction of the Great 

Self with whom partnership is established in the 

course of the sacrifice, f Such an act of sacrifice, 

done in such a spirit, is undoubtedly a great step in 

the progress of true self-realisation, The so-called 

evils of karma can not, under any conceivable cir- 

cumstances, be associated with a sacrifice conceived 

as such. Can the soul, which in such a process imbibes 

the spirit of true life from the start,. be ever in 

bondage to the world-power ? Such a contention 

would be absurd on the face of it. Where are here 

“qulsaraeaal Fe saa, | awa Hstagat fara 
wate, (B) 

« Cf yurem— aq a ag Aas ear,’ 
(c) asi aA TATE: Yale (3B) 

+ “FATA guatefa’” 

« A ¢ 

matt HI fa WAIT ULAAT YET | 
ates unata wa AITHIAIANA” (3B) 
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the cravings for the world that will press the worship- 
per into the world » Man reaps as he sows. If he 
isnot captivated by the charms of the world of his 

own accord, there is no power on earth to hold him a 

captive inthe world, He can not be drawn to the 

world inspite of himself He finds true life ina 
sacrificial life, he realises himself through the spirit 
of self-sacrifice tacitly implied in the act, the end 
of the act will find him in nothing but true life, 

This rational construction of a sacrificial life can 

alone maintain the claims made in its favour as the 

highest religious life. ‘Sacrifice’, claims the Karma- 
mimdnsaka, isthe only path that leads to highest 
life. Yes it is so, but on one condition, If and when 

ib stands for complete life-realisation in its comprehen- 

sive phase. It must be clearly understood by the 

sacrificer that God realises His life in the world 

through a sacrifice His real life is sacrificed, so to 

say, for the creation, wnich holds man in its centre, 
It is all parts of the Great Sacrifice that constitute 
the threads of the world. His life revealed itself in 

eternal laws or dharmas, when the powers of nature, 
as gods, drew upon His life in the course of the life- 

sacrifice. Out of that original life-sacrifice was 

evolved everything that moves and lives, or every- 

thing that stands behind motion and life. Every 
item of creation is really an item in a great scheme of 

God’s self-sacrifice for man and the world, If it is true 

that the like alone can grasp the like, then man can 

have the realisation of true life only through a sacri- 

fice properly conceived aud executed. Such a sacrifice 

must be by its nature self-devotion to the good of 
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creation. Sacrificial life must be realised as one in 
man and God and in everything thatis created out 

of His life. All units of life must be comprehended 
as tied in one bond of life in self-sacrifice. * 

‘Secrifice,’ asserts the Mimdnsaka again, 
‘ensures satisfaction.’ + Quite so, but never when 

it implies a blind adherence to mere formalities, 

What is there in a ceremony, conceived as such, 

which will evoke joy » Is it because a ritualistic 

performance is the execution of an authoritative 

order for an obligatory duty? No. What is merely 
compulsory can never call forth any joyous response, 

The order may be acquiesced in, but an order as an 

order is not necessarily accepted cheerfully, Con- 

sciousness of life-interest or self-interest alone can 

carry a feeling of joy along with it. Performances 
of sacrifices become joyous when it is fully realised 

that this way lies a elear method of life-fulfilment. 

Such a meaning may be read into a sacrifice 
by every sacrificer who cares to read it, It will 

then be a matter not only of individual  self- 

fat * Gat teat eal aa wana gana hraay 
araita yar afar fH fret area freratty ae, a state’ 

(RV) 
‘ae at 24 aasten fra’ Pule | 
‘aq gana etaa Sat aay HATA ‘aan’ afeti Haq yar 

saad, 

‘aqgad wey, afr aay ‘apa aaa aan’ 
‘atfa atta vqaratedy ‘ae aa Atgarty aaa’ (R.V.) 

t “HAT Pawar” 
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satisfaction, but of the satisfaction of the world-soul 

and through Him of the whole world. The reason 
is nob far to seek. As the sacrifice of the world-soul 

creates and sustains the world, so the sacrifice of the 

individual helps in the process and progress of eternal 

creation in its own way, Here the man gives away 

his very best for his real benefit and the benefit of 
the world, to serve the best interests of his own life 

and the world-life. “Sacrice leads to the formation 

of clouds, clouds lead to rain water, rain water to 

food grains and fodder, every thing that nourishes 

and maintains animal life,” Individual life engaged 

in sacrifice helps thus in the fulfilment of self and 

the world. Satisfaction on the part of the World: 
man aud the individual man is bound to follow, * 

“ Sacrifice itself is God” isanother favourite creed 
of the Karmamimdnsaka or the ( Karma )-Yogw 
school. This view is strictly correct, but is quite 

unintelligible unless and until the sacrificial life is 

identified with the highest and the most essential: 

aspect of karmic life, yajnavidhs is realised in the back 

ground of the fundamental karmavidht inherent 
in the Regulative Existence and Activity at the 
bottom of world-life, To invoke the mere authority 

« qalcaater watts wsianeraAr: | 

aMIguata wsel ae, HAART: | (G ) 
“amt 4 faa,’ —afa quoted by Sridhara, 

Vishnu is often spoken of as aqyyau and aay =gt and He 

is said to have incarnated Himself as Yajnza to support 

Manu in the work of preserving and regulating the world 

by popularising ‘sacrifice’ ( B ) 
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of the Vedas in support of the doctrine, as is usually 
done, can sever satisfy human reason. The explana- 

tion given above of a sacrifice however fully meets the 

requirements of reason. Sacrifice, as shewn, represents 
creative life in man and God. As such the spirit of 

sacrifice is the Divine Spirit and can be installed in 

the place of God, and Yajna and Vishnu may be 

regarded as synonymous. 

“Sacrifice releases the sacrificer from worldly 
bondage ”, avows the Sacrificial School. A mere 

dictum like this can never carry conviction, however 

authoritative it may be in its origin. The difficulties 

in the way of its unchallenged acceptance are appa- 

rently insuperable. No amount of discussion about 

interested and disintersted, selfish and self-less, rites 

will suffice for the purpose, for the very possibility 

of disinterested or selfless rites is disputed. * When 
every thing is said about the character of obligatory 
duties there is always an avowed object in the 

performance of a religions rite. To explain them as 

expiatory will not also help mnch. Why are they 
expiatory ? Why are they obligatory? What is 

in the nature of a sacrifice that urges and purges ? 
Such questions will ever press for s lution, Seek no 

worldly gain, worldly reward, through the perform- 

ance of sacrificial rites, but perform the rites solely 

* “agratg aHalsaa atta aaa (Gc) 
“arent dete aarie afea,” “oraraey fire artaz 

Sia ae ate faa | az ag te Rrq fatey audgq ATA Az- 

aq” (Ms. ) 
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for the purpose of and exclusively to achieve deliver- 
ance and self-realisation—is an excellent piece of 
advice, bub it begs the whole question. What is in 

them that assures self-realisation and salvation » The 

difficulty can never be solved simply by an ultimate 
appeal to the court of the Vedas as self-constituted 

authority on such matters. The Vedas as available 

must first of all be demostrated, to the perfect 

satisfaction of highest reason, as conformable 
to the true creed of highest reason itself. In 

other words, reason demands an answer fully 

satisfactory only to itself. The truo answer is to 

be found in the Sdtwata conception of a sacri- 
fice, Itis for God, for man, for life, for all life, for 

true life. Unless done in such aspirit, it can never 
untie the worldly ties, immortalize the mortal man, 

spiritualize life’s material karma. As soon as con- 

ceived asa scheme of comprehensive well being, it 

immediataly transforms the worldly view, the mortal 

view, of life. Obligatory or non-obligatory, interested 

or disinterested, the rites, undertaken avowedly in 
the true interests of all life, purge the sins that press 
man into mortal troubles, for sins are connected with 

acts that kill life, wrong life, embarrass life ; and acts 

for life and life only, for the satisfaction of and to 

serve the best interests of All-comprehensive Life, 

raise themselves to a plane beyond the reach of 

death-schemes, He, who is the embodiment of 

highest life that is within, once His authority is 
recognised and His true interests are realised, by the 

sacrificer in his karmic act, at once inspires the 

karmin and enables him to grasp the true nature of 
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life itself, and in suchan inspired life, a sinful impulse, 

the impulse that wants to cut out life in one way or 

another, to wrongly discriminate between the rights 

and interests of self and others, is wholly out of 

place, * 

Everything that has been said about sacrifices 

proper applies more or less to all other religious acts 

which are not strictly included under the head of 

sacrifices, Thus the acts of charity, religious vows, 

and religious penances, which are enjoined by the 

Vedas may or may not lead to the realisation of true 

life according as they are based or not upon schemes 

of true life. If man gives for the world as God has 

given His own for the world, if his vows contribute 

to the growth of universal life as God’s vows or 
resolves do, andif he engages ina rigid course of 

self-denial in wholesouled application to and concen- 

tration upon true self, for the good of the life that is 
spread over the whole universe of beings, just as God 

is conceived to have done ina course of. rigorous 

penance, for the growth of the creative life of the 

world}, surely nothing can then stand in the way of 

« od qut fraratar. aq defazaa: | 

a vara ae teat; WW” (2B) 

“Sawa Euara fayatfa gua (2B) 

+ “a autsanja” (Sruti) “a wayud ea, alent aa- 
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All-life first of all vows to create. He then conforms to the 

strictest rules of life, the Regulative Laws of Existence. Gradually 

at a later stage, when He places His life energy at the disposal 
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his life-realisation. The Mi‘mdnsaka, when he in- 

cludes all Vedic rites under the single head of “‘sacri- 

fice” is not therefore very far off the proper mark. 

They are in a sense all sacrificial acts, and they may 
be done inthe proper spirit of a sacrifice. From 

that point of view, and that alone, they are things 

not to be despised, not to be discarded, but to be 

scrupulously observed, highly recommended, * If 

the correct view of these sacrifices is lost sight of, 

they are worthless, nay even positively dangerous. 

Once the light of true life is withdrawn, from the 

face ofa religious sacrifice, all religious rites and 

ceremonies, al] sacrificial acts, are ab once enveloped 

in the horrible darkness of ‘death’. They are then 
tdmasa acts. They will spell then nothing but spiri- 

tual death and spiritual destruction in the absence of 

the animating energy of life. It is better to give up 

such lifeless, spiritless, acts ‘* They will entrap. 

man in the snares of mortal life. Done for true life, 

conceived in the terms of true life, realised as acts of 

true life, they will yield the most wished for reward, 

that of true self-comprehension, self-fulfilment. 

of the laws of mortal life and mortal art, He applies Himself, His. 

¢reative energy, to the evolution of men on one side and the Uni- 

versal Man on the other. Man is ma “‘nusha, because he is the off- 

spring of Manu, the Divine Spirit or Manas, that projects creation 

under the impulse of His ila’ or Divine Will, Men turn into 

beings and organise the cosmos with World-man at the top. Men 

are navas or leading types of life, and He is all-comprehensive 

Na‘rayana, 

« “aqemanad a areifata aut” (Gc) 
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. ‘We shall now proceed to tackle a grave problem 
that arises out of this recommendation of sacrificial 

acts for the attainment of true life. If the evolution 
of cosmic life ows its origin toa principle of direct 

negation of life, knowledge, and joy, if the world 

life is nothing but a life of appearances, ever subject 

to the laws of change, what may be viewed as 

perpetual disruption and creation, how an act of 
sacrifice for such a world-life, be it by God or man, 

can ever be held as an act in the interests of true life 
and full life? Granted that life bestows life, life 
leads to life, life inspires life, still true life alone will 

bring in true life, and false life will only lead to false 

life, and nothing but false life ; and as the world is a 

huge organisation of false life, of life gone wrong, life 

held tight in the chain of death, how can self-dedica- 

tion to such life,for thatis what a sacrifice amounts to, 

ever secure deliverance,or self-fulfilment,as its reward 9 
The argument, it must he confessed, looks truly 

formidable. Examined however carefully, it obviously 

rests upon a onesided view of world-life, The world 

is no doubt a world of imperfections, a huge organis- 

‘ation in which true life is ever imperfectly organised. 

But if highest life is nob properly realised here, it is 
ever sought to be properly realised, 16 is for this: 

that it is perpetually made and unmade, The plan of 
true life is never achieved, but never entirely lost to 

view. Life holds at the base, it holds in the elements, it 

builds wrong only in the middle. Constant attempts at. 

smaller repairs and readjustments, under the imfluence. 

of the everworking’ principle of satéwa, with bigger 

attempts at radical reforms, drastic reforms, through 
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apparently complete dissolutions and disruptions at 
the inevitable ends of cosmic cycles, may never mend 
the thing absolutely and thoroughly, but the finished 
design of life is ever in the creative mind, the mind 

that projects the cosmic cycles. In plain langage, life 

here is apparently no-life, but it is still life and 
essentially true life at the bottom. Worldly conditions 
have made it imperfect, that is all. The principle 

of negation or appearance is itself a negation and an 

appearance, If world-life starts as no-life, it is itself 
really a delusion. It is so only since we conceive 
it as such, as we are bound to conceive it, under 

the conditions of change and death implied in no-life 
inseparably associated with our power of conception. 
The principle of delusion really however deludes 
itself, Lhe fact is life here takes an apparently 
experimeutal step at every turn, just to feel its way, 
in its race of self-concealment game, gopalild, and 
does seek to realise itself through regular trials of 

self-adaptation to the race conditions. Throughout 
the race, it essentially lives, feels and argues itself 

as life, inspite of its dim realisation ef itself on 
account of the machinations of no-life. It is this 
essential life that is represented by the true spirit 
of sacrifice, which demands the whole-souled dedica- 

tion of self to all-comprehensive self. The spirit 

never fails and is never at fault. It ever works 

truly and surely. Conditions not belonging to 

itself exhibit -its work always as a partial. success. 

No blame for that attaches to the Spirit of Sacrifice 

which is ab the top and bottom of world-life and 

maintains world-life, Behind and beyond all phases 
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of imperfect life in the domain of disruption and 
death ever stands the scheme of perfect life spread 

over the region of immortality. If man in his reli- 

gious pursuits can catch hold of the true spirit that 

underlies imperfect world-life, he is on the right 

- track andvis sure to reach the goal. He will then 
be :in communion with Highest Life. The snares of 
false life are spread all around, True religion , helps 
man to avoid the snares. A worldly man is one who 

‘is caught in the trap. He takes it that every 

moment of his life, he is bound to move and live in 

constant contact with the imperfect life of the 
mortal world, He feels that all his ordinary life- 

movements are for the establishment of mortal 

relations between mortal life within and mortal life 

without. His secular science deals only with the 
problems of imperfect mortal life.—problems that 

arise out of the internal and external false life- 

connections, It tries to ascertain how the various 

units of world life ever seek to adapt themselves to 

one another, for the whole world is avowedly made 

up of correlated, co-ordinated, units of life, and are 

ever busy evolving changed forms of life, sometimes 
changed beyond recognition. Man’s religion com- 

pletely transcends this domain of mortal science, 

It treats of the fundamental and eternal ideals, designs 
and purposes of life, In the transcendental sphere 

true life opens relations only with true life and is 

ever adjusted to true life all around, | Sacrifice, as 

a scheme of true religion and true life, gives the 

sacrificer an insight into the self-adjusted immortal 
scheme of true life, 
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'* © From what has been explained above, it is obvious 
_ that unless the true spirit of all-round self-dedication 

and self-adjustment is fully comprehended in the 

performance of the sacrificial religious act, it does 

‘not ‘conduce to the highest good of man. . To realise 

highest life we must act in the spirit of highest life, 

and Highest Life is God. To an ordinary man of the 
world, the difficulties that are strewn over the path of 

his religious progress in his purswt of a sacrificial 

religion are‘therefore obviously very great, In the 

overwhelming majority of cases, a practical course 

of sacrificial religion with its scheme of tempting 

and facscinating rewards, soon loses touch with the 

fundamental spirit and comes to imply nothing but 
the observance ofa set of uninspiring, or rather 
demoralising, formulae. Such observances can never 

lead to eternal life. To claim, as it has been claimed, 

that good acts of piety as they are they will automa- 

tically satisfy Highest Life * is to miss the whole 

point of highest religion. When there is no real 

earnest quest of life, there can never be any accession 

of true life, no question of satisfaction of Highest 

Life. Acts, as acts, will never please Him, unless it 

is intended seriously to please Him by the acts. 

Is it quite so simple, it is asked in some 

quarters, to maintain in the course of our religious 

performances such a spirit of devotion to abso- 

lutely true life, all-comprehensive life, ever steady 

in our heart in the midst of the distracting 

* FUOPIATATAAT FARM UL; TATA | , 
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formalities 9 Will it not be simpler, they seriously 
enquire, to surrender once for all the whole of the 

rewards of pious acts, to subordinate them all, to the 

interests of All-life? “Ido themas All-life wants 
‘me todo. He will take care of the results’. Is 

that not the best spirit in which karma, pious karma, 

‘ought to be done, so that it may not prove detrimen- 

tal to the best interests.?% Surely Highest Life 

will give me full 'protection as I seek and serve the 
interests of highest life and nothing else. This is 

the line of argument adopted by a particular school. : 

They think that karma done in this spirit avoids 
‘the mortal pitfalls of interested karma. Not done 

with any worldly mortal cravings, such karma will 
‘surely put an end once for all to mortal life. The 

‘contention is unquestionably very sound as far as it 

goes, but granted that the course is as simple as 

stated, how far does the scheme advocated herein 

conforma to the ideal of eternal life-realisation 9 

‘Where is here that steady and clear communion, that 

constant and intelligent touch, with Highest Life, 

which alone can ensure eternal life-realisation g It 

is no question of once thinking of Him, the Embodi- 
ment of highest life, but of uninterrupted compani- 
‘otiship with Him in thoughts. Once it falters, life 

* ag atte aaafe oath cette agi 
aq anette ala a ag Fae AUT (CG) 
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falls away immediately. The absence of worldly 
cravings, a negative virtue, does not also help. as. 
much as at first sight appears. Supposing the cra- 
vings cease, religious acts are performed asa matter 
of loyalty and duty to the Ruler of all life, what then ? 
Religion has done its work, mortal instincts have. 
ceased to trouble, deliverance has been secured, what. 

remains to be done ? Nothing else. The interests of. 

life have been conceived to be negative interests all 

along—negative deliverance, not positive life work, 

Stagnation will be the result, But stagnation is not. 
lite. It can not also hold permanently, For one not 

yet pulled positively out of the world into a new 

world of pure life activities, a new set of cravings will 

appear of themselves, Life implies action. _Abso- 
lutely inactive life is almost a contradiction in terms. ; 

If one will not act positively for true life, one must. 

act for false life, negative life, mortal life. There is 

no escape from the stir of life, So the abandonment. 
of the results of karma, even if successful, will not 

ensure automatic elevation to permanent life, Sal-' 

vation that is likely to be attained under such. 

circumstances is salvation only in a negative sense.) 
It is stagnation of life as already explained, life, 

steered clear of troubles, but not steered to positi- 

vely untroubled water and made to ply therein in full 
safety. Such stagnant life will come back to a 

condition of wrong activity by its inherent force, 

will he, nill he. Such a ‘released’ man will share 

the same fate asis told of the man of “self-culture 

and meditation” who hopes to attain eternal salva- 

tion solely by the process of absolute self-meditation, 
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The man of ‘self-culbure and meditation’ certainly. 

climbs to the higher plane of life in self-centred life- 

concentration, but unless he chooses to live, know, 

and feel himself as a partner of Highest Life, all-life, : 

all-reason and all-joy, he loses Life’s grasp and falls 

down, When such is the fate of the man of self- 

culture and meditation, what can be expected of the 

man of karma, in his released state of stagnant life 9 

Release turns inevitably into bondage. Mere aban- 

donment of results to the care of Life will not suffice 

unless accompanied by steady and heartfelt devotion 

to Life. * Ib will be abortive in the long run. 

The objections that apply to the creed of abandon- 
ment of rewards and results to Life’s care apply 

with double force to the doctrine of absolute aban- 

donment of karma, the doctrine of karmasannyésa. 

As in the other case, it fosters no steady communion 

between life and life, and involves stagnation of life 

in the end, and not only in the end, but at the very 

start. of religious life, true life. If life must live,. 

it is useless to ask it not to live. Cessation of life- 

activities must always be temporary, Sucha state 

can never be permanently associated with life, The 

only condition in which life is alleged to efface itself, 

the condition of life’s concentration upon itself, is the. 

very condition thab assures concentrated pure vital 

energy. Can such concentrated energy remain abso- 
lutely dormant ? No, that is unthinkable. <A fresh 
career of pure life is bound to start then and there. 

| MAT SBM UL Ue aay — aT TATA Ba: (B ) 
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When a sannydsin abandons all pursuits of life, and 
withdraws his life-energy to concentrate upon 
Highest Life, he begins to live a new life, not of the 
world, even though in the world. Such an abadh‘uta 
lives then absolutely and totally for Highest Life, 
All-life, if he wants to remain in full eternal posse- 

ssion of immortal life, A Sukadeva moves and lives 

as an abadh‘uta, but his self-centred life-instincts in 

that condition of life unfailingly draw him to a course 
of life in the interests, positive interests, of Highest 

Life, All-life. Behold! the abadh‘uta cares to 
come to the bedside of the dying king, longing in 

his pure life for a foretaste of Eternal Life and 
Kternal Joy and Eternal Reason, and helps him to 

master the secrets of True Life, Joy and Reason. 

The abadhu‘to’s renunciation of work only leads to 

whole-souled application to high work, true work: 

He can not but serve High Life and ever knows 

and feels it. An abadhuta, indeed, though totally 

unconcerned with affairs of the mortal world, is posi- 

tively concerned with Divine Life and Divine 
Glories. He smiles, he dances, he weeps, he sings, 
he shouts, ostensibly as a mad man, a man wholly 

indifferent to the worldly environments, callous to 
all sense of earthly shame, but really in response to 

genuine life-stir within, for he is ever wide awake, 
all alert, all happy, within. No other sort of renun- 
ciation can be thought of in connection with genuine 

salvation,genuine life-realisation. It is only to a san- 

nydst like Sukadeva that Highest Life guarantees 

absolute eternal safety, absolute eternal deliverance,t 

+ “atarta ararta aegarta—aaa faaait fauieas; | 
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Renunciation must culminate in absolute  self- 
devotion to Life for eternal life-protection, or it 
is wholly useless, Such protection is assured be- 
cause the guardian is no other than Life, and such 

protection can never falter or fail, and is bound to 

work smoothly, for all time, under all conditions. 

There is no fear, when renunciation is so directed, 

about sizs of commission and omission, for they are 

all associated with acts of mortal life. The sannydsi™ 

who has secured through whole-hearted devotion 
the protection of Highest Life can omit, with perfect 

impunity, to discharge his mortal duties, his mortal 
debts, He is entirely freed from mortal obligations 

allround, He need not repay the services rendered 

to his mortal life by the gods, who find rain and food 
for man. * The great sages, the founders and authors 
of the sacrificial systems that help to sustain mortal 
eosmic life, do not hold him in bondage. To the world 

of mortal life, man and the creation, the great 

organisation that makes realisation of individual life 
in the world at all possible, his duty of return service 

isatanend, To his ancestors, the near and’ distant 

authors of his mortal body, he does not owe any debt 

of gratitude. He has none to entertain, because 
none is required to entertain him, with worldly 

things, He has been lifted out of the world though 

waar otefa dfa TAGHAT AS THAT | ( B ) 
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formally he may still be in the world. His relations 
are exclusively established with full life, high life, 

pure life, all life. Duties in recognition of serv- 
ices to his mortal form therefore automatically 

cease to be binding upon him, The five ‘great 

sacrifices,’ based upon recognition of world’s services 

to the man of the world, are meaningless so far as 

the devout bhakta sannydsi’ is concerned. When he 

leaves the prescribed routine of work, there is no 
danger that his inclinations will carry his life in thé 
wrong direction, If anything is wrong for non- 

compliance with the prescribed routine, that is bound 
to be set automatically right by the impulse of true 

life under the inspiration of Highest Life. He is 
in possession of the truest instincts of life, and no- 
life’s sins of commission and omission never ‘touch’ 

him at all. * FPN 

We have now indicated briefly how the Karmic 
éreed as well as the Renunciation creed can or rather 

must both be adopted into the Bhaktiyoga system. 
_ Wehave shewn in the course of our analysis of the 

ereeds, that unless raised to the level of bhaktz, 

fieither of the courses can bring about the realisation 

of perfect life. Duties for different castes and 
different stages, duties interested or disinterested, 
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obligatory rites, expiatory rites, rites in pursuit of 

even. the highest worldly rewards, and lastly total 

disregard of the calls of mortal duties, mortal as they 

are, all fail ignominiously unless followed with 
unflinching devotion. to the interests of immortal life, 

true life, life in itself. We have also seen that every- 

thing implied in the two creeds, all acts. of com- 
mission and omission,, will instinctively. urge the agent 

to live for Life, to know Life, to feel Life ; for Life, 

Universal Life, all round Life, is implied in the very 

regulative. impulses of the agent, whether those 

impulses impel to act or withdraw, Karmayoga 

and Sannydsayoga are bound to culminate in Bhakts 
yoga by their inherent necessities, 

Let. us now examine how -Jndnayoga fares if it is 

nob adopted into the fold of Bhakt: and.if the Jndna: 
yoga of the Jndnayogin does nob instinctively incline 
him towards Bhakte‘yoga, : . 

_. Whatever differences of opinion there may- be 

about the ultimate conceptions among the various. 

schools of Jndnayoga, all the schools agree that karma 

should: altogether. be discarded for the purpose of 

highest life-realisation. *. The true man, his true 
life, is identified with the soul, be it of abstract con-. 

sciousness or abstract existence, and it has nothing to. 

do with karma in its purest nome We have already. . 

discussed the claims of mere renunciation, and have 

found, that asa means of full life-realisation, it can 
not stand by itself. Does ib fare better when it 
ends in or is allied with abstract self-knowledge ? 

+ “fatter arritay anfamfary ang” (2 ) 
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_ Itcan never be disputed that a jndnin is unques- 
tionably on a much higher level of life than a mere 
karmin.. But has he by the mere pursuit of 

highest. knowledge, purest knowledge, abstract know- 

ledge or knowledge of self, fully qualified himself 
for highest life? That is the question. To answer 

this we. must analyse the different ideals of highest 
knowledge.. 

The - original dnalishic system of Kapila sharply 
distinguished between Nature, as the one fact, a 

plane of materiality, made up of three elements of life, 

birth, and death, or material reason, knowledge, and 

ignorance; and an infinite number of souls as the 
other fact, units of consciousness in the abstract, 

consciousness which neither discriminates nor assimi- 
lates. From the Kapila point of view, the individual 
soul completely withdrawn to itself would be in the 
highest state of perfection, Its own abstract entity 

of. consciousness would stand for the realised self. 

Gradually to withdraw the mind from application to 
mortal affairs, then to train it upon immortal self, was 

the approved. method of self-culture, according’ to 
the Sdémkhya system of Kapila, . In this course of 
self-culture and self-knowledge, if any process of dis- 

crimination was to be thought of, it was simply. the 
fundamental discrimination between self and nature. 

At the top self-realisation was absolutely self-centred 
self-knowledge reduced to blank consciousness. 

The: ideal of this purely rational system of self- 

culture and self-realisation is certainly a high ideal. 
But does not the ideal by its inherent requirements 

demand: a_ reconstruction of its philosophic and 
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religious system ? Can knowledge, as knowledge, be 
ever conceived to remain permanently ina blank 

abstract state ? Will it not spontaneously expand, as 

a phase of life, in all directions, though it may remain 

stationary or stagnant fora time? Will not self — 

feel life in knowledge? Will it not feel joy in 

knowledge ? It is sure todoso, If the ideal is to 
be cherished, if it is to be valued as the highest 
prize of life, it will per force drive the mind that 
cherishes and values the ideal to entertain the scheme 

of an organised world of pure life, pure knowledge 
and pure joy, as an indispensable necessity of the 

life of reason. The ideal, the rational ideal, will 

first spiritualise, will first rationalise, the whole 

scheme of life, the so called material and the non- 
material, and will, as a corollary tothe truth thus 

established, vitalize and vivify the whole. Reéason 

will imply life, and life will imply life of enjoyment, 
and the whole by the implications of reason must 

be constructed as a scheme of all life, life every 

where, units of life correlated to each other and One 
Life in every phase. Life of reason, no matter if if 
is abstract consciousness, if it does not extinguish 

by itself, and that is an absurdity, for life by avowal 
éan never cease to live, M will shed light all around, 
reveal life all around. Indeed the principle of sattwa 
which Simkhya * is led to concede as the principle 
that sustains nature’s life, mortal life, can not but 
persist as the immortal principle of life, and will stand 
as the Great Spirit that brings together the mortal 

——— ms 
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and the eternal, raises both to the same plane, and 
organises both into one whole of immortality, If the 
course of deliverance must start with a discrimination 
between Nature and individual souls and an apprecia- 
tion of the conditions of world-life as ever subject 
to the mutual adjustments of Nature and souls, reason 

that is to achieve the deliverance will not rid itself 
altogether of the comprehension of correrated life even 
in its finest state of self-refinement, In other words, 
reason left to itself will inevitably turn into bhakti, 
comprehension of all-round life-to-life adjustment 
and devotion. Let reason, as it really negatives 
itself when brought into touch with mortality, when 
it contemplates death and ignorange as at all admis- 
sible to its scheme of life, build and remain concerned 
with sharply differentiated types of mortal 

Nature and mortal individualities, but in its immortal 

state reason cannot but find out immortal individua- 

ties as immortal men permanently organised in one 

system of life’s own nature, Sattwa will then turn 

into Vishnu, nature into His Swaprakriti, and jivas 
into so many parts, comprehensive parts, of the 

whole Principle of Sattwa, Sattwa, degraded down 

to mortal life, mortal nature, may be required. to 
be distingnished from immortal souls, * but Sattwa 

when immortalised turns into true life and reason, 

comprehends immortal nature, immortal souls, 
immortal spirit, one in all and all in one. A Sémkhya 
need not therefore feel disquieted that raised to the 

level of bhakti his creed will lose its distinct 

© cayentigarg ate” 
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identity. His: creed will hold up to the highest 
worldy point, it will then inevitably merge itself into 

the all-comprehensive creed of life, The released 

individual life of a Sémkaya cannot be permanently 

left to itself. It must ever live in its purified indivi- 

duality in an organised world of pure life, in the 

fullness. of life, joy and reason, all untainted with 
mortality, This joyous, conscious, alert participation 

in Pure Life will automatically: involve devotion 
to Pure Life, and every unit of pure life that is 
involved in the self-expansion of Pure Life. When 
by.a course of self-meditation or self culture the indi- 

vidual soul has returned unto itself, it should, in 
obedience to its inner inpulse, be without delay led 
to take its-place in the world of Real Life and 
Reason. The company of Him. who represents : the 

life. and. reason of this true world must be. then 
sought for or else the soul will slip away to argue 
itself a lower type of life and reason, and will come 

down. to live a lower life, a mortal life, Ib will 

again take, by the driving force of its inner life, a 

blind leap in the dark. Its life-impulse must be 
satisfied, and if it is not pushed up, it will push itself 
downward. The dreaded cycles of births and rebirths 

will then start afresh. To say that. once conscious 

of itself why should it choose again a mortal life x 

is to. betray ignorance of the essential nature of the 

soul, Ifit shuts its eyes before a dazzling halo of 
light, it courts darkness in self. And darkness will 

« “srert afsornta sanaaitta Gaus) 
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spell death, dark life will lead to mortal life. To avoid 
this, a Sémkhya Yogin, fully conscious of true life 
within essentially realatd to and in one sense bound 
up with life without, and Life above, must ever live, 

rationally live, for man and God, and feel true joy in 

that mode of life. 

A Pédtanjala Yogin, though his self-drawn 
reason comprehends in its highest state of self-settle- 

ment or samddht, a rational inspirator of souls and 

nature, fails to do justice to that comprehension, so 

long as it does not avail itself of that rational all 

round inspiration, to raise himself whole soul to that 

inspired realm of reason, where souls and nature 

realise absolute oneness, complete solidarity, in that 

spirit of inspiration, which is undoubtedly identical 

with the spirit of sattwa, pure and absolute. Unless 
he wants to remain wilfully in the dark, there is no 

question that he will take advantage of the inspira- 

tion, and argue a Divinely inspired life of reason as 

best for himself, and all that is inspired by Him. He 
will then transform his life and reason into a life and 

reason for all life and all reason. In the mortal 

world he will withdraw himself into immortality, 

and then establish immortal  life-relations with 

the immortal side of all-round life, that is transcen- 

dental life behind mortal life. When rid of the 

apparent mortal connections, he lives a fully immor- 

tal life in a plane of infinite immortality, and enjoys 

himself to the fullest extent, in the fullest possession 

of all true knowledge. 
The Nydyavaiseshika Yogin, who at the end ofa 

course of rational meditation finds his reason self 

28 
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extinguished, in the comprehension of the all compre- 

hensive Regulative Power, that regalates only infinite 
elements of life to organise themselves into a system 

of knowers and the known, feelers and the felt, by 

His inherent force of organisation, must hasten to 
bow down to the regulations revealed in his ultimate 

self-realisation, unless he seriously contemplates 

disloyalty to and revolt against the Almighty. At 

this stage, the light of his mortal reason is certainly 

extinguished, but the Regulative Power makes a gift 

of a new light and a new vision to him, In that clear 

light and clear vision, he is revealed himself as inten- 

ded to play his part in a scheme of regulated force, 

a scheme that forces into its fold all elements of life, 

with their potentialities of activity; reason and joy. 

Can he sit still when driven by such a force 7 No, A 

Nydyavatseshika Yogin is, by virtue of his profession, 

an enthusiastic worker in the Divine cause here and 

hereafter. His stone-blind self-consciousness app- 

lies only to his mortal life. It isa prelude to a 

glorious life in glorious associations, below and above, 

One surely courts ruin of his own accord if one seri- 

ously thinks of clinging to the stone-blind state 

Ho declares himself an outlaw when Law has 
brought him before the Supreme Court of Law. 

The Brahmayogin, as an all round absolutist in 

the end,——for his absolute reason comprehends 

absolute life and absolute joy along with absolute 

reason,—can not fail to search his own heart, his inner 

soul, his absolute self, to see if that absolute principle 

is really as exclusive as he has trained himself to 

take it to be, “If there is a single unit of universal 
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soul, and I am unreservedly identfied’ with it, then 

where am I? what am 7? is the world of jivas 
I have come in contact with at very turn is really 
a fraud on my reason, an organised illusion ? Whence 

then this illusion, this fraud ? Surely the illusion is 

produced by the self, the fraud is perpetrated by the — 

self, and that means that self negatives itself, deceives 
itself, which is essentially absurd.” Once he raises 

these questions, he at once sees that His deception 

must be a deception, an appearance in itself ; his life ° 

appears to die but essentially lives all through ; his’ 

reason apparently overlooks the truth all round but- 

has really a clear grasp of truths all around ; his joy’ 

appears to be marred by misery, but it is joy every’ 

where. His absolute, exclusive, life, reason and joy 

demand that. His universal individuality emerges ' 
as co-existent with infinite universal individualities.’ 

The exclusive idea of the universality again turns’ 

the infinite universalities into One Universality. 

The One then is revealed in all and the all are 

revealed in One. Thenceforward the Brahmayogin is’ 

at one with the Bhaktiyogin, for;Bhaktiyoga implies 
nothing more. A search of the Absolute continues so 

long as illusion troubles. Once illusion is dispelled, 

the Absolute ceases to be absolute. If the Brahma- 

yogin in his pride of isolated-dignity would not stop 
to enquire into these undercurrents of thought 

and life, he was sure to be pulled down from that 

position of absolute dignity. Absolutism ever comes 

down by its inherent weakness. A Swardjtst who 

wants to dominate everything when he finds nothing 

to dominate, who wants to comprehend every thing 
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when there is wothing to comprehend, who wants to 

love and enjoy everything when he has nothing to 

love and enjoy, will either obey his sward) instincts 
and settle down in his pure life, reason and joy, to 

live with, to know, and to love proper elements of 

~ love, knowledge, and life, or he will go back upon his 

swardj instincts, and in utter helplessness and hope- 

lessness return deliberately to a career of mixed life, 

reason, and joy. 

After everything is said about the defects of the 

gndnayoga systems, there is no gainsaying the fact, 

that in each and all cases, the culminating phase of 

jndnayoga may always be taken as the preparatory 

ground for highest bhaktwyoga. Life trained upon 

itself, any how and any way, can not but ultimately 

reveal its own potentialities, unless it diliberately 
restrains its own impulses and turns away from its 

own indications. Possessed of all the elements of 

true life, it soon tends to grow of its own accord. 

It has only to keep its eyes wide open and the full 

glories of Life are within the range of its vision, 

He will surely then run after them and ultimately 

get at the Fountain Head of all, He can not but then 

devoutly follow Him in love, in joy, in full glories of 
life and knowledge. %* There is one thing that may 
keep him back, He may be perfectly satisfied after 
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his release from the troubles of worldly life, This 
will spell ruin to him, Self-contained life in any 
aspect can not remain for ever in that self-contained 
state. He will come down, if he will not go up. It 
is a grave danger. He who overcomes this, easily 

passes, more easily than a karmayogin placed under 

the distracting conditicns of karma, into the genuine 

life-circle. But unless and until he chooses to devote 

his pure self wholly to the pursuit of the Glorious 
One, he is constantly in danger of a fall. 

We have observed before that all systems of jndna 

yoga. are built upon the basis of renunciation of 
karma. The fundamental difficulties of such a 

cult are practically insuperable for ordinary people, 
and religion that is worth its name can not leave 

out the masses from its pale, A true religion must 

be a religion for all, The highest and the lowest 
should be free to breathe the pure air of a genuine 

religious life. Jndna Yoga, to be so modified, must 

take cognisance of the active side of life. The formal 

side of every world religion is based upon this truth. 
It may be argued that the physical courses associated 

with gradual self-abstraction fully answer the 

purpose. Not at allso. These courses of abstraction, 
control of sense organs, life organs, and life breaths, 

are intrinsically steps in the direction of life-with- 

drawal, life-contraction, and not life-realisation, life- 

expansion, They tend towards passivity and nob 

activity, Highest reason or highest life does not 

prompt them, but they are intended solely to draw 

back world-life to life in the abstract. They can on 

no account be regarded as parts of a scheme of visible 
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expressions of new life, full life, true life. To acheive 

this end, the life of true knowledge must find itself. 

The man of self-culture and meditation must live and 

act as a cultured and thoughtful man of action. If 

the whole universe is in his full knowledge and full 

life, he must live for all life, It will not do for him 

to lead a silent unconcerned life in pursuit of his self- 

contained salvation. It will be a standing reproach 

against him if he chooses to keep aloof from the world 

of sinfulness, ignorance and misery. * 
To meet this situation, the Smdrtas recommended 

a harmonious combination of jndna and karma... 

Jnana and karma must co-operate for the full realis- 
ation of the essentially two sided life of man, The 

man who has been impressed with the charms of 

true knowledge and true life, should so regulate his 

religious life that his conduct would correspond 

with the notions sincerely entertained by him. Any 

other course would mean betrayal of knowledge. 
The specific courses recommended by the earlier 

Smdrtas confined themselves within the limits of 

Vedic rites, of sacrifice, charity and asceticism. We 

have shewn before that these duties may stand as 
concrete outward expressions of true life, on condition, 

that they are conceived and executed in the spirit of 
highest life. ‘The truth therefore comes out that to 
effect true combination of jndna and karma, karma 
should be raised to the level of conscious discharge 
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of duties for the sake of highest life, as jndna is to 
be elevated to the level of highest knowledge, know- 
ledge of Highest Life and His glories, This com- 
bination cult really merges into the cult of Bhakti 
proper in its important details, 

A bhakta, as we have now shewn by an analysis 

of details, whatever may be his intellectual or actual 

profession, though completely freed from the troubles 

of worldly life, self-deluded, self-murdered life, will 

not resp content with a negative phase, inactive 

phase, of that freedom, but will freely live with, 

know and associate with all life all around, wherever 

he may be, and strive to secure the freedom of all 

life to help in the freeest self-expression of all life. 

True self-freedom can never think of the restricted 

self-expression of any unit of life. His free instincts 
will revolt against such an idea. He will earnestly 
work to secure full realisation of free life for all. He 

will ever pray that others may realise the same 

freedom of self.% He will do every thing that 

leads to the highest good of all. He knows that his 

individual littleness, left to itself, will not avail him 

much. He will therefora work for all through the 

Fountain: Head of all life. In his complete self. 

devotion to Him, he will find the way and the means 

to realise his soul’s desires, his highest and noblest 

instincts, ‘To work for Highest Life is to work for 

all life, for all isin that One. Bhaktwyoga proper is 

broadbased upon this conception. 

« ‘aa fer aaa faa oa |” 



CHAPTER XVI. 

BHAKTI FOR THE WORLD. 

We have tried to show that whatever religious 

creed is adopted, it must culminate in whole-souled 

devotion to the ideal of the highest life in order to 

achieve its proper ends. Ifitis karma, ip must be 

inspired in all its phases and stages with the spirit of 
devoted service to Him who is the embodiment of all 

life. If itis renunciation of karma, it must lead at 

once to life for Him and in His service. If it is pure 

soul-culture, ib must concentrate itself on the Highest 

Soul, the source of all soul-life and adopt life accord- . 

ingly. * The sum and substance is, that whichever 
course may be followed, nothing in it matters, save 

and except complete self-devotiou to all-pervading 

true life, and that is Vishnu or Vasudeva, t There 
can be no other goal for true life. There can be 
other working lines for life that wants to realise 

itself, Bhakts in other words is the aim of life 

and is ab the same time the practical course of life, If 

id is subordinate to anything at all, it is always 

subordinated to itself as its own ideal. Anything 

that stands in its way, bhakte will discard, no matter 

whether itis heaven or even salvation. Anything 

that comes along its way, bhakte will accept. but 

without much concern for it, be it salvation or even 
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an apparently worldly life.’ The one thing that seri- 
ously concerns bhakti is to live for true life and all 
life, for that way alone lies full life- realieanaea 
the self-evident ideal of life-activities. 

_» Such being the fixed definite aim of a bhakta’s life, 
he can never confine himself within the limits of any 

prescribed formulae for life-pursuits. if any set of 

rules and regulations serve anybody any real good, 

considering his innate tendencies or tastes, he is wel- 
come to abide by them. There can be no objection 

to it, so long as it leads the right way towards full 
life-evolution, through devotion to life and nothing 

but life, But unless his soul freely chooses the pro- 
gram, he will do nothing but harm to himself, if he 
restricts himself at the outset in his struggle for free 

life, which is another aspect of true life. Freedom 
begins with freedom and ends in freedom. To work 

with a full sense of restrictions is not to work for 

true liberation of life, | 
The first fundamental thoughts of man when he 

_ engages in some work determine the shape of the life 
that emerges out of the performance of that work. 

If freedom is to be attained, his first choice must 

represent a course of life which potentially holds all 

the elements of absolutely free life. The course of 
bhaktt is therefore dictated throughout by a sense of 

realisation of freedom within. The elements of soul- 
freedom necessarily stand for the elements of bhakti. 

Is then bhaktc essentially identical with pure 

abstract self-knowledge ? For therein undoubtedy lies 
a clear consciousness of release from bondage to the 

world-forces, » Not at all. Negative freedom is 

29 
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not complete freedom and a mere sense of release is 
nothing but negative freedom. The prisoner longs for 

release from his prison, nob for the sake of release ib- 
self, but to enjoy a free life as soon as the fetters are 

withdrawn. True freedom of life is never fully expres- 

sed in a passive state of quiet life. A free life ever seeks 

to be fullin its freedom. Free life and full life are 

indeed interchangeable terms, and a life of bhakts 

stands as much for the one as for the other. Ina 

free life is realised full life, and in a full life is realised 

free life. The one cannot do without the other. 

Thy stand or fall together, 

If consciousness of freedom is the great underly- 
ing feature of the Bhakti Cult, it carries its own obli- 
gations along with itself. To grow intoa full life 

of freedom, one must always try to create an atmos- 

phere of freedom, to breathe nothing but the air of 

freedom, A free man can hardly be said to enjoy his 
freedom so long as he is surrounded by slaves on all 
sides. Everything thrives in its own elements, Free- 

dom is truly felt only in a free circle. The idea of a 

bond-man can never be tolerated by a true lover of 

freedom. ‘To have to establish close relationship 

with serfs for life-realisation is the very negation of 

the idea of self-freedom. The bhakta therefore in 
his pursuit of self-freedom will unfailingly seek the 
spiritual liberation of his fellowbeings % | Whatever 
will contribute towards the free life-realisation of his 
brethren in the world will be cheerfully undertaken 
by him for his own life-realisation, 

~ 
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We must now try to understand properly the full 

scope of soul-freedom which is the essential feature 

of life-fulfilment. We have seen before that the soul 

or true life has three fundamental phases—saét or 

sandhini, the phase of life or existence, chit or sam- 

vit, the phase of knowledge, and dnanda or hiddini, 

the phase ofjoy. <A free life implies unrestricted 

activities ofone and all of these principles, * The 
principle of sat or sandhint’ requires the bhakta to 

live and make others live without illegitimate restric- 

tions, The principle of chit or sambit prompts him 

to know absolutely the fundamental laws of thought 

and existence and make others know them. The 

principle of dnanda or hiddin«’ leads him ever to feel 
unhampered the joysof good life and help others to do 

the same Jife expressed in these three aspects obvi- 

ously covers the entire course of free life, 

So far asthe world is concerned, to live for life 

and to help every unit of life to live for all life are of 
course to always so act that the needs of life are 

satisfied all round. The whole progess of civilisation 
tends this way. Man must work for the life of man, 
and everywhere, in every centre of life, there is 
nothing but man. Where there is a being appa- 

rently other than man, there also is correctly the 
soul or life ofa man confined in that state for the 

realisation of his impulses acquired as a man. So 

everywhere else. To work for human life is therefore 
to work for the whole world of life. + Now to work 

* “soy afer alata 4, aat Ata acata a, aa tela aeeafey 1” 
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for life at once implies that the worker must avoid 

everything that will kill life. To do the slightest 

injury therefore to any form of life is to kill life, 

‘that is to killa man. Acts of injury are therefore 

‘acts of homicide. The religion of life in the Bhakti 

Cult therefore primarily concerns itself with duties 

that incorporate the doctrine of preservation of life 

‘on all sides, + Mischief in no form will be tolerated 

‘by the follower of the bhakte Cult. He will not do 

‘mischief, he will not think of mischief, and he will 

‘not talk mischief, speak words that will injure others 

in any way. His thoughts and speech will breathe 

always a spirit of universal comradeship. To feel 

for the whole world asa phase of our own life is 

therefore the first article of faith in the doctrine of 

bhakti. ‘he consummation of the Vedic religion 

‘thou shalt not kill any life-—which is hardly con- 

sistent with its prescribed practices is thus attained, 

to the spirit and the letter of the great-law, in the 

life of a bhakta. Through a propagation of: this 

virtue of universal good will, the bhakta will strive 

bo raise the world to a higher plane of life. He 

will, under the impulse of this all-round benevolence, 

devote himself to the furtherance of the best life- 

interests of others and by example and_ precepts 

induce his fellowmen to act in the same way.* The 
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‘whole ‘nature’ or world of life has no other lesson 

‘for him than this, to contribute to the good: of others 

“any way and anyhow—by thought, action, speech and 

_ by every thing that belongs to him, ‘The entire code 

_of worldy virtues for the bhakta is based’ upon the 

doctine: ‘of universal benevolence on its positive side, 

and a spirit of absolute harmlessness on its negative 

side, Kindness, charity, truthfulness and every 

other recognised type of human virtue flow from 

this main spring. 

It is needless. to observe that this cult of universal 

benevolence does not fib in with any other doctrine 

that holds up the world-life as absolutely unreal and 
centres the real interests of man upon: himself, To 

live and work for the essentially untrue is hardly 

an inspiring and convincing creed; and to think of 

others where there is none else to be thought of is 

almost to make a mockery of intelligence, Even to 

the realist who draws a sharp distinction between 

life within and .life without,—stigmatizes external 

life asa hopelessly wrong side of life, such a doctrine 

is foreign in its nature, It entirely and exclusively 

belongs to a creed that contemplates the essential 

unity of life in every phase, and the bhakt: cult of the — 
Sdtwatas alone fulfils the condition, True, the 

Sdtwata doctrine also concedes the apparent falsity 

of worldly life with its phases of change, creation and 

“qual HET uataatarshtaart |” 
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disruption, but it immediately restores its fundamental 
reality through the principle of life ( sattwa ) that 

ever works in and through the changing phases, To 

him the seeming: unreality is a delusion on the part 

of Delusion herself. Life’s unreality,*if any, consists 

solely in its struggle for self-realisation and the whole 

world is a great scene of that life struggle. A 

struggle for life implies however nothing more 

than an imperfect life, and sdétwata philosophy admits 

only the imperfections of this world-life which is ever 
* striving to right itself, but failing at every step to 

completely achieve the end. The goal of world-life 
is however a perfect reality and to work towards 
the goal is to work towards perfection, It cannot 
therefore be a matter of reproach against the 

bhakta, that in his religion of the world he is after 
a false end of life, Not at all. The end is all right, 

perfect, it is nothing but true life, whatever may be 
said of a transitory struggling phase. The funda- 

mental aims of life move in the eternal sphere of 

life, They inspire life below and never do that in 
any false spirit, The fundamental religion of life is 
good for all and there is no mistake about it. The 
world ever is to realise itself in a form to suit the 
really best requirements of all centres of life. If it 
can never attain the goal, ib is not its own 
fault. The blame lies with the independent 
centres of free life which is gone astray and 

essentially free life is every where. Sometimes they 
wrong the world so powerfully as to lead almost to a 
cataclysm, Ib is averted by the timely intervention 

of the great principle. of life working above all, that 
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saves the situation as the great soul or the benevolent 
Incarnation of God, the fundamental unit of all life, 

_ Almost all other religious cults founded upon self- 
contained jndnayoga shrink from the very idea of any 

religious truth in any mode of worldly life. To each 

of them the world-idea is false and wrong, root and 
branch. Worldly virtues are virtues only so far as the 

world goes and no more, It is curious however to 

find these schools busy inculcating them as a 

preparatory ground for pulling self out of the world,* 

If they are fundamentally founded upon wrong concep- 

tions of life, no amount of their worldly usefulness can 

by any process of reasoning confer upon them the 

right and power of helping one out of the world-life. 
That is absurd on the face of it. Truth alone can 

lead to truth. A false step is a false step taken for 
whatsoever purpose. It must be inferred from the 

course adopted by these idealists that instinctively 

they are convinced that what is really good for worldly 

life is good for the soul of man, for the essence of life 
of man, Because it represents a true course of life 

that it unfailingly leads to the living of a true life, 
No other explanation will satisfy human reason. 

Hither the essential good of the world is identified 

with the good of life all round, or it is to be discarded 

unceremoniously. No amount of special pleading will 

establish the real nature of a good as both good and 

bad, right for the world and wrong for high life, true 

life. Such duplicity is never helpful to a correct 

understanding of lifeaims. Delusion will never 

+ “afer eqretyt fqares ange? (satay) 
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leap out of its own shadow. The religion of uni- 

versal life must be accepted as the religion of all life, 

If life is the great principle which a bhakta will 

live for and make others live for, itis also the one 

thing which he will think of and make others think of, 

Amidst all the changes ofthe world, life alone matters 

as the only matter of knowledge. Life alone lives 

and everything else is death or change of life.’ 

Subject every thing of the world to searching analy- 

sis, and’you will find that nothing but life emerges 

as the one sustaining principle of the thing. In the: 

phraseology of natural philosophy ( Prakritatatiwa ), 

every phenomenal object of the world is made up 
of three forces, —of life, sattwa, creation, rajas, and 

destruction, tamas. From the highest to the lowest 
side of world-life these are the three natural consti- 
tuents of life. The whole of nature admits of nothing 

else. But does rajas or tamas, the principle of 

creation or the principle of destruction really express 

a separate entity. Are they not two inevitable 
phases of world-life, and only express the truth that 

a thing comes anil goes, but the thing in itself 

remains somehow and somewhere to come and then 

go, again and again. The one principle therefore 

is the principle of life, the thing in itself, Man’s’ 

highest knowledge of things must therefore reduce 

itself ultimately to the eternal things in themselves 

organised or consolidated as one life. Man must 
know it as the reality and the one thing of knowledge 

or knowledge itself. Life is indeed knowledge and: 
knowledge is life. This fundamental unity of thought 
and life is the basis of the bhakta’s ‘logic? , +The 
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fundamental laws of thought are the fundamental 
laws of life. And the laws deal exclusively with 
the affirmation or negation of life for the realisation 

of life, Life or knowledge asserts itself first and 
then denies itself in every attempt at self-revelation. 
This process goes on infinitely, but the centre is 
always fixed as life or knowledge. The science of man 

treats of the laws that affect the passing phases of life 

and knowledge, but man’s religion will rise superior 

to the passing phases throughout its handling of the 

courses of nature, and concentrate itself on life in itself 

and thought in itself, The great Sémkhya system of 

Kapila and later philosophy under Sémkhya influence 
rightly explain the evolution of the universe by refere- 

nce to the activities of the three forces. But it is 

sattwa or life and knowledge below, and life and 

knowledge above, that is from end to end. Sdttwa is 

therefore the one thing to be known that sdttwa 

alone may be served. 

The idealist who sees in the world nothing but the 

_ working of the great principle of negation of knowledge 
does really partial justice to his own self-revealed 

knowledge, chit or sambit. When knowledge seems 

to begin in ignorance or life in no-life, it does not 

disclose the whole truth and reveal its full aspect. 

Nothing absolutely unknown is ever known and 

nothing absolutely unborn is ever born. A thing 

comes to our knowledgs when all its elements or 

features reveal their identity with the elements of 

knowledge which are in us. A thing comes to life 

only in a changed form, and the change is a phase of 

life itself, Life or knowledge therefore asserts itself 

3° 
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through an apparent negation. It is not ‘life’ that 

is apparent, nor knowledge that is apparent, but it is 

negation that is apparent. ‘lo know life is therefore 
not to know wrongly, as to serve life is not to serve 

bady. The basic knowledge of worldly knowledge, 
the solid foundation of cosmic sciences, is unquestion- 

ably genuine knowledge, whatever degrees of imper- 

fections my attach to the different systems of scienti- 

fic knowledge, which are ever in progress towards 

complete realisation of the unattainable one. Reli- 

gion that is founded upon this genwne knowledge is 

true in every respect. It builds itself beyond the 

jurisdiction of Maya or the principle of negation. It 

concerns itself with sattwa, the principle of life and 

knowledge, that negation itself affirms as a postulate 

of its own existence. 

We have now explained that life is for living for, 

and life is also for knowing itself, It now remains for 

us to touch on the third phase of sachchiddnanda. 
It is the principle of joy. Life is the thing, the one 
thing to rejoice over, and not to discard as a load of 

misery. ‘To know life everywhere and to live for that 

universally spread life is the greatest of joys, or more 

correctly the mainspring of the emotion of joy, We 

feel pleasure only when we think that we have made 

our life grow. We feel that pleasure in the company 

of others. The thouzht that underlies this sense of 

our sociality,—and isolated joy is almost unthinkable, 

—is one of all-round contribution to the growth of life. 

Nothing but this sense will prompt the feeling of self 
exultation. If in low sensual pleasures the joy soon 

terminates and yields place to a feeling of pain, it is 
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because of the subsequent discovery that the so-called 

pursuit of pleasure has not conduced to the real well- 

being of life anywhere, A careful analysis of even 

a case of apparent joy discloses the source of real joy, 

and that is to know life and live for life. Life in the 

pursuit of life is a life of untainted joy. The bhakta 

pursues such a course of life. He seeks to induce 

others to follow the same ideal. To him therefore life 

is Joy, pure joy. | 
He wants not to retire from the world of life and 

live the life of a religious recluse, He seeks to live 

in the midst of a great organisation of life, and it is 

human life everywhere as we have explained. In 

the society of fellowmen he enjoys his life to the 

full by doing good to all life, self and others, Show- 
ing that therein lies true joy, he seeks to induce 

others to copy him, “ much in the same way, as every 

manager of a theatrical company copies broadly the 

same entertainments that lead to pleasures,” 

To an illusionist this optimistic side of religion is 

altogether a sealed book. He sees that every body 

in the world is ever struggling to get rid of unavoida- 

ble pain and misery. He at once concludes that the 

worldlife is nothing but a life of agony, Pessimism is 

the key-note of his view of world life. To rise superior 

to it, religious life must rise superior to worldly life, It 

is impossible to devise a seheme of purely worldly reli- 

gion which will not he tainted with that dismal view, 
The bhakta thinks and argues otherwise, If every crea- 

ture in the world is struggling to overcome pain, it is 

ab the same time working for true joy of life, The 

negative phase inevitably draws attention to the 
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positive. What is really indispensable can never be 
sought to be avoided, because the attempt is useless. 

Bot the quest of joy to which life is prompted 
indicates ultimate joy at the top of worldly life, 

Religion traces it and finds it as the foundation of 

life. To live for all is to live injoy, Unless it is 

conceded, the quest of joy becomes a pure delusion. 

To assert itis sois to cut at the root of the con- 

ception of a joyful life even beyond the world. A 

myth can never stand fora truth. If the feeling is 
absolutely wrong in its indications at any stage of 

world-life, it can never speak correctly for any stage 

out side the pale of world-life. The fact is that when 
true life is indicated in the world, true joy is indicated 

along with it. The bhaktv cult of the Sdtwata 
recognises this and it boldly preaches the doctrine that 

life is worth living and enjoyable, if only one knows 

how to live it. To live it is to live for it, and to know 

it to be everywhere. The joys of such a life are 
unquestionable. 

We have now finished the worldly aspect of the 
bhakts cult in its own elements. Briefly put, it is 
service of life, knowledge of life, exultation over life. 



CHAPTER XVII. 

BHAKTI MERGED IN DIVINE LIFE. 

If the worldly life of a bhakta is exclusively 

dovoted to the service of life or worship of humanity 

in view of the existence of man and nothing but man 

in evéy form of world-life, it is evident that such a 

life of bhakti can never secure its complete realisation 

under cosmic conditions. It is impossible fcr a 

man of the world to live for the whole range of life. 

Yet the inclinations of a bhakta lie in that direction. 
We have again and again impressed the point that 
the unsophisticated instincts of life ever shew the right 

way for life. That is the best and most reliable 

guide. To follow any extraneous guidance is simply 

to court disaster. Life must be recognised as its. 

own monitor. We can not therefore ignore the 
indications of a worldly life of bhakti for the attain- 

ment of consummation of itself. In his pursuit 

of higher religion the bhakta will accordingly lift 
himself above the world, and seek full partnership 

with the embodiment of the great principle of life 

itself, wherefrom emantes every phase or centre of 

life. To be on that higher plane, to live for eternal 

life, infinite in its immensity of manifestations, is the 

consummation ever sought for but never attained 

in the world, To serve and worship Bhagavan 

Vasudeva Vishnu is at once to serve and worship - 

all life. Through His grace, through His interven- 

tion, through His life, man is enabled te bring his 
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religious life to completion. So long as he confines 
himself within the world, he works under worldly 

limitations. A finite unit here, he has no means 

of extending his benevolent activities infinitely. 

Raised to the rank of infinity, he at once has infinity 

under his survey, It does not matter even if he 

is then one of the world, It is enough if he is 

spiritually uplifted out of the world. Whenever 

he is a participant in His life, he is a worker for 

all life. 
How to live for this Great Life? To live for a 

unit of worldly life is to seek to satisfy the needs 
of that life for self-realisation. But the Great 

Life of Vdsudeva stands above any such needs. 
That great principle of universal good will require 

no help to bring His efforts to a successful end. 

To serve Him is therefore not to promote any special 

interests with which He is identified. He is well 

able always to take care of Himself and what is 

His, Life in itself ever knows its own ends and 

knows how to accomplish them. The only way to 

please Him or to serve Him is consequently to 

place the whole life, the whole soul, at His feet, for 

His.mercy, for his favour, that He in His eternal 

benevolence may guide it in its activities. The 

whole soul must be withdrawn from every thing else, 

every creed and every pursuit of man, On Him 

must centre all virtues and phases of life-religion. He 

will stand as the personified will wherewith to 

choose the aim of life. He will be the source of 

all joys for life to passionately cling to. To hear 

of nothing else, to speak of nothing else, to think 
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of nothing else, to honour and serve nothing else, 
save and except the Life of lives in His great 
personal grandeur. Therein lies wholesouled exclusive 
devotion to Him, x 

This cult of full and exclusive devotion to 
Vishnu naturally makes light of all religious doctrines 
devised by man with their sets of obligatory and 
expiatory duties. The life of a true bhakta is unham- 
pered in its choice of modes of worship, He breathes 
an air of freedom and he can not think of restrictions 

as such. Itis impossible for him to fetter himself 

to get rid of fetters. The modes in which he will 
show his wholesouled worship of Him will vary infi- 
nitely, To please Him he will consult only his own 
idea of pleasure, what he considers most agreeable to 

his heart, and that he will turn to his service under 

the guidance of his pure instincts- | “If it pleases him ° 

to hear of great deeds, he will give his ears to 

records of His glorious achievements. If he requires 
suitable exercises of his power of speech to satisfy his 

life-instincts, he will recite the sacred accounts of 

- His life, If he will choose to think of a past, his 

memory will call up what He has done for the 

world, If he cares to engage his hands, he may 

turn them to direct personal service for Him in con- 

nection with an image of an Incarnation.” These are 

some of the works in which the bhakta will find the 
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realisation of his senselife, For the satisfaction of his 

spiritual life, “he will ever be ready to worship Him, 
say inanimage; will humble himself down before 

Him ; recognise in Him his master and friend.” * On 
the whole, he will offer himself body and spirit to 

Him. All activities of body and soul will be for His 

pleasure. 

It is imposaible to set out in details even the 

types of various activities which the bhakta may 

choose to engage in for Divine favour. The 

materials for such self imposed duties are to be found 

in every department of life. To give man an opportiu- 

nity to do Him personal service, the Hternal Life has 

incarnated Himself in innumerable forms. Man is at 

liberty to play any part that appeals to him. There 

is ample scope in Divine service for the fulfilment of 

every phase of man’s sense-life and spirit-life. Every 

shade of taste, every type of life-instinct, can fully be 

realised in and through the service of God, Take 

the case of the sense of hearing. One may like to 

listen to sweet songs. Asa bhakta he is welcome to 

the songs in praise of God, To another the music of 

organs may be most agreeable. He can unhesitatingly 

attend a religious entertainment in which the organs 
are playing in His cause. A third may like to 
listen to sweet talks. He may join an assembly of 
bhaktas where such talks about Him and His glories 
constitute the order of life. So on infinitely. And what 
is true of hearing is true of sight, touch, taste, smell, 

+ ‘oaat ates fault; tar meeaaq—sits sere 
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as well as of the organs of action, Everything that 
is done may be done as an expression of life for Him. 
As we have explained before, the religious 

activities of a bhakta may or may not be confined to 

a scheme of Vedic rites, even when such rites are 

conceived in the spirit of bhakt:. Ifthe free choice 

of the bhakta falls upon them, it is all right. Ina 
large number of cases the likelihood is that different 
courses of karma appropriate to the inner tastes 

will be adopted. The various Yantras or non-Vedic 
Agamasdstras try to expound the possible leading 

types of such practical courses, They are of course 

never exhaustive,—as they very well can not be. 

‘Their essence lies in the infinity of varieties. Adap- 

tation of schemes of karmic life to the changing 

requirements of free agents must needs lead to an 

infinity of systems. For the sake. of convenient 

reference, they are spoken of as Tdntric aspects of 

the Bhakti Cult. These aspects can by their very 
nature never be numbered. ‘True to their origin, they 
are ever extending, No wonder thata student of 

the Tantric literature is staggered by its incompre- 

hensible immensity, If there can be no limit to the 

possible phases of karma that may be chosen by the 

worshipper of One Life, it is sheer madness even 
to try to explore the possibilities of the infinite 

varieties of the types of worship of the essentially 

incomprehensible and innumerable phases of High 

Life, Divine Life, associated with the conceptions 

of gods and goddesses, that constitute the Hindu 

pantheon, and the Tantras avowedly seek to explore 

the Infinity. But let us now resume the threads of 

31 
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the main topic, Generally speaking, as we have. 

pointed out, the practical courses of bhaktz fall under 
two heads, Vedie and Téntric. <A third course is 
also quite possible. It lies in a combination of the 

two, It is a mixed course of Vedic and Tantric rites * 
To a bhakta of the world, however exalted he may 

be in his spiritual life, the environments ofa social 

life and worldly life are matters of some account. 
He cannot ignore them completely. The value — 

of the Vedic rites in their comprehensive benevole- 
nee is never underrated by a bhakta for the ordinary 

people of the world. If the ‘mass’ find a religious 

man of the world completely discarding the routine 

of the work and the formalities of the work prescribed 

for them, they will forthwith cease to entertain any 

high regard for their duties. Not raised to a higher 

plane spiritually, they will also do nothing better. 

The result will be that the useful Vedic rites will be 

discounted and neglected by the people at large and 

nothing else of intrinsic value will take their place. 

When people are in a revolutionary mood, destructive 

mood, religiously, this will lead to religious confu- 

sion all round, with all its dangerous potentialities 

Considering all this, a bhakta, so long as he is 

in a society tacitly organised on the religious basis of 

Vedicism, will choose to mix up his religious activi- 

ties, and perform rites both Vedie and Tantric. The 

consideration thus shown to Vedie rites obviously 

does not hold good for all time. Hindu society has 

* Tantra comes form fan to extend. 
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in fact gradually emerged as based more and more 
upon the Tdntric systems, and that is quite natural, 
in view of the great adaptability of the Tantric cults 
to varying tastes and times. The most remarkable 
feature of the creeds of the Yantras that has highly 
impressed the people is their all-round simplicity. 

The Tantric rites do not entail palpable hardships, 

extensive preparations, prolonged operations, 
The wholesale devotion of spirit and body to the 

cause of all life and high life which is the essence of 

the Bhakti Cult necessarily unfolds itself in connec- 
tion with the three fundamental aspects of life, sat, 

chit, dnanadza, life, reason, and joy. In the domain 
of active life, it is principally faith or sraddhd bhakts, 

for sraddhd is prominently associated with the phase 

of active existence or life. In the sphere of reason, 

it is chiefly devotional contemplation, bhdvand bhakto, 

bhdva bhakte or rati, In the domain of emotion, it is 

devotional love, prema bhakti, It is of course need- 

less to point out that on account of the essential 

unity of the three phases, each is more or less combi- 

ned with the other two. The active phase, the work 
of faithful devotion, can not progress except with the 

progress of thoughts for Him and expression of love 
for Him, One, whenever one thinks of Him, is irre- 

sistibly attracted towards Him and plants implicit 

faith in Him. To be attached to Him is to think of 

Him and place entire reliance upon Him. Devotional 

work, thought, and love must ever co-operate. We 

calla particular phase by a particular name, only 

* «sey areata: |” 
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when that phase is revealed as more pronounced 

than the others inseparably associated with it. 

We may draw here incidentally the attention 

of the student of Hindu religious history to the fact 
that religious evolution in Hindustan has strictly 

conformed to this threesided nature of the all- 

comprehensive Bhakti Cult, We have explained 

at some length that at the Vedic stage, the cult was 

precisely the cult of devotional faith or sraddhdbhakts, 

Contemplation of the spiritual greatness of the one or 

the other of the forms of one Divine Spirit, Lka Sat, 

and expression of personal attachment towards Him, 

were more or less implied along with that highest 

faith. At the second stage of development represen- 
ted by the jndnayoga systems, the presence of the 

Highest was actually sought to be felt in the temple 

of human soul, the sanctuary of reason, by rational 

self-concentration and self-contemplation, dhydna- 

yoga or bhdévand. Faith and attachment, though 

not markedly pronounced in connection with this 

stage, were nevertheless present in the background, 

for self concentrates itself only upon that to which 

ib is instinctively attracted and inthe active induce- 

ments of which it has implicit faith. The third stage 

or the Pauranic and the Téntric stage culminated in 

the doctrine of exhilarating love for Him or Prema 

bhakt. Faith in Him and exclusive self-concentra- 

tion upon Him were naturally associated with the 
phase, as love feeds on and thriveson faith in and 

contemplation of the beloved * The Principle of 

° ser tia dfs tami” (3) 
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Sat, Chit, and A’nanda, thus revealed His three-sided 
nature historically. Not only this. Even emotional 
bhaktt or prema bhakti developed from the active 
to the contemplative, and from the contemplative 
to the almost exclusively emotional or self-centred 
emotional phase. Similarly every other phase had 
three stages, 

What is true of the history of a race is true 
of the history of an individual. We have briefly 

dealt with the karmic aspect of bhakti as pro- 
pounded by the Sédtwatas. This as explained 

above is based upon the active phase of life, the sat 
or sandhini phase of sachchiddnanda life, Life, viewed 
from a particular angle of vision, discloses itself in 
action and the practical side of bhakti takes note pro- 
minently of the correct modes of life-activities. We 

shall now show that the chit or sambid or the reason 
side of life, the modes of contemplation and _ self- 

concentration had an appropriate share in the bhakti 

eult of the Bhdgavata school. When the sambid 
side develops in connection with bhakts proper, or 

- rather one thinks of the sambid side of bhakts proper, 
the mind of the bhakta is conceived as practically 
exclusively occupied with thoughts for Him, the 

Dearest and Nearest to life, and is thus in bhdvand 

bhaktt ; and as the thoughts rest peacefully and com- » 
fortably in that condition, the mind of the bhakta is in 

ardma or rati in that sense. It is in absolute freedom — 

from all vexations and troubles of mortal life, 1b is 

the state which on one side bespeaks relief and self- 

contained contentment, the summumbonum of the 

Absolutist, and on the other implies full contact 
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with Eternal Life in the innermost recesses of the 
heart, and thus prepares the ground for the next 

stage or rather gives an insight into the next phase 

of highest emotion in life’s love and joy, 

Unlike the jndnayoga schools, the Sdtwatas, 

as we have said, regarded the soul as the 

great principle of real life; and did not content 

themselves with abstract existence, thought and 

contentment, as the highest good of life. The 
religion they taught accordingly inculcated active 

devotion, not to outlive at the highest stage 

its own usefulness, but to stick to itself to the last 

as a permanent and genuine pursuit, as an expression 

of true life, In the sphere of thought or knowledge, 

for the very same reasons, the efforts of a bhakta 

of the realistic Sdiwata profession are to be diverted 

from worldly life, nob towards mere self-abstraction, 

but towards something concrete, a truly better life 

available at the end. ‘This difference in fundamental 

conceptions enables the bhakta to preach a simpler, 
an easier course of self-contemplation than what is 

advocated by the rigid abstractionist. He does not 
require the mind to concentrate upon practically a 

pure nothing, or a symbol that has no absolute right 

to speak for anything better. In his contemplation 

of His forms, the bhakta is required to contemplate 

His glorious forms, revealed within and revealed 

without, forms actually manifested within the 

world’s view and the soul’s inner view, What he 

will think of, he is at liberty to view in His full 
majesty before his eyes, for, in His infinite kindness, 

He has placed Himself within the easy reach of 
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all, in His all-genuine Divine.image-forms, which 
are themselves essentially immortal in spirit, though 
In the eyes of the ordinary mortal they are mortal 

in their materiality, It is open to the bhakta to 
choose freely from among the types of the eternal 

manifestations that particular type which appeals 

to him most, and that will fully satisfy his gewuine 
desire to contemplate eternal life within. He is 

convinced that none of the forms has any unreality 
about itself, and each speaks unreservedly for full 

life and true life. He is not called upon to ‘smash’ 

a mere symbol and an idol, to get rid of the very- 

thing contemplated at the end of contemplation. 

What the bhakta religiously thinks of is essentially 
the same at the start and the finish, The image 

upon which he sets his heart and soul turns at the 

end into itself and nothing else or no nothingness, The 

apparently mortal converts itself into the immortal, 

but there is no change of face. ‘The process of 

meditations involved in such a form of devotion is 

unquestionably the simplest of the simple. Mind 

entertains the concrete and nothing but the concrete. 

To drive the concrete altogether from the purview 
of mind may be a theoretically possible feat, but it 

is suicidal on the part of mind. The analogy of 

a dreamless sleep will not carry conviction, The 

possibility of such a one is disputed. In any case, 

an analogous state of salvation will be generally 

regarded as a poor comfort and hardly a glorious 

consummation devoutly to be wished for. Mind 

« “omatetatad” (8) 
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ever craves for realities, and to preach before it the 
value of self-extinction can hardly be agreeable to 

it, What does not essentially agree with the mind 

can not be accepted as the creed of life’s own religion. 

The bhakta pleads for a simple natural course of 

religion in every department of life, action, thought 

and emotion, In his natural thirst for highest 

knowledge, he will concentrate on thoughts associated 
with His manifold and manifest phases of personal 

majesty. The conditions of complete self-segregation, 

the processes of self-control indispensable to a system 

of abstract contemplation, are not matters of much 

account to a bhakttyogin. He does not feel the 

necessity of keeping away from the world to fix his 

thoughts on the Great embodiment of concrete life. 

Even in the midst of the apparently most disquieting 

conditions of life, he can easily come before Him 

or turn to him for peace, revealed as He is in his 
heart of hearts or before his eyes in an immortalised 

‘material’ form, An abstract thinker can never 

be so fortunately placed. Complete self-isolation is 
the sole means of achieving the latter’s end. 

If the bhaktwyogin adopts the routine of self- 
contemplation associated with abstract religion, it 

may be simply as a matter of preliminary work. 

Mind fixed upon a cherished reality stands however 

little in need of such processes in their fullest 
significance. 

We now come to the third phase of bhakt:, the 

predominantly emotional phase, in which the bhakta . 

feels Divine life everywhere and rejoices over that 

condition of self In such a condition of life, all 
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personal interests of the worshipper are deliberately 
merged in the interests of the worshipped, To live 
exclusively for Him becomes the one ruling passion 
of his life, Life, by such a course of culture, is bound 

to attain its highest state of self-realisation. The 

reason is simple. Mind when it is impressed with 

something ‘realises’ itselfin that form. Worldly things 

however with their constantly changing aspects 

can never permanently ‘impress’ the mind, Mind itself 

as a changing mode of ‘life’ can not also retain the 
permanent form of anything of the world that seems 

to ‘impress’ it. Whena permanent entity appears 

before the mind, it is immediately referred to the 
permanent source of mind, the great principle of life 

or soul. When the bhakia feels the presence of the 

Great Principle of Life that pervades everything, 
his own life becomes full of it, and is itself realised 

in a form that makes it possible for the soul to 
recognise the Great All-life in itself, In his pursuit 
of the practical course of devotion, this realisation is 

kept in the back ground, engrossed as he is with Life’s 
work, Even in contemplation, knowledge of Him 
does not give him an opportunity for a lively realisa- 

tion of His all-pervading nature, for knowledge 
makes an ‘object’ of what is known. When however 

he feels Him in himself, he at once clearly finds his 

life full of Himself. In this condition alone therefore 

Life is vividly ‘fulfilled’. And to feel this self-fulfil- 
ment is the essence of supreme joy, for joy is always 

in the realisation of full life itself. When Full Life 

is realised in joy, joy turns into love for Him, True 

joy is true love, and true love is true joy. 

32 
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The knowledge that spontaneously fills the soul of 

the intense lover of God, though subordinated to the 

great emotion, is the most comprehensive one, 

When the inner life is filled with Him, as it is in love, 

highest love, every actof self-introspection will auto- 

matically reveal to the worshipper the full Glory of 

Full Life, *” In the language of the sacred books, 

“he will be gifted with Divine eyes, to enable him 

to have full view of Divine Life.” Such was the 

consummation attained by Vydsa and Arjuna. t 

The karmic life of this loving devotee comforms 

entirely with the phase of love entertained by him 
towards Divine Life. It may be ‘the love of an 
admirer, of a friend, of a companion, of a follower, or 

of a near and dear one.” Hach of the phases again 

is succeptible of infinite variations. Counting the 
self among his own people is of course the funda- 

mental feeling that dominates all phases of active 

love for him. It can be viewed as subordination or 

ddsya, or, comradeship or sakhya. It is devoid 

+ “men aratirorata ararq aerfer aaa 1” (¢) 
“ant aaagarat Haat Hiaa—<ath atest 

a aa arguater gu" (Gc) 
n oaficativa wate aaa tateasaa | 
SUA YR Yar wlary seu” (2) 

Arjuna was favoured with such a Divine vision on the eve 

of the great war. He in his distress and anxiety was then full of 
Him in his heart, (Gc) 

Vya‘sa. in his repentance that he had not done justice to His 

majesty was full of Him inthe heart, and His majesty was 

then revealed in full to him. (8) 
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however of the worldly elements of “galling servi- 
tude”, bub stands for eternal Life-partnership, 

The doctrine of feeling life full of Him, acclaimed as 

the highest form of devotion, is full of strange poten- 

tialities, Love is not the only feeling which comple- 
tely fills the mind. Passions and affections when 

carried to extremes fill the heart as fully as love. 

Can then Full Life be realised through the 

entertainment of these emotional states ? The answer 

of the Sdtwatas, to this question, is as unexpected as 

it is unequivocal. Itis in the affirmative! ‘No 
matter, whatever feelings are entertained towards 

Him, if they make the soul full of Him, the soul ins- 
tantly realises itself in full life.” 

So far as he is concerned, argues the Sdtwata 

scholar, there is no question of any bondage to the 

world-life through concentration on Him in any way 

whatsoever. The impulses of man which result from 

attachments to worldly pursuits of course keep him 

in worldly captivity. But when the pursuit is of 
true life beyond the world, the resulting impulse 

can not but carry the pursuer to that higher life. If 

a hostile sentiment is really cherished against Him 

that the heart becomes full of Him, life can not but 

transform itself into its genuine self. Look at the 

worm seized by the drone, Full of fear, full of anxiety, 

the worm is bodily transformed into the shape of its 

enemy. So it will be with one who is full of God as 

his enemy, He will attain His life-form, Any sins ever 

committed by him in any state of existence, present 
or past, will wash themselves away. Any cravings 

for the world that might bring him back to the world 
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would disappear of themselves. Once Full Life is felt, 

there can be no danger ahead of a resumption of any 

lower life-form. What is true of the feeling of 

anxiety, ‘is true of all overpowering sentiments. © 
Passions for Krishna, the highest embodiment of 
Divine life, uplifted the milk-women of Vrinddvana. 
Excessive dread of Krishna pulled up Kansa, Im- 

placable hatred and anger against Krishna ‘released’ 

Sisupdla and many other hostile kings. The Ydda- 

vas got salvation since they were in their affections 

full of Him as their kith and kin. The Pdndavas 

cherished whole-hearted affection for Him-and thus 

attained exalted life. Whatis attained by bhakte was 

made accessible to all of them through apparently 

different pursuits, simply because those pursuits 

filled heir hearts with what was intrinsically the 
embodiment of true life. 

No question can arise that these feelings were 

misguided. The life that was entertained by them 

in their heart of hearts was all right, and that set 

everything right. “The efficacy of a thing is not 

lost in its use even if ib is misunderstood. Poison is 

poison, and acts as poison, even when it is not so 

known. Nectar is nectar, known or unknown, and 

confers immortality as soon as it is sipped.” * 

_ A nN Ma si x n~ 
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The above view is set out boldly and clearly. 
Does.it not however overshoot the mark ? What is 

the hecessity of bhaktiyoga, if He is easily accessible 

even through hostile feelings 9 Such feelings fill 

the mind more completely than the superfine senti- 

ments of reverence and love. Does it then come to 

this that feeling Him as an enemy is better than 

loving Him? The Sétwata school apparently do not 

shrink even from such extreme advocacy. “Quite 

so,” they affirm, “the mortal never becomes full of 

Him so well in bhaktiyoga as in implacable hostility 
towards Him. That is certain,’ ¢ But even if this 

position is conceded, does it solve all difficulty ? How 
can a life, when it feels full of Him, help not loving 

Him? Does not the feeling of true life instantly 

transform itself into one of eternal joy and love? Is 

not the highest emotion of life identical with joyous 
love 9? How is it possible at all to feel hatred, 

anger, enmity against One Who is All-love ? 

The answer to this question immediately reveals 

the true nature of all the overpowering sentiments 

directed towards God. They are all bhakte at 

i 

alge weal F SIE TI WH PICA | sawdeafeat 
aga mente nar; | 

Ror, MANE HATS HAY SATA NATIT: | HASTE THT, 

Pare zt wet safer Ww (3B) 

“qaarg Rargutaa as, ay, fama gq i” (8) 

“ate aquta gfearnaa sare wath wareaaq w” (ate) 
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a fateat afar: 1” (8) 
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the top and bhakti at the bottom, It is a bhakta 

who alone can out of his free chvice become an 

enemy of Him to feel Him fully, and that also only 

for a short time, when for some reason or other, he 

comes down in a mortal form, The story of the two 

‘attendants’ of Vishnu illustrates this, %. 
Once on a time, Sananda and other sons of 

Brahmé who had achieved the highest end of life 
through bhaktz, came all ina state of nature to the 

realm of God and presented themselves at His house- 

door. The doorkeeper would not allow them to enter 

the sacred ‘home’. Immediately they were cursed by 

the sages to fall down from that high state and to 

turn into ‘asuras’. They accepted the curse and chose 

to be born. as His implacable foes. By this course 

they reverted to their Divine position at the end of 

three births only, 

It may be enquired—how the attendants of God, 
His favourites, who had tasted true life, could ever 
fall off under a curse? The answer is supplied in 

the story of Chitraketu. The story is quoted in some 

details, as it incidentally shows that it is not always 

necessary for the bhakta to adopt the hostile attitude. 
He may become an asura, but may still retain his 
bhakts for God. 

Chitraketu was a great mortal king of the Su‘ra- 

senas. His devotion to the Supreme God was the 

talk of the day, throughout his vast dominions, and 

won for him esteem and regard even from the great 

* Tamara a waar aera! Ae) gst: wey 
wrgta arursel |” (B) 
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sages. He lived long without an issue, and that 
troubled his peace of mind a good deal. How would 
the people fare after him without a king 2? Would 

he never be blessed with ason who would take in 

fulness of time the charge of the people? Azé last, 

by the efficacy of some virtuous acts of Angtras, 
one of his queens presented him with a son. But 

alas! that darling of his heart was put to death 
through the jealousy of the other queens. The trial 

sorely taxed him and he was overwhelmed with grief, 

Angiras with Narada paid him at this time a visit, 
They restored the dead son to life, but at the same. 

time reminded Chitraketu of his departure from the 
truest mode of life. They asked him soon to leave 

everything and every one, and Nérada helped him | 

with the sacred Mantra whereby to worship the 

Samkarshana form of the Hternal, the one through 
which passed all the Divine Incarnations to and from 

the world, The instructions were followed, and Chi- 

traketu soon attained full life-realisation through 

bhaktt, and was chosen king of the Vidyddharas, 

- He now roamed freely in his free life, full of Hari, 

the embodiment of life. He cheerfully listened to 

the Vidyddhara women ever singing of His eternal 

glories. One day while riding in the celestial region 

ina car given him by Vishnu, he found Siva, held 

in fast embrace by Gaurt, His beloved Consort, sur- 
rounded on all sides by demigods, He felt amazed and 

shocked at the sight and could not help bursting 

into a peal of laughter. He even loudly spoke out 

what he thought of such ‘shameless’ conduct. The 

Goddess could not stand the insult. She cursed bim 
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that he must fall down to the rank of an asura. The 
curse of course could not have any effect upon him 

who had raised himself by bhakts to the highest state 
of life, to true life. Freed once for all from mortal 

bondage, how could he be again pulled down from: 

his exalted state 9 Curses only carry out the karmic 

destiny of man. Once above worldly karma, one 

can not be affected by them. But still he cheerfully 

aceepted the curse and freely chose to assume the 

form tbe Goddess had wished for him. * The form 

was a matter of no consequence to him. He apolo- 
gised to the God and the Goddess for unwittingly 

hurting their feelings in his spontaneous outbursts, 
and prepared himself for the new career, absolutely 

unmoved and unconcerned. As a bhakta, he had 

nothing to lose by the mere change of body, His 

true knowledge, his true asceticism, his true powers, 

all remained intact with him even when transformed 

into an asura. + When killed at last at the hands 
of Indra, he died ‘full of Him’, with thoughts 
exclusively directed towards Him, 

This story will show that a bhakta under the 

force of some apparent necessity may choose even the 

hated form of an asura, but his bhaktd will sooner 

or later restore him to his true life-form. Even 

when an apparent enemy, his enmity is assumed for 

the sako of bhakti. It is because he wants to be 

* Ufarstia a a araalatantas | 

aaaata aq dia wee feawaq! (2. vi). 
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anyhow ‘full of Him’. The hostility is therefore a 

self-assumed phase of bhakti and nothing else. So 
are all passions for Him, all affections for Him, and 

every phase of emotion that seems at first sight to 

be something other than bhakt:. It is all inspired 

by bhakt:, though changed in form through some 
accepted cause of transformation. The Paurdnic 

legends that chronicle these transformations will fully 

confirm the view in each of such cases. 

Take for instance the case of the milk-women of 

Vrinddévana. Conceding that it was their passions 

for Krishna which wrought their salvation, the legends 

shew that in some of their former states of existence 

they were animated by a spirit of passionate devotion 

to, or passionate love for, Him, The real foundations 

of their life-realisation had been laid therefore before 

they were born at Vrinddvana. They had chosen 

for the speedy fulfilment of their highest aim the life 

of passionate love for Him, Their passions therefore 

were another form of bhakti or true love. Ib was 

self-chosen and had no taint of sin against true life. 

It was for Him and in the pursuit of full life-realiss- 

tion. That cleared it of any suspicion of guilt, 

“When passion”, argues the Sdtwata philosopher, 
“ig identified with whole-hearted devotion to True 

Life, it ceases to be passion. It is not associated 

with any worldly mortal craving in the mind. It 

lifts therefore life above the mortal. Even as the 
fried or the boiled grain never germinates again, so 

passion for Him does not lead to worldly births 

« “Para Moret aa taqmag vata!” 
33 
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at all. Now to follow the life-history of these 

embodiments of pure passion for true life, 

“There were,” records the Gargasamhitd, “ several 
groups of such milk-women. First of all, it was the 

Eternal Srutis, the embodiments of true knowledge 

and fundamental life. In the eternal region they 
were allin definite forms of life. * ‘In that land of 
milk and honey, { situated in the middle of the 

ocean of milk or the nectar of life, the Srutis wor- 

shipped Him to secure His favour. When directed 

to ask for a boon, they desired personal attachment 

and love towards Him for the fullest realisation of 

the joys of true life’. The prayer was granted, as it 

could not but be. Out of their free will they were 
thus born as milkmaids at Vrinddvana to enjoy His 

company and realise the joys of life through a course 

of passionate love, The second group was that of. 

the women of Mithilé, On the occasion of Rdma’s 

marriage with Sitd, the women of Mithild who were 
fortunate enough to have a full view of his personal 

beauty,—and their good fortune must have been 

acquired through courses of personal devotion to 

Him in several previous births, were naturally capti- 

vated by the enrapturing charms of the great incar- 

nation of Divine attractiveness. Fully impressed 

then with Divine Life in that aspect of beauty, 

+ “aq aad faateat ar: atara Hea | 
ufsart afeat ara staatara Awa (5) 

* Compare “3et wat Btaqatr ferqz |” (B) and the several 

passages in B, x- already quoted and referred to, 

+ “frat, ue wea wy vqes I” (RK, Vv.) 
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they had now salvation within their grasp, They 
wished in their heart of hearts to have Him one 

day as their nearest and dearest one, to be parnters 

of His life, Their wishes were answered, when 

they were born as milkmaids at Vrinddévana. If 

their passion for A7vishna apparently released them 
from the world, they had really earned the release 

through their devotion to Him. The third group 

was composed of the women of Ayodhyd whose 

accumalated and intensified bhakt: for Him prompted 

them to entertain the sentiment of love for Rdma, 

when he returned to Ayodhyé with his charming 
consort after the Lanké war. For the attainment of 

their heartfelt desires they were born as milkwomen 

at Vrinddvana. The forth group, apparently 

strange to observe, was that of the great sages of 

Janasthéna with whom Rdma freely mixed for a 

long time as their friend and protector, They were 
nobly jealous of Sitd’s good fortune, and themselves 

wished for the good fortune. They were then 

born as milk-maids of Vrinddvana to have their 

- wishes fulfilled. The fifth group was of the forest- | 

women of Punchavati. Good fortune accumulated 

through previovs courses of devotion must have 

brought them into his society. ‘They were be- 

witched by his personal charms. They were then 

born as milkmaids of Vrinddvana at the proper 
time. There was yet another group,—apparently 

a curious group, but lifelessness could not be 

thought of in connection with any definite item of 

* “agar uzal Ha aa Wie vfs |” (Gs. ) 
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a Sdtwata scheme of sacrificial devotion,—-it was 

the group of Yajnasitds, On every occasion of a 

‘horse-sacrifice by Rdma, he had set up a partner 
of his life, an image of Sité, by his side, in confor- 
mity with the rules of a sacrifice, The partner 

must have immediately been endowed with life, 
A unit of life in devotion to Him must have been 

incorported in that apparent image. Such a unit 
of life, under such circumstances, could not but long 

for better partnership in actual love and actual 

life, Hence all were born as milk-maids.” 

The above will illustrate how the Sdtwata 

wribers wanted to emphasise the fact that even as 

apparent incarnations of passion, the milk-women 
who were partners of His joyous life at Vrinddvana, 

had really been bhaktas all through. We do not 

stop here to go deep into the question, if these 

milk women had ever been really outside His 

eternal circle of Love. Suffice it to observe at this 

stage that every soul is potentially ever in the 

Love:circle, or rather in its transcendental aspects 

ever in that Circle, in all possible life-phases in 

its infinity. Devotion helps to realise such phases 

of love as are intended. 

The same line of procedure, as noticed in the 

case of ‘passion,’ has been adopted in the case of 

other emotions that are apparently held to have 

conduced to salvation in other cases. Those who 

entertained such emotions must have been inspired 
with bhakti spirit in some previous births,—that is 
the burden of all the legends. Thus we find that 

Stsupdle and Dantdvakra, two of the sworn enemies 
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of Krishna, had really been the two Divine atten- 
dants of whom we have spoken before, His kith 
and kin, his friends, his admirers, all had earned 
salvation through bhaktiyoga, and now came to 

enjoy his company only to work out that salvation 
through that companionship, Evon the parents of 

Krishna had been two of His most devout worship- 
- pers in previous worldly careers, In_ their 

intensity of devotional emotion they had wished to 
entertain the best affections for Him, and they got 

Him as their son, * to realise fullest life through 
affectionate sentiments centred on the Principle 

. of All-life. 
That these phases of “passion”, fear, enmity, 

kinship, affection, friendship, completely filled the 
lives of the several types of bhaktas with that All- 

comprehensive Spirit or Life, more than justified 
their free choice of the states of apparent ‘irrever- 

ence’, They all sought for the respective forms 

for the sake of intense concentration, samddhi or 

bhdvand, and the end in each case justified the means. 
_ When carried away by their ‘ passion’ for Him, the 

milk-women “had none and nothing else but Him 
in their thought and speech, in all their bodily 

exertions, full in every way of Him and Him 

re) 
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alone.” * “They left every one else, all near and 
dear ones, for His sake. They hurried to the place 

whereto He beckoned them. Their senselife com- 

pletely centred on Him, When He suddenly dis- 

appeared from their midst, just of course to give 

them an opportunity to think of Him exclusively 

in their sense of great loss, they felt nothing else in 
their heart but that of the woful loss and searched for ' 

Him closely, rather madly, in every creek and corner 

of the forest, and made enquiries about Him with 

animate and ‘ inanimate’ life. They failed to trace 

Him anywhere, One who was everywhere, and in 

despair, seemed to recover Him in themselves, and 

in the fullness of emotion, felt full of Him, all 

inwardly transformed into so many Arishnas. Can 

all this be viewed in any other light than true whole- 

souled devotion to Him. What other course can be 

considered as better suited for merging individual 

life in Divine Life » The samddhi of the jndnayogin 

certainly does not advance him farther and it is 

doubtful if it carries him even so far, At any rate 

the path of abstract concentration is too difficult and 

dry and at every step there is chance ofa slip. + The 

simple milk-women chose unquestionably better. Take 
again the case of the fear-stricken Kansa, From the 

very moment he began to entertain the thought in 

— sie 
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his. mind that He would appear to put an end to his 

mischievous activities, he had none and nothing but 

Krishna in his thoughts, who filled his whole life, 

so tosay. He sits, Krishna in his heart; he goes 

to bed, Krishna in his heart; he stands, Krishna 
in his heart ; he dines, Krishna in his heart; he 

walks, Krishna in his heart; he thinks of Krishna 

and Krishna only ; the whole world of life he moves 

and lives in is everywhere only Krishna to him, t 

Kansa’s fear thus served him better than the rigorous 
penances of the ascetics. It was the triumph of bhakts 

in its unorthodox form, The ‘hostile’ aspect of the 

bhakts of Sisupdla and Dantdvakra we have already 
touched upon. The curse accepted by the devout. 

attendants of God could not be turned to any better 

account. Three successive births, full of intense 

enmity against Him, transformed their inner life 

into the Divine form, for steady and. concentrated 

thoughts never fail to determine the shape of 

life. * Such an. enmity, self-chosen enmity, was 
apparently preferable to loose attachment. It was 

their samddhtyoga in the ‘ hostile’ garb, but it was 
nothing but bhakti in spirit. The Yddavas, the 

fortunate kinsmen of Krishna, became sc full of 

Him, that they had no thoughts for themselves, 

+ “aaa, afan fast years; wet AST | 
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when they automatically, as it were, lay down, got up, 

moved, spoke out, played or bathed, + It was indeed 

a lucky day for those gods and goddesses, also, who 

had earned their salvation by intense devotion to Him 

when they came down, through His grace, to 

enjoy His kinship. Equally lucky were the gods 

and goddesses who had come down as milk-men and 

-milk-women to share the privilege of nursing and 

rearing the Divine child of Nanda and Yasodd. 

All these near and dear ones were full of the tenderest 

feelings for Him in ftesh and blood.* Such good 

fortune occurs but rarely in the life-history of a 

bhakta, to enjoy the immortal in the mortal. As 

for His friends, the bhaktas, who in their human 

careers felt regular comradeship with Him, they 

could never imagine themselves as ‘ distsnt’ from 

him, Closely associated with Him, they got their 

lives naturally merged in His Life, “They slept 

together, they sat together, they walked together, 

they exulted tovether, they boarded together, they 

did everything together.” Bhakti certainly could not 
secure a better channel for its immortal flow, than 

this condition of inseparable association with His 
Life. An Arjuna or‘a Sri ddma thus felt full of Him, 

We have observed before that even in their un- 
orthodox states of life, the ‘ transformed ’ bhaktas 

+ eaTaareararca tere arattenag | 
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often unmistakably shewed their true character’ 

when through His grace and under His inspiration, 

their inner true nature burst out in its immortal 

purity of love for Him. The Purdnas almost 

everywhere record the devotional language of His 
so-called enemies, when they pass from the assumed 

tothe real state, on the eve of their extinction of 

mortal frameworks, As for His friends, bhaktas, and 

dear ones, every nowand then, they disclose their true 

nature. The ‘reverential’ attitude of the dear consorts, 

the milk-maids, the milkmen, the Yddavas, and the 

Pdndavas is a matter of frequent manifestation, 

Even the ‘venerated’ elders, His father and uncles, 

mothers, aunts, ‘honour’ Him, ‘adore’ Him, sing 

in His praise, in their moments of true self-con- 

sciousness. The hymns of Kuntz, of vasudeva, of 

Devaki, are instances in point. They seem to 

awake themselves at suitable times, Such ‘awake- 

nings’ reveal the bhakta in each of them even in 

apparently strange circumstances, 
The question may now be reasonably put—how 

does a bhakta manage to forget himself in his ordi- 

nary life-activities, though raised by virtue of 

devotion to Him to an exalted state of unrestricted 

knowledge of True Life behind his own self? The 

answer is simple. When he freely chooses to have 

his bhdéva samdédhi through the one or the other of 

the assumed forms, he places himself completely in 

the hands of All-life, The Great One then covers 

his life with the veil of Mdya, as is the case with 

ordinary mortals. When He chooses to lift the 

veil, the true life of the bhakta immediately asserts 

ot 
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itself, The ordinary mortal is not so fortunately 

placed. He has cultivated no bhaktiyoga in his 
inner life to help him this way. The bhakta works 

under the spell of Mdyd, but the Mdadyd is sure to 

be withdrawn as soon as_ the end is achieved. 

She is really in the service of the bhakta, to ~ 

serve his great end of samddht. The same Mdyd 
that works such a havoc in the case of an ordinary 
man of the world, is an affectionate handmaid in 

the faithful service of a bhakta. 



CHAPTER XVIII. 

Inspiration, Initiation and Guidance. 

FIRST IMPRESSION OF REAL LIFE. 

The path of bhakti, simple and attractive as it is, 
_ does not appeal to the imagination of any body and 
every body. Why is itso? If man is ever in the 

quest of real life, how can man refuse to be drawn 

towards a course of life that ensures it absolutely and 

manifestly ? It is because man is not always his 

own master. No doubt he has freedom of choice, but 

his expression of free choice is restricted by conditions 

over which he has no control apparently, These 
conditions do not allow him to follow his true 

instincts, Circumstances ever make and mar a man. 
No prospects, however brilliant, can induce a man, 

immersed in mortal joys, to embrace a creed of 

apparent self-denial. To live for others’ lives, instead 

of one’s own life, must at first sight strike as a foolish 
“mission, If to live the happiest is the obvious end, 

the less one bothers about others, the better. This 

is the line of argument that generally influences the 

ordinary man of the world. Such a man stands in 

need of the amendments and corrections of his views 
in the bitter school of experience. He requires to 
be disillusioned first, before he can be persuaded to 

look ahead and look better. When pursuit of so- 

ealled joys will not bring in joy but will bring in 

misery, he will then and then only revise his notions. 

It will take some time to bring home to him that 
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to live for others is the best way to live for one’s 
own self, for the great principle of life is one in its 
infinity. Self-centred life is a vain delusion. To 

strike at one part of the One whole is to strike at 

the vital. part. of all life. A wrong done to another 
ever recoils upon the wrong-doer. He who takes no 

lively interest in life around really lives a poor life 

himself. To enrich oneself, to ennoble oneself, one — 

must strive tolive for one’s neighbours, and the neigh- 

bourhood of man is ultimately the whole universe 

of life, 
Ideas such as these require to be instilled into 

a man’s mind after he has been disillusioned about the 

mortal charms, The best way, naturally, that such 

impressions may be created is association with holy 

lives, lives devoted to true pursuits of life. Human 
life is ever apt to catch the ‘ contagion ’ of life, be it 

*‘ poison ’ or ‘ nectar’. When disillusionment comes, 

life, to which stagnation is always repugnant in its 

natural state, looks round for true life, the examples 

or modes of expression whereof will inspire the 

disillusioned life with a true idea of the regulative 

laws of a free life. Such a guide will not only tell 

the seeker of life, how the latter is to live not only for 

his little self, but also for his big self, self that in its 

bigness comprehends all life, x 

Let us now sum up the conditions under which 

the true life of bhakt. starts in the world. The 
first condition is that a man must be heartily sick 

* “Aang ye pod a fag: Pama | 
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of .the quest cf mortal pleasures. The second 

condition is that he must, on the positive side, have a 

wish to live, have a spirit fully roused to live a 

better and a truer life. The man who entirely 

despairs of life, and sincerely thinks that life* in 

itself can never have a glorious prospect in the 

pursuit of life, is initially debarred from the path 

of bhaktt, for ib essentially implies active life for 

all life. To such a despondent heart, the path 

of abstract knowledge that leads to self-contained 
contentment and release from the bondage of active 
mortal life must appear as the most desirable 

one.%* But the man who wants really to live, but 

only to live a better anda higher life, must seek 

shelter in the Religion of Life, the cult of bhaktz, 

He has not despaired of life, but has got only 
disillusioned with regard to the mortal joys of life. + 

He will then look for a truer course of life. In 
this frame of mind, he will come across many, 

perhaps too many, who profess to be in possession 

of the secrets of true life, happy life. Pious men 

regularly engaged in laborious religious rites and 

ceremonies may attract him, Their pretensions — 

may be justified in some cases, but not inall If 
they have learnt to perform their holy sacrifices in 

a spirit of self-sacrifice and work for All-life, then 

itis of course all right, Else they will only dis- 

appoint the earnest seekers of true life. Religi- 

ous recluses devoted to pure _ self-contemplation 
~ 
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may seem to have found out the path of true life. 
But recluses, as recluses, will not in the end fully 

satisfy the life-instincts of the life-seeker. He 

will admire them, but will refuse to identify life- 

redlisation with life-extinetion. It is only whole- 

hearted workers inthe cause of Highest Life and 

All-life who will answer the soul’s wishes of the 

life-seeker. In them he will find what he wants in 
his heart of hearts. If he can cultivate their 

acquaintance and be taken into their society, he 

will be enabled to see for himself, vividly through 

their exemplary conduct, what a true course of 

life is like. ‘‘To see them is then to be inspired 
with true life. To hear them is to hear the voice 

of true life, To be privileged to speak to them is 

to speak out the true desires of life. To bear in 
mind what they are is to carry the impressions of 

true life.”’ Association with them, in any way, 

purifies life absolutely, totally and immediately. 
The sins of no-life can not exist side by side with 

the inspiration of true life, The inner soul of a 

purified heart is instinctively attached to the Source 
of all joy, all love. 

It is for this reason Dhruva prays to God for 
the privilege of association with pure lives, ‘Then’ 

he is convinced “there will be a continuous flow of 

joyous devotion in his inmost heart. He will then 
ever keep himself intoxicated with the beverage of 

true life involved in all talks about His greatness.” 
To know how to live for God, to love God, one 

must indeed come in close contact with saints who 

love God and live for God, Life always catches 
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the spirit of whatever is brought into close rela- 

tionship with itself, anda saintly life is bound to 

impress and inspire an inquisitive life, a life truly 

prepared to receive impressions of true life. 

If a disillusioned life easily takes to the society 
of pure lives, it may sometimes happen that this 

natural order may be reversed, It is sometimes obser- 

ved that a lucky acquaintance with a saint leads to 

disillusionment on the part of a man of the world. 

But the reversal of the order is only apparent. 
It is by virtue of his previous karma that a 

worldly man is brought into this favourable contact 

with a pure life. Then only he has no need ofa 
-further course of bitter experience of life to 

impress upon him the miserable nature of mortal 

life. His life-experience in previous births has 

sufficed for him. Instinctive disgust with mortal 

affairs takes him to pure society. Association 

with good spirits can not be sought for before the 
spirit of life awakes within one’s self through 
sinceresb dislikes for the mortal charms of no-life. 

Speaking of association with true lives on earth, 
we are at once reminded of the eternal and infinite 

Archdwatdéras which the Great Embodiment of True 

Life has disclosed in the world in His universal 
kindness, implied in His Divine sattwa, to inspire 
man and draw him unto Himself. “In holy shrines, 

in well known places of pilgrimage, and they are within 

reach of every body, every disturbed soul that seeks 
peace and comfort, a man ofthe world whose true 

spirit has awaked, may find the Divine Spirit ever 

ready to take him into His bosom,” If the true 
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spirit has been awakened, a seeker of peace when he 
comes before such an Avatdra, will immediately feel 

the ‘tide of true life’, and thus ‘washed clean’ will 

thenceforward seek nothing else but to serve and 

worship True Life. There need be no misgivings that 
he will lose touch with Him ever afterwards. Once 

true desire for His society is firmly planted in the 

heart, one is perfectly safe, His mortal desires will fall 

away by themselves, Nothing but a real taste of the 

glories of True Life will then satisfy him. He is then 

in the fittest condition to place himself:entirely under 

the guidance of one who can guide life to true life. 

It is necessary to observe here that holy shrines 
and places of pilgrimage may by themselves also 

rouse the pure spirit in the hearts of the * worship. 

pers’ and the ‘ pilgrims,’ But generally they can 

not, by their nature, apparently devoid of life as they 

are, impress life immediately, Regular pilgrimages, 

regular visits to holy shrines, regular worship of holy 

idols, will no doubt gradually intensify the spirit 

of devotion; but it may take a long long time 
before the spirit of true life-devotion is fully 

aroused, It is not so however with the “society of 

the saintly ‘bhdgavatas,” * Their life will instantly 

influence the life that comes in its contact. “The 
bhdgavatas are the moving ¢trthas, their hearts, 
the living shrines of True Life.” { They freely 

» “Tgaata drat a ear @fearaar, | 
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move among people holding out best opportunities 

for all. Only the fortunate seek for the society of 

such bhdgavatas to have their lives fully roused 
to live the truest life. | 

When worldly life is disillusioned, and life is 

roused in one way or another. to live the truest life, 

life wants to place itself naturally under the guidance 
of a worthy dchdrya, ‘t who can regulate the earnest 

search of life. The guidance of the best achdrya is 

really the one condition in. which true life can 

flourish in an ‘impressionable’ soul. It is obvious 

therefore that the regulated and the regulator, the 

pupil and the guide, must exactly suit each other, 

that true life may be influenced conformably to the 

appropriate devotional instincts of both. The condi- 

tions implied in such mutual adaptability are 

elaborately dealt with in works on practical devotional 

courses, : | 

“The intended ‘dchiryw and the intended ‘sishyw 

must live with each other fora whole year, By 

this they will be able to know each other intimately. 
There can be no true relationship of the dchdrya 

and the sishya, unless and until each is satisfied of 

the fitness of the other.” * All privileges indeed 

are acquired and held by special fitness for them. 

The test of special fitness for a disciple is in the 

intensity of his zeal for the acquisition of the right 

of free life and true life. If he isin right earnest 

about the truest fulfilment of his life, his right to 

it is completely established. 

« Acharya from char to move, 
+ M.™M, quoted in B, B. V. 
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Once one proves to be inspired with an ardent 
desire to live true life, his noble ambition must be 

satisfied without unnecessary delay. The will to 
live a pure life at once purges the worshipper’s soul 

of all sins of commission and omission, for sins 

lie in impulses to interrupt the smooth course of life 

within and life outside. How can they co-exist 
with the impulses of true life All virtues also 

counted as preliminary tests for the sishya automati- 

cally reduce themselves to the instincts of true life, 

for virtues are all based upon the respect of ‘rights 

of all’ to live. ‘The man who has imbibed the spirit 

of reverence for all life does not overestimate his 

own importance in the order of creation. He will 

never cherish any ill will against another for his 

better and happier worldly conditions. He will 
wholeheartedly apply himself to the task of true 

life-advancement.. He will dismiss from his mind 
the erroneous notion that anything that lives really 

belongs to him as his own, for every thing he knows 

belongs to One Life. He will cultivate nothing but 

a spirit of intimate comradeship with all that live. 

He has no need to be ever ina hurry in a4 race 

for true life, lest any one else beats him in the race 

and reaches the goal earlier, for he knows that the 

goal-post is fixed in his heart of hearts, as itis in 

every body’s else. He takes every step in life, when, 

after careful enquiries in his mind, he is satisfied, 

that the intended step is in the right direction, and 

is to lead to the goal of true life. He will not envy, 
will not speak ill of, any one else who has exalted 

himself to a higher state of life. True life he will 
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ever appreciate, and that appreciation will be auto- 
matically reflected in his truthfulness in speech, * 
The disciple also is expected to satisfy himself 

on his part that the intended dchdrya is fully endow- 
ed with the power to inspire one like himself with 
the spirit of true life. That an dchdrya is required 
to be thoroughly virtuous and absolutely untainted 
with any sinfulness is of course the fundamental 

qualification on the part of the dchdrya | What 
however specially quilifies the dchdrya for the res- 
ponsible and honourable position is his command over 

all the ‘instruments’ of true devotion to Highest 

Life. Of these ‘instruments’ of devotion, the eternal 
‘mantras ’ of course come first, for every phase of 

eternal life is based upon one or the other of the phases 
of eternal sabdas, as sabdas and sabdas alone sustain 

existence and regulate existence. { The mantras, 
the permanent language and the laws of life, the 

dchdrya must be in a position to successfully commu- 
nicate to his pupil. The virtue that raises a man to 
such a position is the virtue of life itself in its uni- 

versal aspect. Unless and until one has exalted 
oneself to the eminence of a unit of all-life, one can 

not have any influence whatever with any unit of 

individual life. ‘To occupy the centre of all life gives 
one the right to inspire all life around. The dchdrya, 

« “araaqad cal frat Teese: | 
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therefore, must, in other words, be in his life a true 

partner of the Highest and the Central Life, In this 

sense he is identified with Him, t God, the Princi- 

ple of all-life is the One Achdérya, and an individual 

dchaérya is from this point of view only an inspired 

unit of His Life. Viewed in this way, the preceptor 
is full of God, full of the eternal principle that stands 

for Life. The sattwa or true life-energy. in him — 

is in the purest condition, and he can thus evoke*true 

life out of an apparent unit of no-life. Endowed 

with this pure sattwa, he can ‘dispel’ the charms 

of avidyd and endow his disciple with pure reason. 

All-wise, full of true life-spirit, full of God Himself, 

the preceptor is untroubled by anything that disturbs 
life. He knows the eternal laws that regulate life 
and knows the duties of life. As such he is the 

fittest dchdrya, He is the Brahmin of Brahmins, in as 

much as hehas realised Brahman or Universal Life in 

himself. So far as the mortal world is concerned, 

and the mortal world is strictly guided by individual 

karma, he is necessarily a Brahmin also by birth, * 

for the karmic law of the world prescribes a Bra- 

hminical birth where sattwa or the regulative energy 

of life predominates over the forces of no-life, But 

it is not absolutely impossible that he may not be of a 

lower birth. The only point is that he is endowed 

with sattwa as the predominent energy of life, the 
Brahminical spirit. The Sdtwata view of life indeed 
does allow that a bhaktwa may freely choose to be 

+ “arena at fraritar '” (G ) 
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born in a ‘lower’ order of life for some reason or 

other. Indeed a Janaka, a Vidura, or a Ndrada is 

not less qualified than a full Brahmin. But the 

phenomena must be conceded as rare, and even a 

non-Brahimin, purest of the pure though he may be, 
will not in all probability agree to pose fully as an 

adchdrya, lest he thus sows the seeds of religious 

anarchy and confusion, which is the very thing his 

sattwa or instinct of life will guard him against for 

the harmonious course of worldly life all around. * 
It is not necessary here to explain at length the © 

various outward tests by which one will establish 

easily the ‘exalted’ character of the dchdrya, As 

explained above, the preceptor will have everything 
that the predominance of sattwa implies. His con- 
nection with a family of pure lives, his out and out 

devotion to pure life, his acts of pure life, his cheer- 

ful and deliberate acceptance of a course of life that 

bespeaks his wholehearted  self-application to the 
service of humanity, his freedom from passions that 

wrong life around, his neat and clean habits of life, 

his ever youthful looks which serve as an index to 

an immortal and indomitable spirit of life within, his 

all-round alertness, his acute intellect, his lively 

thoughts and expressions, his agreeable manners, his 

self-contented nature, his equanimity, in short every 

thing that indicates an inspired and animated life, 

« “Aram waMay HAG qaMaguee | 
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and alife settled initself, will mark him out as worthy 

of confidence and reliance as a guide of life 
When the dchdrya and the sishya have thorough- 

ly known each other, and a condition of mutual 

confidence has come into existence, the first duty 

of the preceptor of course is to ascertain definitely 

the indications of the inner life of the pupil, One’s 
outward tastes surely indicate one’s inner tendencies. 

The preceptor has therefore to closely watch the 
pupil’s outward acts of life. From this careful 

scrutiny he wil] be able to conclude which form of 

Divine Life and which phase of Divine Life will 

appeal most to the pupil. There are, for instance, 
men who by their natural instincts may be drawn to 

a mode of worship that holds up the life of Rdéma 
as the model of life, a life of stern dutifulness. 

There are others who will appreciate the majesty 

of the Lion-man, the chastiser of demonical wicked- 

ness. There may be people who appreciate the 

glories of the Dwarf-man who demonstrated to an 

enemy of Divine Life, the potentially all-eompre- 

hensive nature of L)ivine Life, in which the apparent 

enemy of True Life was not precluded from Divine 
grace. Srikrishna and his immortal deeds may 
captivate the imagination of particular types of 
minds. So on with the infinite number of incar- 

nations. There can really be no limit to peculiar 

individual tastes. Not only this. To some admirers 
—— 
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of Rdm«, the aspect of the royal sacrificer with the 

golden image of the banished consort by his side 

may be the source of eternal life-inspiration, The 
Iion-man may appear to some at his best when he 

is seen to proclaim universal peace. The Dwarf- 
man, whan he introduces himself asa beggar, and 

just asks for three footholds and no mors, may 

strike some as the most suitable object of adoration, 

Krishna of the milkmaids, Krishna of Arjuna, 
Krishna the darling of his foster mother, Krishna 

the ruler of Dwdérakd, Krishna in the one or the 

other of such glorious aspects, evokes the best 

devotional sentiments in different types of hearts, 

The preceptor will have to see what exactly will 

suit a particular szshya, with regard to the infinite 

varieties of devotional worship connected with the 

infinite modes of Divine Incarnations, 

The next function of the dchdrya is to ‘sow’ in 

the prepared ground of the inner life of the disciple 
the ‘seed’ that will grow into the fullest ‘ tree ’ of 

life, and will yield the sweetest and the best fruits, 

considering the nature of the ‘ground’, ‘The ‘seed’ of 

life must be looked for in the eternal mantras, as we 

have already explained. In the Sdtwata Tantras 
the eternal sound roots are conceived in innumerable 

ways, asthe regulative aspects of Infinite Eternal 

Existence and Reason are bound to be, Each mantra 

stands for a phase of infinite sattwa wherein all 

life is settled. Different devotional types of life, 
in conformity with the phases of sattwa developed 

in such connections, will respond to different mantras 

or soundroots, 
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Before we discuss the nature of these soundroots, 

it is neccessary for us to make some preliminary 

observations with regard to these mantras, whereby 
the worshipper is initiated into the secrets of Divine 

Life, and is thus enabled to contemplate the Eternal, 

Our object is to explain the main ideas that underlie 

the doctrine of the efficacy of the Vija mantras. 

What is there in these mantras that exalt them to 

the rank of true life and eternal life? We should 

remember that the cardinal doctrine of the Zantras 

is based upon the conception of eternal sound-forms 

as eternal life-forms. 

If knowledge is one of the fundamental aspects of 

life, it is itself presented before us with two sides, 
thought and expression, ideas about things and 

language to express the ideas and denote tke things, 

The stream of life on its cognitive side inevitably 

flows in these two channels. The eternal correspon- 

dance between the two points unmistakably to 

one common source, That source is Rational Exis- 
tence, At this point, the two sides are merged in 

true life, which also reveals joy along with reason 
and existence, Taken thus to the eternal source, 
paravyoms, ideas and expressions are entities of 
eternal joy and absolute life. 

The language of man, deformed in its mortal char- 

acter, can never speak the life of eternal reason and 
joy, though it ever strives to express it, and only par- 

tially succeeds in its mortal efforts, That follows from 

the limitations of world-life, 

Whenever man speaks, however man speaks, 

then and there he gives expression to some parts of 
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eternal life ever in course of evolution in and through 
the world, but even the best: efforts of a master of 
speech fall far short of a complete exposition of life 
in its inftnite cosmic varieties, or of the eternal phases 

of the embodiment of all life. The reason for this, 

failure on the part of man is to be looked for in the 
incompleteness of the life of worldly speech. To know 

a thing, knowledge must be on the level of the thing. 

It must bear a complete likeness of the thing. Its 
substance is required to be merged in the substance: 
of the thing. That is a fundamental necessity, Life 

indeed always knows lifein its coresponding stage: 
of self-evolution, It necessarily expresses life strictly 

to the same extent and never to a higher degree of 

perfection. Human speech can express the life of the 

universe, so far as its incomplete ‘human’ character. 
permits it to express it, and cosmic life is pervaded 
by imperfect ‘human’ character all through, since 
imperfect man is everywhere in cosmic life. Hence 

ib is not fully amenable to the modes of expres:: 
sion of human speech, Man’s language can never 

also rise superior to itself and express super- 
material, super-cosmic, transcendental life, life at its 

ultimate source of inspiration. od 
‘To achieve this great end, it is absolutely neces-, 

Bury, as will readily be understood from what ve 

been said, to bring language to the level of ultimate, 

reality... There. the fundamental sound-expression, 

of thoughts will naturally correspond with the. form_ 

of the sustainer of universal life, The same power 

that bears upon its shoulders the burden of the life 

af. the world must also in another aspect.carry the 

36 
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burden of knowledge as expressed in language. Life 

in ideas and life in expression must meet, must co- 

alesce with, each other. 

Working on these lines, the realistic philosophers 
of the Sdtwata school, vested in a fundamental 

“spiral” force the power of linguistic life, In 
the language of realism, the life of the world or 

worlds is supported by Samkarshana, who is essen- 

tially the incarnation of the Great Divine Serpent 

that holds eternal life in his coils. To the worshipper 

of Vishnu as the embodiment of eternal life, ‘He ever 

liés on the Serpent-bed’, To the Saiva, ‘ God 
cheerfully holds Himself tight in the Serpent-coils,’ 
To the Sdkta, ‘ Sakte holds the mighty Serpent by 

the tail,’ The Serpent-force thus keeps the universe 

steady through all phases of mortality. He is 
fittingly called Sesha, the transcendental ‘residue ’ 

of the creative foree, the residue that survives the 

dissolution of the universe, * On the side of language 

the great principle is aptly called Kundalini” Sakti, 
or Serpent-power. Sound-waves, as every student: 
knows, move in ‘coils’ for life-expression. The 

ultimate creative force of language can not therefore: 

but be a Serpent-power, that holds the eternal life: 
of expression in his coils. The older sages were un- 

doubtedly impressed with this idea when they con- 
ceived Om, the fundamental sound root, the ultimate 
constituent of pure ‘Vy-om-an’ or fine A‘kdsa, + 

* ‘ag we fergiet—aata; fed Tee I (8) 
~ Om stands behind Vyoman, which is transformed, 

Om, as every effcet is cause transformed. Vyoman 
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in its graphic reality as fully expressive of True Life 
in His stir of evolution, expressed in creation, con- 
servation and dissolution, Om is thus the Highest 
Brahman, Om is the embodiment of the phases of 

world-life, represented by Brahmd, Vishnnand Siva.% 
Om on the other hand represents the fundamental 
sound that has evolved the world of intelligible 
sounds embodied in human speech, and it is visua- 
liséd as the Mighty Serpent. 

While Om asthe magic root was more or less 
concerned with the aspect of Supreme Life, the 

mundane aspect of life stood in need of a concrete 

expression in a complete scheme of realistic devotion. 

The Sdtwatas accordingly invented, or rather hit 
upon, forms like Hrim and Alim as types of such 

cosmic roots. Consonants, as every one knows, 

are ‘manifested’ forms, vyanjanas, of sound-life, 

though dependent for their self-expression on 
vowels, swaras, those that move sound-life. The 
initial and final consonants, k, andh at two extre- 
mities of expressed sound-life, hold between them 

the whole of cosmic life in expression. Join to k, and 
h, the sound-form that stands between independent 
sound-life, swara, and dependent sound life, vya- 

njana. That form was originally conceived as some- 

thing like + and J, something that embodied both, { 

is @ka‘sa, for sound-life thus expresses itself ( 42’sa means to 

. express ). 

* “and frarafes varcag Aw, | 
TANTMTAy THT TAA aay TAT: |” 

$ wae, aera fie, sera a)” 
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as the phonetics of the Prdtisdkhyas nnmistaka- 

bly disclose, and the subsequent postulated equality 

of r andl of Sanskrid Grammar confirms. It was 

indeed the intermediary letter between 7 and 

/ as used in Vedic script,* and the supplementary 

l, lakdra, of the TZantras, Combined with this 

sound, the connecting link between vowels -and 

consonants, dependent and independent sound-lives; 

and supplemented by the sound-symbol of Sakts, 

what is represented by feminine suffix in Grammar, 

and what essentially stands for the Hlddini, Sandhine 

and the Samvtt principles of life, and crowned at the 

top most appropriately by the symbol of the World- 

man or Brahmavindu {, the magic roots of the 

Tantras emerge on one side as Hrim and on the 
other as Klim, and between them they comprehend 

the whole sphere of cosmic life. They were fittingly 

termed as kdmavijas or roots to govern cosmic 

desires, as on the side of gound-life the » and Jin 

them linked Divine Life with cosmic life, and stood 

therefore as the visible expressions of the principle 

of life’s intrinsic desire of self-fulfilment above 

cosmic desires. * From the Sétwata point. of view 

the kdmavija was as important asthe OW of the 

Vedieists, ; 

_. In the Upanishadic scheme of abstract  self- 

- contemplation, which aimed at identity between 
“individual ‘life and All-life, the Divine Vedic root 

* meetd TNH “pas 

+ “aartayag var 1”. ‘oe 
* RandZl stand for 8 eraiie i to the weniceit 
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aloné- might suffice, but in a scheme of religion 
where the worshipper shrunk from the very idea of 
identity with God, ever emphasised his subordination 
toand dependence upon Supreme Life, acknowledged 

nothing but 7d of Life in cosmic life, and sought 
highest life-fulfilment in passionate desire for Life | 

above cosmic life at every turn, the kimavija was 

bound to figure most prominently. 

Although in the ceremonies connected with 

‘infusion of true life’, the magic roots play the most 

important part, yet for the purposes of special types 

of life-inculeation conformably to the attitude of 

different dovotees, innumerable types, infinite varie- 

 ties,.of full life-expressions on the liguistic side of 

life, are indicated in the Tantras, to speak explicitly 

in each’ case the life of devotion of a particular wor- 

shipper. One type may stand for humble and respect- 

ful homage to the Darling of the milkmaids, another 

to the Cow-boy, another to the Lion-man, yet another 
to the Prince of Ayodhya, and so on infinitely,* This 

vast body of the mantras really amplifies the spirit 

that is in the root or kémavija, and explicitly states 

the relation of the particular individual life to 

Supreme Life, in one of the innumerable phases of 

“transcendental desire’ of Life. 
The great merit of the Sdtwata mantras, in confor- 

mity with the whole system of the Sdiwata religion, 

isthe. right they automatically confer upon one and 

call ‘without distinction of sex or caste, to achieve 

-life’s highest end through their use, by life-concentra- 
Sirk " Aen Ss tot SEE ee 

x 

vl * “Nidterrmteataqay i" etc. 
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tion on them, and regulation of life in accordance 

with the spirit embodied in them, * There is indeed 

no reason to doubt that one of the purposes for which 

they were invented was to entitle everybody, in 

every rank and stage of life, to a life of highest 
devotion to True Life, a thing not to be thought of 

in connection with the Vedze scheme of updsand 

through Om, for tho Vedie scheme automatically 

demanded a standard of self-culture in the worshipper 
which could not but be looked for in a pure Brahmin 

who by birth could claim highly developed sattwa or 

life in himself, to comprehend the ultimate unity of 
life, as implied in the vydhriti { or specisl statement 

attached to Om, and the fuller ‘song of life’ or 

Gdyattri , joined to both at the end, the three together 

known as the essential song of Brahminical life. * 

The Kdmavtja of the Sdtwata Tantras thus takes 

the place of the Vedic root of complete self-adulation 

( Pranava ) and self-admission ( Om ), and stands for 

a transcendental desire for life associated with Life. 

The vija mantra of the Sdtwates similarly corres- 

ponds with the vydhriti of the Vedicists, and unlike 

the vydhritt which is naturally reduced toa single 

* “Qeat ward saat wTeatea, | fers, wareaea wa 
aattuatiza; )” ( B. G: T. quoted in H. B. V. ) 

MRT; wqy”—constitute Vedic Vya hritt, 

« “aq afag tte untaae fate feat ata, ssteata 1” 
“He is the Regulative Energy behind the Sun-god and 

guides all active reason”. ‘ He is whatis below, what is 

in the middle and what is above ( Vyahrit?. He is in the 
fundamental sound-root ( Pranava ). 

++ 
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form in its universal unity, expressive of identity 
between individuality and universality, reveals a life 
of self-submission to One of His infinite Divine 
Phases. The fuller statement, attached to such kamd 
etja and wa mantra, which may be called the 
Sdtwata’s song of life, aptly called kéma gdyattri 
conformabl’y with the Sdatwata’s scheme of devotion 
and idea of devotion, invokes the spirit of Transcen- 

dental Desire, This spirit of course is no other than 
that of Pradymna or Kdmadeva, and is included 
in the group of the ‘ Hternal Four’, as the spirit 
that stands between Samkarshana on the one hand, 

the spirit of life in idea, and Aniruddha on the 
other, the spirit of life in ‘application’ to cosmic 
creation. * Identified as this spirit is with passionate. 
desire for Him, in its transcendental phase, the 

spirit of the ‘passionate’ milkmaids of Vrinddvana 
is of course interchangeable with this spirit, and the 

kdmagdyattrv’ varies accordingly. 
It is needless to observe in the above connection 

that a Brahmin, if he is so inclined, may prefix the 

Vedic ‘Om’ to his kamagdyattri, kama vija and 
vijamantra, just as much as he can, and really does, 

in practice, include the Vedic Gdyattrv’ in his routine 

of worship, with the vydhritt and the pranava. The 

Sdétwata cult, indeed, as we have observed more 

than once, does not stand in the way of any mode 

of worship, much less of the Vedic or the Upan 

+ “att agate fae, yrs vate, aetione: 
waleata 1” (S. K.T, ) 

( qyiterra fas, Aaraa Hats, ae, eae tear |” 
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shadic mode, for the contemplation of the essential 

unity of all life is not ruled out By the Sdiwata — 

scheme, . 

rahe explanation | we have given of the mantras ‘and 

of the ‘initiation’ ceremony, wherein the mantras 

play the most prominent part, will justify the great 

importance attached to them in the Sdtwata 

Tantras. If it is impossible for man to carry on the 

affairs of the world without the employment of 

‘mortal? speech, it is essentially impossible for the 

pure soul to lead his pure life in partnership with 

Divine Life, and with all units of pure life all around, 

without the use of immortal mantras. They and 

they alone speak the language of true devotion to 

and eternal association with Life, and they are indis- 

pensable for the true life-affairs of a bhakta. Ib is 

not therefore without reason that rights of worship 

of Life are barred in the case of the uninitiated, for 

to worship Life is to speak the language of Life. * 
“Those people still belong exclusively to the world, 
hopelessly entangled in world’s * meshes,’ who have 

not been initiated into the language of Life and are 

thus precluded from the worship of Life. . Their life 

is literally no-life.” + ‘As Vishnu is the embodiment. 

of life, the mantra that speaks devotion to Vishnu in, 

« “quralatfaaig aaeara arteg | 

atamier, gated fraeaae 
+ “Rar, waa Re fH aa HetaaT | | 

area Stata ahrat at ag a \” i quoted in H.B Vv) 
SA, UTRAST, tI” 
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any one of His inunmerable life-phases is the mantra 
of true life. ‘The initiated bhakta who regularly 
speaks this life is certainly purged ofall sins ; he over- 

comes death ; murder of potential life or fullblown life 

that may come along his way in his mortal career—and 

‘murder’ does come along everybody’s way at every 
turn of mortal life * —leaves him unaffected ; he places 

himself out of the reach of mortal existence ; he unties 

all worldly ties ; he places himself under the protection 

of life that is released from its mortal phases ; he is 
out for immortal life.” No wonder that a bhakta is 

enjoined to recite the holy mantra of life in every 

condition of life and never to be without it, The 
phase of Eternal Life that is identified with the 

mantra, taught him by his preceptor after a careful 

analysis of his tastes and inclinations, must ever 

demand his full life-concentration, through that sole 

means of life-ccmmunication. The mantra will be 

the centre round which the whole of the religious life 

of the devoted servant of Divine Life must express - 

itself all round. 

* UY Gil VEU FatqayTEARcr; | 
RET WeRaTs_ TI Tey aeIT!” 

“* Animals are murdered in the fire place, when things are 

pressed, when sweeping is done, when pounding is done, 

where waterpots are kept.” 

“a wauita area frareha = urqurt azta, 4 ar, 
arta, wumeal aia, 3 aa acia, aaa atta, 3 ag 
auf, a fagatadt wate, steeaae wate” ( arttergta 
quoted in H, B. V. ) 

+ Caretta at waret at fererat aa aa aT | 
aat arena fa wer MT wT” (GP) 
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GHAPTER XIX. 

Details of Devotion. 

ALL-ROUND LIFE-IMPRESSION. 

True life from its nature must always live in its 

own elements, Nothing that is not life can hold 

life. As the life of bhaktz is life of devotion to true 

life, the principle of sattwa embodied in Vishnu or 
All-life, the rites connected with a scheme of bhakti 

for Him must therefore represent a series of acts of 

life-consecration in all the particulars that constitute 

those rites. Not only is the inner life of the bhakta 

to be raised to the rank of true life by a genuine 

mode of initiation or life-infusion, as we have 

explained, but everything with which that life comes 

in contact, every act which that life is called upon 

to perform, must be made to shew true life, The 

. Sditwata Tantras acecrdingly elaborate a religious 
scheme which reveals life in every phase of religious 

activity, We propose here to explain this scheme in 

some important details. 

First, let us consider the ceremonies connected 

with ‘initiation’ itself, which brings out the truest 

character of life in the worshipper, and indicates the 

mode of that life for all time to come, When the 

preceptor communicates through the approved 

methods of initiation the message of true life to his 

disciple, the ‘seed’ that is sown can not of course 
‘live’ and flourish for a moment on uncongenial soil. 

The disciple must.at the same time be ‘constituted’ 
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full of life in every way, His mind and body, his 
channels of thought and action, must be ‘inspired’ to 

‘live’ truly to receive the ‘germ’ of All-life, The 
things he will do, the materials he will handle at 

the time, must be inspired with life. His whole 

life-atmosphere must be surcharged with the 
electricity of true life. This is the indispensable 

condition for the ‘reception’ of genuine life. And 

we can show that this condition is fully satisfied by 

the means adopted. It is only necessary to read 

carefully the inner meaning of the things associated 

with this phase of devotional life. 
Any one who has taken the trouble of acquain- 

ting himself with the details of initiation knows 
that it is ordinarily to take place in a select month, 

on a select day, under the influence of a select star, 

and at a select spot, ina select place, The object 

is to have all these elements of time and place 

wholly consecrated to pure sattwa, or Vishnu, the 
Principle of Life, For instance, the month of 

Kartika, so highly spoken of in connection with the — 

ceremony, is pre-eminently consecrated to the Lord 

of ‘ tied life’, Dadmodara,* The god who rules the 

mind of man ft, who represents the joyous principle 

of mortal life, and thus presides over the joyous 

instincts of mortal life,{ is at the highest point of 

eminence and glory, at the full-moon day of this month, 

as he ‘enters’ the constellation krittikd, that gives 

* “aif gaat Stal Jat watts i’ (5) 

+ “aera aaal ota” (R. V. ), and astrologers agree, 

b Taree,’ ww, TEER Sa,’ 
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its name to the month,* The day of the sun isa 

fitting day for some for the purpose of this cere- 

mony. Why? Well: because life mortal and 

immortal is in charge of the Sun-god in His mortal 
and immortal aspects. One to be endowed with 

‘animated ’ life of devotion must choose such a day. 

The constellation Sravand is specially consecrated to 

Divine Life ina particular aspect. When the sun 

enters this constellation, it is said to ‘divert’ to 

the celestial course, deva ydéna, and that course, as 

every student knows, is associated with the course 

of immortality, and the time therefore is most 

suitable for the seeker of immortal course of life, as 

the immortal spirit of the Sun-god just then inspires 

mortal life. The ‘ House of God’, say a temple, 

that holds the immortal image of All-life is naturally 

an appropriate place for the purpose of life-infusion 

ceremony. The life-circle drawn in such a_ place 

will of course be the exact spot where life is to be 

infused, for the spirits of Highest Life, Active Life, 

Interested-life,and Mind-life, Bésudeva, Samkarshana, 

Pradymna, and Aniruddha, are invoked in this life- 

circle or dikshdmandala. The time and the place, 

it is superfluous to observe, will vary in different 

cases, conformably to different purposes of life- 
infusion, 

* The moon is most exalted in the ‘Bull’ sign when 

she enters the Krittika’ constellation, in opposition to the sun, 

which is at the lowest point of glory at the time, and hence 

she shines most. Hence the Ra‘salz‘la’ takes placc at the time, 

« Vide BP. “staat aratt aret famrgaet wag 1” etc. 
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After the selection of proper time and place, 
instruments and materials for the worship of life are 
collected and kept ready in the select moment, say 

the moment of ‘immortality’, amritayoga, or of 
life-fulfilment, siddhiyoga. In the case of the mate- 
rials and instruments also one finds the same 

principle of life-consecration. The water that is 
there is the water ofa sacred lake, or ofa sacred 

river, or of a sacred sea, water some way or other 

associated with His glories. It must be ti7rthajala #, 
the water that is competent to lead to immortality, 

The pure white vessel that holds the water for Life’s 

worship is of course well known as the conch of 

Vishnu. - The scents that are mixed with the water 

are pre-eminently the scents that are congenial to 

Life. * The whole water is to be charged with the 

spirit of the moon, amrita kald, for reasons already 

explained in another connection. Such water is 

kept apart also inajar that the disciple may have 

his life-bath at the proper time whereby he will be 

made to feel free life in himself. With elements 

and materials of life like these, the preceptor has the 

whole atmosphere of the ceremony animated with 

life, 
When the ceremony actually starts there is 

nothing but life everywhere By suitable methods 

+ Caraaafa drag”! 

+ ‘qera ga ae faat wares we; | 
TAY Salar, WaAgararaty wag | 

« “SE TeTeat SU I” (HB, Vv.) 

“qruat etaaraig Tusa wea g 1” (M. v. P, ) 
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of life-inspiration the material self of the preceptor 

has been immaterialised.* The preceptor is now 

full of the spirit of the Mantra to be communi- 

cated. He is now the visible incarnation of the 

Mantra which is to give a new life to the disciple, { 

Before this incarnation of Life the disciple is of 

course to prostrate himself in acknowledgment of 

full life-devotion, The Spirit of All-life is present 

there everywhere, That Spirit is invoked in con- 

nection with every subsidiary rite, as in connection 

with the whole ceremony itself. He animates 

everything there with true life The preceptor at 

the very start of the ceremony completely concen- 

trates himself on this Life, and is merged in this Life, 

The disciple is now made ‘full of life’, to qualify 

himself for participation in Life. The water of life 

is showered upon hin, the water so long kept in the 

jar for the purpose. He is decorated or marked all 

over with visible signs of All-life “They are images 

of His foot-prints, or of His incarnations, or of eternal 

instruments’. On the forehead of the disciple is 

impressed the mark of the House of God, the mark 

that reveals the images of Vishnu and His Consort. 

Round the external side of the channel of speech, 

the channel of the most fundamental expression of 

human life, which is at the same time the channel 

* The processes are known as bhwtasuddhi atid a’sana 

suddhi. For bhu'tasuddhi of,— 

“gtaaretts aatis atery atet faraag 1” 
Asanasuddhi is explained later on 

{ “a ae, @ OX) Brag at ge: & She qa: tl” 
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through which life is nourished by provisions from 
outside, is tied the sacred garland made up of things 
specially consecrated to life, say pieces of the immortal 
Tulasi’, or dhattri” fruits, and that garland again is 
further inspired with true life by suitable invocations 
of the Divine Spirit. The seat, where the disciple is 

seated for the ceremony, is made of sacred materials, 

and is further lifted to the rank of mother Earth, 

the goddess who sustains the earthly life, and was 

associated with Vishnu as His consort, when He, as 

the Divine Boar, lifted material life submerged’ in 

super-material water, and is finally imbued with the 

spirit of Vishnu Himself, conceived as the Divine 
Tortoise, who supported the earth, when the earth 

emerged out of immaterial pure water, and watched 

her in another phase of His from a place of 

transcendental eminence, %* 

The whole body of the disciple composed of five 

gross materials is then raised to the plane of pure 

immortal Life by effective instructions in self-concen- 

tration. The ‘airs’ of the disciple’s mortal life are 

brought under control, and ultimately merged in 

immortal life, to rejuvinate the whole body of the 

disciple with new life fit for partnership with 

Highest Life. It is of course superfluous to observe 

e “st vermteay Tauaentetrstts saretaraatta a1” 

‘Se TER aT g fare GUTEC ; 

‘adient arg sata aaeat oe as 0” 

“gfy wat yal atat, utes fraqer gat | 

aut wz at faa afeaTe 1” (Ss) 
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that these processes of life-expansion, prdndydma, - 

preceded by control of material life, enjoined for 

the disciple are simply natural to the preceptor. 

Similary the sacred bath, the decoration of the 

sacred marks, the sacred tie, the life-consecrations 

of the seat and of the body, the life-expansion of 

internal airs, are also practised by the preceptor 

as matters of course in connection with all his reli- 

gious performances, 

With prdndydma true religious life, or the course 

of internal life-realisation, may be said to start in 

right earnest. All sins, all impurities, phases of 

unreal life, are blown away as soon as vital airs are 

transformed into one ever-expansive air of pure all- 

comprehensive life. * After prdndydma, the 

purified body, turned into full-blown life itself, 

of the worshipper, must be conceived as the most 

suitable abode of God Himself. It is the ‘full 

blown lotus of life’ whereon the Eternal can rest 
comfortably. 

Within this life-lotus the powers and glories of 

All-life must now reveal themselves, The Divine 
sound-expressions, the concrete forms of the life of 

reason, the forces that bring forth cosmic life, the 

Divine Mothers, Médtrikis, as the Tantras would 

like to style them, are to be accommodated in the 

several petals of the full-blown lotus, In the back- 

ground of these ‘letters of life’, the spirit of 
Achyuta, One Steady Life, stands as the eternal 

* “Uda Hee 7a ae Aalaaana | 
az 

WMI, AMG a UMaTG Wifeat ay” (FP) 
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source of inspiration. His eternal and _ glorious 

form, and His Divine energy, transmit to them form 

and energy. They are indeed ultimately to be 

conceived and construed in the terms of His Life. 

The concepts identified with the forms of the letter- 

mothers are those of Kesavu, Mddhava, Ndrdyana, 

and so forth, all types of Divine Life in inseparable 

‘union with saktis as expressed in sound-powers. 

Thus the installation of Divine letter-images, as 
Srimurtis, goes hand in hand with the installation 

of Srisaktis, or sound-powers, * 
Arrangements are now complete to install the 

purest ‘ Om’, the most fundamental sound-incarnation 

of All-life, from which emanates the whole of cosmic 

life, and which is at the same time above cosmic 

life. Then the internal and external principles, the 

regulative and material forces of cosmic life, the 

essential elements of thought and existence, the 

tattwas, must be made to cluster round that eternal 

principle of All-life represented by Om, installed 

as the central point in the circle of life, as the 

‘pivot’ of religious life to be rounded off. Spiritual 
individuality, material individuality, the material 

« “Rat qarcrart aataret J RATA! 
waretiey Wee Te feats TATRA” 

( Tantra quoted in H- B, V. ) 

“saarfe Ta Aa ICCC a afer: l 

HAAe Clas aA AI A waa: n” 

‘aqqartin ae ae AAT Azz | 

afa afae afew arg erasteera W” (HBV. ) 
38 
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principles of ‘determination, self-identification, and 
self-application, the organs of cosmic impressions, 

the elements for life impressions, are to be merged 
in His life and'treated’ alongside the expressions of 

His sound-life, in the eternal life of paravyoma. * 
When the“principles’ are thus merged in All-life, 

the worshipper’ is automatically. lifted to a high 

spiritual ‘plane. ' God ‘has ‘entered’ his soul, and. 
he is in the company of True Life. Henceforward 

the whole’ phase’ of worship is transferred to the 
internal region. With the help of the kdmavija, the 
worshipper’ is now to'worship God with all desires 

concentrated ‘upon Him, ‘ The whole life of the 

worshipper ‘is’ accordingly’ now to be spiritualized a 
sccond time with the spirit of concentrated, undiluted, 

love for’ Him, and the vital airs are to be developed 
into vibrations of love for Him, This is the second 

special process of prdndyma or vital. expansion 
under the’ pressure of Regulative Life of Love. 
The material individuality thus thoroughly spiri-. 

tualized is ‘appropriately conceived as the immortal 

home of the Eternal. ‘“ Here surge the waves of the 

ocean that ‘in its’ elements of immortal purity is the 

milk-ocean of life or Kshi‘rasindhu. Here shines the 

land of life that emerges out of this ocean of life, 
the island of pure life or Swetadwipa, Here are 

revealed all the Powers and Elements associated 

with that mighty and joyous Principle of Life. 

* «a, qatrafianre = yet wate war 
aztaatay tay unattie fasta | 

aa, w ua auth wer aferq sfafeaa (HL. B. Vv.) 
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His home-life is spread everywhere here in all its 

phases of rational, emotional and vital purity.. The 

Sri, the Mdtrikds, the Saktis, the Avatdras, the 
Muktas or the Siddhas, souls already released, and 

the Sdddhyas or Sidhakas, souls still to be released, 

are all here in their transcendental purity,” 

“After Highest Life is ‘ located’ in the immor- 

talized mortal frame, the sacred Mantra, imparted 

by the guru to the sishya, conceived. itself as the 

most concrete. expression of Divine Life, is to be 

‘accommodated ” in that ‘ sphere of life’. The differ- 
ent parts of the Mantra, the words, syllables, and 

letters are to. bo viewed as the immortal parts or 

aspects of Divine forms, and they must be conceived 

as appropriately arranged allover the ‘ immortal ’ 

body of the worshipper. The special; form of God 

sought to be worshipped is. then to be, visualised in 

all its glories, and true. worship of life will then begin 

in all seriousness.. All the. elements of external or 

formal worship are now.to be transferred to the ‘inner 

temple.’ The sacred ftowers, the’sacred grains, the 

sacred ‘conch, the. sacred water, the sacred jar, the 

sacred. sacrificial fire, the sacred altar, the sacred in- 

cense, the sacred plate, the sacred dish, the sacred 

music, the sacred songs, the sacred dance, in short 

all things that contribute their.respective quota to 

the external form of worship are internally realised 
and accommodated in the inner temple,” 

From its; very; nature, this mode of internal wor- 
ship with. internal materials is not open to all, for 

every worshipper.is not .endowed with the amount 

of mental and spiritual culture implied, in this mode 
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of worship. It is not a simple feat of bhdvand or 

samadhi, it means no ordinery efforts of self-contem- 
plation and self-concentration, to realise the immortal 

in the mortal in that samddho, All the same, the 

preceptor strives to inculcate this exalted mode of 

worship from the very start, though, for the ordi- 

nary worshipper, the external modes of worship are 

important and impressive, 

Helped thus to realise Life, externally and intér- 
nally, in an atmosphere full of life, under the direct 

guidance of one full of life, with materials and 

instruments surcharged with life, with the fanda- 

mental mantra of life, the worshipper proceeds to 

worship the Supreme Embodiment of Life. 
The actual mode and elements of this worsnip are 

thoroughly inspired with the spirit of real life. 

The principle that is followed in the method of 

worship is nothing more, nothing less, than complete 

obedience to the instincts of life. Itis taken for 

granted that what pleases life in man must please 

Life in Him. Thisis of course the Vedic spirit of 
worship only varied in accordance with the new 

circumstances brought into existence by new concep- 

tions, new ideals, about Divine Life. 

“The immortal image of God is bathed, is dressed, 

is decorated, is pasted. He is offered finest flowers 

and freshest leaves. He is treated to sweetest 

scents and most impressive illuminations. He is 

entertained with best food and drink, mosb enthrall- 

ing music, songs, and dance, Everything for Him 
is on a right royal scale. The worshipper then 
swears eternal loyalty to Him, He renders his 
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homage to Him, chants His glories, beseeches His 
mercy.” “{f shall do nothing that does not please 

You. I shall do everything that pleases You, 

Whatever I shall do shall be done for You and You 
alone, What I may own shall belong to You. I 

shall think only of you, I shall speak only of You, I 

shall belong to You and You alone. My senses and 
organs of life shall live only Your life. May I 

dream in my dreams of You! In all conditions of 

life, reason, and joy, may nothing but Your Life 

inspire me. May the instincts of True Life alone 
prompt me ever in life. May all my thoughts and 

acts, impulses and emotions, speak an eternal joyous 

animated life. May I secure Your help in the dis- 

charge of my obligations. May You have mercy 
upon me if per-chance I fail. May You give me 

strength to retrieve my failures”, That is the 
whole tone, the whole tenor of the worship. The 

fullest and frankest avowal of self-subordination to 

Eternal Life as the essence of worship is clearly 
brought out in this process. Man’s limitations, the 

pitfalls along his path of progress, his exclusive 

dependence on Him atevery turn of life are freely 
acknowledged, His free life alone can remove the 

fetters of mortal life. Tobe One with Him is the 
one way to self-freedom. Life to come to the rescue 
of life, that is the keynote of worship. To receive 

Him wholeheartedly so as to be full of Him is the 

method of worship. To build up Life and Pure Life 
are actively employed the * materials ’ of worship. 

Truly,life is inculcated,life is invoked, life is impressed, 

in every ceremonial detail connected with ‘initiation,’ 
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The modé of worship taught in the course of 

initiation is ever afterwards practised by the disciple, 

The sacred Mantra is the central part of the worship, 

and as the ‘ custodian’ of true life of the worshipper 

is ever invoked when true lite is sought to be 

invoked or realised by him. And, to invoke True 
Life, He must be called by His eternal names as 
well. Hence the Sdtwata worshipper never forgets 

to take His names amidst all the duties of life, The 

worship, the concentration on and recitation of the 

Mantra, and the repetition of the holy names, cons- 

titute the main part of the religious life of a Sdtwata 

worshipper. 

It may be pnih bad) out here that $F ba He is 

called by His eternal names, to help the impressive 

repetition of the holy names, a- rosary of sacred 

beads is generally used by the worshipper, Thus 

used almost ever in connection with His names, the 

great instrument of the holy recitals turns itself 

into an immortal instrument of Life. It becomes 

the vehicle of His Life. No wonder,..it \is. itself 

regarded as the concrete Spirit of immortality, . To 

chant therefore the holy names with the help of the 

sacred rosary of beads is better in one sense, than 

every other formal act of religious. life.* . It 
may be then viewed as the essence of worship, 

and the culmination of worship, .. Herein , then 

are to be conceived the very Spirit .of | All- 
life, associated with the Sakits and. the. Mdtrikds. 

* “TERT ATS TaTel ffuagentaan: | isd, 
wa F TTITRS HAT TS oA RSM” (CM, Ss.) 
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They are to be sepatately located in the rosary, thus 
turned into the abode of immortal Life, and then to. 
be worshipped ‘there with due rites and formalities, 
above all; with due reverence,* Imbued with His 

Spirit, it ensures concentration, purified mind and 

body, commands silence, helps contemplation of the 

spirit of the Mantra, removes causes of distractions, 

dispels despondence and despair. It can be confi- 

dently asserted that God can not resist the call 

made through this trusted agent of His Life, He 

is sure. to answer the call. ‘He is pleased to come 

to the rescue of the worshipper. The worshipper 

is sure to be rescued from all dreads of births and 

deaths.{ The worshipper succeeds with this as with 

nothing else. He holds Him in the ‘hollow of his 

hands’ as he tells the beads, . 

As the worshipper, after heis initiated into the 

secrets of Sdtwata life, is expected to live exclusively 

for Him and what belongs to Him, it is impossible 

to set forth the multifarious ‘duties’ that 

constitute. the devotional life—the whole course of 

life-activity of the bhakta. It can however safely be 

asserted that they one and all foster the growth of true 

life in devotion to Him. They are all auxiliaries— 

valuable aids—to the main code of devotion just ex- 

plained, Some of them may be called as obligatories 

s “art wel HIgatS GA Yoder | FRAT” 
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though they are freely chosen by life attracted to Him: 

There is, as we have explained elsewhere, no question 

of unwilling service in the religious liabilities of the 

bhaktt cult. Every act of life is a matter of free 

choice on the part of a free agent prompted entirely 

by the soul’s natural instinct of self-fulfilment. The 

obligatory duties are performed in conformity with 
the soul’s obligations to itself and not in compliance 

with commands of an authority who will turn the 

service to his own account. True, a master is 

acknowledged inthe Principle of all life, but He 

is rather a friend and a comrade who wishes 

nothing but the growth of the worshipper’s own life, 

though every service is ostensibly placed at His dis- 

posal. It is the identity of interests of the master and 
the servant that raises the service of devotion and 

love to the rank of free and joyous life-activity. 

Obligatory duties are therefore obligatory only in 

name and not in reality. They are quite as instinc- 

tive, as are the occasional duties now and then under- 

taken by the free agent in the bhakta, at the dictates 

of a religious conscience. 

The Sdtwata Tantras and Purdnas give long 

categories of these auxiliary virtues expected in the 

life of a bhakta. All the duties that bear upon 

neatness and cleanliness of the body, eloquently des- 

canted upon in every compendium of Smriti, are 

of course to be found in every comprehensive 

Sdtwata code of virtues. The courses generally 
prescribed for the control of passions, for the proper 
control of the organs of sense and life, so essential 

to all creeds of religious culture, are also fully 
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detailed. Nearly all of these are however specially 
adapted to the cardinal principles of the Sétwata 
cult. As an illustration of this, reference may be 
made to the duty of fasts on sacred days,—days 
specially consecrated to the Highest God. In 

ordinary codes of Smriti, the regular day of Hari in 

every lunar month.is the eleventh day,and is reckoned 

in accordance with actual sunrise on the day. 

That solar day is the day of Hari in which the tenth 

lunar day does not extend beyond the moment of sun- 

rise. The Sdtwatas on the other hand generally place’ 

the limit not at the point of sun-rise, but at the point 

when there is stir in the life of the rising sun. It 

is earlier by an hour and thirtysix minutes, The 
intervening period of time is universally regarded 

as specially consecrated to the God of creation, the 

great embodiment of creative power, and is known 

as Brdhmamuhurta. If the tenth day extends 

into this period, the Sdtwatas unhesitatingly discard 

the day for the observance of the fast. A religion 
of life can never ignore the moment of true life 

in the calculation of time. This calculation of 

course dors not affectp the days, which though 

consecrated to Hari in an irregular manner, say the 

days of God’s birth on earth in Hishuman forms,derive 

their sacredness not from the lunar days themselves 

as such, but from purely extraneous circumstances 

The process of adaptation herein explained extends to 

several other spheres of religious activity. It affects 

the form of worship, it affects the formalities connec. 

ted with the modes of holy life, it affects the character 

of vows, of penances, of feasts and festivities, of sacred 

39 
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jorneys and sacred associations. To the Sdéwatas all 

these breathe true life in differen t shades of life. To 

others they are nothing but conventional aids devoid 

of life in themselves. Every element of worship is 

however to be carefully lifted to the highest plane 

of life, where Vishnu lives, so far as the bhakta is 

concerned. That characteristic distinguishes all his 

steps in devotion. The choice of materials of the 

bhakta is necessarily limited to things naturally 

capable of life-impression. They are fit to be 

regarded as favourites of Vishnu. 

It will be uninteresting to go into further details 

of things acknowledged after all as auxiliaries 

of devotion. Nobody should expect any slavish 
adherence to the minutest particulars on the part of a 

bhakta. He lives .a broad life of devotion and love, 

and he cares only for things that suit that life. 

Nothing holds him in bondage save and except the 

tie of eternal love and eternal joy in his career of 

fullest freedom. 
There is one question connected with the con- 

sideration of the auxiliaries which claims more than 

a passing reference, and to which we now propose 

to draw prominent attention. How is it that certain 

things, certain aspects of time and place, certain 
articles of nature, certain forms and phases of life 
and knowledge and joy, are held as naturally conse 
crated to Him, identified with His life? What is 
there in them that makes them specially suitable 
in a scheme of life-impression? If everything in 
thought and existence belongs to Him, why is one 
thing favoured of Him and another distasteful bo 
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Him ? Answer to this question is to be found in 
the secret of cosmic life itself, Though cosmic 
life ever appears to be an organised unit in con- 
tinuous existence, it really represents a never-ending 

struggle for life to assert itself through creation 

and dissolution. Every type of true life in the world 

is acentre of life-identification through affirmation 
and negation of life. This principle works itself in 

every region of worldly life in evey creek and corner. 

What may seem at first a finished model of life 
is really under the forces of disintegration and new 
creation to realise life through them, It is through 
experimental and transient phases of life that the 

more or less perfect and permanent type of life 

emerges where we get culmination of life so far 
as a particular type of a thing is concerned. Among 

numerous aspects of a ‘being’, one form, one type, 

is identified with life, and the rest are aberrations, 
The aberrations ever move towards self-extinction, 
and at dissolution, the seed of the true type alone 
will survive for future germination and inevitable 
degradation, to come to itself again through 

degradations. Nature never ceases to work on 
these lines, In conformity with this mode of work- 
ing, there is always to be fonnd in nature, in every 
one of its departments, a genuine type of life with 

aberrations scattered all around, On this ground 

ace Comsittet Shell 
oe 
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alone certain things are characterised as true life- 

units distinguishable from the centres of negation 

of life, In the language of the Sdtwatas, they are 

prominently endowed with the attribute of sdttwa 

which is life, Life alone inspires life ; life alone is 
capable of association with life; life alone can be 

impressed with liie and consecrated to life, Recog- 

nised life-units are therefore justly used in con- 

uection with ceremonies that stand for all-round life- 

impression. 

Every student of Hindu mythology knows wat 

an infinite number of myths and legends has gathered 

round those things of thought and existence which 

are specially consecrated to Life, which sparkle 
with life, which enliven life, which infuse life, which 

contribute to the glories and growth of life. If the 

water of the Ganges kills germs that destroy life, 

she must be conceived to have ‘sprung from Vishnu’s 

feet.’ Ifthe Zulase plant purifies obnoxious air and 
cures disease, ‘she is then an aspect of Sri Herself’ 
and is fittingly ‘united in wedlock with Vishnu,’ 
If the banian tree extends long and wide in its 

fullness of life, ‘Vishnu rests on the banian leaf 

before He cares to expand this cosmic life.’ If the 

lotus is the finest and most glorious of the specimens 

of flower-beauty, ‘it is the abode of Vishnw’, ‘out 
of it emerged the form of the Creator,’ ‘Sri likes to 
dwell herein’, On the other hand if sacrifice contributes 

ag ag taytaagq ay aitagtet ada at | 
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to worldly life, ‘He incarnates himself as Yajna.’ 

If love is the liveliest of emotions, ‘Love is the 

closest partner of His Life, and is privileged to 

worship Him at the closest quarters, as Hlddini” 

or fddhiké’ If speech is the most important organ 

of rational life, ‘She is another partner of His Life 

and is identified with His Sambzit Sakti.’ Instances 
may be multiplied infinitely, but the few examples 

will suffice to show how things of thought and 

existence employed prominently in connection with 

devotional worship are full of life by origin and 

association both. 



CHAPTER XxX. 

Active Life in Comprehensive Devotion. 

SUDDHA-SA*DHANA. 

Life, as we have seen, invariably expresses itself 
in three phases, active life, contemplative life, and 

joyous life. Active life is revealed through the 

life of the senses and organs, and fulfils itself in 

sense-life in devotion to Him, the eternal source of 

will-to-do. Contemplative life finds itself in self- 
abstraction first and culminates in concentration of 

mind-life or internal life upon the eternal life of 

reason or will-to-think. Joyous life is the outcome 

of life conscious of its oWn ‘exaltation,’ and is realised 

fully when it is raised to itself and closely associated 

with the Fountain-head of joy or will-to-love, In 

accordance with this interpretation, the religious life 

of a sdtwata wherein alone life culminates in itself 

manifests itself in three different aspects of karma, 
bhava, and prema, work, thought, and love, It is not 

of course to be presumed, as we have pointed out else- 

where, that one aspect is permanently or completely 

divorced from the others. Devotional work is always 
more or less an expresion of devotional thought and 

devotional life. Devotional thought is always more or 

less associated with devotional work and devotional 

love, Devotional love can scarcely subsist’ without 

devotional work and devotional thought. All the 

three phases of life are more or less interdependent 

or inseparable from one another, One is always 
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implied in another, Be that as it may, the pro- 
minence of one perticular phase is noted and signified 
by what we call a particular aspect of devotional life. 

That phase of devotional life which is promi- 

nently expressed in karma or devotional work must, 

as we have explained before, be based upon a true 

spirit of self-sacrifice, to borrow the Vedic phraseo- 

logy, or upon a conception of life for all life, to copy 

the TJéntric and Paurdnic mode of expression, 

Unless karma proceeds from this spirit, ib is suici- 

dal, it negatives itself, it leads to disruption of life, 

if condems life to a lite of struggle and change, to 

an apparently interminable cycle of miserable worldly 

existence, in its vain efforts, under the promptings 

of its natural instincts, to live itself, to extricate itself 

from the wheels of the fatal cycle, Although 

devotional work under proper guidance can scarcely 

degenerate into such a suicidal course, misguided 

man can easily fall into such a trap. Sense-life is 

ever prone to fall a victim to the seducing charms 
of sense-pleasures. Nowhere is skilful guidance 
more necessary than where an inexperienced bhakta 

takes to sense-life in devotion to Him, 

Once he loses sight of the true spirit of karma, 

the spirit of self-abnegation in universal love, he 

slips, he is losb, No such danger of course lurks in 

the way of the mature worshipper who has realised 

himself in Him and has voluntarily espoused a life 

of action for the good of mankind out of love and 

charity. It is the immature mind that is liable to 

the risk, He has no experience in him to guide 

him past the pitfalls of sensuous pleasures, There 
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is always a danger that he may confound the ideal 
of life-realisation with full sense-satisfaction, Pure 

activity of life, the outcome of the principle of sattwa | 
or true life, may easily degenerate into impure 

activity, under the sole inspiration of sense-life in 

itself. Pursuit of true life, in other words, may 

turn into self-subordination to negative life, under 

the influence of the force of rajas or suicidal activity 

of self-expansion, and of tamas or  self-destruc- 

tion itself in self-enjoyment’ expressed in perpetual 

unrest. 

That devotion under the influence of rajas or 

tamas ceases to be devotion in its highest sense can 

of course easily be inferred, Still a fallen worshipper 

who has slipped from the path that leads to true 

life may adopt the formalities of devotion, and think 

himself on the right path or appear to others to be 

on sucha path. If rajas or principle of suicidal 

self-inflation has a tighter hold npon him, his 

‘devotion’ then will speak a life of worldly-exalta- 

tion instead of true life-exaltation. Before the 

bestower of true life he will ask for gifts that lead 

to wordly glory and worldly rank, and not to the true 

rank and true glory of life in itself in friendly associa- 

tion with and subordination to its own help, guide, 

and philosopher, its own dear one, the embodiment 
of all-life, If tamas or the power of destructive 
sense-enjoyment holds the devotee under its sway, 
he is permeated by a spirit of ‘man-slaughter’, a 
desire to deceive others, to humiliate others, to 

injure others. He worships his god not to save 

life, not to save mankind, but toinjure life, to slay 
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humanity, for worldly life is human life in its: 
essential form, Before the embodiment of life he 

seeks for negation of life, and his spirit,—for it is 

the spirit of worship that always matters—leads him 
to a negation of life on his own part. He is destined 

for a lifeless form of life,* while the rdjasa 

worshipper is out for an exalted and lordly ‘station’ 
of life * in heaven or on earth. 

It may be asked, that if devotion goes wrong, if it 

is not devotion of life to life and for the realisation of 

life in self and elsewhere, why does it not necessarily 

fail of its own lifeless object ? A false step can never 

lead to the proper goal. True, but nothing in this 

world is absolutely barren of results. Any thing done 

leads to an inevitable consequence. Life in action 

is life in expression, and is at the same time life in 

impression. Every form of activity colours life in 
accordance with the nature of that activity. Outside 

self it fails not to impress, to colour, the external 

world of life affected by the activity. The corres- 

pondence between inner life and outer life established 

by life-activity automatically calls forth exchange of 

« “afeaun agfaa anit atfata aera | 
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impressions. In our everyday pursuits of life, the 

call of life within is very often not answered properly 

by life without, for the tumults, the distractions of 

life, scarcely allow life within to speak impressively 

to life without, In plain language, the, means em- 
ployed for the realisation of a worldly end do nob 

often meet the situation, Something is always 

achieved, but not always the end in view, In devo- 
tional life, life is freed from the tumults. The 

message, the call, passes distinctly from within to 

without, The world-life has no mistakes about it. 

The response is necessarily quick and to the point. 
The worshipper fails not to acheive his end worldly 

though it is. It would have been different if there 

had been nothing but true life without. Wrong 

life would not have been able to cmmunicate with true 

life, for the like only communicate with the like, 

There would censequently have been no response, 

Improper ends of devotion would have stultified 
devotion itself. But life is revealed in lower phases 

within and without, and of these forms the like can 

always correspond with the like and through the 

like. Devotion to God for a material end is devotion 

of material life to a ‘material’ phase of God for that 

end. It is worship of a lower god through which 

All-life is manifested before the worshipper for that 

particular purpose. * Even if the phase that is 

* “far fe algaas fafg ata ae” (Gc) 
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worshipped is apparently the highest phase, it is 
immediately transformed into a mere divinity, a 

lower form of dominant world-life, when the end is 
degraded, 

There are always lower forma of Vishnu as 
well as the highest form, The bestower of material 

gifts is always identified with a material power, 

a power of nature, a lord of lower life ( aaufe ), 
however exalted may be his position in divine 

hierarchy. The life of a true worshipper rises above 
this material plane. He worships Ndrdyana in one 

of His true life-forms. In his activities his inner 
life is not tainted with material cravings. It is not 

tainted with the spirit of slaughter, It is not torn 

by unrest asin murderous activity.* The message 
of the soul it transmits speaks life and for life, 

The Soul, the embodiment of true life outside, 

receives the message, answers the call appropriately, 
Tt gives life to life. | 

Doubts can naturally rise in the mind if sense- 

activities in connection with true devotional life 
are possible, In a life of abstract contemplation or 
transcendental love, the inner activity of life may 
easily be conceded to be of a non-material nature. 

But how can activities so explicitly connected with 

mundane life and mundane nature be conceived apart 

from their material condition ? Sense-life is apparently 
worldly life. The point can never be gain-said. 

How can a genuine worshipper live in sense-life 

“‘gqqan acenty feat wavatas | 
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and at the same time be above worldly life? True, 

sense-life is always worldly life. But worldly life is 
not necessarily life chained to the negative aspect of 

life. To a superficial observer, the aspect of change and 

unrest and of continuous disruption and new growth 

constitutes the essence of worldly life. But it is not 

really so. The essence is in the permanent principle 

of life that underlies the modes of change. The 

true worshipper lives in such a world and for such 

a world. His sense-life conforms to this conception 

of world-life, His apparently material ends though 

worldly are not of the world of change, of negation 

of life, He is ever inspired with a true type of life 

in every sphere of his existence. Sdttwa is every- 

where ; ib requires only to be picked up and given 

the dominant position in the scheme of life. We 

have explanted elsewhere that the whole course of 
Sdtwata religion moves in this circle of true life 

from initiation to highest devotion, Everything 

connected with the religious life of a Sdtwata wor- 

shipper breathes the air of genuine life. There is 

no danger that his sense-life will degenerate into sen- 

suous life or material life. Sins of life, negative 
phases of life, can never touch him whose activities 

are confined within the zone of all-life. “He gives to 

All-life, he gives All-life, he gives in All-life, he 

gives as All-life and through All-life, he merges 

all-phases of activity in All-life, he gains All- 
life”. % 

*« “Seatata Hatta qa I aHTtta a: | 

fauya 7 & uTda ugquataatquet yn” (G) 
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There is one aspect of mortal life which is promi- 
nently associated with this sense-life in devotion. 

It is instinctive faith in Him. The active worshipper 

is settled in his conviction that what he does is 

approved by Him and will surely and safely lead 

him to true life. He is sure of the guidance, of the 

mode of action, of the goal to be attained. Although 

his scheme of life is wholly rational, inspired by the 

very embodiment of Reason,regulated by the very life 

of Reason, it works automatically, apparently blindly. 

Perfection of reason always finds expression in a 
seemingly irrational mechanical course of action, 

Every part of the machine however is the work of 

_ highest reason, Its parts are kept in perfect order, 

in complete coordination with each other by the 
skilled hand of Supreme Reason, From Him it 
receives its impetus, ib moves in a line chalked out 

by Him, the principle of active reason. ‘Lhe wor- 

shipper has identified his life-force with Him and 

the rest follows as a matter of course, The process 

of deliberation, the process of determination, the 

acb of choice, all inseparable features of rational 
activity, are in the case of the Sdtwata worshipper 

merged in the life of All-reason. Through Him 

he deliberates, through Him he determines, 
through Him he chooses. The one preliminary 

of this automatic participation in All-reason is 

absolute self-submission to Him. To place oneself 

“‘THud age F MA TAUT_AA | 

aga aq waa wanes” (GC) 
“aaraattea al sal ufag wets! (8B) 
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unreservedly under His protection is ab once ‘to enjoy 
the privileges of automatic and all-comprehensive 

rational guidance. Thatis certain and there is no 

mistake, In this self-submission lieg the whole key 

of devotional sense-life, The condition of mind 

brought into existence by this self-submission is 

faith, Faith and self-submission are in fact two sides 

of the same thing. When life is subordinated to 

Him, surrendered to His mercy,placed at His ‘service, 
the sentiment that prevailsis one of complete reliance 

on Him, There is at once the confidence that self 
is sure to be realised in and through All-self and 
never otherwise. Sarandpatti and sraddhd— 

reliance and faith—are practically one and the same 

thing. As such it is a part and parcel of active reli- 

gious life so far asa bhakta is concerned. It is the 

impulse in his mind that moves him to action. In 
its essence, it is illuminated by the glorious light of 
true Reason. What appears on the surface as dull 
and blind,—for faith is generally so stigmatized,—is 

certainly intelligent. Faith in its aspect of dévotion 

to Him is wholly rational,—in fact the entire life of 

individual reason raised to the level of and brought 

into glorious partnership with the great ‘source of 
all reason. %* 

Faith, such as this, though it is conspicuous in 

the field of religious activity by its very nature, for 

it distinctly speaks the life of automatic action, is not, 
can not be, wholly separated from contemplation and 
love of Him. To work in intelligent faith,—atid faith, 

ormteecic. 
oe 

« “qa @utRT Betaaa var faze ear wife |” 
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as we have seen, is the mark of highest intelligence 
and clearest judgment,—is always to think of His 
direct guidance and feel that influence at every 

step. If therefore the hand of the bhakta is busy, 

his mindis drawn to Him, beyond all sources of 

anxiety, and enjoys full peace and serenity in the 

thought of visible exertion of All-life through his life. 
He calmly contemplates the situation, which is in 
every phase. pervaded by the spirit of God. Simulta- 
neously, he is overwhelmed by the sentiment of 

joy at this response of heart to heart,—soul to 

soul,—at this alacrity of the protector for the 

protege. This joy transforms itself into overflowing 

affection and love for Him, Thus the life of contem- 

plation and love is always at the back-ground 

of the life of active devotion or sraddhd. Sraddhd, 

anurdga and prema —active faith,intelligent apprecia- 
tion, and overpowering love—are invariable concomi- 

tants of life of devotion, The one can never be 

without the others. When we speak ofa life of faith, 

we cannot exclude the bhakta’s attachment in 

thought to Him and love for Him at His spontaneous 

activity on his behalf, They all stand or fall 
together. Senses, intellect, and emotion never 

come singly into play. * Sraddhd or activity of faith 

naturally emerges in the field of actual life as the 

activity of the senses. Bub the movements of sense- 

life as the outward expressions of sraddhd are always 

directed towads the goal of pure life. When sraddha 

guides its activities, the activities of sense-life can 

« “ser tla dfa tqataata” 
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never everstep the limits of genuine life. Nothing 
that spells negation of life, nothing that ruins life, 

can come within the scope of such activities. The 

modes of sense-life imbued with His life through 

the process of self-submission of the bhakta ever 

conform to the ideal of participation in All-life. 

Within this sphere, within the circle of life-ideal, 

sense-life in devotion necessarily moves. The 

worshipper’s hands work for that ideal ; his tongue 

speaks the ideal; his feet never slip from the 

ideal ; his eyes visualise the ideal ; his ears listen to 

the ideal ; and all. the other minor phases of 

sense-life tell the same tale. His memory that 

stands at the base of his entire sense-life calls up 

the ideal and nothing else, and transmits it duly to 

the active organs to inspire them therewith, This — 

life’s ideal is necessarily self-centred, for life has 

nothing to do with no-life, Ib is also self-compre- 

hensive inits universality. It then comes to this, 

that in devotional worship, the worshipper really 

devotes himself to His all-round benevolence, In 

the element of thab benevolence he wishes to live 

for alltime. To livein Him and with Him is to 
live for Him and what is His, 

This culmination of life-realisation through the 

devotion of sense and organs inspired with the 

element of true life has been sought to be attained 

in various ways. In the evolution of Hindu religious 

schemes, three, properly speaking two, definite modes 

are marked out. The earliest in point of history 

is the Vedic mode of worship. That mode gradually 
changed into the Tuntric form. The transition stage 
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was a mixture of the two. These three Vedic, Tantric, 
and mixed forms of worship of Him are spoken 
ofas the definite types of religious worship so far 
as that worship is pre-eminently concerned with 
sense-life. % 

The Vedie mode of worship, as we have seen 
before, can be conceived in the spirit of true life- 

worship if the worshipper can enter into the spirit 

of real self-sacrifice that underlies the conception of 

the Vedic sacrifice, It should distinctly be borne 
in mind that Prajdpati or Hiranyagarbha, the 
embodiment of world-life, gave away His life for the 

benefit of man, and every phase of worldly life 

contains nothing but the man, The hymns of 

praise in honour of the Purusha or the World-soul 

are tuned to this sublime note of eternal self-sacrifice 

on the part of eternal Self for the sake of the world, 

The later Prajépatis, Manu and others, imbibe and 

represent this spirit in their limited spheres of deve- 
lopment of world-life, for they are all identified 

with definite stages of life-evolution in and through 

the world, 

It is not therefore to be wondered abt, when it is 

related in the sacred hymns of the Vedas, that the 

first Prajdpati-Manu, who is identified with the 

‘First man,’ introduced sacrificial worship for the good 

of, for the life-evolution of, humanity, and for the 

matter uf that of the rest of creation, ‘here are 

numerous texts in the hymns to show that the sacri- 

ficial fire was first lit for Him by the Bhrigus, 

+ “Sfeqeattan fas sfa a fafaat was, (3) 
41 
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Matariswans and Atharvans. The spirit that animated 

the First man in these sacrifiices was the spirit of 
devotion to the Hternal Sacrificer who had given 

Himself for the world. Through participation in 
His life by means of devotion, the great sacrifices 
of Manu were meant for preserving and fostering the 
-growth of the world of life, He was the king who 

by these sacrifices was to aftord life-protection to his 

‘people’, the part or phase of creation entrusted to his 
charge. We have discussed elsewhere how a sacri- 

fice actually auswers the end. What we are now 

concerned with is to show that Manu, the first royal 

sacrificer, the one in charge of the human type of 

life, the central type in the whole scheme of creation, 

performed his sacrifices in wholesouled devotion 

to Him and that brought him success. It was through 

the spirit of the sacrifice that he realised himself 

as partner of His life, and as one inspired by 

Him to help in the growth of ‘man,’ in the 
light of the great truth that ‘ sacrifice of self leads 

to the growth of self and saves and realises self in 

the end’. The first ‘Man’ grasped this truth, and 

indulged ina course of sacrifices for the growth of 

humanity. By his tapasydé or self-concentration 

associated with his spirit of sacrifice, he participated 

in the Life of the Hiranyagarbha Purusha, the 

One Sacrificer, the True Spirit and Life of Sacrifice, 

and was enabled to draw on the all-comprehensive 

regulative energy implied ia that spirit, and thus 
found himself competent torule the life of man- 
kind as the Ruler, Through sacrifices Manu 
stood fora life of ‘ universal benevolence’ in the 
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strictest sense ; for man is the central phase of 

universal life, and his sacrifices were for the 

growth of man. His ideal was achieved because 

his sacrifices involved whole-souled devotion to His 

Life for life-inspiration in every way, 

Imbued with the highest spirit of devotion to 
Life a scheme of sacrifice thus fully meets the ends 

of religious life. Without devotion it is barren, 

Devotion to Highest Life brings on devotion to the 
interests of all life, and that again to the interests 
of the central phase of all life, the interests of hu- 
manity at large. This is the spirit that animates 

the true sacrificer. And behind this spirit is self- 

submission to his Regulative Life, and self-submer- 

gence in that Life. Sacrifice must lead to the One 

Sacrificer, No selfish thoughts should cross the 
mind of the Sdtwata sacrificer. He will think of 

One Self behind his self. The Yajnapurusha will 
turn into his Hrishi kesha, the inspirer of his thoughts. 
The satisfaction of self, the falfilment of self, due 

to the realisation of the spirit of sacrifice, will be the 

fullest realisation and fullest satisfaction of sense- 

life, Karma as expressed in such a sacrifice is 
really expressive of His all-comprehensive love and 

thought, Any one who has carefully read the 
sacred Paurdnic legend about Daksha knows full 

well the paramount importance attached to the 
spirit of self-sacrifice in connection with the sacri- 

ficial scheme of religion. 

Daksha, one of the first Prajdpatis, hence 

necessarily charged with the work of creation in 

some particular branch, celebrated a great sacrifice, 
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as he was bound to do, if his creative instincts were 

to be realised. The sacrifice was expected to enable 

him to participate in the Regulative Energy of 
the Great Sacrificer, who had first sacrificed self for 

all life. But for that participation it was of course 

not possiple for him to succeed. Daksha had 

qualified himself for the sacrifice in every respect, 

but failed in the most important respect. He had 

ignored the spirit of self-sacrifice or self-abnegation, 

Self-sacrifice apparently implies negation of self for 

renewed growth of self. The legends record that he 
had not invited Bhava, the god wedded to Daksha’s 

daughter Yogdmaya, to grace the occasion, If 

creation is the outcome of the spirit of self-abnega- 

tion, which is the same as self-sacrifice, then this 

disregard of the Lord of Yogamdyd was in reality the 

disregard of the Spirit of Self-rabnegation. In the 
language of Saiva philosophy, Bhava is indeed the 

Spirit of self-immolation and is identical with the 

Spirit of the Yajna-Purusha. The Purdnas and 

Tantras therefore speak of the ‘ Sacrificer’* form 
as the culminating phase of His creative life as the 

Spirit of all ‘elements’. On the one hand He rules the 

destinies of j7vas or pasus entangled in the meshes 
of Mdyd, and on the other He leads the sacrificial 

beast, or pasu, to the altar of sacrifice, as the Spirit 

of the Sacrificer.%* When Daksha gave affront to 
this God, his sacrifice was fore-doomed to failure, 

* STAs Wa: —araTaTnaSt; wert |” 

“oat ¢ yata fartantat g aseatey” 
“ATA Tara Tea: |” 
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no matter even if he was a most skelful sacrificer 

as his name was intended to imply. The sacrifice 

necessarily proved abortive, ‘Life-energy kept away, 

creative energy necessarily failed. The formal 

phase of self-abnegation just revealed itself to des- 

troy itself the next moment,’ Hence the legends 

record that Vishnu kept away from the sacrifice, 

Brahma could not manage to come, and Yogamdyd, 

though drawn there automatically by the idea of 

the sacrifice, immediately burnt her outward 

form and withdrew into MHerself, when the 

affront to the Greatb Spirit was emphasised- When 

she killed herself, the sacrifice was killed. As 
Sati’ or Karmic Power she was in the Sacrifice 

intended as Karmic Power. The head of the false 

sacrificer was gone, the idea now failed,—the idea of 

creation without an invocation of the Spirit of 

sacrifice. The Spirit of negation thus did its nega- 

tive work by the destruction of the formal sacrifice. 

Now look at the sequel. Brahmd afterwards inter- 

vened on behalf of the false sacrificer, Vishnu 

restored the Prajdpatt to life, The idea is that life 

never remains dead, Life always asserts itself 
after negation has done its destructive work. 
Creation starts anew after every destruction, If 

the false sacrificer had failed to appreciate the spirit 

of self-abnegation, that spirit made its fu!l force 

felt by the sinner, and the spirit of life then inspired 

him to satisfy the creative instincts implanted in 

him. A false sacrificer is bound to fail in his 

creative karma,—and all karmais essentially creative 

activity. As creation is nothing bub readjustment 
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of cosmic materials under the guidance of self, 

and karma means the same thing, sacrificial activity 

is inplied in all karma, as sacrifice represents the 

force of self-abnegation, or self-slaughter, which is 

identical with the principle of life-negation that 

creates in all karma some life out of no-life, A failure 

will automatically lead to renewal of karma, under 

the impulse of life and creation, but unless and until 

the spirit of self-abnegation is grasped in karma, 

it will not comprehend life in its complete 
solidarity. Let life be sacrificed for the good of 

each and all, and sacrifice will ultimately reveal 
itself as consolidation of all life. Viewed in another 

way, self-negation, implied in service for others, will 

ultimately negative itself and organise self and 

others into One self, * When oblations are to be 

poured into the sacrificial fire, let nob this spirit be 

missed, for it is this spirit of consecration. of life to 

All-life, that alone is competent to secure sympa- 

thetic response at the centre of all-life, to bring forth 

the ‘nourishing’ elements of life for the world of ‘man’. 

We have now sufficiently explained devotional 

activity in the Vedic form of worship, That 

* What is true of Aarma-yajna on the side of sat, is true of 

jnana-yajna on the side of chit, and prema-yajna on the side of 

a‘nanda. Sacrifice or self-immolation in jxa‘na brings out 
negative knowledge-life or aviédya@ and ultimately realises 
ijself when it ‘ignores’ ignorance, negatives rational negation, 

and consecrates itself to One Consolidated Reason, Sacrifice or 

tya’ga in love and joy similarly gets disgusted with and dissociates 
self from sickening cosmic joys brought about by self-negation, and 
ultimately by consecration to Universal Joy and Love fulfils itself, 
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worship reaches its highest phase when in devotion 
to the World-soul the worshipper seeks to realise 
his genuine world-life. Falling short of this, when 
directed to this or that particular God for the 
attainment of a particular material desire, ib is worse 

than useless, considered as a step in the direction of 

full life-realisation When the Vedic form of 

worship was first supplemented and then practically 

supplanted by the TJéntric and Paurdnic form of 
worship, devotional activity of the senses, the 

karmie organs of life, was directed to be diverted 

into different channels. The ruling idea was then 

direct communion with All-life, fully realised as such, 

- in some way or other, with reference to the one or 

the other, of His innumerable personal forms. The 

Sdtwata worshipper might concentrate his sense-life 
on Divine touch, Divine taste, Divine smell, Divine 

sounds, Divine sights, in any way he would like, in 

conformity with his inner impulses of self-conse- 

cration to All-life. His active organs would 

co-operate fully and unreservedly in such a scheme 

of sense-devotion, He would speak to Him, He 

would speak for Him, He would speak through 
Him, His hands will occupy themselves with work 

dedicated to Him, with work inspired by Him, 

with work done by His life-energy. So with the 

rest. And above all the mind of the bhakta as the 

primary sense and primary organ of active life would 

mind only to apply itself tc His Life, would apply 

His Life, would apply to all life through His Life, 
It is not necessary to imagine that all the promi- 

nent features of sense-worship must fully come out 
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in every phase of devotional sense-life, though the 

correspondence of the senses and their sympathetic 

activities always more or less tend this way, The 

life of a particular worshipper may bring out 

prominently only some phase of sense-devotion, 

though harmonious combination of sense-activities 

in devotion is often to be looked for. Let us 
illustrate the point. Of the great bhaktas who made 

their mark in the world of devotion some undoubt- 

edly revealed special aptitude for one special phase 

of sense-activity and special taste for one particular 

sense-impression. The sound side of devotion 

appealed on the one hand to the son of Roma- 

harshana who recited the sacred glories of God, and 

on the other to the Rishis of Naimisha, who listened 

to the songs of Life. The mother of Krishna 

realised her devotional life far better than in 

anything else when she fondly took the Divine 

child to rub Him neat andclean, to anoint Him, 

to dress Him, and the touch of Life implied in 

the acts cheered her most. The consorts of Krishna 

had their soul’s devotional wishes fully answered 

when they found themselves privileged to enjoy 

the enthralling beauty of Arishna’s ever attractive 

figure. The immortal nectar of His Life drew His 

bhaktas, the immortals, to churn the milk-ocean of 

life where He ever rests at ease, and to drink 

the live juice from the immortal jar in His charge. 

The soul-capturing smell of the lotus of life ‘ at His 
feet’ has ever drawn the liberated souls in devotion 
to His life to cluster round Him in the ‘ abode of 
life’ like go many ‘humming bees’, The active 
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organs of all such bhaktas have always conspired to 

secure the particular types of sense-realisation, 
and the mind of one and all of such has always 

directed whole-souled application to the pursuits 
implied therein. 

Man’s life is always however a complex affair, 

and the sense-activities in devotion more often go 

hand in hand and develop side by side, This is 

fully illustrated in the sacred legends by the life of 

king Ambari‘sha,* ‘He concentrated his mental 

outlook on the lotus-feet of Vishnu; his organ of 

speech spoke only the glories of Vishnu ; he cleansed 
the temple of God and kept his hands ever engaged 

in works of this nature; he ever listened to the 

legends about His imperishable glories and his ears 

were thus occupied ; idols that bore the impress of 

His Life, and the scenes associated with these 

expressions of Life, ever attracted his eyes; he 

would ever feel the joys of touch in contact with 

‘bodies’ immortalised by direct consecration to 

His Life and His service ; the lotuses consecrated 

to Him and placed at His feet ever fulfilled his 

love of smell by their immortal scents; the sacred 

leaves of Tulasi’ with which He was worshipped 
and which were thus touched with life satisfied his 

immortal material taste in devotion to Him, His 

feet carried him to the place of God; his head was 

* “a faa, puueieats alte TRyMTGITe | 

ad etatetatsarteg ata TaTS aaqHates | 

qaetagrmaeda tat agwanTaMe agar | 
qay aquientanes Baas tart aehra 1 
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lowered down in kissing His feet in salutation ; his 

desire was ever to serve Him and not to gain any 

worldly pleasures ; his love was for the society of 

His favourite people.” A more complete identi- 
fication of a sense-life with absolute devotional life 

can not be imagined, It is no wonder that such a 

worshipper was taken into complete custody by the 

embodiment of Great Life that was worshipped 

through this devotion, Even the wrath of one 

who “wag an incarnation of the lord of negation of 

life failed against him. One in full life-devotion to 

true life can never come to grief, His life is placed 

above the vicissitudes of life.—the work of the 

principle of negation of life. Heis in fact immor- 

talised even in the world, Though of the world he 

is above the world in his true inner life, This 

is the signification of the failure of the curse of 

Durvdasas against king Ambarisha, 

~ We do not think it necessary to elaborate more 

fully the Tantric and’ Paurdnie phase of sense- 
devotion, It must be clearly understood that when. 

it first) came into general vogue, it almost completely 

supplanted in every case the Vedic form of sacrificial 

devotion as explained before. In the transition 

period indeed the one supplemented the other. 
We thus read that the great sages of Naimisha 

who inspired Ndrada with the spirit of devotion 

were all great sacrificers * themselves. Conjointly with 

their great. sacrifices they would chant the glories 

‘oral et, qaueqena—faat entuneriaaes | 
RAY TA AG AAA TA — ABTA MATA TAs wy” (B) 
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of Vishnu. In the course of their sacrificial festival 
they would entertain the charioteer’s son and would 
cheerfully listen to the exposition of His glories, a 
noted expert as he was in the holy lore. Their 
devotional hearings and recitings were thus supple- 
mentary to their devotional sacrifices. It was 
Narada, their disciple, who confined himself solely to 

direct life-activities for Him. He it was who 
inaugurated the Sdtwata code of worship. * Several 
sacred works reproduced the substance of this 

original Sdétwata Tantra as we have noticed before. 

Since then the Sdtwatas have mainly followed the 
lines laid down in Nérada’s code, But their worship has 

always been more or less mixed up with some form 
of Vedie ceremonies. Even to this day, in India, 

Tantric worship is not absolutely divorced from 
Vedie worship. There is always some provision. for 
it somewhere, This is due of course to the anxiety 

of Sdtwata writers to preserve the essentially Vede 

character of the religion. Every code ef religion 
avowedly based upon non-Vedic foundations is 
at once discredited. ‘hat also explains the efforts 

of all Sdtwata writers to show that every item in 

their course of religion is ultimately based upon the 
Vedas. This has saved the Sdtwatas from the 
penalty of excommunication from the ‘ A’stic’ 

community of Hinduism. It must be borne in mind 

that ib does not matter very much if a Hindu denies 

or questions the existence of God, but he can 

expect no quarters if he disowns ° the Pion of 

« ‘aad aaqurae aay ada aa, (8B) 
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the Vedas, Hence a Buddhist was a ‘ Ndsteka ’ 

(heretic ), but followers of Kapila or Jaimin 
were ‘ A’stikas’ (orthodox ). Now to pursue our 

theme, Stitwata religion was always more or less a 

mixed religion so far as the teachings in the Sdtwata 

books were concerned. They never openly recom- 

mended dropping of Vedic rites. The worshippers, at 

least all house-holders, were required to perform the 

Vedic rites as well as the Zintric ones, though the 

latter from the Sdtwata point of view were more 

important, Even the great Ambartisha did not 

forget his sacrifices.* But toa retired worshipper 

like Ndrada devotion to All-life alone matters. 

So also the case with the unprivileged,—people 

placed beyond the pale of direct Vedic rites— 
although in the Vedzce scheme, or more accurately 

in the scheme promulgated by the Bra‘hmanas, there 

is provision for everybody’s participation in Vedic 

rites through accredited Brahmin deputies. The 
suddhabhakti sddhand or premabhaktisddhard has 

thus been pre-eminently a boon for non-Brahmins, 

females and for those in retirement who care for 

this mode of life-realisation. 

We have thus far occupied ourselves with the 

discussion how and in what ways karmic life must 
choose to act to realise self-consecration to All-life, 

The culmination of karmic devotion is reached how- 

ever when, by the processes of Vedic or Téntric 
modes of karmic devotion, the worshipper actually 

realises in his life that the whole sphere of karmic 

ar cS 
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existence, individual and universal, is transcenden- 

tally. and eternally, in its own essence, in fullest 

devotion to Him, the centre of all life, There is no 

phase then of life-activity, cosmic or individual, 
which is not essentially and absolutely settled in 

Pure Life. Life’s: mighty principle of self-adjust- 

ment or sattwa ever works individually and _ univer- 

sally through the karmic principles of to be or nob 

to be, the principles of rajas and tamas. Every form 

of life is apparently born and then apparently 

perishes, in a phase of karmic existence, and is 

esentially sustained in itself through that phase of 

existence. To evolve fully the phase of apparent 

‘birth or karmic manifestation, a form of karmic 

existence of course inevitably goes round the cycle 

of origination, connected with the life-unit of the 

particular karmic idea, potential self-organisation, 

to secure the desired manifestation in fullness of 

time, and manifestation proper, when the original 

karmic germ has brought the organisation for self- 
expression to a more or less perfect state, In the 

world of creative nature these stages are the well- 
known stages of wtja, garbha, and praroha, and in 

the world of human creation or human karma, they 

are karma in idea, karma in preparation, and karma 

in expression. To fulfil the phase of apparently 

settled existence, a form of karmic existence inevi- 

tably reveals the stages, first of just settled life, 

then of vigorous life, and then of mature life. In 
creation they sre sthite, pushtr, and parinati, and in 

human karma they are successively establishment, 

development and apparent perfection of karma, To 
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develop the phase of apparent self-extinction, a 

form of karmic existence inevitably submits to the 

processes of weakening, decaying, and falling, In 

creation they are viparinati, apachaya, and vindsa, 

and in man’s work they are degeneration, disorga- 

nisation and termination of work, Karmic life at 

every step illustrates these nine basic changes, 

three by three, each group in its own way revealed 

in that order under the sway of the three principles 

of karmic life, These basic nine of course are further 

succeptible of the processes of  self-adjustment 

through ‘ to be’ or ‘not to be’ ad infinitum , ‘to crores 

of times three after three,’ but broadly the basic 
processes are nine and no more, Every act of man 
as every phenomenon of nature which after all is 

the act of the World-man is through and through 
clearly an act of self-adjustment, self-settlement, 

self organisation, with reference to the one principle 

of active existence all round. # Karmic life in 

devotion to All-life grasps at once this eternal devo- 

tion of all karmic life, of whatever nature, to All-life, 

* To de is ultimately to do, for what happens in nature is what is 

done by the World-man. Nature’s work and human work are 

both included in favma, To do also is in one sense 40 de, for 

nothing is really done or created new, but al/ acts of man and 

nature simply help forward a new adjustment of things to mate- 

rialise, and that is what is meant by ‘70 Ze,’ A kiya’ is bhava 

and a dha‘va is kriya™. 

As ‘to know’ and ‘to feel or enjoy’ are really acts of life, 

modes of knowledge and emotion also readily lend themselves 

to this law of self-adjustment through ‘to be’ or ‘not to be,’ 

and a life of reason or a life of emotion is essentially as much 
self-consecrated to All life, as a life of active existence proper, 
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To a bhakta births and deaths, all acts connected 
with births and deaths, cease to be ‘ terrors,” in as 

much as they are only apparently associated with 

active existence which is ever settled in eternal 

sattwa. All acts of his active existence are immor- 

talised at the touch of Immortal Life. He realises 

all phenomenal acts of existence as His lid, and 

and thus lift them to the plane of pure existence. 
True life, he comprehends, only pretends to pass 

through the phases vaptured by ‘birth’ and 

‘death,’ ‘integration’ and ‘disintegration’, but 

in essence and reality it is self-adjustment ever 
and ever. ‘It plays these games and smiles’, 

Realise this and you at once realise His whole li 14, 
and mortal lilé is then itself the immortal 17a, 

In immortal light, you may view Him in births and 

deaths if you choose, but such births and’ deaths 

will. lose their mortal sense. ‘They are acts of 

deliberate self-concealment, gopaliTé, of pure 

existence, fully realised by the life concerned, x 

* Behind the mortal individuality of the man is. his essential 

or transcendental individuality, consecrated to, made a part 

and parcel of, All-life, Eternal Life, True Life, ever in active 

existence, active knowledge, and active joy, through His free 

will or lila~ which by virtue of the freedom reveals Him 

as One who left to choose where there is no alternative to 

His essence of life, chooses to play the game of no-life, asa 

matter of self-amusement. Man. is in the game and affects 

to lead a course of no-life, transcendentally amused. within 

himself.at the stage-play, but outwardly he is a creature of ‘death, 

ignorance and grief’, just as an actor feigns death, ignorance 

and. grief, An expert actor almost forgets his real self to 

play his part well, and such is the case with man as a 
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Man is really a ‘ stager’, an‘ actor’, to play his 

‘part’ of the great ‘lila’, and transcendentally he 

ever realises this, though on the stage he assumes 

the roll of one affected by the ‘acts’ Bhakts 

helps this transcendental realisation, and turns 

mortality into immortality. 

Karma in one sense is life, the whole of life, 
To do is to live, to live is to do. Action represents 

the essential stir of life of the will-to be, The stir 

of the will-to know, and the stir of the will-to-feel, 

the phases of knowledge and the phases of emotion, 

are on this view phases of existence, phases of karma, 

phases of will-to-be,* In conformity with this view, 

participant in the li‘la‘of Life. All mortal units of life, essentially 

as men, are transcendentally consecrated to His eternal /i7a~ 

Immortal 47a” is thus in one respect mortal /ila~ immortalised. 

* This is the Yoga or Karmami ma nsaka view, Karma, 

when it acts upon existence, the fundamental fact of all 

life, brings out knowledge and emotion in particular types 

of existence, for exlstence must from the start differentiate 

itself into particular types, the whole to combine, to 

assimilate, to organise, in one pure existence, This idea 

of gradual accessions or accretions of knowledge and 

emotion to pure units of existence presented no difficulty 

to the YVogas. Indeed, if the Samkhyas could conceive 

of the emotional phase as a byeproduct of the phase of 

knowledge ( sqRa-aetta ga, sfaga-aeata’ gai), there 

was no reason why knowledge itself could not be regarded 

as a byeproduct of the stir of existence. 1t was better 

that one fact of existence should underlie and sustain all 

different types of existence and make the regulation of all 
phases fy cosmic existence possible ( Cf the de ‘ya-V aiseshika 
view of /’swara ). 
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karmic life in devotion must reveal rational activi- 
ties and emotional activities directed to the Supreme 
Unit of Existence, along with the activities of 
existence proper, All devotional activities would 
then be viewed as activities of life in existence, 
gradually resolved into three differentiated types. 
— 

So long as the principle of differentiation was regarded 

as inherent in #armic unity, there could be no difficulty 

about the conception of the development of all phases of 

cosmic existence. Let existence differentiate itself into 

vatious types, and let the stir of life, the fundamental 7a 

or karma of life, keep them united into one whole, Let each 

type again resolve itself into different elements, and let 

their Zarma federate them into one whole in each case. 
The process to go an ad infinitum. Karmis yoga and 

elemental vzseska would ever help on the process. 

On the side of pure material creation, this view, as said 

before, would start with a’ha‘sa, as the fundamental unit. 

A‘ka‘sa however would by differentiation evolve air, air fire, 

fire water, and water earth, ( arararerg atalitaeat misait 
ata, ). The Vazseshikas however here apparently departed 

_ from the old Yoga view, and made the five types of material 

existence as co-eval, Similarly on the. mental side, the 

Vaiseshikas acknowledged manas and a’tman as co-eval 

units, while old Yoga would certainly view manas as evolved 

from atman. ( seretarres aa, azaztana). On the 
Vaiseshika view, the ultimate dissolution (fra/aya) of material 

things in finer a%@sa, the pure existence phase of material 

a ka‘sa, which the Yogas of yore readily conceded, would be 

an impossibility. Mztyasabdas, the elements of finer a’ka’sa, 

made so much of by the Vogas, could have no place accord- 

ingly in Vaiseshika ( and Nya‘ya ), who would only recognise 

sabdas asa passing phase of gross a “ka‘sa, like smell, touch, 

taste, and sight, associated with other material types, 

43 | 
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The pure existence phase of devotion would on 

this view start with the reception of sabdds, the first 

elements of material life associated with His life, on 

the passive side of the stir of sense-life ; it would 

then proceed to the recital of the sabdas associated. 

with Highest Life on the active side of the stir 

of sense life, and thence it would rise to the last 

stage of sense-life when it would always recall in 
mind the glories of His all-comprehensive existence, 

Proceeding from sense-life to intellectual life, devo- 

tional activities would naturally associate themselves 

with the ideas of looking to Him for shelter, looking 

for and finding Him in the temple of. the heart, 

and rendering homage to Him for safe guidance from 

Him. With the acknowledgment of safe guidance 

from Him there are sure to emerge in the heart 

the feelings of self-occupation with His services, 

The Yoga idea posssibly was that fundamentally there was 

absolute existence ( safta’) in which were inherent on the 

one hand innumerable units or elements of life that would 

develop consciousness and emotion gradually in all 

their phases, and on the other elements ( anuma’ tra’s ) of 

sabda which constituted finer aka’sa and would gradually 

develop all material elements and the whole of material 

creation, with Zarma interposed as a third phase of existence, 

which primarily associated with the units of possible cons- 

ciousness and emotion would bring out the phases of 
elemental creation by influencing a’a‘sa through the stir of 
pure existence. 

The Sma‘ tra’s, though hey superimposed the Vedanta 
view on the Yoga philosophy of life, adhered in the main to - 
this ( Karma) Yoga idea, 
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community of interests with Him, and last of all the 
crowning sentiment of placing every thing one has 

at His disposal, x 

These representative types of devotional activities 
may be noticed in connection with all phases and 

all stages of devotion. Every-where the start is 

made in a career of devotion which may run through 

several cycles of the individual’s cosmic existence 
from a lucky and auspicious communication of the 
message of His glories to the would-be devotee. If 

a Ndrada has reached the climax of devotional life 

now, it does not follow that he has reached the 

stage all on a sudden. Look through the recordsof his 
previous birth and you will find the clue. By good 
fortune earned by his previous karma, he was once 

thrown into the midst of saints as a slave boy, and 

the saints used to chant His glories before him 

day after day. + Here his career of devotion opened 

then. After that there was no turning back, for 

bhaktt knows no set-back, Life once realised in 

_ Him can never slip from its true self, { The instincts 
once roused serve one all right even through a 

cosmic debacle. Once the foot is planted on the 

road, the journey is sure and certain to the last post. 

The inevitable progress of bhakts from one stage 

to another really implies the essential oneness of the 

pane The stages are so many phases, Hence the 

* gar tes frail: wa WIeeaAA 
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sacred books record the pre-eminence of particular 
bhaktas with-regard to particular phases, A Pari= 

kshit realises his bhakti when he listens to the sacred 

recital of His glories, a Suka realises his bhakto 

when he recites the glories, a Prahldda realises his 

bhaktt when he ever and anon remembers Him and 

invokes His presence, the munis realise their bhakte 

when they come to His feet for shelter, * a Dhruva 

realises his bhaktt when he searches and finds Him 

in his heart, a Vydsa realises his bhakti when he pays 

homage to Him in his inner temple, a Hanumat 

realises his bhaktt when he feels that he has devoted 

himself to His service exclusively, an Arjuna rea- 

lises his bhakti when he feels that he has in Him 

his constant friend, and a Bali realises his bhakti 

when he places self and all at His disposal. 

e | SqUE aT, GI BAT: TATA: |” (B) 



CHAPTER XxXI. 

Rational Life in Comprhensive Devotion. 

SUDDHA-BHAVANA‘ 

Suddha Sraddhé or active devotional life is un- 
doubtedly the primary factor in the growth of true 
religious life. It is the visible expression of pure 

life connected with man’s will-to-be or will-to-do. 

True, even along with this primary phase of life- 

assertion, man’s intellect and emotion, his knowledge 

of life and love of life, do come into play to’some 

extent. When man wishes to live through acts of 
life, he must be’ credited with knowledge as to how 

he is to live and with an attachment towards life in 

action, There is, it is needless to observe, some 

knowledge at the disposal of a worldly man from his 

very birth. It is primarily associated with life itself 

and secondarily associated with cosmic experiences 

of life prior to a particular birth in the case of every 

man. The one ever pushes life to strive to know 

every thing, and the other to know things in ways 

appropriate to the peculiar conditions of worldly 

life with its limitations and imperfections, Such is 
also the case with man’s joyous love of life. Life is 

ever loved and joy is felt in the process from the 

very nature of life, and it is loved in particular ways, 

and particular joys are associated with particular 

experiences, as worldly conditions permit. 
Inseparably associated though the three phases 

are, life of action, life of reason, and life of lve and 
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joy, there is always to be noticed, as we have said, 

a sort of pre-dominance of one ‘element over the 

other two in every mode of life’s self-expression. 

One mode thus stands for active senge-life, another 
for intellectual life, and another for emotional life, 

accordingly as the one or the other element is viewed 

as dominant, with the two others as subservient. 

Knowledge that is subservient to active sense life 

is merely re-ceptive or passive; it is assertive or 

reflective in its dominant phase; it is practically 

submerged in the emotion of love when that element 

overftows life completely. Love dominated by active 

senserlife is barely felt in its essential fullness and 

purity ; intellectual love is kept in the background 

of the contemplation of the union of ‘ lives’; love 

is full and fills every creek and corner of life when 

it is in the ascendant. Active sense-life almost 

comes to a stand-still when life reflects within itself ; 

a life in love forgets to attend properly to the active 

duties of life ; sense-life scrupulously and laboriously 
follows the active instincts and impulses of life when 

it is left more or less free from the control of reason 

and love. 

As love is the one element which fills life to the 

full, it follows that sense-life and intellectual life are 

themselves raised to the level of highest devotion 

and truest religious life when they are brought into 
line with love of Allelife. 

When true love of All-life supervenes in the 

intellectual life of man, the rational expressions of that 

life are expressions of full comprehension of Divine 

life in self. Nothing is then thought of except in 
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connection with His Life. Nothing is done which 

does not associate itself with His Life, in initiation, 

execution and fruition. Comprehensive intellectual 
devotion is thus identified with suddha-bhdvand or 

suddha-samddhi, exclusively occupied with thoughts 
of Pure Life as itis. The pure attachment to Life 

implied in these exclusive thoughts for Life reveals 

ib as suddha-rati or pure attachment in thought. 
The quietest phase of life associated with this suddha- 

ratt and suddha-bhdvand is suddha-bhdva or pure 
course of existence. : 

Though comprehensive intellectual devotion: is 

largely self-centred contemplation, it is to be clearly | 

distinguished from abstract self-concentration or 

even absolute concentration of self upon Higher 

self. Jndnayoga pure and simple may have its use, 

but in itself it is far removed from suddha-bhakéi 

or genuine devotion. The Yogin, who recognises 

nothing but his inner self, may work out salvation 

as he understands it, by the practical stoppage of all 

false life-activities and by an uninterrupted course of 

self-withdrawal from the region of ‘ false’. life. 

When his sense-organs have practically ceased to 

work, when his internal organs have been detached 

from contact with outer life, the dtmayogin, left then 

in possession of abstract reason that argues no corre- 

lations of life, argues himself in self as full life in its 
complete emptiness. The Paramdtmayogin on the 

other hand goesa step further and realises his self 

in a Higher Self. He anchors, his life there and is 

fully satisfied that nothing else remains to be done. 

But the bhaktiyogin looks all around, and surveys 
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the great principle of all life more closely. . He then, 
devotes himself to Him in the truest fashion of 

comprehensive llte, and recognises in Him Purushot- 

tama and One Purush«, Fullest of the full and One 

absolutely Full. Infinity is His essence, and the, 

universe is a playground of His. In Him is the 

finest phase of every unit of life. In Him are 
permanently embodied all ‘ Incarnations ’ that reveal 

themselves now. and then to sustain apparently 

mortal life. Gods in their transcendental essence 

are in Him, so are men, so are all units of apparently 

higher and lower orders of beings, Transcendentally 

the whole is organised as One Infinite Life. It is 

infinite also in its apparently mortal phases, when 

Life as a matter of play and self-concealment, masks 

itself in infinite ways through the lives of mortal 

beings, The bhaktt-yogin realises himself as a part 
of such life, and his devotion is directed therefore in 

a comprehensive mode. ‘The abstract contemplation 

of the dtmayogin can never culminate in this sort of 

devotion; for one realises exactly what one keeps 

steady in view. The Paramdtma yogin, though face 
to face with his Higher Soul, nevertheless fails to 

take note of His true all-comprehensive Life. The 

bhakti-yogin alone prepares himself for this all-com- 

prehensive life-realisation, and is thus enabled at the 
end to know how to live full life and real life in 

association with the centre of all life even in intellec- 

tual contemplation of His Life. Life in inaction, 
life at complete rest, has no charms for the bhakts- 

yogin. Itis inconsistent with his ideal of full life. 

Purity in absolute self-isolation may attract some, 
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but it does not appeal to the fertile imagination of 
the bhaktiyogin. He prizes pure life in touch with 

Life all around. Brahmasamdidhi or I’swara- 
samddhi of course may be converted into compre- 

hensive devotion, if the will is there to comprehend 
Him through such abstract courses of contemplation. 

Such a will however rarely develops in course of 
self-abstraction. His intervention as the principle of 

pure life will alone bless and favour a pure life, 

absolutely unfaltering and stedfast in its pure self- 
concentration, with the inclination to develop such 

a will. % ' 

The course of suddha-bhakti-samddm, though it 

involves a comprehension of details of His Life, is 

from its nature simpler and easier than Brahma- 

samddhi and I’swara samddhi. In Brahma samddhi 
or I’swara-samddhi life is sought,to be trained on 

something in the abstract, itself or a higher self, and 

this effort of unnatural abstraction is necessarily 

hard and painful, Briefly put, life will have to 

negative itself completely, reason will have to stultify 

itself in every way, love will have to eradicate itself, 

before abstract contemplation can hope to fulfil 
itself, + Notso in suddha-bhakta’s samddi. He 

ever lives through Him, reasons through Him, and 

feels through Him, whatever may be his condition 
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of life,.His contemplation of All-life, dominant 

though it may be, will inevitably evoke. active res- 

ponse and loving response .to the Life of eternal work 

and love. There is no question of absolute abstrac- 

tion in his case. His knowledge does not shut out 

knowledge of life here, there, and everywhere, He 

lives a. natural course .of life, only that course is 

illuminated . by the light of full life, clear life, - tran- 

scendental life in every mode of his life-expression 

associated with his contemplation of Highest Life. 

The mode of pure love or suddha-bhdva or 

suddha-rati, that is in the background of suddha- 

bhdvand, and feeds it, keeps -it alive through all 

apparent emotions of the world, is. always then a 

prominent factor, predominant though it is not, 

in comprehensive genuine intellectual devotion. 

Attachments to worldly life, life under: the «magic 

influence.of its own force of negation, are necessarily 

transferred to the One embodiment of life as soon 

.a8 the false self is supplanted by the true self in 

the worshipper in true devotional self-contemplation, 

The blessed participant in Divine Life, to whom 

nothing but true life appeals in all his thoughts, 

dives in sole. relationship with Him behind all his 

thoughts The intellectual bhakta inwardly feels 

himself as exclusively related to Him and what is 

His, whenever he thinks of Him, When pure emo- 

tional devotioin is predominant, the bhakta of that 

type of course feels that relationship most vividly. 

To that out and out sentimental bhakta, “He is 
the father, He is the mother, He is the son, He is 

_ the near one, He is the dear‘one, He is the friend, 
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He is the guide, He is in short everything that 
attracts one life to another.” x The milkmaids of 
Vrinddvana, as every one knows, were imbued with 
this spirit of pure emotional devotion. The same 
spirit is said to have ever inspired the worshippers, 
who had earned pure emotional devotion to Him by 

their previous devotional . karma, but who were for 

some reason or rather born in ‘apparently lower 

orders of life, ‘The cattle that gazed on the field 
forgot everything when Krishna began to play on 

his flute of eternal love; The deer'on the lawn were 

captivated by the music of all-comprehensive love 

and joy. The plants and hills, the souls behind 

them, were enchanted by His songs of true life and 

love,’ + In predominant emotional devotion, indeed, 

it is fully realised, that ib is He, the Source of all 

life, that ushers a unit of life into worldly existence, © 
andthe father and the mother are only apparently 
so and falsely pose as such. Similar. is the case 
with all worldly relations, for all relations are really 
established: by Universal Life and none else, Hvery- 
thing one owns, everything ‘one is established in, 

is He-and is His in its’ true’ essence, It is this 

Divinity in worldly things and worldly relations that 

accounts for life’s attractions towards them. They 

are valued not as they appear superficially’ but, as 

they are inwardly recognised» Devotional life in 
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emotion stands for a vivid realisation of all this, 

while devotional life in reason though based upon 

such realisation does nob prominently occupy itself 

with the sentiment. Even in our mortal phases of 
existence, this sentiment, permanently associated 

with life as it is, ever prompts us to live in confor- 

mity with this ruling passion, only we miss its true 

significance. Divinity is everywhere, only we fail 

to grasp this and speak of Life and Love in the 

terms of death and disgust 

In suddha-bhaktt or samddht, this inwardness of 
life and love is consciously realised, and is consciously 

acted up to conformably with the predominant nature 

of contemplation, The samddhi of the genuine bhakta 
does not blot out the marks of life. His life, unlike that 
of the mere abstract yogin, realises itself, nob in prac- 

tical self-extinction but in conscious life-accumulation. 

The life of the intellectual bhakta grows, not decays, 

in his devotion. Fullness of his life can never afford 

to live in barren emptiness, conceived in terms of 

abstract cheerfulness, abstract knowledge and 
abstract joy. Whatever may be his mode of life- 

expression, concrete self-evolution is the aim of his 

life, the course of his life, Life’s hopes and longings 

are not burked in his samddht, but they appear in 
their full vigour, true spirit, in true devotional contem- 

plation. Pessimism can never attack this strong- 
hold, for pessimism leads to suicide, while optimism 

alone sustains life, Life cares to exert itself so long 

as it does not despair of growth and advancement. 

Life in absolute despair is life lost absolutely. Work 

is ever induced by prospects. If there is no hope for 
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better life, it is sheer folly to expect life to be 
enamoured of itself. Life ever asserts itselfin the 

hope of its own realisation. No joy in view, no life 

in any mode of self-expression, The absolute illu- 

sionist and abstractionist who has nothing but 

practical death to offer as the prize of exalted life can 

never hope to inspire his follower with any genuine 

enthusiasm for life, Where cessation of all life- 

expression is the end in view, it is mockery to insist 

upon any kind of work asa means to that end. 

When one really wants to disengage oneself from a 

thing, one can not be inwardly convinced of the 

usefulness of the same thing on any valid considera- 
tion, If karm~ is intrinsically a false step of life, 

nothing can transform it into a right step. If karmic 

life is organised illusion, it will never lead to the 

region of true life. ‘The abstractionist must there- 

fore preach the gospel of no karma right through, 

But there can be no escape from some karma so long 
as life is life, and life can never cease to be life, 

The genuine intellectual devotionist takes full cogni- 
sance of this fact and never aspires to or entertains 

the idea of eternal self-abnegation as the true end of 
life. He does hope always for a bright life and 

vigorous life. He begins to live such a life the 

moment he intellectually devotes himself to Him 

and what is His in his self-contemplation, He 

therefore is enabled to finish as he starts. Karma 

he identifies with an essential aspect of life, only he 

avoids misguided life, misguided karma, Karma 

indeed can never come to grief so long as it is in its 

purest element of life, that is, it is done for All-life, 
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and for nothihg but Life, It throttles itself, it kills 

itself, when it forgets itself, it knows not its true 

mode and true end, it takes a blind leap and leaves 

the true course of reason, joy and life, when ib 

pursues the alleged laws of life gone wrong, life not 

in devotion to True Reason, True Joy, and True 

Life. The acts of the intellectual pure devotionist on 

the other hand are prompted by instincts of true love 

and true joy, true reason, true life, consecrated as: 

that self is to. Highest Reason, Life and Joy, in 

every phase of his intellectual life. 

When man’s sddhand phase of devotion is 

predominant, it is sustained in its course by an 

instinctively realised thought of life for Him. When 
he. offers his prayers to Him, chants holy songs in 

praise of His Life, he inwardly thinks that this way 
lies the true activity of life. He has a firm belief 

in, has implanted full faith in, that mode of life- 

realisation. The light of reason that guides him is 

not visible in its full blaze to his inner eye, The joy 

that is also held in prospect in course of dominant 

sddhané though inwardly felb is not fully realised. 

In a word the sddhaka’s devotion is settled mainly 

in faith, in confidence, rational and cheerful though 
essentially it is, In sense-activities associated with 

comprehensive intellectual devotion’ the faith 
becomes thoroughly illuminated by the light of Full. 

Reason, The worshipper not only progresses, but 

is fully conscious, vividly aware, of the progress, in 

life’s' self-fulfilment, His life. is conscious: in its 

attachment to All-life. when he knows that he is 

entirely with Him and none else, | 
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It is now clear that the intellectual bhakta, 

through devoted more prominently in thought-life 

to All-life, yet knows how to work for Him and love 

Him and onjoy Him, Toa Sétwata interpreter of 

Hindu religious history, in all the definite modes of 

intellectual devotion, in tapasy7, yoga and samddhi, 

prominently expressed in such forms in the Vedic 

age, the Upanishadic age, and the Rationalistic age, 

one after the other, all the three sides of genuine life- 

devotion are faithfully reflected The true Vedic 

ascetic must primarily occupy himself in his thought- 

courses with One all-comprehensive life ( eka sat ), 

‘and would then realise'that He alone was to be loved, 

and every thing through -His all-comprehensive life, 

and‘all: acts were to be guided by this attachment 

to All-life in One Life. The true Upamishadic yogin 

in conformity with Jndna-yoga conception of life, 

would first merge his soul, for the sake of self-con- 

centration, in One Universal soul, and would then 

necessarily attach himself to that One Soul, the Soul 

ofall souls, and act up to that croed of life and love. 

The-true Samddhi-yogin would, as the most essential 

step in his scheme of religion, concentrate chiefty 

on Himas the Transcendental Soul that compre- 

hends in His self all definite entities of life or soul, 

wherever they are placed, in a cosmos or above cosmos, 

and would thus find himself in a position to concentrate 

all his sentiments in une sentiment of love for Him 

and what is His, and work, wherever he might be, 
strictly under the influence of this ruling passion, 

this ruling idea. Itis obvious that in bhakt:-yoga 

proper, tapasyd, yoga and samddha practically mean 
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one and the same thing as regards their essential 

character. We now propose to follow the Sdtwata 

historian in his interpretation of religious history 

with regard to specified types of such intellectual 

devotees, 

The first Vedic student and Vedic sage, the first 

Brahmachdrin * who engaged in Vedic austerities 

or tapasyé was no other than the first man of the 

cosmos, the World-man, Brahmd. He is said to have 

been the first to study the vedas, for Vedic know- 

ledge or Divine knowledge revealed in creation was 

necessarily communicated + to the first World-man. 

In this first expression of Universa] Rational Will 

was inherent all knowledge, all laws of life, necessary 

to regulate the creation of the universe, Brahma’s 

was therefore the first effort to concentrate on 

Fundamental Life. The first visible unit of world- 

life to develop itself must draw life-inspiration from 

the main spring of life. In other words world-life 

at the start stood in need of being inspired by Life 

beyond the world. Unless and until Highest Life 

transferred life-energy to a particular ‘Creator,’ that 

‘Creator’ could not feel the stir of creative life 

within him at all, When therefore the Hindu 

Scriptures record that Brahmd embraced the ascetic’s 

life for the fulfilment of his mission of creation, we 

must understand that he sought to participate in 

his Maker’s life-energy for the realisation of his own 

_.* azavades, alae anata | 
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life through world-life. This was his tapasyd, his 
yoga, his samddhi. He prayed to Him ‘that He 

might come to his help, and that was his tapasyd, * 
He awoke to find his own life asa side, a part, of His 

Life, and that was his dtmayoga. He linked his own 

life with His Life, settled his own in that Higher 
Life, and that was ‘his’ samddht. In this World-man’s 
partnership with Divine Life, in the transformation 
of the pure absolute life-energy into world-force, in 

the evolution of Pure Reason into cosmic reason, in 

the course of the passage of life from God to first 

man, lies the secret of creation. That is what is 

vividly presented as the Brdhmic penance. Let 
the Bhdgavata explain this in its owm inimitable 

way. | 
“Before creation, the world was merged in one 

vast sheet of water, the great ocean of life in a state 

of flux. On that sheet of water was the Mighty 
Serpent, with his ‘ coils’ of life to move, the Spirit of 
the indestructible remnant of all mortal life, the great 

 Ananta or Seshamurti, the great Vdsusike in whom 
every unit of life must be located in the end. On 

the back of this Serpent rested the Mighty Embodi- 
ment of all-life after the cessation of world-work of 

one ‘creation’ and on the eve of the starting of world. 

work of another ‘creation” The fundamental forms 
of cosmic life in their infinity were all there to bide 

their times of evolution. All the worlds of man, 

for man after all is everywhere, were there spread 
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at’ ease. He awoke, his life-activites were roused 

from the dormant state in fullness of time. The 

assertive energy at once moved to organise, to evolve 

@ universe anew, or rather to restore the older uni- 

verse to life. His spirit moved everywhere, inspired 

every unit of existence to work up and work through 
the projected organisation. of cosmic life. Under 
the auspices of the force of assertive life, the cosmos 

must now shape itself. Up rose at once, over the 

great mass of the ‘ water’ of creative life, out of the 

‘body’ of the then Incarnation of All-Life, a full- 

blown lotus, undoubtedly the the most appropriate 

‘abode’ for the time and the circumstances, for Life 

settled in that water ready to bloom forth and 
expand. This lotus of cosmic life revealed within 
itself, the form of transitional cosmic life, the Mighty 

Brahmd, the great repository of the creative energy. 

In him was now the powerful impulse of world-life, 
He felt the impulse, ‘looked round’ to see where and 

under what circumstances world-life was to be 

realised. This was the reason why World-man 

disclosed ‘four faces’ just as he appeared on the 
cosmic scene, He however found nothing bub chaos 

all round at first sight, He then turned to look 

within where he felt the impulse of cosmic life. 

The impulse stood for a definite project of cosmic 
life, but where was the scheme, who was to unfold 
that scheme to him? He was. thus driven to deli- 

berate over the matter, WhoamI? WhatamI 9 
Why am I planted here 7 Whence this wonderful 
lotus? What for is it? Questions like these 
spontaneously rose in his mind as he analysed his 
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creative impulse, * His inner reason thus began to 
work, completely turned towards the source of life 
and reason. He was in other words gradually 
settled thus in samddhi yoga +, The light of reason,, 
when reason was completely turned to itself, imme- 
diately blazed forth in its full glory. The whole: 

thing now explained itself. He grasped fully what 
his creative impulse meant for him. In the light of: 

universal reason and universal life, which was now 

fully spread before him, he found everything that 

was wanted to give vivid expression to the creative 

impulse that wasin him. The elements of creation 
were all there, inherent in that Life of Universal 

Reason, in the Person of the Mighty Purusha, the. 

embodiment of full cosmic life. Everything was to: 
come out of Him and he was the chosen agent to do’ 

the work, or rather to participate in the inevitable 
course of events as the favourite’ who had earned | 

the favour to be permitted to associate himself with: 

His life’ in the particular circumstances, He | 

_ realised his position,began to sing His glories,implored » 
his graco to confirm the favour, to raise him to His. 

level of Life as @ participant and comrade of creative | 
Life, That way alone he would be enabled to fulfily 
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his mission, to pose as the creator of what was.to be. 

created, The ‘songs’ he sang at this stage, as the 

token of his own ‘littleness’ by the side of All- 
comprehensive Life, though elevated by His grace. 

to the rank of His co-worker, constituted undoubtedly 

the first hymns of life, the fundamental Sabdas or. 

Srutis, the ‘ sacrifice’ that stood behind the Srutis 

was the sacrifice of the Almighty Purusha for 

creation out of His Life, and_ the self-concentration 

of the so-called Creator on this Life of Creative 

Sacrifice was his tapasyd, the most intense arduous 

and concentrated effort of life on its active side, 

What this first ascetic wanted to realise by his 
tapasyd was practically. His gracious transference 

of His Regulative Energy to the humble agent that 

he might successfully achieve what he was graciously 
chosen to achieve. He understood he was only to. 

exhibib His work, and he prayed in the course of 

his tapasyd, that nothing might suffer, nothing might 

go wrong, in the course of the exhibition on account 

of any failuré on his parb to keep his humble life. 

steadily attached to His Life that the true life-» 

scheme might be realised through his efforts. The 

voice of ‘True Life then spoke to him in clear and 

unmistakable terms about his duties for the purpose 

he had in view. He must pursue his course of self- 

concentration on Life more minutely that he might 

get into touch with the full design of life, inherent 

in Himself,and visualise the worlds there,—thoroughly 
uncovered and disclosed to him. The whole thing 
was really ready-made in the all-comprehensive plan 
of life, and the so-called creator was only required 
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by an intense course of association with Full Life 
to appear as the cosmic agent for the materialistic 

exhibition. The whole course of Brdhmic panance was 
thus devotion of life to All-life, the essence of bhakti 

yoga.* It was whole-souled attachment. to Him 

as the One Principle of Life. It was inspired with 

a-keen desire that the bond of attachment or love 
might not. weaken in the course of his appointed 
life-work, for that would spell ruin to his mission. 

Brahmé sought to live a life consciously and vividly. 

for Him and through Him and realised his wnkis 

in his own way. 

That devotional penance stands for life assertion 
for all life through His Life may be further illus- 

trated by a reference to the legends of the Prdche- 

tasas, Sons of the great royal sacrificer King 
Prdachinavarhis, the Prdchetasas were required by 
their father to engage in austere penance for the 

wellbeing of creation that had just started or was 

about to startin earnest, They secured the gui- 
dance of Rudra, the great spirit planted. above all. 

death, and ever thus in closest touch with: 

immortal Life, and in devotion to immortal Life. 

He gave them full instructions in the methods of 

devotional penance, The earth was now submerged 

in water, In the ‘ heart’ of the ‘ dissolution ’ ocean, 

wherein lay submerged the whole of cosmic life, they: 
chanted the glories of All-life, and concentrated 
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themselves on All-life, They remained in’ this 

condition of self-concentration for ages and ages. 

All-life was at last drawn to them: by the force of 

their concentrated life, He was ready with His 
boons. What was the nature of the boon you think 9. 
Was it an offer to terminate their cosmic life? No. 
It was to enable them to help in the expansion of 

world-life. then in birth. They were to choose as 
their consort for life the ‘daughter of vegetable 

life.’ | Concentrated vigorous  life-energy must 
emerge out of water and be attached to the receptive 

‘ issue ’ of vegetable life for the further propagation of: 

the species Through His grace, through partici- 

pation in His potent life, they would carry creation 

a step further. That was the boon conferred upon 

them by Life in reward of their ascetic devotion. 

Enjoined thus, they married the ‘daughter of vege- 

table life.’ Through the ‘daughter of vegetable 

life’, the germ of cosmic life then developed.. The 
first fruit of the union was Prajépati Daksha, the 

same one who had suffered at the hands of the Force 
of destruction for his wrong notions about the 
method of creation, He had by bitter experience 

seen the error of his ways and was now graciously 

revived to do his work properly as he was now fit to 

give a true direction to his creative energy. The 
one vast ocean in which early life had remained 
submerged and in which the Prdchetasas apparently 

pursued their penance now flowed in its appointed 
‘ bed.’ Vegetable life had just appeared on the 
renewed soil, Creative spirit had emerged out of 
water and allied itself with vegetable life. In such 
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circumstances’ the Prajdpati revived, Revived 
Daksha was to exercise his creative skill on the 
renewed soil endowed with vegetable life. Animal 
life was now to come forth through the skill of the 

Prajdpatt, The life-mission of the Prdchetasas was 

now ended. They had done their allotted part in 
the propagation of life. It was now time that they 

should seek to merge their life wholly in All-life. 
And this they did with the help of renewed self- 
concentration on Him, this time under the guidance 

of Ndrada,, the preacher of the cult of pure life- 

devotion. The legend of the Prdchetasas thus 
establishes the goal of ascetic devotion proper as 

life for all life through the grace of Life, 

The same truth is forcibly illustrated by the life- 

stories of the great royal ascetics of Swdyambhuva 

Manu's line. In each case the boon of asceticism 

was practically of the same nature, The bhakta 

tdpasa was to live a life full of Him in all his 

thoughts and finally to merge in Him, Thus lived 

Priyavrata, Druva and every one else of that line. 

To crown all, God Himself was ‘born’ in this 

family noted thus for full devotion to Him as the 
son of pious Ndbhi and Himself shewed the best 

way of true ascetic devotion. This was the incar- 

nation of Rishavadeva, whose name is made so much 

of: by the Jaina sect. | 

From devotional asceticism let us now pass on 

to devotional self-contemplation proper as associa- 

ted with jndnayoga, As already explained, the 
bhakta dtmayogin is not content with the course of 

religious culture whereby self practically stultifies 
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itself by concentration upon empty abstraction, bub 

strives to realise full life, concrete life, all-compre- 
hensive life, behind the ‘little’ individual soul. His 

soul is the temple eternally dedicated to the Lord 
of the ‘internal world’ planted in every soul and 
is ever realised through Him as enlightened and 
enlivened by His presence, Absolute emptiness 

does not pass with him for fullness of life, and full 

light does not reveal itself to him as something 

that has nothing to illuminate for discrimination. 
He does live, he does reason, in the fullest consumma- 

tion of life and reason, inspired through and through 

by All-life and All-reason. ‘“‘ There is nothing, I am 

interested in nothing, J am not an entity of life *” 
is not the mantra of the bhakta dtmayogin. In his 

devotion to All-life, the bhakta dtmayogin takes a 

better and broader view of life, To him life is spread 
all round, and his self only participates in One All- 

life. His self-concentration discloses one centre of 
all life, 

Kapila, as every student of Hindu philosophy 
knows, was the first to propound the doctrine of 

purely rational individual souls, complete by them- 

sélves in their naked rationality, though somehow 

or other supposed to be brought into contact with 

one material Nature, in their so-called worldly 

careers, which are really regulated by that material 

Nature, in accordance with the accepted canons of 

material logic, through a vast organisation of false 
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souls within itself referred to the pure souls that 
stand above nature, and ever active, each of them, 
in the mortal material plane, so long as the falsity 
of the notion does not reveal itself to the individual. 
A‘tmayoga was naturally the religious creed of life of 
a follower of Kapila. But the same Kapila is turned — 
into a bhaktiyogin and his dtmayoga is transformed 
into bhaktiyoga, when he is made to re-appear as a 

preacher of the Sdtwata dtmayoga. Hindu religious 
history indeed thus transforms the characters of all 
earlier and earlier religious preachers, whenever later 
and later theories of life are sought to be ‘authorita- 
tively’ propounded, The Sdtwata Kapila speaks 
in different tones and with a different voice, His 

father, under his advice, pursues a course of. self- 

contemplation which reveals dtmayoga as completely 
raised to the level of bhaktiyoga. The father in his 

life of retirement and self-contemplation, ‘“concen- 

trates upon Vdsudeva, the One unit of life at the 
centre of all units of life, the One unit of reason 

among all units of reason. Thus he realises his own 

soul, thus he feels himself absolutely free to grasp 
the best course of life. The One Life behind his 

own life is spread everywhere, and everything is 

comprehended in that Life implanted behind his own 

life.”* Through such a course of devotion to Him 

in which individual likes and dislikes all vanished at 
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thé magic touch of all-round life, the life of ‘the 

great devotee realised itself in Him, the embodiment 

of all life. | 

‘To his mother Kapila fully-elaborates the broader 
view of life to which dtmayoga must be raised 

to fulfil its frue nature. Let us then patiently listen 

to. and grasp what bhakta Kapila says to his mother. 

. “The greatest good of the individual undoubtedly 

lies through a course of complete self-concentration. 

By such a-course alone mortal joys and griefs cease 

to trouble the soul, for in complete self-concentration, 

in its comprehensive littleness, glorious by itself, the 

soul is lifted above the mortal plane,” « The dis- 
course’ thus opens in the characteristic Sdmkhya 

style. It is undoubtedly good as far as ib goes, 

But is life fully satisfied with itself when in the 

name of 'self-concentration it is condemned to 

practical self-annihilation 9 Life, true to its own 

nature, ever wants to live. How can it cheerfully 

accept a condition of self-stultification 2? Will not 

self-concentration, concentrated life-energy, automa- 

tically raise life to the plane of full life and all life ¢ 

If that automatic progress is ‘ restrained’, will not 

self-centred liberated life be pulled down by its own 
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force to the plane of mortality again ? Concentrated 
life-energy must be kept engaged purely: in a pure 

plane of life, or it will rather choose to follow im= 
pure dourses of life, simply because they are courses’ 
of life, but absolutely refuse to be pent up in self for 

ever, Hence proceeds the Sdtwata Kapila :—  - 

“For true self-realisation, the dtmayogin’s self- 

concentration must culminate in concentration ‘on 

all-comprehensive Life. There is no other way 

equally safe and sound for the purpose . When deévo- 
tion, whole souled devotion, to Him supervenes; 

individual life automatically and inevitably refrains 
from pursuits of material life ; it then refuses to be 

captivated by the charms of the world spread’ all 
around to lure life into the path of ruin and self 
destruction. The life of the bhaktiyogin is occupied 

with things eternally associated with His transcen- 
dental life. This course prepares him best for 

concentration of self upon True Self. By devotion 

to Him is simplified his course of self-abstraction 
and self-meditation, for in devotion to True Life he 

has something concrete which is full of life and 
. which provides amplest scope for the self-withdrawn 
life to fully occupy itself in its abstract and pare 
activities after it has withdrawn itself from the arena 

of wrong life. Life will then fall no more into the 

snares of no-life ; true knowledge will illuminate the 

soul through the emergence of the all glorious life 

in. itself ; abhorence of inglorious things of the world 

will ensue as a matter of course; concentration 

will be confirmed upon the Fullest Self gloriously 

established behind individual self.” | 
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_ It will be clearly seen from the above exposition 

of the Sémkhyayoga that it is completely brought 

into line with bhaktwyoga, and really plants the True 

Self, the All-comprehensive Self, in the trahnscen- 
dental element of individual life, to be grasped by 

individual life in comprehensive self-devotion. In 

other words Sdtwata Sdmkhya virtually argues for 
the All-comprehensive Bhagavdn indissolubly con: 

nected with the individual soul as its highest aspect. 
The point is clearly emphasised that there may be 

no mistake about it. “ To be rid of the intense dread 
of no-life, every unit of individual life must seek 

shelter with the great Principle of all-life, the One 

Supreme Self, the reality of realities, the ruler of ° 
cosmic life and hence of individual lives.” “Ib is 

devotion to Him and Him alone in self-centred 

knowledge and self-centred emotion, that the dtma- 
yogin is introduced to Him to get rid of all fears 

and apprehensions about life.” ©“ Devotion alone, 
keen, acute, exclusive devotion to Him, leads to 

really steady self-concentration, and culminates 

inevitably in the highest welfare of life.’ This is 
the message of the Sdtwata Kapila for the afflicted. 
world of man. * 
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Under the wise guidance of the Divine Spirit 
thus revealed through the person of her beloved 

child,—for this Kapila was obviously the Divine 

Spirit’ incarnate to disclose the highest secret of 
Sémkhya rationalism,—the worthy mother at once 

took to the mode of life so thoroughly impressed 
upon her mind. tf She purified herself in body and 
mind; her whole self turned towards True Self 
identified with One All-comprehensive Life ; she felt 

in herself the automatic dissolution of the force of 

Negative life through the emergence of true life ; 

her mind rested at ease on the true self under the 
direct care of All-comprehensive Life and Reality 

‘ever planted in the self; her false cosmic individua- 
lity disappeared of itself ; troubles of cosmic life were 
no longer to afflict her ; supreme real contentment 

was now in her grasp. 

If the above legend about Kapila and his parents 

fully illustrates the possibility of the adaptation of 
Sdmkhya yoga or dtmayoga to bhakts yoga, it also 
clearly indicates how Veddntic dtmayoga may also 
be converted into Bhagavadbhaktiyoga. Although 
the Ka‘pilas acknowledge an infinite number of 
individual souls and the Veddéntists one single 
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all-comprehensive soul, it makes very little difference 

in the matter of individual self-concentration where 

all life-activities are to be withdrawn from the 

world of senses, and true life is to rest at the centre 

of life, reason, and joy. To miake the position quite 

clear, we proceed to explain in some details the 

mode of life of a true Veddntic yogin as conceived in 

the Sdtw ita scheme of religious philosophy, 

When king Prithu of the solar race, the first 

popular and constitutional sovereigu on earth, him- 

self inspired with the Divine Spirit for the establish- 

ment of law and order among men, was anxious -to 

consolidate his empire on rational democratic lines, 

there came to his court the four celebrated Veddnivc 

sages, the first students of the Veddntic cult, the 
sons of the First Vedic Student, the Creator 

Brahmd, apparently brought there under the dis- 

pensation of Divine will to satisfy the enquiries of 

the anxious king’s soul, and to help the king in his 

noble project to establish his empire on the ‘ law of 

universal love’, Sanatkumdra, the spokesman of the 

four, then impressed upon the mind of the enquiring 
king the value of the true Paramahamsayoga of the 
Upanishads, and it was really the Sdtwata scheme 
of Yoga viewed in the Veddntic light. 

“If there is one thing, O king, that emerges as 

a settled fact from among the mass of controversial 

matters in the sacred books, it is this,—that man is 

required to withdraw his attachment from every- 
thing that is not in the element of the true self, 
and that man’s whole-souled devotion is required 
to be directed towards one all-comprehensive Soul, 
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absolutely unconnected with all worldly modes and 
attributes. This alone constitutes man’s highest 

good, Faithfully to pursue that all-comprehensive 

Life’s true course of religion, to seek for true know- 

ledge, to contemplate true Self within self, to con- 

eentrate wholly upon the Regulative Soul that 
emerges asthe Ruling Spirit of contemplative life, 

to occupy self with the sacred communications of the 

One who has nothing but holy messages to transmit, 

are different aspects of genmjne devotion to life, * 

By such true methods of concentration upon true 

self, false worldly life ultimately ceases to exist for 

the man in devotion to true self, Then nothing is 

inside, nothing is outside, with regard to the One 

self. What separates the individual soul from the 

Universal Soul,—and it is nothing else but Mdyd that 
creates life through the self-abnegation or self-sacri- 

fice of Life for a new organisation of life, when really 

there can be nothing new,—itself gives way under 

the force of true life. + The One Reality of realities 

then shines forth in the purified element of indivi- 

dual seJf, as the essence of the self, the ‘ Lord’ of its 

true element. Know thus yourself in this way 
identified with Him. Worship this all-comprehensive 

_ Personality. Nothing else remains to be honoured 
of the iudividual soul when that soul is in its exalted 
plane, refined state of life. Grasp this and get rid 
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of the mortal view of life, the view that presents 

diversified and multiplied life, where One Life alone 

is settled in Self. 
Apparently here the Veddéntic creed is skilfully 

manipulated to serve the ends of bhaktiyoga. If 

there is unreality all round cosmic life, there is 

absolute reality of life behind and beyond. To this 

reality the attention of the royal enquirer and 

through him of mankind is directed. It should be 

carefully noted that if the individual soul is here 
identified ultimately with the Universal Soul, the 
identity is the identity of essence only, for ib is 

forcibly emphasised that the One All-comprehensive 
Soul emerges in the end as the central object of 
life’s true worship, and that makes of the All-com- 

prehensive Soul the ultimate Personality, the 

Highest One, beyond and above, but at the same 

time comprehended in the essence of little units of 

life, themselves also all-comprehensive through the 

identity of the essence. Thus the Sétwata spirit 

speaks here through the Veddntist, in the language 
of the Veddntist. 

The effect of this teaching upon the king was as 

was to be expected. Thenceforward, though he 

continued to discharge all his royal duties, those 

duties were all done for Him, and hence brought to 

the level of true life-activities,* He ever afterwards 

realised that the Great Principle of Life worked 

through him and he really participated in His work. 
In this way he never felt any distinct individuality 

« “Rie awaraaa) (5) 
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in himself in the execution of his multifarious duties. 
In his complete self-devotion his self was merged in 
in his One Self. In course of time, when his divine 
mission was over, he fully embraced the life ofa 

Yogin. But what sort of Yoga was his? It was 
nothing but bhaktiyoga interwoven into ddhydtma- 

yoga. The yoga he practised, in accordance with 

the teachings of Sanatkumdra, urged him to act in 

devotion to Him, Constantly and earnestly engaged 

in acts for Him, he realised exclusive devotional 
attachment to the all-embracing Self asa reality of 

realities. When death overtook him, the individual 
identity of this great yogin was merged in the One 
Soul, by thorough-going  self-concentration upon 
that One. Thus he was raised to the level and the 
rank of Brahman, His perishable body then 

dropped of itself.* 
We now propose to give another illustration 

about the true conception of Paramahamsayoga in 

the light of Sétwata philosophy, When king Ndbhi 
of Swaéyambhuva Manuw’s race was the ruler of the 

earth, there arose a controversy Over the most 

appropriate mode of life for the Paramahamsas. t 
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To settle the controversy, God came down on earth 
in the person of prince Rishabhadeva, the son of 
Nabhi. In course of time the prince assumed the 
reins of government. One day he heard ofa great 
concourse of Veddntayogins in his dominions, and. 

king Rishabha at once appeared before them. This 
was the best opportunity for him to fulfil his mission 

on earth. People were apparently in those days 

guided by the religious deliberations and decisions 

of such Rishiparishads or councils of sages Before 

this particular council the Diviné Missionary then 

delivered his message. The sages and the people 

assembled heard him with rapt attention, Let us 

follow what he says ;--- 

“ Learned and honoured sages, my beloved people, 

this life of man is certainly entitled to better things 

than the miserable cosmic experiences To have 

really good things, it is necessary that life should be 

purged of all taints of uncleanliness in order to attain 

to the state in which it can rightfully claim unli- 
mited joy of One Unlimited Life, One All-compre- 
hensive Soul or Brahman.* This uncleanliness is 

the outcome of mortal life’s confusion of mortal sense- 

pleasures with immortal soul’s true joys. So long 
as real life is not distinguished from mortal sense-life, 
the soul is not grasped in its absolute purity, man 

is prone to act under the impulse of mortal sense- 

affections, not under that of all-embracing love 

expression, The contemplative Yogzz conceives himself 

this way as identical with Him. 

+ Viderv.5 “aang aeatel aay” 
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of One Consolidated Soul, The penalty of such 
activities is prolonged mortal life. Man's births 
and deaths inevitably continue so long as he is 
under the delusion of no-life, that is so long as - 
he is in the power of Avidya. Man can never 

get out of it unless and until he learns to transfer 

all his affections to the sole embodiment of 

True Life, By constant devotion to Him, who is 
in the essence of the individual soul and is thus 

identified with the individual soul, mortal indivi- 

duality drops of itself.’ The student of Hindu 
Religious History of course knows that the great 

king afterwards shewed by example what he 

meant here by his precept, He in fact became 

the model of a bhakta Paramhamsa and is uni- 
versally acknowledged as the Paramhamsdvatara,* 
We may pause here however to consider the full 

import of the doctrine enunciated by the divine 
missionary before the Rishiparishad. © 

Preached in the garb of the Upanishadie doe- 
trine of One Soul, the religious’ philosophy of the 
Divine youin really breathes the spirit of Sdtwata 
devotion. ‘ If life’s false activities are to be stopped’ 
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as he explains himself, * life itself must be raised i in. 

yoga to the plane of real life, immortal life, associ- 

ated with Vdsudeva, the One Pure Life and Reality, 

It is no mere abstraction to which religious life is 

to be directed.’ x 
Thus the Paramahamsayoga of the Veddntists 

was reconstructed by Divine fishabhadeva on the 

approved. Sdéwata lines, The Sdtwata Paramaham- 

sayoga, like Sdtwata tapassamddhi and Sdtwata 

dtmasamddhi, inculeates nothing but intelligent 
active affectionate devotion to the great Principle of 
Life, Reason and Joy. We shall now see how 

Paramdtmasamddhi fares in the scheme of Sdtwata 
worship, 

One of the greatest exponents of Paramdtma- 
yoga, before he came under the influence of the 
founder of the Sdtwata school, was Vddardyana 

Vydsa, with whose name is associated the earliest 
scholium on Yoga philosophy, or more properly the 

Sdmkhya-yoga philosophy, that preaches the cult of 

Paramdtmasamddhi, In his pre-Sdtwata days, this 

distinguished scion of a great family of Paramdtma- 

yogins, the worthy descendent of Vasishtha and 
Pardsara, had obtained great and wide renown in 

the line of Paramdtmayoga, But the traditional 

Paramdimayoga, long and ably expounded by him, 

ultimately revealed its intrinsic defects to him. His 
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soul missed something in the creed that would fully 

satisfy true rational instincts. The culture of 
Paramdtmasamddhi had raised -his soul to the level 
of the Universal soul or rather planted it in the 
element of the Highest Soul, But still he instinc- 
tively felt that the True Glory of Divine Life was. 

hidden from his view. The great master of abstract 
contemplation began to feel disconsolate at the 

indifferent, cold, and barren attachment of soul to 
Soul, In the element of True Life he found himself, 
devoid of life, vigorous rational emotional life. Were 

not the instincts. of life, highest life, life of highest 

activity, reason and love, meant for self-fulfilment ?. 

He began to question, to murmur, within himself. 
_ While the Yogin was in this searching question- 

ing mood, Nérada the founder of the great Sdtwata 
cult ered before him in his retreat on the sacred. 

banks.of the Saraswati. | vadardyana received the 

distinguished visitor with due reverence. The. 

visitor however immediately read in his host’s face 

the. intellectual murmur of the latter’s soul, He. 

questioned Vydsa, and Vydsa told what was in his 
mind, and appealed to the Divine saint to help him 
out of the uncomfortable position, The great 

founder of the Sdtwata cult ab once answered the 

appeal. The legend proceeds— 
‘Holy Yogin’, said the Divine Saint, ‘the 

reason why your soul murmurs within itself is 
obvious, You have done everything which is 

expected of one of mature scholarship and reason, 

you have best argued the duties of life, the pursuits 

of life, the desires of life, and last of all the purest 
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end of life. Bub you have left practically undis- 

cussed the one thing that fulfils life. You have 
shdwn how life is to attain to the highest stage, 
but have not as yet cared to explain what the | 
highest stage stands for. You have taught how life 

ought to realise itself in the end in its own element, 

in the element of One Life, One Soul, but you have 

not given any guidance as to how that realisation is 

to be completed, how life is to be lived in the 
element of True Life, in association with True Life, 

in the knowledge and enjoyment of the glories of 

True Life,* How can your life feel the satisfaction 

of self- fulfilment? It is not difficult for you to 

remedy the defect? You are'a Paramitmayogin. 
In your samddht you have established contact. 

between your reason and the highest reason assoéi- 

ated with Highest Life. You have so long enter- 
tained the belief that that contact alone is sufficient 

for self-fulfilment. The instincts roused by such 
contact however have moved you to think furiously 

over the matter. You do now instinctively feel that 

mere contact with Highest Life alone can not suffice. 
Explore these instincts roused in your samddha, 
These instincts unmistakably argue unrestricted 
activity, knowledge, and joy associated with True 

Life, and your partnership in that Life. The 
eternal operations of Life, All-life, constitute All-life’s 
glories, and do not emany shut yoursey, out of these 

« “Tay ater sniitg ita 
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glories in which you have every right to participate 
for all time, Truly direct then your samddht and 

gather the immortal glories of All-life.* . His works 

that belong essentially to Him can never die, and 
‘revealed though they are from time to time. in the 

mortal cosmos, they are so revealed only to sustain 

the life of the cosmos and thus disclose their essen ti- 

ally immortal character. His immortal works, the 

glories of his immortal 1 lds, are therefore ever in 

evidence in the region,of immortality, the element of 

True Life, and your samddhi_ has given you full and 

eternal access to that region. There the ‘history’ 

of His lilds'i is never missed, there they are ever 

enacted in eternal freshness. Greatest of all sama 

dhiyogins, lose no time in gathering these eternal 
records for the benefit of the afflicted world. You 

will then have done the one thing necessary, for your 

true self-satisfaction, for your instincts tell you that 

to live.a true life is to live for All-life, aud to live 
for All-life is to live for all life, to help every. unit of 

life to live for All-life. Any code of religious life 

| that does not take note of this broad fact leads life 

to | confusion and misery, life ever instinctively 

points to Life as its ultimate goal. Do not there- 

fore make too much of creeds of, life that concern 
themselves with no-life, Explain to the world the 

glories of Life and Life alone, Immortal Eternal 

‘Life, All-comprehensive Life. Place yourself under 

the direct care of All-life, and tell the world to do 

* aay HET HAAS YAM, AACA FAA? 
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‘the same. Shape life in conformity with self-con- 
‘secration to Him, and show to the world how it is to 
pursue such a genuine course of life. Life in conse- 

cration to Him can never slip, can never find itself 

‘unsettled, for itis fixed in Life, the one principle of 

settlement, # Even the paths of samadhi have 
their pitfalls, but not the path of comprehensive 
devotion to Him. No danger, no fear, no anxiety for 
the follower of the path of bhakts:, for one who has 

consecrated life to His service.’ + | 
The Satwata teacher then bade farewell to his 

host. Vydsa, was now a changed Yogin, His mode 

of self-conetmplation underwent radical transforma- 

tion, His sama‘dht was elevated to bhaktiyoga. 
His soul still concentrated upon the Highest soul, 
but it was no longer in cold indifferent touch with 

that Soul, It warmed up and felt a lively interest 

in the contact, The contact was turned into associa- 

tion with, comradeship with, partnership with Full 

Life. The full import of this partnership now flashed 
in his pure reason. Individual life and cosmic life 

were at once seen in their true perspective. “ In the 

profoundest depth of his devotional meditation, his 
rational instincts truly directed, he found revealed to 

himself the Great & Embodiment of all- -comprehensive 
life, The principle of No-life or Mdyd, that which 

exhibits all units of life that organise the cosmos 

as ever occupied with painful efforts of self-settlement 

* ‘a atetug af a ofa afa:i” (2) 
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in life through assumed lifelessness, appeared in her 
true character as an appendage to All-life” % The 
truth of life was now fully comprehended by the 
sage. Ah! life here assumes no-life, at every step 
of life, bud life’s instinct is ever all right. One ever 
instinctively feels that one has really no births and 
deaths, one is never ‘to be’ or ‘not to be’, that these 

phases are purely self-assumed, and the assumption 
accounts for alleged misery of life. One has only to 

realise oneself eternally consecrated to, eternally 

settled in, Life, All-life, and all taints of mortality, 

delusion, and misery, vanish at the touch of pure life, 
pure reason, and pure joy. The sage then realised his 
true Divine mission in life, He must impress the 
truth in the minds of men. The great Sdtwata 
Samiité or the ‘ Compilation of the truths of Life ’ 
was the outcome of this self-realisation on the part of 

the great Yogin. This was the foundation of the 
great ‘ Bhdgavata Purdna.’ 

The legend of Vydsa, the Sdtwata Vydsa, conclu- 

sively shews that Paramdtmayoga is essentially 

bhaktiyoga, if the essence is truly grasped and em- 
phasised. It is the Sééwata touch that animates the 

samddhi with Full Life. The Paramdtmayogin 

initiated into the creed of All-life, of comprehensive 

devotion to All-life, no longer looks upon the 
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Highest Soul as only the purest of souls #, but the 

Fullest of souls, the Life of all life, the One Principle 

that stands for active, rational, joyous life, in 

association with all units of life in their transcen- 

dental purity associated with clean activity, clean 

knowledge, and clean joy. Unlike the ordinary 

Yogin, he does not remain satisfied when his owa life 

has been raised to the fullest element of All-life, but 

he is instinctively prompted to work for the reali- 

sation of All-life on the part of every unit of life 

everywhere, for every life is a partner of every other 

life through All-life, and self fulfilment requires 

fulfilmeat of every part of self. True, in his transcen- 

dental essence, a bhaktiyogin is in comradeship with 

all full units of life, and he realises this essential self- 

fulfilment, but he can not feel himself full in the 

cosmos where such realisation is a rare pheno- 

menon. He can not however sit still when he has 

realised the full import of life. This of course makes 

out the bhakteyogin ‘never full’ in his worldly 

phase of life, but that phase is deliberately assumed 

by him, and is ms bhakti lild. + He does not forget 

his Sadnial fulness i in this lil, 
The rational life of the bhaktiyogin, when it is 

realised to be in full devotion to Absolute Reason, 
comprehends the phases of cosmic reason, individual 
and universal, in a scheme of absolute reason. Cos- 
mic experience then appears in its true colours to 
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him. His avidyd is merged in his vidyd, is turned 
into the lila of Vidyd, the mask of Vidya. The rises 
and falls of ideas in the domain of cosmic reason, 
under the influence of rajas and tamas, the mortal 
principles of ‘to be’ and ‘not to be’, and the 
momentary fixtures of ideas under the mortal principle 
of existence are settled in his reason ina perma- 
nent scheme, for the mortal principles are themselves 
immortalised in life’s devotion to Full Life. The 

rise of ideas in perception, inference, and presump- 

tion, ¢ the fall of ideas in oblivion, doubt, and 

T All phases of material existence fundamentally start with the 

stir of a a‘sa elements, or nityasabdas. All phenomena of the mortal 

world together with the truths implied therein are therefore in 

a sense self-Communicated through nityasabdas, viewed as Azama 

cr repository of self-communicated truths 4%gama represents the 

fundamental belief in exsitence or a’sfikya buddhi, otherwise known 

as sraddha’, Sraddha implanted in nztyasaddas can never go wrong, 

for nothing can happen, no truths can materialise, without the 

intervention of nzztyasabdas, But dragged into the mortal plane, 

sraddha’, associated with human a’gama or historical records of 

alleged facts, gets necessarily cramped on account of the limitations 

of the mortal world. Imperishable beliefs in things of existence 

on the mortal plane can not stand. The facts are tainted with 

mortality, the records are tainted with mortality, srad dha’ itself is 

tainted with mortality. But the immortal elements are behind 

all this mortality. Mortal events proceed from immortal efforts of 

materialisation ; mortal records try to reproduce the immortal 

records behind the immortal efforts ; mortal svaddha” or mere, 

presumption is based upon essential presumption that something 

has come to be. Like all phases of mortal knowledge sraddha” 

is mortal in the mortal plane, though sraddha’ as inherent in true 

Agama is pure revelation or self-communication of Life in the 

stir of existence, 
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misconception, and the temporary fixture of ideas in 

retention, discussion, and contemplation, which un- 

settle mortal human reason at every step, and ever 

argue mortal man’s inability to know correctly in 
mortal life, are all so many assumed attitudes of 

reason in immortal devotion, The innumerable 

cosmic phases of avidyd, which cluster round the 

basic nine ‘ three by three, crores of times’, under 

the ever-working three mortal forces, vanish away 

altogether in the light of settled reason in bhakts, or 

rather transform themselves into varieties of reason’s 

lild, that is rational will on the part of the bhakta. 

The individual sambit or reason of the bhaktiyogin, 

ever consecrated ‘as it is to All-life’s sambit, does 

always fully grasp all relations and correlations of 

all life that constitute the elements of all knowledge. 

Thus under the inspiration of suddhabhaktz, all acts 

of knowledge, even when apparently phenomenal, 

It is to be noted in this connection that only perception, 

inference, and self-assumption or self-communication were re- 

garded by older writers as prama‘nas ot proofs for truths, If, how- 

ever pramana is taken in the sense of proof for a truth, ‘there 

is nO reason to restrict pramana to three modes of so-called true 

experience only. The three modes of remembrance and the three 

modes of confusion are as good proofs of truths in their own ways as | 

the three modes of so-called true experience, They do all estab- 

lish the one truth, the truth of one ruling life, The Pra‘ma‘nikas 

apparently attached greater importance to the modes of so-called 

true experience only because ‘modes of remembrance’ and ‘modes 

of confusion ’ from their nature could not be regarded as modes 

of actual experience, and actual experience they regarded as true 

experience, But experience itself can never be divorced from the 

modes of remembrance and.confusion, The nine are really in one 
and the one is in nine at every turn of experience and knowledge. 
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turn automatically into acts of full knowledge, for in 

bhaktt true life ever establishes relations with true 
life, and true life is always all-comprehensive even in 

its individual littleness. In the full blaze of All-life, 

there is no room for avidyé or no-knowledge. No 
knowledge, when it is assumed for knowledge, is 

deliberately and consciously assumed. “ Ah! reason, 

all-comprehensive reason, has here purposely chosen, 

out of the impulse of its li/é of self-concealment and 

self-deception, to try to know what is already 

known.” Mortal j2vais unconscious of this li7d of 

his true self, does not realise this attitude on the 

part of his self, and hence argues the search for 

knowledge to be due to innate ignorance, but one 

raised to the plane of true reason and true life 
in pure devotion smiles at this ‘ sport’ of self, and 

comprehends it as the yogali la of yogeswara, for 

all acts of knowledge are turned into yoga when 

they are outcomes of contact between true life and 

true life, the true life of the knower and the true life 

of the known, both ultimately merged in One True 

Life through the contact, 



CHAPTER XXII. 

Emotional Life in Comprehensive Devotion. 

SUDDHA-PREMA. 

Active life and intellectual life, as we have seen, 

are themselves lifted to the plane of true religious 

life when love for All-life permeates them in their 

respective spheres of operation. A life of emotion 

absolutely guided by love for All-life is therefore the 

highest phase of religious life on the face of it. If 

emotions rule life, love is itself the ruling factor of 

the whole of emotional life, for all other emotions 

are really subsidiary to love. Love therefore is pre- 

eminently the spring of life, and a religious life of 

love for All-life is necessarily the most exalted of all 

modes of religious life, 

Lhe one thing that sustains man in his incessant 

life-struggles, and not only man, but every definite 

unit of life which is ‘ man’ in its essence, is his love 

of life. Man loves-life, man seeks to safe-guard it 

against all risk, man strives to realise it intact. 

This love of life ishis instinct of self-preservation, 

It expresses itself in joy of life when fulfilled to any 

extent however small. Love of life and joy of life 

are two phases of the same thing. ‘The one leads to 

the other. ‘The one is set up as the end of life, and 

the other serves as the impetus of life to realise the 

end, amidst all struggles of existence. The two are 

therefore identical in essence. It is not without 

reason therefore that Hindu Rhetoric has hit upon 

¢ 
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one word rasa to express both. Rasa is the funda- 
mental joy of life, love of life. Life works in love, 
life realises itself in joy. Life then is itself joy and 
love. If the driving force of life is love, it is 
necessarily its sole constituent, for nothing else is 
conceivable in connection with life as a simple funda- 
mental force. If the essential condition of life is its 
state of joy, then joy is the one element of life, for 

in no other element can life settle itself. Love, joy, 

and life are thus different aspects of one thing. 
Rasa is this one thing, asa is life’s one spring of 

action, rasa is life’s self-fulfilment, rasa is life’s 

essence itself. Love, as rasa, therefore drives itself to 

itself throughout a career of life. Whenever ina 

centre of life there arises a need of life to be satisfied, 

and whenever pleasure results from the satisfaction 
of a need of life, love is ab work to preserve itself as 

life and rejoice over its own success, limited though 

it may be. When this love directs itself to the goal 
of unlimited self-realisation, unlimited success of life, 

when it leads direct to All-life and Full Life, and 
expands itself completely in joy, ib is then truly 

raised to the rank of highest religious sentiment, the 

sentiment associated with pure, serene, absolute and 
self-radiant life. What then does stand in the way of 
love’s self-realisation if it is life itself » Well, ib is the 

same thing that knocks out life from life in this world, 

We have explained again and again how life 

here negatives itself and then seeks to settle itself 

through ‘to be’ and ‘not to be’. That is the 

inevitable mode of creation of the Original Sacrificer 

who has sacrificed self for self-adjustment through 
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‘to be’ and ‘not to be. That is His game of 

voluntary self-concealment. Thatis His game of 

deception or Mdyd. It is His pleasure to come to 

life through no-life in every phase of life and in every — 

unit of life, As love is identified with life as its 

phase of joy, it necessarily has to sacrifice itself, 

negative itself, deceive itself, in its course of cosmic 

evolution, Hence the myths speak of the first phase 

of the first World-man as no-love, vatrdgya or 

bramhacharya, and the World-man himself as V2- 

rajas or Bramhachdrin, or no lover of life. Brought 

under the spell of self-negation, love, apparently lost 
to itself, then seeks to come to ttself again out of its 

own impulse through constant attempts ‘ to be’ and 

‘not to be’, just like life itself and every other phase 
of life. These phases of self-construction, self: 

destruction, and self-adjustment exhibit life’s love as 

life-attraction, trator zfa, life withdrawal, fagaqt or 

sufea, and life-perseverance, @w@ or squte. The 

life of love that has to fulfil itself under the Jimita- 

tions of no-life starts in its worldly career attracted 

to life around with its manifold attractions. It then 

develops an ardour for life, when it begins to cherish 

the impression that it can be settled through these 

attractions. By and by however it gets disillusioned 

and disenchanted and its ardour of life cools down. 

It then withdraws unto itself in sheer disgust, 

These three processes of emotion go on eternally 

till life lasts, even from one cycle of life to another. 

In the course of every single cycle, tfa, Sqare and 

mtfeq are broadly speaking three predominant phases 

of emotional life, 
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As observed before, in its cosmic aspect life is 
ever subject to the forces of construction and destruc- 
tion through which ib maintains itself. Working 
under this fundamental principle, the three basic 
emotions of life’s love, tfa, sqare and wife inevitably 
have their subsidiary transformations. <f@ in its exu- 
berance of birth-energy turns into gtg, the sentiment 

that represents the overflow of mirth and glee. In 

its despondency or disillusionment and disenchantment 
ib grieves over itself and is converted into shrieking 
way, Through glee and grief—its phases of self- 

assertion and self-negation—it sustains itself as a 

centre of self-love. The energetic emotion of life’s 
love ( sqaure ) furiously asserts itself in the face of 

inevitable cosmic dangers and difficulties to overcome 

them by all means, It is then fury or ara. But 

the cosmic forces to be overcome are not always to be 

overcome. They are very often too strong for the . 

energetic worker in the course of life and love. The 

worker is then repelled, he is frightened, he looks on 

the struggle as unequal, he is covered with dread or 

wa. Through fury and dread love’s energy sustains 

itself in its life-struggle, The emotion of peace 
forcibly expresses itself in all-round bewilderment 

( fasta ) on its positive side, and on its negative side, 

appears as a sentiment of strong abhorrence (qqqat) 

for the deceptive charms of the world, —the charms of 

the thing that allured the worker into the wrong 

path in life’s quest of true love or joy, . 

Thus works life’s love in its subsidiary phases. 

These are the basic nine rasas of life, or the funda- 

mental emotions of life, Ib is needless to observe 

49 
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that these phases themselves under the principles of 

construction, destruction, and attempted self-settle- 

ment are capable of further modifications. The 

process in fact can be carried on ad infinitum, ‘ three 

after three”* Their ephemeral nature however 

disqualifies them for the dignified name of rasa. 

All the same, vasa is manifested in and through 

them in the complex cosmic life, It is these complex 

phases that practically ‘ move in life’ ( agrftara ), 

and * move life’. 
In its purely cosmic manifestations the whole of 

this emotional life of man comes to grief ab every step. 

That follows from the nature of the cosmos. Here 

life ever makes and unmakes itself to get at per- 

fection which however always eludes its grasp The 

will-o’-the-wisp is ever pursued but never overtaken, 

The further life moves: from the point of start under 

the spell of eternal delusion, the more and more it 

~ gets involved in the mashes of mdyd. Mdyd creates 

for life but cannot satisfy ib; she destroys her 
creation that it may starb anew, but to no purpose. 

The vicissitudes of life through its infinite cycles at no 

point afford complete solace to life. With the intermi- 

nable process of evolutions, life’s self-fulfilment seems 

* The Vedas and the Ved‘antas everywhere speak of 
fasqetz. Curiously enough this ‘three after three’ method 
of computation led rhetoricians to fixthe number of the 
subsidiary emotions as 33, and they prepared a- confused 
list of such 33, By a similar process of confusion the gods, 
the forces of cosmic life, were computed first as 83 and then 
33 crores, 
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as far off as ever. Grief and gleein love, fear and 
enmity in zeal, contempt and confusion in abandon- 

ment of life’s war of love, never contribute to life’s 

realisation of itself so long as the operatious are 

confined in the arena of the cosmos. Settled or 

unsettled they never mix with the element of the 

soul and take root in the soil of true life within. 

Life never blooms forth in its eternal glory at the 

touch of any of these ‘cosmic’ emotions, The spark 

that comes out in its contact fades in the twinkling 

ofaneye. It is because the light is not its own but 

alight coming out of friction with an uncongenial 

cosmic force. Stripped of metaphor, an emotional 

phase of life, so far as that phase is directed by a 

thing of the world, is nowhere felt as a definite step 

in complete self-satisfaction or unalloyed joy of life. 

Bewail the death of the dear one as much as you 

ean, your shrieks may rend the skies and pierce 

the hearts of sympathetic neighbours, but they will 

Ieave your life where it was, no better no worse for 

your outbursts, only leading to and preparing the 
ground for another set of experiences under the all- 

embracing doctrine of karma, Life in itself is un: 

moved in its own elements by the shock. The 
experience may urge and will urge the cosmic mind 

furiously to think, but life in the abstract, life as 

spread everywhere is absolutely unaffected. In the 

domain of all-embracing life a death here and a birth 

there are matters of no concern. The cosmic event 

makes and unmakes nothing of Eternal Life,—and 

individual life in its true essence is a part of, or rather 

a phase of, that comprehensive life, 
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Is there no means then by which life’s emotions 

may be raised to the level of true life and be rendered 

capable of stirring up life in itself? The question 

itself indicates the answer. . 

- To attain complete self-falfilment in its emotional 

aspect, life must cultivate intimacy with nothing but 
life and breathe nothing but the air of true life. It 

must lift itself above mundane existence and live in 

full intercourse with the embodiment of genuine 

life, Let it be drawn (@q) heart and soul to Krishna, 

the heart and soul of all life, and immediately it 

finds itself in its true element, in its eternal greatness 

of un-alloyed joy. The love the bhakta loves is the 
love of all life ; the laugh he laughs is the laugh of 

all life.; the grief he grieves is the grief of all life ; his 
anger is life’s true anger ; his zeal is life’s true zeal ; 

his dread is life’s own dread; he hates what life 

hates ; he wonders ab life’s wonders; he settles in 

peace in the calmness of life :—such is the conception 
of the worshipper of Krishna, the embodiment of all 

_ life drawn unto itself, 

It is superfluous to observe after all that has 
been said that all the varieties of emotion flowing 
and ebbing in the heart of the Krishna-worshipper 
are no better, no worse, than different sides of 

one eternal glorious love of the One, lovely, lovable 

and loved. They are all securely placed far above 

and beyond the pale of cosmic tragedies, The love 

of the worshipper of the Lovable never dries up; 
his heartiest laughs at the laugh-exciting feats of the 

dear eternal jester ever shine ; his grief at the ever- 

feared and ever-felt loss of touch with the beloved 
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friend who ever seems to slip away though sought to 
be held in the fastesp of embraces knows no break 

in the sweetness of separation in the midst of asso- 

ciation ; his fury at the seeming treachery of the One 
on whom all his earnest feelings are centred,—for the 

Lovely Companion disappears almost every moment 

from the eye, only of course to enkindle greater 
passion in the heart of the  life-partner,—burns 
steadily and glowingly ; his zeal to draw Him faster 

and faster to himself never falters; his dread of 

separation from Him whose love fills his life is ever 

keenly alive in his inmost heart; his scorns for His 

apparent neglect,—-as the Dear One seems ever unmind- 
ful of the sincerest tokens of the worshipper’s earnest- 
ness and never seems to reciprocate love too well by 

favours,—ever grow in volumeand intensity ; his bewil- 

derment at All-life’s greatness in apparent inconsis: 
tencies of love deepens at every exhibition of 

undreamt of favours; his mind is eternally ab peace 

in the contemplation of His unfailing good-will in 

love. Thus all apparently incongruous emotions, 
incongruous only in their cosmic manifestations,— 
harmonise when all emotions are devoted to Him, play 

life’s own roll, and conspire for the establishment of 
the true bond of love between All-life and individual 
life. As in the other phases of life’s devotion, All-life 
Himself came down to shew the way to such an 

emotional life. Krishna incarnated Himself to illus- 
trate the glories of devotioal emotion. To this now 

we turn for a moment. 
The love that the Supreme God born as 

Krishna evoked in the hearts of His worshippers 
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manifested itself as love proper in more ways than 

one, Worshippers like Uddhava and Bhi‘shma, 
the man of contemplation and the man of action for 

the sake of abstract duty, attached themselves 

quietly to His person in all their ‘ thoughts.’ Their 

love for Him was the love of the peaceful Yogr and 

was thus wtatfa or peaceful love. The love of His 

great charioteer Ddéruka represented the highest phase 

of slavish attachment or ereqzfa. The love of Sriddma 

or Arjuna bore the mark of indissoluble friendly 
attachment or qwitfa. The love of His foster-mother 

was the noblest form of maternal affection or arqaar 

tfa. The love of His consorts was of course sweet 

love or ayzefa. 

All these phases of love, noble as they were, had 

one cardinal defect in them as genuine love or love 

for love’s sake. 1f Bhi'shma or Uddhava loved Him, 

they loved Him for the sake of final emancipation 

from the miseries of cosmic life through concentra- 

tion of thoughts upon his visible Divine form. They 

availed themselves of the glorious opportunity pre- 

sented by His incarnation to grasp Him thoroughly 

and fix Him in their mind, Salvation they sought 

for and secured through Him. Their love was thus 

not ‘ unselfish.’ It was interested though perfectly 

rational, When the charioteer attached himself to 

His person, he was in duty bound todo so as his 

‘servant,’ He ‘ate His salt’ and he must keep loyal 

to Him. The cordiality that sprang up, the sense 

of cheerful following that supervened, transformed 

his sentiment of a mere slave into one of willing 

and hearty attachment. But love in this instance 
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also arose out of a necessity, and was thus not un- 
tainted, though it had its reward. The love of 
Arjuna or Srivdima stood undoubtedly on a higher 
plane, but it was also brought about by lucky 
circumstances. They were thrown into His comrade- 
ship, thy enjoyed it, they improved upon that fortui- 
tous association, they began to admire Him and 
love Him, Love thus came after and not before the 
chance combination, They did nob come to Him 
out of love but they remained with Him in love. 
This chance element detracted from their value 
of love, great as it was, and sufficiently recompensed 
as it was. Ona far higher footing must he placed 
the love of His foster-mother, Her cares, her 
troubles, her solicitude for the welfare of her darling, 
betray the sublimest phase of motherly affection, 
It was however still fortuitous. He came to her or 
rather was brought by a despairing father to her to 
be brought up by her. She nursed Him as her own 
child, and the feelings of motherly attachment grew 
up as a matter of course. It was fortunate of her to 

secure the darling of the Universe as her own, but 
it was not of her seeking, The affection she bes- 
towed upon Him hal a fitting reward, but her love 
was nothing but accidental. Now as to the sweet 
love of the consorts. They certainly loved Him 
—and which wife would notin the fullness of their 
hearts It was intense, it was deep, it was un- 
alloyed. But was it not also of others’ making ? 
They had not been seized with a passion for Him and 
had not come to Him of their own accord. They were 
given away in marriage to Him, United in wedlock, 
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they began to admire and worship the husband. But 

the feeling began after the union, not before. The 

touch of chance is still here, As such it could not 

he accounted as the highest perfection of love. It 

failed with regard to the supreme test. Jb was not 

love for love’s sake. It hoped to be requited and 

rewarded and so it was in a way, possibly more than 

they had expected or bargained for. Ib was not 

therefore ‘love and nothing else,” 

We now come to the love of the milk-maids of 

Vrinddvana, The Sdtwata writers acclaim it as the 

sweetest of the sweet, noblest of the noble, and the 

purest of the pure forms of love. It had all the 

glories of wrt, era, we, atqaaT and ayzzfa, 
detailed above, without their essential weaknesses, 

while it stood above all in its intrinsic sublimity and - 

dignity, They thought of Him in all their thoughts, 
they followed Him slavishly, they associated with 

Him as comrades, they nursed Him with care and 

solicitude, they loved Him passionately, and all this 

voluntarily, without any impulse from without, with- 

out any hope of reward, on the contrary in complete 

disregard of the ban of the society. What im- 

pelled them to love Him was nothing but innate and 

irresistible love for Him. It conquered all opposition, 

it carried them away from every thing else, but kept 

steadily to the path of love for Him. That was 

their sole ambition, that was their glory, that was 

their joy, that was their single-minded devotion, that 

was their one aim, one pursuit. For that love they 
lived, int that love they lived, Call it impure from 
the worldly or social point of view, if you like, bub it 
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was purity itself as love, It was love in its inception, 
love in its sequel, love in essence, love in growth, 
It was life’s true love, love for itself and nothing 
else. To brand it is to brand life itself and condemn 
the pursuit of the path of life’s self-fulfilment. We 
now proceed to explain. 

Passion for Krishna exclusively filled the lives of 
the milkwomen. And who was Krishna 9° What was 

Krishna ? He was the soul of souls, the life of lives, 

the essence of all life, the embodiment of all-life, the 

centre round which all lives move, to which all life. 

is essentially ‘drawn’ ( @q_), in whom all life. is 
realised, * The soul or life is the dearest thing for 

all units of life or corporeal beings. The whole uni- 

verse, stable or unstable, clings to this soul or essence 
of life. And XArishna, you must know, is the soul of 

all souls. His incarnation is a camouflage, but it is for 

the wellbeing of the world of life, Thus explains the 
Bhdgavata Purdna,« And the milkwomen followed 

only true instincts of life when they ran mad after 

Him as the dearest of the dear, To think that they 

ran after a carnal body is a pure delusion. His 
‘incarnation’ was an opportunity for the world to love 

Him as the one lovable. The milkwomen seized the 

opportunity and shewed the way. The latter point 

we shall discuss on a subsequent occasion. For the 

present we may rest content that it was no ordinary 

* aenq fraaa; ata saaratue tere | 

ATU aT HHT ANSASTAA | 

amass TaTAAaaaata | 

autgara asara Vet vata ATaat ny (10) | 
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love that the milkwomen of Vrinddvana bore for 
the Essence of all life. It symbolized the principle 
of life’s love foritself. To say that they were not 

conscious of ib is to raise a side-issue, First of all it 

does nob matter even if they loved True Life without 

knowing it. The conditions of life’s self-fulfilment 

are fulfilled all the same, Life, when it lives in 

love of itself and nothing else, immediately trans- 

forms itself into. the essence of love and that means 

it realises itself, for life is love and love is life. The 
question of knowledge or ignorance does not arise 

here. But from its nature it is nob ‘blind’, It 
carries light in itself. Life, love and knowledge 

go hand in hand, as we have discussed several times 

before. ‘To live truly is to know this fact. And the 

milkwomen were fully aware of the fact. They had 

no misgivings on the point. He was the dearest of 

the dear, and with Him was really the one bond of 

life, He was Life of the life, Soul of the soul. x% 

This they felt inwardly, “ You are the soul, the 

essence of life, whereon ever centres the love of 

those who know t. A husband, a child, a so-called 

near and dear one, are one and all but sources of 

misery. They have no use in the pursuit of life’s 
true and eternal love of itself.” They argued thus 

in their intensity of love, but quite cogently all the 

same. Indeed “if a husband, a child, a friend, all 

worldly objects of love, are to be loved by women as 

* Tswal ageal fea ayia (Bx) 
+ ‘qatat afa cf are: w sat 

frafss ufagarfefirtie: fay’ (B, x.) 
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a matter of religious duty, then it is He who one is 
to be loved as allin One, as He is the dominant 

unit everywhere, the ultimate object of love and 

affection for every body.” * Do these not reveal a 
true insight on the part of the milk-women into the 

real nature and object of their pursuit? But the 
point, as we have said, is wholly irrelevant. That 

they admired, loved and followed with exclusive 

devotion One who was in truth and reality the 

true centre of life is what raised them to the plane 

of All-life and All-love. The intensity of this ex- 

elusive devotion was brought out by their conception 

of Him as the illegitimate lover ( arzqfe ), for legiti- 

mate love of the world is selfish, interested and 

tainted love, love that takes note of and feeds on 
things other than love. The ‘ guilty’ love raised 

them above the guilty, for it was love of Full Life 

and nothing but Full Life, while the so-called pure 

love of the world is love murdered by no-life, or 
restricted life,j This intense and comprehensive 

emotion filled their hearts so completely that even 

true knowledge of His essence was kept in the 

back-ground or ignored. * Thatis always the case 

in the exuberance of an emotion. An overflowing 

« Qqrauageagetaty 
iat ena sf aafaer aatae 

HaAIAAgUeATs GANT 
7 al wategeal fae TyUeAT (BX) 

+ ‘aTaaIMea, VAT, -aTaqaal a a aa,” (BX) 
« mur fag: ux ART AG TaAAT AA (BX) 
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sentiment carries away all sense and sense-activities 

in its impetuous rush, The tidal wave of a full emo- 

tion submerges reason but drowns it not. If it does 

not rise to the surface, it works deep in the mind, 
and unconsciously guides the emotion itself, 

It now remains for usto shew how this overpower- 

ing sentiment of love in Gopz’s clearly and completely 

manifested itself even in its absolute concentrated 

purity in varieties of immortal emotions, for even 

in the plane of true life love lends itself to diversity 

of forms, only they are not captured there by the 

elements of no-life. Unity even at its source 

chooses to shew itself in variety. That is the essence 

of the Sdtwata doctrine. It can nowhere contem- 
plate pure abstract unity. If existence in connection 

with the Highest must be real and varied,—bear 

witness the eternal manifestations of the Divine 

Forms in Highest Heaven,—love in connection with 

the Highest can not but vary itself as a matter of 

full concrete joy and amusement according to 

‘chosen’ self-evolved circumstances. That shews 

love in its true glory. Reality implies modes, and 

modes imply the operation of the law of conservation 

through construction and destruction, But in the 

world of absolute eternal realities the three phases 

carry a different import from what they carry in the 

mortal world. Conservation, construction, and destruc- 

tion in the sphere of eternal realities, are ever in 

touch with absolute life, immortal life. Conservation 

there does not lose itself in transformation. Birth 

is ‘unborn’ and death is ‘ deathless’ in the blessed 
sphere of All-life, The dominant phase of love in. the 
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region of True Life accordingly co-exists harmoni- 
ously and unmistakably with all its subsidiary 
varieties. The milkwomen raised in devotion to the 

plane of true life, and true love, were in full con- 
Scious enjoyment of everflowing love of the beloved 
when they exhibited all the emotions that stand for 
lapses of love and joy in mortal life, In their case 
the diverse emotions distinctly spoke for the inten- 

sity of their love and joy, ever pure and alert, 
unclouded and unrestricted, for all their emotions 

originated from their feelng life full of All-life, All- 
love, All-joy. 

From the very beginning of their amorous career 

they were full of Him,* They were all love and 
joy when they were in full enjoyment of His com- 

pany (fa) and participated in his laughs of love 

(eta). ‘they were equally full of His love and 

joy when they apparently lost Him and were conse- 

quently overwhelmed in grief (atta). { He it was 

again who filled their hearts when they energetically 

« vate naa a seraratieat 
qian fenton atetetqaaat ag, 0 (BX) 

+ atta, atarf xercatea: 

fyaaanqragqelaee a: | 

serterateaqgeernta 

Saaaarg cs fsa y (3B. x. 29) 

t ‘spatea anata aga aaTEAT: | 

HAO SATA, He oF Fey (BX) 

‘artaataat, Tae TATA 

wat at faet Ta gwetinat (BX) 
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searched for Him * (sqaie). They were full of 
love, respect and admiration for Him even in their 

wrath when they began to admonish Him after His 
return ( mq). t They were full of Him again when 
they trembled at the thought of permanent separa- 

tion. (wa) { When the apparently destructive phase 
of love began to work in their minds at His impend- 

ing departure § from Vrinddvana, they found conso- 

lation in thinking and singing of His life-activities 
(ata). { When they cast all shame to the winds 

(ataqa) and publicly lamented the departure of 
their lover Krishna, they were still full of Him 
and thought of nothing else. , They followed him, 

soul and mind, when they stood bewildered ( faaa ) 

fixing their gaze at the car that took Him away from 

them | Passing thus through all the leading emo- 

tions, their love for Krishna shone ever undiminished 

“afatuay qaartaarteg 

fyar. tyre ufaepare: | 
sae faaret aettaat 

arafeg, wufaerefarat: y (8 xX ) 
« Tad Sea Wa sear | 

fataar AA UAIS ASA | 

+ aurstfiet aaagelat aga gag afieat aeTERe | 
t feat qarew ator faceatam: 
§ alan ay afte ager 
‘| fasttat sreat fra, ates: footie 

» Fates, HuTPlaArTan, 

faea] TT WAZ, wT Fa 
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in glory. Such is nob the case however in cosmic 
love. There it fades away at the touch of unpropitious 
circumstances, and subjected to a destructive influence 
it is altogether lost. The reason of this difference is 

simple. In the one the love ever attaches to true life 

and in the other it seeks shelter with false life and 

hence ends in disillusionment.. The milkwomen loved 

One in whom all life is merged in eternal reality, 
This emotional devotion of the milk-women, set 

up as the model of devotional perfection, has been 
subjected to much criticism. But the criticism has 

been very much misdirected. No question of moral 
perversion comes in when the whole thing is placed 

above the region of cosmic life, and the ‘massive 

voice’of society, the foundation of cosmic morality 

does not extend beyond the confines of the cosmos. 

The founder of the Bha‘gavata doctrine made it 

as clear as language could make the thing clear, 
that the amorous activities proper of the milk-women 
and Krishna must be conceived to have been con- 

_ fined within the ‘ charmed circle of true life’ All 

so-called guilty acts become guiltless when done 

within these boundaries. Yogamdyd herself stood 
guard at the gate, and behind the screen set up by 

her the lovers met for sports of life, * Before her, 

the great Principle that bridges the gulf between 

life and no-life, stands on the side of no-life the uni- 

verse of man with man-made conventions of morality, 

* dha tay Aree aaTaTeATSa 1” (B) 

‘ofa faafaa aret war atiratat; | 
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The whole scene of rdsa was enacted beyond and 

behind the jurisdiction of Mdéyd, in the region of 

absolutely full life and true life, The milk-women 

came to this region of life, not in mortal flesh and 

blood, but in immortal flesh and blood of true life. 

Their mortal frames were left behind ; they returned 

to them when the worship of immortal emotional 

devotion was over. They disregarded social ban 

because they placed themselves above social life. 

They deserted society, but society was none the 

worse for their so-called misconduct, for they were 

in their social material frames all along in society, 

obedient outwardly to the laws of society. Cosmic 

society can take cognizance of acts of commission and 

omission only of cosmic-life, and not of any act done 

beyond cosmic life by transcendental life that stands 

behind mortal life. * In their rdsa, on the one hand 

‘the fullest play of their intense life-devotion was 
assured, on the other hand purity of society was 

quite safe-cuarded, The whole thing need give no 

shock even to the most scrupulous moralist. What- 

ever the milk-women did they did in their spiritual 

state where their transcendental life alone was con- 

cerned. The emotional activities only seemed to 

be carnal, but the so-called carnality pertained to 

transcendental senses and organs of life, true absolute 
immortal life. After this it is needless to discuss 
whether the milk- women were married or not. The 

question is wholly irrelevant. It does not rise at all 
where transcendental life alone is involved. 

* “Tea ay Fura Afseat Ga AAT | 
ATA, SUPT UT A SATS TMH” (B) 
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Granting that the emotional devotion of the milk- 

women represented the highwater mark of bhakti, 
the question naturally arises, how is it that these 
milk-women of Vrinddvana, of all, came to choose 

~ this highest mode of self-fulfilment ? Why they alone 
were so qualified, and not the meditative Yogins and 

the practised ritualists,or the self-sacrificing ascetics 9 
The question has been answered from two different 

standpoints The first has approached the problem 

from the view point of Karmavdda. ‘ Purified by 
a long course of karma and jndna, these milk-women 

had attained to a state in which there developed in 

them, asa matter of course, this sort of passionate 

eraving for the most intimate and cordial association 

with the embodiment of all-life, all-joy and all-love. 

When He came down as Krishna, the Incarnation 

of Joy and Love, that was the opportunity for these 

souls so inspired.’ This is the line taken by some, 

and we have explained it at some length elsewhere, 

* Thus the ascetis and sages of Dandakdranya, the 

- women of Ayodhyd,and several other groups of purified 

and properly inspired souls, were so charmed by the 
beauty of Rama, that they craved for partnership 

with His life. And that craving was satisfied when 

Rama afterwards was ‘born’ as Krishna and they 

were born as milk-women.’ Fully qualified for 
salvation, they attained salvation through this path 

of sweet devotion as ey had bargained for by their 

karma, t 

+ afeanfafiers teqerequatattan aterataarn, | 

RATA SA, yafaant fa se TTY, W (BL ) 
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Such a course of devotion naturally made them full 

of Krishna, the Embodiment of all-life,and they pass- 

ed to the region of all-life, and that was their salva- 

tion. Much in the same way, but in pursuance of 

different modes of emotional life, His enemies, His 

kinsmen,’ His friends, His followers, attained salva- 

tion as they had bargained for. Their karma had 

qualified them for salvation, their innate tastes and 

choice had guided them in the matter of their 

different attitudes towards All-life, but they were all 

full of Him one way or other. . Thus karma was the 

determining factor in these cases for the development 

of particular attitudes for life-fulfilment 

_.- Whatever may be the value of. the explanation 

from the Karmic point of view, Bhaktivdda proper 

can scarcely be contented with such an explanation. 

Bhakti is based upon the free will of man, the 

genuine birth-right of each individual which he 

carelessly loses when drawn into the snares of Madyd 

who rules with the iron rod of Karmic Law. Unless 

man gets out of the meshes of Karma, his soul’s 

freedom he scarcely regains, and free intercourse 

with free life is entirely out of the question on his 

part, Karma can never jump otf its own shadow, 

Karma incidentally may lead on to Bhakti but not 

necessarily, One’s jurisdiction is no-life and the 

other’s all-life. How can one culminate in the other ? 
The. elements are entirely foreign to each other. A 

different explanation, consistent with the Bhakte cult, 
must therefore be sought for and applied to the case 
in point. That explanation is supplied by aclose exami- 
nation of the avowed object of Krishna incarnation, 
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We have seen before as for instance in the case 
of Kapila, how God by way of one incarnation or 
another has shown the world the way to lead the 
highest life, the life of religious purity. * When- 
ever Life comes down for such a purpose, He brings 

into requisition His whole Divine Nature—His great 
powers—to serve His end. The Krishna incarnation 

could be no exception to this rule , for it was Krishna 

who thus clearly laid down the guiding principle of 

His incarnations when His great disciple, Arjuna, 
was anxious to know the mystery of incarnations, tf 

The glorious mission of the Krishna incarnation 

was to draw living beings close towards Himself in 

Jove and joy, the sweetest of the bonds of dices 

Hence He was Krishna ( from aq, to draw ). — 

fulfil the object of this mission He must spread Te 

own sweet Nature far and wide. In other words 

His incarnation should coincide with tho incarnations 

of His sublime Powers of Sweetness. This simul- 

taneous multifurcation or many-sided manifestation of 

- Divine nature is one of the characteristics, one of 

the exclusive privileges, of Divinity, He must love 

and be loved. The lover and the loved in One 
must for the propagation of the cult of devotional 

love divide Himself on earth. The milkwomen 

were the incarnations of Love for Him, and He the 

incarnate object of their love. The sifeat ufa, the 

-power of love-and- joy, to fulfil self was revealed as 
so many milkwomen, 7rishna enjoyed His love and 

« “qaTeMTUATata aRTATe gH BMT!” (G ) 
“gate qratrer saraearoraraar |” ( G) 
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joy through them, Thus His own yafa served the 

end of His mission in the capacity of @rfeat, much in 
the same way as His q faq revealed self through 

seers like Kapila and the Vedic bards, and His 
afeaat through Brahmd and the Prajdpatis. The 
only difference was that God Himself had to come 

down to receive tokens of love from incarnations of 

His Own powers of devotional love. That was the 

special feature of the Arishna incarnation and hence 

that incarnation of all is acclaimed as the most 

‘perfect.’ * It of course goes without saying that 

the phases of the eifeat uafa thus incarnate must 

also be looked for in the highest heaven where the 

émbodiment of eternal life in His capacity of eternal 

Krishna holds constant amorous communion with the 

eternal milkwomen, That is the postulate of all 

incarnations of Divinity. The Brahma Samhtd 
makes the point quite clear when it declares that the 

Eternal Cowherd lives in the region of true life in 

full love and joy with these partners of His emotional 

life, themselves only parts and parcels of His life 
expressed in separate units of real life. 

If the sarfeatnafa of Krishna revealed herself 

asso many milkwomen, it stands to reason that the 

central figure of this group of live incarnations 

must stand for the life of that wrfeatuafa. She 
of all others must represent the highest form of 

* “aa TMNT, YS, AM ATTA wa” (2B. 1.) 
atta wa fanaa aarti 

aaa wa frraata@erenat | 
wiweutieyes ag aarfa y (BS. ) 
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worship as expressed in emotional devotion towards 
the god of sweetness, Most appropriately therefore 
then she was named Rddhd or Rédhikd,the worshipper 
par excellence ( from q¥_to worship ) * The Bhdga- 
vata Purdna suggests the significant name, and the 
other Sdiwata works specifically mention it. There 
is also a historic fitness in the choice of the name as 

we have explained elsewhere. The God of life in 

the Vedas was the God that was supposed to preside 
over the life of the sun, and was more commonly 
spoken of as Indra, who was pre-eminently the rain- 

god, for all rain originates in the solar power, and 

rain provides life all around, through food and fodder. 
As rain-god Indra was naturally the protector of 

‘cows on the grazing field’. Hence he was aufa 

of asmyfa, and crarat afa:;, the dispenser of the food 

of life. When Vishnu came tobe associated with 

Indra in Vedic mythology, and ultimately supplanted 
Indra as the God of Life, He was necessarily con- 
ceived as Wafa of qaayfa. He therefore must pre- 

_ eminently be zratafa at the same time. His TTAWwat 

was in the rays of the Sunas well where He was 
eternally . The notion about tat gradually developed 

from ‘food’ to ‘ wealth and abundance ’, and when 

the doctrine of emotional devotion to Life appeared 

‘on the scene, the object of worship was arafa as the 

Divine Cowherd and He was made wararufa under 

suitable conditions, and qrat was conceived as the life 

of worship conformably with the changed angle of 

+ waar titra aa aaTy wha, | 
am fiers mfr, Diaatararwy | CBX) 
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vision, She was now the Spirit, the Soul, of 
devotion.%* When Vishmu came down as Arishna, 

Rddha was the incarnation of this Spirit, and 

the quafa and alawwat were suitably associated 

with Vishnu-worship. If Rdédha symbolized the 
central life of emotional devotion on the part of the 

worshipper, one would naturally look for the rest of 

the leading phases of love as manifested in the 

leading nine types of emotion in the intimate associ- 

ates of Rddha. The Purdnas and the rest of the 

Sdtwata literature mention accordingly eight promi- 

nent comrades of Rddhd. These nine led the music 

of love and life in Vrinddvana or Vrajabhu‘mi, while 

others clustered round them, just as sanchdribhdvas 
cluster round the leading types of emotion. 

The question now arises, if Rédhd and her com- 

rades .were no other than incarnations of the love- 

aspect of His Divine Nature, what practical value 

attaches tothe form of worship that they adopted 

for themselves, Does it imply that to worship in 

highest love is a privilege enjoyed only by His 

eternal favourites? If again the milkwomen of 

Vrinddvana were only His permanent worshippers, 

why has it been proclaimed authoritatively that they 
attained Him through this path of devotion » Solu- 

* sl yreirgia, watieaguiaca | 
aifarsaa af Feta aay gst; (M.S. ) 
“Teal a Haat wafa ast” (RK. Vv.) 

‘aa mal afew Ware; (CR. Vv.) 
‘ala weal ud fratet Fe gee 
“aay fru: atest aaa (CR v.) 
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tion of this riddle reveals the essence of the Sdtwata 
cult of emotional devotion. True, the milkwomen 

of Vrinddévana were incarnations of His permanent 
favourites. True, they alone were entitled to the 
amorous sports which the God of life and love and 

joy held with them, as He ever holds with them 

eternally in the highest region of true life, joy and 

love. But the cosmic manifestations of this joyous 

side of His Nature were fully adapted to cosmic 

conditions. As in the case of the cosmic incarnations 
of ‘ Creative Powers , ‘and Rational Powers’, only 

qualified worshippers were allowed to be merged in 

these manifestations or incarnations, 

The milk-women had thus a double capacity. In 

one, in their permanent super-cosmic aspect, their 

‘worship of love’ was that of the eternal partners 

of His life on the side of love and joy. In the other, 

in their mortal shapes, their cosmic personality 

gathered round itself the personalities of numbers 
of worshippers, qualified by their devotion for parti- 

cipation at the time in amorous sports with the great 

Rasa-ra ja,—the lord of love and joy. In this sense 

and in no other is the explanation of the Brahma 
samhitd already referred to about the spiritual origin 
of the milk-women is acceptable, ‘The declaration of 

the Bhdgavata on the point of the milk-women’s salva- 
tion is also to be read in this light, The qualified wor- 

shippers were born as Gopi's and for true amorous 

sports entered into the lives of eternal Gopis, the 

incarnations of His Prakrita in relation to highest 

joy and love. * 

° yatanna fa ae Tray; | 
” 
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Once the above is understood and _ grasped, 

the -practical utility of the cult of joyous devotion 

becomes at once apparent. The blessed worshipper 

in this line of religious devotion has nothing else 

to seek for than complete self-identification with the 

eternal milk-women. It was indeed to help such a 

worshipper that the Vrinddvanalilad was conceived 
and executed by the God of love, Let him approach 

Him through one or other of the eternal milk- women 

of Vrinddévana, and his life will find its self-fulfilment. 

Let him in his heart of hearts feel the love enact- 

ment of the particular milk-woman, and nothing else, 

and he is raised to the plane of genuine life’s sweet 

love, beauty, and joy. His heart will bs immediately 

transformed into Paravyoma, the highest region 

of life, and Vrinddvana, the plane of life’s eternal 
love, and there he will realise his life in that commu- 

nion of love which is the exclusive privilege of His 
eternal sweet hearts. Viewed in this light His amo- 

rous sports may be legitimately acclaimed to have 

laid the foundations of a true religion, There is one 

way, and only one, of thinking of His love-sports 

religiously, and that is to conceive of the worshipper’s 

life definitely merged in the life of an eternal awyut, 

and then participating in the transcendental region 

of the soul in those life-stirring sports of love with 

All-love, Really thus he showed a great favour to 

the world by holding these sports to draw man to 

the highest life of love as expressed in these sports in 

the legitimate way. ‘Crave for the sports through the 
life of the Gopis’—thatis the teaching of the lild * 

« “Sgayra wal arte eearhaa: 
————, 
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By no stretch of imagination can such a teaching 
be conceived as tainted with immorality, To say 
that ib is liable to misuse in immature hands ‘is 
to miss the gist of the whole teaching. It is 
obviously for the qualified worshipher and none - 
qualifies himself or herself for such a worship who- 
has not already learnt to live beyond the world, 

has not raised himself or herself beyond the mortal 

tastes and passions of the world. It is azrqatt 

pure and simple to know how to merge life in the 

life of the eternal ary. Rightly can the advocate 

of devotional love claim that even the sacred story 

of the eternal sports of love is calculated to drive 

away mortal tastes and mortal passions.* When 
love centres round itself, works upon itself, lives 

upon itself, moves upon itself, where there is nothing 

else to think of, to know of, nothing else to feel but 

love, where love is exclusive,absolute, permanent ,and 

self-sufficient, where love fills the soul, fills the mind, 

fills every outlet of life, it is beyond the jurisdiction 
of all phases of cosmic life, Such was the love of the 

-Gopi’s. Love carried them into the Ocean of Love. 
They loved Love and nothing else, As long as 
Krishna was an external object to be gained in the 

pursuit of love, so long their love did not fulfil itself. 

It stood baffled in its efforts of self-realisation. They 

HAT ASU, RUST ar, Wat Aqua Haq ul” (8B ) 

« ‘fanifea acrayfa fee faa: 
weritalsqarat <a qWaza; | 

afe wet anata piace art 
gain arautetiatqem wie, (Be x.) 
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lost Him when He was to be gained. ‘They gained 
Him when He was apparently Jost. Then He came 
to live in their love,when Love was realised, The idea 

of an external object of love, of reciprocity in love, 

is fatal to idealised Divine Love, He does not 

return the love. of.those who want to love Him for, 

ever, because they. will then lose the very thing they 
seek for, namely Eternal Love personified in Him- 
self * They secure Him, their Love, when they appa- 

rently lose Him. When a man has lost his acquired 

wealth, by concentration of thought upon the lost 

wealth, he knows of nothing else. So when Love 
is lost, Love alone is thought of, and the whole soul is 

filled therewith. Love is thus secured in loss, This 

follows naturally because He is indentified with Love. 
A. worldly thing however can never beidentified with 

its pursuit, There lies the difference. Devotional 

love pursues no mortal thing. It clings to itself to 

the end. It ends exactly as it begins. Mortal 

passions, mortal desires, never cross its path through- 

out its immortal career, Premabhakti, call it kdma or 

passion if you like, nowhere leads to worldly hanker- 

ings which lie wholly outside its scope of operations, t 

No wonder it should be adjudged as the loftiest and 

most refined stage of life’s devotion to its true self. 

A mortal jiva once raised to the plane of suddha 
bhakti or pure life-to-life devotion to Him calmly 

views even mortal phases of rasa as essentially 

+ ave fe wah aaahty aqqq—aereniiaastasas | 
auisaat wauua faad—aferraratnzd 4 Az y (BX) 

t “a manatzatwat are, arara wera’ (BB) 
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immortal, The veil of death is then immediately with- 
drawn from all life. All life is then in full rdsa and in 

eternal rdsa. With the withdrawal of death from 

the scene, life’s tragedies are at once turned into 

comedies. All phases of mortal pleasure and pain 
are transformed into amusements of self-concealment 

lildé of the will-to-enjoy, It wants to enjoy life, 
to realise its impulse of rdsa or joy, by voluntary 
conscious self-devotion, Life, all life, is then really 

merged in True Life and His eternal léld of rdsa, 

The nature of self-deception once realised turns 

herself into eternal Hiddini saktt. Ah; We are 

then all really in the rdsamandala but, we do not 

realise that, | We have chosen to decteve ourselves, 

and thus we are fallen from the joyous eminence, 

That is the magic of His Lild. And we are in 
that Lild. True Life ever amuses itself thus, In 
the realisation of lild, life enjoys Life in all the 

immortalized aspects of joy. The mortal aspects 

* of rasa are turned into immortal ones when diverted 

towards Him, or comprehended in His Lila, 
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THe BENGALEB, 28-38-20 | 

Bangla Prayoga Vijnana 

The volume under review is a highly valuable scholarly 

work, A vast amount of information has been given on every 

subject dealt with in the work, the Bengali alphabet, the 

words, word-formations, word-imports and _ various other 
cognate matters, The basic principles of the Bengali language 

have been explained most clearly and authoritatively, We 

can say without any hesitation that the work will provea 

great boon to advanced workers in the fleld of Bengali language, 

While the best scientific methods have been adopted inthe 

treatment of the subject matter,the author has laid under con- 

tribution all the wellknown authoritative Hindu works on the 

subject—namely Pratisakhyas, Niruktas, Vyakarans the com- 

mentaries, The Tantras and the Puranas, The Philosophies of 

Grammar and the Rhetorical works. Indeed the author’s 

encyclopaedic knowledge makes his expcsitions highly interes- 

ting and profoundly learned all through. 

Sri Sri Vansi Siksha of Premdas 
edited with copious prefatory motes and an appendix by 

professor Bhagabat Kumar-Goswami Shastri M. A. Research 

Scholar. Price one rupee six annas, 

This great work on the doctrine of ecstatic love and 

devotion is weil known throughout the Vaishnavite world 

The notes appear to-us to be very valuable and scholarly. 

The life of Vanshibadan to whom Sri Chaitanya confided at 

first the great secret of his religion has been carefully collected 

and given at some length in the preface. Premdas’s life 
appears in ‘full for the first time in the introduction and 

a critical estimate is giver of his great work. The appendix 

contains tables of Vansi’s main lines of disciples. A very 

common error about the birth-date of Sri Gauranga has been, 
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we are glad to note, corrected authoritatively, Altogether 

much information of great historic value ts to be found in 

the notes added by the learned editor. The edition is practl- 

- cally free form printing errors, We strongly commend the 

' edition to the notice of all interested in Vaishnavism. 

A. B, PATRIKA, 24-3-20 

Bangla Prayoga Vijnana 

Introductory part by Professor Bhagabata Kumar 

Goswami Shastri, M. A. Research Scholar. Price Annas 

eight. 

The volume before us deals with the fundamental prin- 

ciples of the Bengali language and is complete in itself, The 

great merit of the work lies in the fact that while the subject 

matter is treated in the strictest and most up-to-date scienti- 

fic method, it makes the fullest use of the best researches of 

the old Hindu sages—the philosophers, grammarians and 

historians, Inevery section of the work, phonetics and 

phonetic !aws, word-arrangements and word-imports, the 

author has much new information to give, historic, philoso- 

phic and scientific. The value of the work is greatly 

enhanced by the introduction of aphorisms to indicate the 

general idea on every point followed by elaborate discussions 

and encyclopaedic informations. The explanations and dis- 

cussions are so lucid that no point touched upon is left in 

the dark. The book will be of immense help to those en- 

gaged in advanced studies and researches in Bengali language, 
Now that Bengali has been introduced into the curriculum 

of the University upto the M, A, standard, we} recommend 

its adoption as a text book for advanced studies in the B, A, 
and M, A. classes, 

Sri Sri Vansi Siksha of Premdas— 
Edited with elaborate introductions and an appendix 

by Prof. Bhagabat Kumar Goswami Shastri M. A, Research 
Scholar, Price one rupee six annas. 
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Professor Goswami has done a great service to the 

Vaishnava world by this edition of the great work of 

Premdas, The main work, as every student of Vaishnavism 

knows, elaborately deals with the doctrine of religious 
devotion and love in {ts highest stage and finest phase 

of ecstatic devotion to God Srikrishna, It is based upon the 

teachings of Lord Gauranga to Sri Vansivadana—teachings 

imparted just on the eve of the Lord’s retirement from home 

and home-life. As such the work has a _ historic value of 

great importance. This value of the work is enhanced by 

the very scholarly introduction and the appendix added in 

the edition under review. Among other things the reader 

will find in these additions an elaborate life of Sri Vansi- 

vadana, an account of the great author and his works, as well 

as a chart of the main lines of Vansi’s disciples. Inciden- 

tally an authentic account is given of its holy shrine of 

Balaram at Bagnapara—the history of the foundation and 

growth, Wecommend the book to every one interested in 

the study of Vaishnavism and Vaishnava history: 
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Advanced Research Works 

By 

Prof. BHAGABAT KUMAR SHASTRI M. A. 

[ The Bhakti Cult In Ancient India 
. ) ( Price Rs. 8/- ) : 

2. Bhaktir Pran ( Bengali ) 
( Just out ) 

A big work on the Religious Philosophy of Life. The deepest 

problems of life are subjected to a searching analysis. The 

language is colloqual and impressive. There are no quotations 

from Sanskrit texts to do duty forreasons, The Bhakti Cult of the 

Hindus is sought to be explained on purely philcsophic lines in 

this book, Price Rs: 4/-. 

3. Bangla Prayoga Vijnana 
Upodghata-khanda ( Bengali ) 

The basic philosophic and scientific principles of the Bengali 

Language are clearly explained. Most favourably noticed in the 

Press (E.G. The Bengalee, etc, The Amrita Bazar Patrika, 

The Hitavadi ). 

4. Sri Sri Vansi Siksha 
of Premdas 

A well-known Bengali classic work on bhakti—edited with a 

full introduction and an appendix, wherein is given extensive 

historic information by the editor. Most favourably noticed in 

the Press. 



College and School Books 

and 

Editions by the same Author 

1. Sahitya Path— Part J 

2. Sahitya Path—P art Il | Approved by the D.P.I 

3. Sahitya Path—Part IJ1| and C.T.B.C. 
4. Sahitya Path -Part IV | 

: 5. Bharater Katha—A manual of Indian History 

6. Vidyasagar’s Upakramanika—with Appendia 

7. Raghuvansam—XIll A joint edition to 

8. Raghuvansam—XIV which 

9. Raghuvansam— XV Sanskrit and English 

-amports and full English notes were contributed 
by self ( now out of print ). 
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